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Prcvinewl Museum, Oct. II, 18S2,

Annivehsary Meeting.

John Somers, M.D., F.R.M.S., President, in the Chair.

Inter Alia.

The following gentlemen were elected office-bearers for the ensuing year: —
President—J OB.^ Somehs, M.D., F.R.M.S.

rice-Presidents—UoBEJiT Morrow, Esq., Martin Murphy, C. E.

Treasurer—W. C. Silver, Esq.

>Sec7-etaries—Prof. D. Honeyman, D.C.L., Alexander McKay, Esq.

Council—J. B. Gilpin, M.D., Wm. Gossip, Augustus Allison, J.M.Jones

Simon D. McDonald, Jas. R. DeWolfe, M. D., Edwin Gilpin, Wm. M,
Harrington.

Ordinary Meeting, November 13, 1882. •

The President in the Chair.

The President delivered an address in which the status and valuable work
done by the Institute were pointed out, and encouragement given to new
workers in various fields yet open to scientific research.

Pi-of. Honeyman, D.C.L., read a paper "On the Micro-Polariscopic Investiga-
tion of the Crystalline Rocks of the Gold-bearing Series of Yarmouth." After
some remarks by Prof. Lawson, the meeting adjourned.

Ordinary Meeting, December 11, 1882.

The President in the Chair.

Prof. Lawson, Ph. D., Ll. D., read a paper, entitled, "Notice of some New
or Rare Plants."

Prof. D. Honeyman, D. C. L., read a paper on " Chebucto NuUipores, with

attaches."

The President announced that John Y. Gunn, Government Inspector of
Schools for Inverness and Cape Breton, had been elected Associate member by
the Council.
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Special Meeting, Jauuary 2, 1888.

KoBebt Morroav, Esq., Viee-Fresident, in the Chair.

Inter Alia.

A letter was read from the Eoj'al Society of Canada, inviting the Nova
Scotian Institute of Natural Science to send a delegate to the next meeting of the

Royal Society.

On motion of Messrs. Gilpin and Jack, it was

Resolved, That the Institute cordially receive the communication nf the

Royal Society of Canada, and that they agree to carry out the request of the

Society by electing a delegate.

Ordinary Meeting, January 8, 1B83.

Robert Morrow, Esq., Vice-President, in the Chair,

Dr. SoMERS, the F/ esident, read a paper " On the Anatomy of the Heart of

a Moose."

Prof. HonEYMan, D.C.L., read a paper " On Nullipores."

Special Meeting, 31st Jan., 1883.

John Somers, M. D., President, in the Chair.

Inter Alia.

The Committee appointed to prepare a letter in reply to the letter of the

Royal Society of Canada, reported as follows: "At the last meeting of the

Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Science, it was resolved that the Institute

reciprocate the friendly greeting of the Royal Society of Canada, and agree to

blect a delegate to the Society in accordance with the request embodied in their

letter of the 17th Nov., 1882."

William Gossip, Esq., was elected.

Ordinary Meeting, 12th Feb.

John Somers, M. D., President, in the Chair.

Inter Alia.

Prof. HoNEYMAN, D. C. L., read a paper " On Glacial Transportation in

Nova Scotia and Beyond,—Problem of 1873 solved."

The President read a paper " Ou the Winter Food of the Partridge

(Bonosa umbellus), and on Partridge Poisoning."

It was intmiated that Dr. McKenzie had been elected an Associate Member
Hnd Capt. England an Ordinary Member.
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Ordinary Mketing, 17th March.

Egbert Morrow, Esq., Vice-President, in the CJictir,

Inter Alia.

A letter was read from the Royal Society of Canada announcing the second
session to be held at Ottawa, on the 2lst day of May next, and requestinn; the

titles and abstracts of papers to be sent in before the 15th.

Simon D. Macdonald, F. G. S., read a paper " On Sable Island."

Prof. Lawson, Ph.D., Ll. D., read a paper " On New and Rare Plants of

Nova Scotia and Ferns of Bermuda."

Special Meeting, 22nd March-

Robert Morrow, Esq., Vice-President, in tJif. Chair,

Ordinary Meeting, 9th April.

Robert Morrow, Esq., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Inter Alia.

Edwin Gilpin. Esq., A- M., read a paper "On the Aualj'sis of a PictoiJ

Coal Seam."

Prof. MacGregor read a paper " On the Resistance to the Passage of the
Electric Current between amalgamated Zinc Electrodes and weak solutions of

Zinc Sulphate."

Ordinary Meeting, 14th May.

John Somers, M. D., President, in the Chair.

Prof. IIOKEYMAN, D.C.L., being absent, his paper " On the Geology of Nova
Scotia,—Halifax and Colc'iester Counties. Part 1," was read hy the Secretary.

The President read a paper "On some additions to the Flora of Nova
Scotia."

A. McKAY, Secretary,
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Art. I.

—

Notes on a Polariscopic Examination of Crys-

talline KocKs of the Yarmouth Gold-Bearing

Series.—By Prof. Honeyman, D.C.L., &c. Curator

of the Provincial Musewm.

(Read Nov. 13, 1882 )

The problematical character of those rocks, and their unex-

pected appearance in the gold bearing series—no similar rocks

appearing elsewhere in the band, as far as observed,—led me to

have sections prepared by A. A. Julien, New York, for micro-

scopic and polariscopic examination.

1, 2. The rock at Jehogue Point has suggested a number

of queries. (Vide Paper on " Geology of Digby and Yarmouth

Counties." Trans. 1880.) Its appearance and relations suggested

a comparison with the Igneous rocks of the Blomidon series. I

had also a section made of Blomidon Basalt. The two examined

by the polarLscope are so much alike as to be regarded identical.

The dark material of both is evidently Augite, and the clear

crystals a triclinic feldspar. The latter polarized shew three

parallel lines. Between two parallels the colour is a beau-

tiful blue-white, the colour between the other two is dusky.

Turning the polarizer the colours change place,—the dusky

becoming blue, and the blue dusky. This seems to furnish a

reply to my queries, and to refer the eruption at Jebogue Point

to the Paulo-jwst Triassic Period.

3. Sunday Point Porphyrite.—A macroscopic examination
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of this rock shows the existence of Biotite, Hornblende and

crystals of a white feldspar. The polariscope shows the feldspar

to be trichroic. The colours run in parallels, and the crystals

shew beautiful striation.

4. Cranberry Point Diorite,—Macroscopically examined

this rock shows abundance of Biotite and Hornblende. The

Polariscope shews triclinic feldspar. This and the Porphyrite

of Sandy Point seem to be closely related, but different from the

Jebosfue Point Dolerite. These two seem to be intrusive, but

of a Lower Silurian age.

In considering the subject of the age of the gold-bearing

rocks, it is evident that these crystalline rocks must be

eliminated,

5. Yarmouth Harbour Rock.—This singular rock furnishes

a very interesting section. It is composed of a glassy, undeter-

mined mineral and hornblende. I have not been able to ascertain

the nature of the former by the polariscope
;
portions of it seem

to be a glass. One of the green hornblendic patches has a

singularly pretty inclusion. In a small glassy area, bounded by

two straight sides and two curved, is a perfectly round glassy

inclusion. Turning the polarizer the inclusion darkens, until

space and inclusion become altogether black.

Sections of other crystalline rocks are under examination.

They will be the subjects of future notes.

Art. II.

—

Chebucto Nullipores, with Attaches.—By Prof.

D. Honeyman, D. C. L., &c. Curator of the Pro-

vincial Museum.

(Read December 11, 1882.)

Our specimens appear to differ in their mode of growth.

There is seemingly a vertical and a horizontal growth. Speci-

men No. 1 exhibits both. The upward growth developes into

branches, the horizontal increases the body by layers, forming

a limestone, having a concretionary and amorphous aspect.
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Specimens Nos. 2 and 3 are amorphous. Of No. 1 the corallines

encrust a stone. No. 2 and 3 are detached from their original

support. Some of the tufts of the cespitose coralline have

pits which have some I'esemblance to pores. Parts of the

surface of the lamellar coralline have also numerous markings

like pores. Still they are evidently nuUipores.

Attaches 1 are specimens of Algce, Rhodosperms. Cor. No.

2 has a large bunch of a beautiful alga.

This seems to be an article of food for fishes. I was familiar

with it from the contents of fish stomachs before I met with it

in its place of growth and was puzzled to ascertain its character.

Its name is Ptilota Serrata.

At. 2. In the recesses of the coralline tufts of specimen No. 1,

are numerous foramenifera. In the bushy edge of

specimen No. 2, are also specimens of the same for-

amenifer.

At. 3. On specimen 1 was a small ophiu7a stai* fish—Brittle

Star.

At. 4. On specimen 1 are specimens of a species of Flustra.

At. 5. In specimen 2 are several saxicava. These have exca-

* vated their dwellings in the thick coralline,—No. 2

having entered betwen the base and the attachment.

At. 6. On all three are specimens of the pretty little gasteropod

chiton ruber. There were many of these, more than

can be now seen ; unfortunately the Museum mice

examined the specimens, and appropriated several of

the chitons and the little o'phiura.

At. 7. Are two pretty little patellse. One is whole, the other is

crushed. The species is Patelloida, or Lottia tes-

tiidinalis.

At. 8. Is another little patelloida. It is evidently a different

species from patelloida testudinalis. It may be pat-

elloida alveus.

There are also many little white subconical forms on the

tufts of No. 1. I have not been able to ascertain their nature.

We have thus noticed : Algae, Foramenifera, Ophiura,

Polyzoa, Lamellibranchiata, Gasteropoda, Incertae sedis—7,
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There is another interesting nullipore to which I would

direct attention. This, also, was dredged at the mouth of

Halifax harbour. It is decidedly lamellar. Broken in two it

shows a concretionary structure. On its surface is a considerable

growth of the algse Ptilota serrata. Branches of this lying on th©

coralline become imbedded by the calcareous growth. Some of

these having been removed, have left indented impressions in

the same way as ferns, &c., leave their impressions in Carboni-

ferous shales. Other attaches are numerous foramenifera

;

many of these are lying in the algce. Others on the coralline

are sometimes partially imbedded and covered by the growth of

^the former. It is possible that parts of the alga and others of

the foramenifera are enveloped in the coralline in the manner of

fossils. No part of this coralline, although of considerable size, is

cespitose. This seems to show that the cespitose corallines are

distinct from the lamellar.

The under part is very striking. It is altogether separate

from its original attachment, and seems to have been so for a

considerable length of tiuie. Several saxicava are imbedded, but

all are dead. The valves of some have numei'ous small perfora-

tions. The operators, doubtless, succeeded in destroying' the

tenants.

L

TubN'Culous annelids (worms) in great numbers adhere to

the base and its cavities. The inmates have long gone.

The tubes are of serpulae, of, apparently, two species. One
species has a singular head, oi- ending, while the other is plain.

The ending has the form of a head, the opening having the

appearance of a circular tnouth. This form is evidently not acci-

dental, as several have it.

Other tubes are spiral. Spirorhis of apparently three

species. Some of these are attached to saxicava.

Some of the hollows are lined with sponge:^. Among the

tubes are numei'ous foramenifera. Other attaches are two or

three pretty little anomia.
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SUMMARY.

AlgcE, coralline, foramenifera, sponges, seipulce, spirorhis

iaxicava, anomia.

GEOLOGICAL.

One specimen seems to throw some light on the mo«]e of

formation of one of our Carboniferous Limestones. In the Pictou

carboniferous formation there is a considerable variety of lime-

stones. Of the manner in which most of these were formed,

and their age, there can be little doubt. The internal and

collateral evidence is sufficient to determine these points. One of

these limestones, however, is exceptional. Its mode of formation

is obscure,—internal evidence of origin is wanting, and the age

is subject to question. This limestone is imbedded in the

sandstones, or high ground, north of New Glasgow. My atten-

tion was first directed to it in 1862. Polished specimens were

among the economic minerals of our department at the London

Exhibition. It was considered to be a limestone, or marble, that

might be adopted for ornamental purposes. It is brown in colour,

and has a concentric structure. I took an early opportunity of

examining the deposit, and of securing characteristic specimens.

One of these, which is in the Museum, was polished by Mr.

Wesley, marble worker, for the Paris Exposition 6f 1867. It

was found that the bed was of limited extent, and that the sand-

stone with which it was united interfered with the polishing.

Another of the specimens, cut vertically, shows a sandstone

base. On this there is first a calcareo-siliceous layer, which is

amorphous. On this another is formed with several centres,

above this it is beautifully concentric. The top of the specimen

is cauliflower shaped. When Sir W. E. Logan and Mr. Hartley

surveyed the Pictou coal fields in 1869, the latter examined the

limestone, but was equally unsuccessful with myself in finding

fossils which could determine the age of the formation. He
succeeded, however, in finding one form, a spirorhis. There was

a lai'ge number of these attached to a specimen somewhat

resembling our own. The appearance was so striking and singular
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that I will not readily forget it. I presume that the specimen is

now in the collection of the Geological Museum, Ottawa,

There is, therefore, reason to suppose that the Hartley speci-

mens and our nullipore are analogous, as both have concretionary

lamellar structure and attached spirorbes, and that the carboni-

ferous concretionary limestone is coralline or nullipore in origin.

Art. III.

—

Notes on Sable Island. By Simon D. Mac-

DONALD, F. G. S.

(Read March 12, 1883.)

In bringing this Island and its surroundings to your notice

this evening, I feel I am opening up a rich field for the future

investigation of this Institute.

From its geographical position—midway between this coast

and the gulf stream—it possesses characteristics peculiar to

itself, and a phenomena so varied that there is work here for

us all.

But not only does this Island invite our attention in the

interests of science, but demands our attention in the interests

of humanity.

Situated directly in the pathway of commerce,—enshrouded

for weeks together by impenetrable fog—encircled by eddies and

currents of the most erratic character—its dangerous and ever-

shifting sand-bars, together with its terrible record of disasters,

dating back from the earliest history of this country—it has

earned for itself among mariners the well-merited appellation,

that of " the grave-yard of North America."

And were we to-morrow to visit this island and witness its

wreck-strewn shores—the ghastly grin of skeletons protruding

from the embankment or lying awash on the beach—and listen

to the sickening tales of the surf-men, we would feel guilty,

indeed, if we, as members of one of the oldest scientific societies in
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this Dominion, did not put forth our greatest effort to leai^n some-

thing o£ the causes whose effects are so fraught with destruction,

and give to the world the benefit of our researches.

While compiling the wreck-chart of Sable Island which we

have before us, I have had to examine the early records of the

Province, from which I have gleaned many facts in connection

with the history of this Island. Having had the opportunity

of visiting it on two occasions, and learning something of it

as it is to-day, I thought it well to place the results before you,

to form, as it were, a basis for further investigations.

The first notice of this Island in history, is from the

voyage of John Cabot, who, in company with his son, Sebastian,

sailed from Bristol in 1547, in a vessel called the "Matthew."

After making the land at Labrador, he sailed south and west-

ward, coasting Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, as far as Cape

Sable. Finding here the coast trending suddenly to the north,

and being short of provisions, with an unknoivn sea before him,

he wisely turned his prow homeward. On the third day he

passed two islands to starboard, which, from their position,

must have been some of the higher hummocks of Sable Island.

Viewed at a distance, these might easily be taken for separate

islands.

Three years later an expedition, ordered by Emanuel, King

of Portugal, followed in the wake of Cabot ; but meeting with

reverses, they returned, disheartened, to Lisbon.

Private enterprizes, however, stimulated by the glowing

accounts given by Cabot of seas blocked with fish, were continued

from year to year, and hundreds of Portuguese fishermen resorted

to the banks.

To these people the credit is given of having placed cattle

and swine on the Island for the benefit of those who might be

cast upon its shores. That they were well acquainted with the

place, there can be little doubt.

On a chart made by Pedro Reinel, as early as 1505, of

Newfoundland and this coast, as far as Maine, this island is laid

down as "Sanda Crus."
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In the museum of Paris is another chart, made by Gaftaldi

(of New France), in 1550, showing the fishing banks extending

from off Lahave to Newfoundland, on which this island appears

as "Isolla del Arena."

In 1518, Baron de Lery made the first attempt to colonize

this New France, but meeting with a succession of gales, which

drove him back several times, he arrived on this coast too late

to place his people under shelter before winter would overtake

them, so he left part of his cattle at Canso, and sailed for Sable

Island, where he placed the remainder, and returned to France.

In after years these cattle had so multiplied that it became a

matter of speculation for parties to land and hunt them for their

hides and tallow.

The next mention made of this island is in the record of the

disastrous voyage of Sir Humphrey Gilbert, who sailed from Eng-

land with a fleet of five armed vessels. Arriving at St. John's, Nfld.

—he found a large fleet of fishermen, of different nations

—

and took formal possession of the place in the name of Queen

Elizabeth. The Portuguese treated him well, and after supplying

him with wines, marmalade, sweet oil, &c., told him of their

having placed swine and cattle on Sable Island. Thither Sir

Humphrey sailed.

Several days after, during a thick fog, he lost his second in

command on Sable Island. As this is the first wreck of which

there is any history, written in quaint old English, I will

read it as recorded :

"Sabla lieth, to the seaward of Cape Breton about 45°,

whither we were determined to go, upon intelligence we had of

a Portingall, during our abode in St. John's, who was also him-

self present when the Poi tingalls, about 30 years past, did put

into the same Island both neat and swine to breed, which were

since exceedingly multiplied.

" The distance between Cape Race and Cape Breton is 100

leagues, in which navigation we spent 8 days. Having the wind
many times indifferent good, but could never obtain sight of any
land, all that time, seeing we were hindered by the cuiTent. At
last we fell into such flats and dangers, that hardly any of us

escaped. Where nevertheless we lost our Admiral, with all the

men and provisions.
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"Contrary to the mind of the expert Master Cox, on Wed-
nesday, 27th August, we bore up toward the land. Those in the

doomed ship continually sounding trumpet and drums. Whilst
strange voices from the deep scared the helmsman from his post

on board the Frigate.

" Thursday, the 28th, the wind arose and blew vehemently
from the south and east,—bringing withal rain and thick mist,

that we could not see a cable length before us. And betimes we
were run and foulded amongst flats and sands, amongt which
we found flats and deeps every 3 or 4 ship's lengths. iTnriie-

diately tokens were given to the admiral to cast about to

seaward, which being the greater ship, and of burden 120 tons,

was performost upon the beach. Keeping so ill a watch they
knew not the danger before they felt the same too late to

recover, for presently the Admiral struck aground, and had soon

her stern and hinder parts beaten in pieces. The remaining two
ships escapad by casting about E.S.E., bearing to the south for

their lives, even in the wind's eye. Sounding on while 7 fathom,

then 5, then again deeper. The sea going mightily and high."

In the wreck of the " Delight," or " Admiral," as she was

called, upwards of 95 -perished, 12 only escaped, and afterwards

reached the Nova Scotia coast and were carried by some French

vessel to England.

In 1598, the Marquis " De la Roche" obtained a charter

from Henry III. to colonize and Christianize New France, and

sailed in May of that year. Arriving ofl" this coast, and fearing

that his people,—consisting of 40 convicts from the French

prisons—might escape, he landed them on Sable Island until he

could make arrangements to settle on the main land. On returning

he encountered a furious gale which, in 15 days, drove him on

the French coast. He had scarcely landed, when he was thrown

into prison by an enemy, and was prevented from communicating

the result of his voyage to the king. Five years after, the king,

receiving intelligence, ordered the pilot who had led them thither

to proceed to Sable Island and learn their fate, which was found

to be deplorable. Out of the forty landed five years previous,

only twelve remained alive.

Finding themselves alone, and deserted, as they thought, by

the very one whom they looked to for liberty and comfort, they
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became desperate. With no law to restrain, nor punishment to

fear, each man's hand was turned against his fellow, and several

had come to a violent end. The remainder, from ill-prepared

food and exposure, became reduced in spirits, and had lately led

more quiet lives. After being landed on the Island they managed

to erect huts from the remains of a Spanish vessel wrecked in

the breakers, and maintained existence by eating the raw flesh

of the cattle Baron de Lery, or the Portuguese, had placed on

(he Island many years before, and which had become very numer-

ous. In a short time their clothes were worn out, and they

dressed themselves in the skins of seals.

On their arrival in France they were presented to the king.

Their savage expression, unkempt hair and beards, which reached

to their waists, together with their pitiful tale of want and

exposure, so moved the king that he gave them fifty crowns

a piece and permission to return to their homes. Strange to say,

they afterwards sought passage to the island, where they accu-

mulated a large quantity of fur.

In 1638, John Rose, of Boston, lost his vessel—the "Mary
& Jane"—at this place. He was here three months constructing

a yawl from the remains of his vessel, by which he reached the

main land. His reports of having seen "more than 800 head of

wild cattle, and a great many foxes, many of which were black"

so interested the Acadians that 17 of them embarked in a vessel,

taking Rose as pilot. After this Rose returned to New Eng-

land, where the tidings of this wonderful Island soon spread.

A company was soon formed at Boston to hunt on the Island.

On their arrival they found that the 17 Frenchman who had

wintered on the Island, had built houses and a fort, and so

slaughtered the cattle that only 150 remained.

About 100 years ?a^er, a French clergyman named LeMercier,

claiming to be an Englishman by naturalization, sent thither a

number of cattle, previous to removing with his family. He had

petitioned Governor Armstrong, at Annapolis, for a grant of the

Island, but declining to pay a Quit rent to the government, the

grant was withheld. A proclamation was issued forbidding per-

sons from killing those animals, and they continued there for many
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years. At what period they were destroyed, and succeeded by

the wild horses now upon it, is not known.

From this date up to the beginning of the present century,

We have little information respecting this Island, except that it

became a favourite resort of fishermen, for the purpose of hunting

the walrus and seal.

With the inci'ease of commerce, wrecks were more frequent,

and it became the haunt of pii'ates and wreckers of the worst

description, who are said to have lighted fires on the shore

luring vessels to their destrucftion. Valuable jewels and rare

articles having been exhibited as coming^ from there from time to

time, strange stories of piracy and 'murder became frequent.

This, together with the report of several vessels being lost

with all hands, in quick succession— among them being the

"' Princess Amelia," a transport having on board the household

effects of the Duke of Kent and upwards of 200 officers and

recruits, all of whom perished, although it was thought that

many of them reached shore and were afterwards murdered by

the pirates, excited the suspicions of the authorities.

The gun brig " Harriet" was dispatched, under Lieut.

ToREENS, to investigate matters, when she, too, was lost. The

government at once took action, and, by the advice of Sir John
Wentworth, an amount was appropriated for settling families on

the Island to assist shipwrecked persons and for saving property.

A proclamation was issued, stating that persons found resid-

ing upon the Island without a license from the government

would be removed and imprisoned for a period of not less than

six years. This had the desired effect, driving off the wretches

who infested it, and the pi'esent establishment was formed under

the superintendence of one James Morris in 1802.

Such is the early history which, though dim and frag-

mentary, yet serves to show that the Island was well known
and frequented hundreds of 3''ears before the founding of Halifax,

and that by a race of people who have left no descendants

along our coast.

We will now consider the geneial features of this

Island. It is simply an enormous accumulation of loose grey
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sand, forming two parallel ridges united at either extremity.

It is crescent-shaped, with its inner side towards the coast.

The valley formed by these parallel ridges extends the

length of the Island, 8 miles of which is occupied by a lake. A
narrow ridge separates this lake from the ocean on the south,

over which the sea breaks in many places during heavy weather.

According to the last admiralty survey, this Island is situ-

ated 85 miles from White Head, the nearest point on the Nova

Scotia coast. The west end is in lat. 43, 56, N., and 60, 08, W,

lonsf.,—22 miles in length and 1 mile in breadth.

From a northern approach it presents the appearance of a

succession of low, naked sand hummocks, some partially cavered

with vegetation. Beginning at the west end, those hills or

hummocks have an elevation of about 20 feet, gradually rising

eastward, attaining the height of about 80 feet in the vicinity of

the east end light, beyond which they slope away until they

meet the N. E. bar, which in fine weather dries for a distance of

4 miles from the grassy sand hilli?. About two miles from the

besinninof of this bar, an island is forming over an old wreck,

and is covered with grass.

This dry bar is succeeded by 9 miles of heavy breakers, to

a depth of 6 fathoms, 4 miles further with a heavy cross sea,

with from 10 to 13 fathoms, and then ends abruptly, the depth

increasing in a distance of 3 miles to 170 fathoms.

The N. W. bar dries about 1| miles from the gi'ass hills,

with patches or shoals nearly dry one mile further out. Then

9 miles of heavy breakers in fine weather, succeeded by seven

miles more in heavy iveather, when the depth increases from five

to ten fathoms, and where there is a great ripple and a heavy

cross sea. The whole extent of this bar is 17 miles, beyond

which the water gradually deepens.

Thus we have the Island, with its bars in bad weather, a

continuous line of over 50 miles of foaming breakers, producing

the most terrific efiect ; the Island seeming to shake to its

foundation as the whole body of the Atlantic breaks upon it.

In addition to this bar, at either extremity there ai-e three

submerged bars, or ridges, parallel with the shore on both sides,
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with only a few feet of water, which form heavy breakers when
there is any sea running, making it exceedingly hazardous for

landing in boats.

On the south side the water deepens ver}'- gradually, thus

extendingf its dancrers far into the sea in that direction. Vessels

seldom anchor on the south side, because of the prevalent swell

from the south, and from the great distance from a landing,

which is only practicable after a long continuance of northerly

winds. While on the north side boats can only land during

southerly wind and after a continuance of fine weather. But

there are surf-boats belonging to the Island which can generally

communicate when ordinary boats would swamp.

On the north side vessels anchor from one to two miles off

shore. The bottom being fine sand, holds well, but the sea is so

heavy, except in ofi-shore winds, that on the first indication of

wind from the sea, a vessel must weigh anchor immediately and

make an offing.

Wrecks on the N. W. or N. E. bar are of course far more

dangerous to life than those that take place on the Island. In

bad Aveather the rescue of a crew on the submerged portion of

those bars would be impossible.

We have here a chart showing the wrecks that have taken

place since the formation of the establishment by the Govern-

ment, in 1S02, for life-saving purposes, which I have compiled

from official reports, and submitted to the three superintendents

that have had charge of the Island. This chart shows the name

and position of knoiun wrecks. The unknown, on the bars, are,

perhaps, far more numerous. After gales, and a long continu-

ance of foggy weather, there are often sad evidences of disaster

in the wreckage, and frequently bodies drifted on shore, of which

nothing: more is ever known. These bars, on the north side

are extremely steep, especially so the N. E. bar, having as

much as 30 fathoms water close to it ; hence a vessel caught

here in a S. W. to S. E. gale, would probably strike, forge over

and founder in deep water, leaving nothing whatever above to

tell the tale.

In the immediate neighbourhood of the ocean little else but
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sand is seen, thrown up into every variety of drift, or scooped

out by the wind into bowl-like hollows, relieved only by the

stark timbers of many an unfortunate ship, washed by the waves

or thrown high upon the shore, and the unceasing headlong

plunge of the breakers, as each in turn rears its green head and

breaks in a crest of foam as it rushes up the sloping beach.

As we mount the hummocks and descend into the lake valley,

the scene changes to that of a Western prairie. Desolate wastes

of sand give place to green knolls and waving meadows of tall,

luxuriant grass, interspersed with wild pea. In the vicinity of

the lake can be gathered in their season luild roses, lilies, asters,

straivherries, blueberries, cranberries—the latter aftbrding quite

a revenue to the Island.

Herds of wild ponies dot the valley and hill side. Here

and there are fresh water ponds, girt with dense rank grass,

where wild duck and water-fowl breed in thousands. Hgre,

again is a long barren, known as the "desert," whose sands

are as shifting as those of the Sahara, and equally as destitute

of vegetatk)n.

Thus alternate barrenness and vegetation, fertile valleys

and sand hummocks, the entire length of the Island.

The Government establishment on this Island consists of a

superintendent and 18 men, located at different parts of the

Island. Besides the main station, there are five owi-stations,

where some of the staff reside. There are also two houses of

refuge, in which are fire places filled with wood ; mwich-boxes,

a bucket, and a bag of biscuit, hanging against the wall, out of

reach of rats, which sometimes infest the Island. The door is

simply latched. Written directions are posted up, showing the

way to the stations, and how fresh water can be had by digging

18 inches in the sand. Many a crew, thrown on this desolate

sand-bank in storm and darkness, finding their way to those

houses, have had reason to bless the government for its thought-

fulness in providing for their emergency, without which many a

poor fellow would have had to succumb.

At these out stations signal stafi's are erected forthepuipose

of communicating with vessels or the main station, at which the
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row's nest on the cross-trees of the flag-staff has an elevation of

1 20 feet, and commands a view, in clear weather, of the entire

Island.

During fog the island is patrolled once in 24 hours by rounds-

men, or men from, the outposts, on horseback.

Through the kindness of Miss Dix, who spent a short time

on this Island, four Francis metallic life boats were placed at

the different life-saving stations. There are also surf-boats,

rockets and mortars, for throwing lines to wrecks, a life-car and

hretches buoy for the landing of crews.

At the different stations thei'e is a supply of tame horses

always on hand to convey the boats to the vicinity of wrecks.

The life of the surf-men, though somewhat monotonous, is

not an idle one. Each day has its duties. In fine weather their

time is occupied in keeping the stations in repair, hauling fire-

wood, attending to the domestic cattle, and farming in its season,

besides landing supplies, and shipping wrecked materials on the

visit of the Government steamer, and at stated times they

have rocket and mortar drill, &c. In foggy weather, or after a

storm, the watching of the beach for wrecks claims their whole

attention.

Mounted on his pony the patrol wends his way, frequently in

the teeth of the blast that almost sweeps him from his saddle, while

often snow, hail and sleet—and oftener still, sharp sand drift,

that cuts the face until smarting with pain—forces him to take

shelter between the sand hills, and follow along the central

valley, ever and anon mounting the hummocks to look seaward,

and betimes plunging down into the land-wash to examine some

object floating in the breakers— a spar, an empty bottle, or

perhaps a hen-coop. Such tokens are often all he finds. And so

he trudges on for miles. At length he discovers the next patrol

approaching : they draw rein, exchange notes, turn and retrace

their steps to report at head quarters. Thus patrols make the

circuit of the Island.

The horses found wild here have been considered by Dr.

Gilpin and others to resemble the wild hoi'se of Mexico. It is

generally thought that they were landed from some Spajiish
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wreck. They are small, but strong and active, and show a

power of endurance almost surp7'isiny ; withstanding the incle-

mency of winter without other shelter than that afforded by

the hillocks of sand.

The English rabhit has at different periods been very numer-

ous, and threatened at one time to over-run the Island. But, to

their misfortune, the Norway rat landed from an old vessel, and

in a short time became so numerous that they nearly annihilated

the rabbits, and then turned their attention to the stores of the

Island, so that during one winter the staff were without bread

for some months. In the spring the Government sent a detach-

ment of cats to look after the rais. The cats killed the rats and

then finished the remaining rahhits. In a short time the cats

became so ivild and numerous as to be a source of danger, when
dogs were sent to hunt the cats, and with the assistance of shot

guns in the hands of the staff, the cats were finally extirpated.

Again the Island was stocked with rabbits, when a snoiuy

oiul found his way thither, and being so delighted at his Jind,

disappeared, and in a few days returned with his friends, who
remained long after the rabbits were extinct, and still shows his

Jsind remembrances by making periodical visits.

Until 1814, herds of wild hogs roamed the Island, which

became exceedingly fierce, often attacking the cattle. But

during a very severe winter all perished. Since that time this

species of stock has not been allowed to range the Island, since,

owing to their proclivity to hunt bodies in the sand, and devour

those found in the land-wash, they became objects of horror

and disgust.

The walrus, or sea Hon, once repaired to this Island in

large numbers. Their tusks are still being washed out of the

sand, although they disappeared many years ago.

Early in January the Greenland seals make their appearance

on the bars, for the purpose of luhelping, and are sometimes

hunted by the staff. The male is about 8 feet long, weighs

often 800 lbs., and swims at the rate of seven miles an hour.

They are very tenacious of life, often surviving the most severe

wounds. Their habits are very interesting. When on shore

.they live in families, each male attended by several females.
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The young at twenty days are nearly white, and those who
have partaken of their flesh, pronounce it equal to that of

sucking pig. When the males are old they are deserted by the

females, and living apart from the rest, become exceedingly

fierce. In their encounters they inflict on each other wounds

like sabre thrusts, and after their engagements throw themselves

into the sea to wash away the blood. The hunting of this species

of seal is not without its dangers. They often turn upon their

pursuers, and will sometimes ward off" a blow, seize the club in

their tusks and escape.

The common harhour seal is a constant dweller on the Island.

In May their new-born whelps ma}' be found sleeping on the

sand in velvet coats, or riding the surges on their mothers' backs.

LIGHTS.

In 1873 the Government erected two powerful lights—one

on each end of the Island—at a cost of $80,000, the propriety of

which has been very much (i[uestioned.

Nearly every government that has come into power has

had the subject of light houses on Sable Island before them, and

as often has it been opposed by sea-faring men, who maintained

that it would render navigation more dangerous than before-

Their argument beino- that were no inducements offered to
CD O

approach the Island, vessels would keep at a sufficiently safe

-distance from it ; whereas, in the hope of making the light, they

would be drawn near the bars, thereby increasing the risk and

danger.

Some maintained, on the other hand, that if two pow-

erful white lights were exhibited—one fixed the other revolv-

ing—they would be visible twenty miles, which would be

quite far enough to warn vessels of their danger, and enable

them to define their position. Mr. Howe, in his report of 1848,

stated that although Capt. Darby and Mr. Cunard entertained

the belief that a light would induce vessels to run for the Island,

and lure them amid shoals and sand-bars, it was, in his opinion,

strongly advisable that a light should be erected near the central
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station, and that vessels not bound for the Island, nor driven

there by currents or stress of weather, would no more run for it

than they do now,—that they would, in fact, keep clear of it, it

having no harbour of refuge ; and that vessels outward bound

would not require a new point of departure, while those homeward

bound had all the coast before them ; and if made to revolve

E. and W., it would show in which direction the bars lie, and to

government vessels it would be of great service. But, as before,

no further action beyond debating the matter took place—at

that time.

Foremost among the dano-ers surroundinsj this Island is that

arising from the irregularity of the marine currents that sweep

its shores. To trace the origin of which let us turn our atten-

tion for a while to the course of the gulf stream and polar current.

By glancing at Maury's Physical Chart, it will be seen that

the gulf stream, after discharging its heated waters through the

channel formed by the coast of Florida on the one side and Cuba

and the Bahamas on the other, follows the trend of the American

coast northward until approaching the shoals of Nantucket,

where it swerves to the N. E., passing south of Sable Island to

the tail of the great bank of Newfoundland, and then stretching

over to Europe in a due east direction.

In opposition to this, we have the cold, ice-laden current of

the North, one portion of which, after leaving the Arctic ocean,

passes southward along the eastern coast of Greenland,where being

joined by another branch coming from Baffin's Bay and Davis'

Straits, it passes along the coasts of Labrador and Newfoundland

to the great banks, where it is met by the northern edge of the

gulf stream. At this point a- division of the polar current takes

place,—one portion, from its greater density, sinks below the

warm current of the gulf stream and continues its course south-

ward as a sub-marine current. This has been doubted. In the

Transactions of this Institute for 1865, is a letter from Admiral

Milne to the President of this Society, concerning the currents

on the N. E. coast of North America, in which he says :
" This

polar current passes along the east coast of Newfoundland as

far as Cape Race, where a western part runs round it into S^.
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Mary's Bay, but the eastern part becomes lost. It is probably

checked by the northern limit of the gulf stream, and turned

into a more N. E. direction."

In that same year, however, it is recorded by Carpenter,

that while laying the Atlantic cable in lat. 51° N., and Ion. 38°

W., a heavy storm came down upon them, and they were obliged

to cut the cable. A red buoy was attached to it by a long wire

rope, which, however, soon after broke loose and drifted away.

Seventy-six days after this buoy was seen by a West India mail

steamer in Lat. 42° N., Ion. 40° ; having travelled due south 600

nautical miles, a rate of about eight miles a day, directly against

the gulf stream and prevalent winds, which can be only account-

ed for by the fact of the great length of wire rope that was

hanging in the deeper polar current.

This has been further demonstrated by deeply-submerged

icebergs being carried into and across the gulf stream, and being-

seen repeatedly as far south as 36° lat., by which it is inferred

that the deeply-immersed portion ofFei-ed more resistance to the

lower current than to the shallow surface current, and was thus

borne southward across the gulf stream.

The other portion of the polar current, when it impinges on

the gulf stream at the great bank, becomes deflected to the west-

ward, partially by contact with the great bank, and in its course

its northern edge sweeps around Cape Race, into St. Mary's and

the other bays north, until losing momentum it falls back and

joins the main body of the current. This portion, sweeping

around and into those bays, is commonly called the indraught

by mariners, and to it, being accelerated by certain storms, is

attributed the loss of the " Cedar Grove," at Canso, and the Crom-

well boats at Cape Race.

The southern edge interlaces the gulf stream, and carries

western bound vessels at such a rate as frequently leads mariners

to miscalculate their position with reference to this island ; to

which fact are attributable many of the wrecks.

Capt- Darby, a former superintendent of the Island, in a

letter to Blunt's Coast Pilot, with regard to the streno;th of this

polar current says : " The most of the wrecks occurring here
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arise from error in longitude. I have known vessels from

Europe that had not made an error of one-half degree in their

longitude until they came to the banks of Newfoundland, and

from there in moderate weather and light winds have made errors

from 60 to 100 miles." It is difficult to understand how that

commanders of vessels, making voyages to and from this country

for so many years, should be apparently so ignorant of the

strength of these currents, unless, as it would seem, they have

periods of comparative quiescence and activity.

Then, again, we have a third current—a portion of the polar

current, which, becoming detached at the southern end of Labra-

dor, and sweeping through the Straits of Belle Isle, is joined by

the vast flow of the St. Lawrence, and forms what is known as the

Oulf of St. Lawrence current. This combined current skirts the

east side of Cape Breton, passes south, and strikes obliquely in

the vicinity of Sable Island that portion of the polar current

which is deflected westward by contact with the banks of New-
foundland.

To these opposing currents, then, must be attributed those

dangerous marine disturbances off our coast, of which Sable

Island seems to be the centre. Capt. Cloue, of the French navy,

remarked that during his survey of the Quero bank, adjoining

that of Sable Island, nothing surprised him more than the

strength and uncertainty of the currents, which often set in a

contrary direction to the prevailing winds, and change all

round the compass in 24 hours.

This, of course, is in accordance with well-known law.

Currents of water, like currents of air, meeting in opposite direc-

tions, produce eddies and swirls of the most conflicting character-

In February, 1808, the first superintendent, having had

three months of anxiety from the rapidity with which the Island

had washed away in the vicinity of his house, and having lost

much of his provisions from the depredations of rats, and fearing

that ivant would stare him in the face before relief would reach

him in the spring vessel, built a dispatch boat and sent her out

crowded with sail before a S. E. gale, in hopes that she would

reach the main land, or be picked up by some inbound vessel that
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would carry the dispatches to the Government, and acquaint

them of the starving condition of those on the Island. To his

surprise, in 13 days after she returned to the beach, six miles

above where she set out from.

This swirl motion around this Island is very marked. In

calm weather an empty barrel or cask will make circuit after

circuit of the Island, and this experiment is often resorted to for

testing the velocity of -the current. Again, bodies from wrecks

have often made the same circuit, and it is quite customary for

the surfmen to search on the opposite side for things which

in consequence of an off-shore wind, have been carried thither b}

the current, and deposited upon the beach. During the preva

lence of stormy weather these currents become terribly conflict

ing, and if accompanied by high tides, often remove by thei-

eroding action, hundreds of feet from the embankments Then

again, danger often arises from the lowness of the shores.

Being treeless— with the exception of the light house;

having nothing to distinguish it from the surrounding ocean

which it so resembles in colour—vessels have been known in f.

stiff breeze and clear weather to run directly for the Island

without the slightest knowledge of its proximity, until their

attention has been arrested by the red ensign flung to the breeze

from the flagstaff at one of the stations. Often sailing vessels

and mail steamers are seen fi'om the Island in positions clearly

showing that they were unaware of its pi^esence.

Fogs of a density seldom experienced elsewhere are pre-

valent all the year round, and accompany all winds from N. E.

round by south to S. W. The warm, moist air from above the

gulf stream meeting the cold air above the polar cun-ent, is

condensed into fog which gives but little warning of approach,

and contributes in a marked degree to the dangerous surround-

ings of this Island.

Another danger arises from its proximity to the gulf stream.

Ask the mariner where he most dreads to encounter the storm,

and perchance he will answer on a lea shore or the northern

edge of the gulf.

Maury, who made a life study of the stream, says : " With
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such elements of atmospheric disturbances on its bosom, it fol-

lows that storms of the most violent character would accompany

it in its course. Accordingly the most terrific that rage on the

ocean have been known to spend their fury on its northern

border."

There have been some memorable tempests here which have

marked, as it were, periods in the history of this Island,—nights

of terror never to be forgotten. The inhabitants of this lonely,

desolate sand-bar have often despaired of ever seeing the dawn,

and sat speechless for hours, listening, terror-stricken, to the

howling of the blast, which threatened every moment to hurl

their dwellings from their unstable foundation into the seething

ocean. On one occasion, on going forth after such a night, they

were horrified to find that, in addition to the transformation

undergone around them by the removal of sand-hills, and the

creation of others, that a portion equal to 3 miles long, 40 feet

wide, and from 20 to 60 feet high, had gone bodily from the

north side of their Island. This now forms one of those parallel

bars over which the sea in storms breaks in terrific tumult. The

awful violence, as well as the suddenness of those storms, which

are cyclonic in their character, form one of the most remarkable

phenomena of this Island..

The sun often rises clear, giving indications of continued

'

good weather, and, with the exception of the sea breaking high

on the bars, and the fretful moan of the surf as it breaks along

the shore, there is no premonition of the coming storm. Sud-

denly a dull, leaden haze obscures the sun : clouds gather from

all directions, The sky assumes a wild, unusual appearance,

The wind begins to rise in fitful gusts, carrying swirls of sand

before it. The darkness increases as the low, driving scud shuts

in all distant objects. Now the gale bursts in awful fury,

whipping off" the summits of the hummocks, carrying before it

a cloud of blinding sand-drift. Darkness adds to the horror of

the scene, while rain descends in a perfect deluge. No human
voice can be heard above the tempest. The crinkled lightning

for an instant lights up the mad waves, as they rear and hiss

along the beach. Then a sudden calm ensues,—as strange as
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calm. A few short gusts at first break this period of tranquility,

and in a few minutes the hurricane bursts again from the oppo-

site quarter. The darkness is still intense, relieved only by the

red glare of the lightning, which is quickly followed by the

crashinor of the thunder, as it strives to be heard above the

howling of the blast. Gradually the storm ceases, the clouds

break and pack away in dense black masses to leeward, and the

sea alone retains its wild tumult.

During such a tempest in 1811, thousands of tons of sand

were carried from the beach—'Some from one side and souie from

the other, as the gale shifted—and strewn over the island, so

that vegetation was nearly smothered, hundreds of horses

died for want of food, and the outlines of the Island completely

changed. Sand-hills that had formed land-marks were tumbled

into the sea, and mountains piled where once were valleys

;

recent wrecks disappeared, and others brought to view of which

there is no history.

It is interesting to note that while in several places in

Great Britain they are at present making many and successful

experiments in the way of lessening the dangers of harbour

approach by pouring oil on the troubled waters, the utility of

this has been demonstrated at this Island nearly 40 years ago,

and although the superintendent, Capt. Darby, gave every pub-

licity to the circumstances, and pointed out its advantages, we
have little evidence of it being adopted until the last few years.

A.S this oil theory is attracting so much attention of late,

in Liverpool and other places, I will give you, in a condensed

form, Capt. Darby's report of the saving of Capt. HiGGiNS and

his crew, as follows :

" On the 19th of September, 1846, the Government schr,

" Daring," commanded by my eldest son, came to the Island for

the purpose of conveying to Halifax the crew and materials of

the wreck of the ship " ]J)eti-oit," lately stranded there with her

crew and passengers; also the crew of the schooner "Lady Elcho,"

lately stranded there. We got the schooner down the north side

to the wreck of " Detroit," about ten miles to the eastward of

head-quarters, and commenced shipping her materials, and the

work went on with vigour and alacrity. The day was moderate,
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with light airs of wind from the eastward. It was a clear and
cloudless day, but it had a certain dull appearance about it, that

seemed to portend a gathering of the elements together, as if for

strife. The sea ran high, although there was no wind, and gav^e

us a good deal of trouble, by often filling our loaded boats in

crossing the bars, where it often broke very badly, and rolled

along the shore with a groaning and very troubled sound. After
the sun passed the meridian the gloom and dulness seemed to

increase, the sea rose higher, although but little wind, and the

moaning sound of the waters as they broke along the strand,

seemed to give strong. indications of a coming storm. Our work
proceeded successfully, notwithstanding the difficulties we had
to contend with ;—the property was all shipped, the vessel loaded

and ready for sea, and at half an hour after sunset she got under
weigh, with our boat and boat's crew to be towed up to head-

quarters and landed there. The wind was now a fresh breeze

from east. I got on my horse to keep abreast of the vessel,

which I did until dark. I had ten miles to go to the landing

place, I drove to that point as fast as I could, and then rushed
on to the beach to watch the ai'rival of my boat. It was now
very dark, with a fi'esh breeze, and the sea rising very fast. The
whole ocean seemed to be in a phosphoretic blaze of light. I

soon observed our boat coming directly towards me: I jumped
off my horse, and as I always rode with six fathoms of line on
my horse's fieck, one end I fastened there, and the other end I

tied to my leg. I was then able to assist my people in the boat
without loosing my horse, as she filled and turned over just as

she got within my reach. The people reported that the schooner
hauled ofi^'to sea the moment that the boat left her. We hauled
up and secured our boat for an approaching gale, then went to

the house, changed our wet clothes, got supper, and set a watch.

At midnight the watch reported heavy gale of wind from E. N.
E. ; at four o'clock the morning of the 20th, a most terrific gale

of wind with rain from the N. E. ; and at da3dight the gale to be
still increasing, and the wind veering to the N. N.E. All hands
out. The hull of the schooner Lady Elcho, that had been wrecked
near the landing, could be seen from the look-out house to be
floating and knocking about on the beach, and we had to crawl

on our hands and knees across the Island to where her cargo of

barrels of mackerel was piled up,—the wind being so violent we
could not proceed against it in an upright position. We found
the cargo in danger of being smashed to pieces by the sea, and
we commenced parbuckling it up the bank to a place of compar-
ative safety, and were so occupied until about noon ; and it was
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this circumstance that brought us all out there in that terrific

o-ale, as if Providence directed that we should all be out and all

together so as to be the better prepared for what was going to

follow. All of a sudden, we saw an object off the North side

dead to windward which we first thought was a large bird, but

shortly after discovered that it was a sail distant five or six miles,

and that she was running down right before this tremendous gale

dead on a lee-shore. We could work no more at the barrels.

Our eyes w^ere strained in the direction of the object that appear-

ed to be running to inevitable destruction. My first impression

was that it was the schooner Daring which had left the Island

the evening before, and that they had met with some disaster so

as to disable the vessel in the gale, and were going to run her on

shore before night to save their lives.

We could see that she w^as a schooner with a close-reefed main-

sail set, steering directly for our flag-staff. I was convinced that

it was my son, who with two of his sisters on board, and a great

number of other passengers, were taking this method to preserve

their lives. The sea was breaking everywhere off the North side

as far as the eye could see, and it appeared almost incredible that

any vessel could live to come so great a distance through such

mountains of broken watei'. I got a rope prepared, to assist in

preseiA'ing the people's lives should the vessel be able to reach

the beach through the roaiing and boiling mountains of water

that surrounded her. When she approached within three miles

of the land she appeared to be in the heaviest breakers, and we
could plainly perceive mountain waves on each side of her that

would raise their curled heads as high as the tops of her masts
and pitch over and fall with the weight of hundreds of tons,

either of which would have been sufficient to have smashed that

frail bark to atoms ; but, miraculous as it may appear, not one of

them touched her. At one moment you could just perceive the

heads of her masts between the mountains of waters that were
smashing and breaking to pieces all around, but not permitted

to hurt her ; at the next moment you would see her on the top

of a tremendous wave which appeared like certain destruction to

her ; at another, you would see a mountain sea rising up before

her and breaking all to fragments in her path, but when she

arrived at the spot the surface was smooth as glass. When she

arrived within one mile of the shore she had to pass over what
we call the Outer Bar, where every sea broke from the bottom,

and our greatest anxiety for the safety of the vessel was at this

point. The sea was there breaking with tremendous violence,

but that heaven-:Pkvored bark passed through untouched,—the
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sea became smooth before her, and she left a shining track behind.

Now, here was the miracle. I looked on this with wonder, awe
and admiration, and not without hope. When she approached a

little nearer, I could see one man lashed to the helm and two
men forward lashed by each of the fore-shrouds, and by each

man a large cask standing on end. We could also see that the

two men were making great exertions with their arms, as if

throwing something up in the wind. The vessel had now passed

the most dangerous place, and her safety seemed certain,—I could

breathe much freer than I had done for some minutes. Another
half-mile brought her to the beach, and her bow struck the sand.

From this spot to the high bank was about fifty or sixty yards

over a flat beach, which was always dry except in heavy gales,

but was now covered over with water. A number of heavy seas

Would roll together over the beach, and then recede, leaving it

dry. Over this place myself and the men were extended with a

rope leading from the bank down to the vessel's bow, on which
we held to keep the sea from washing us away ; and when the

great body of water receded, we could approach as near as the

jib-boom end, from which, one by one, the crew lowered them-

selves by a rope into our arms, and we passed them in safety to

the bank.
" The Schooner was the Arno, Capt. Higgins, with twelve

men, from Quero Bank, where they had been fishing. They left

the Bank at the commencement of the gale. He had lost all his

head sails when at daylight this morning he made the land dead

under his lee, with the gale blowing right on shore. The vessel

havino: no head-sail, he could do nothincr M'ith her on a wind.

He let go his anchor in twenty fathoms of water, paid out three

hundred fathoms of hemp cable, and brought the vessel head to

wind. In that tremendous sea he held on until noon, when, seeing

no prospect of the gale abating, he cut his cable and put the

vessel before the wind, preferring to run her on shore before night

to ridino- there and founderincj at her anchor. He lashed him-

self to the helm, sent all his men below but two, and nailed up
the cabin-doors. He had two large casks placed near the fore-

shrouds and lashed there. He then directed his two best men to

station themselves there and lash themselves firmly to the casks,

which were partly filled with blubber and oil from the fish. They
had each a wooden ladle about two feet long, and with those ladles

they dipped up the blubber and oil, and threw it up in the air as

high as they could. The great violence of the wind carried it far

to leeward, and, spreading over the water, made its surface smooth

before her and left a shining path behind ; and although the sea
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would rise very high, yet the top of it was smooth, and never

broke where the oil was. It was raging, pitching and breaking

close to her on each side, but not a barrel of water fell upon her

deck the whole distance. The vessel was so old and tender that

she went all to pieces iti a very short time after the crew, with
their clothing and provisions, were saved."

With regard to this phospheresence of the sea, at times

there are magnificent displays of it here. Among the early

inhabitants it was the cause of much alarm, and augmented the

many stories of the supernatural told in connection with the

place. Its first appearance to one of the superintendents, is

recorded in the journals of the Island as follows :

" Last night a singular phenomenon appeared on the south

side. The sea being high, and the night very dark, the breaking
of the sea would exhibit at intervals of from 5 to 10 minutes a

phosphorescent light. In some places it would be seen through the

gulches on the south side. When the beach was low, and the

sea broke high, it would rise in a great bright light to the height

of 15 or 20 feet, like an enormous fire, yet only to be seen at

certain places at a time." \,

In other places it is spoken of as the sea being on fire.

It generally appears after much southerly wind, and is

probably brought by the drift, or surface current, from the Gulf

Stream.

In the short time allotted me this evening, Mr. President,

I can but glance at the many interesting phenomena of tlie

Island and its surroundings. These facts and incidences are

such as I have been able to obtain from available documents, as

well as from personal observation. From these facts I have

deduced certain inferences, the plausibility of which I humbly
subiiiic to the judgment of the Institute.

On some future occasion I hope to present to you in detail

wh^t is, perhaps, the most interesting and important feature in

connection with this Island, viz.

—

Its Changed Position.
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Art. IV.

—

Glacial Transportation in Nova Scotia and
Beyond.—(Problem of 1873 solved.) By Prof. D. Honey-
man, D. C. L., &c. Hon. Meinher of the Geol. Assoc,

London.

(Read Feb. 12, 1883.)

[Substance of this and of preceding Paper on the same subject,

communicated to the Geologists Association of London at

Jidy meeting.]

PICTOU COUNTY.

Last summer I extended my observations from West River

railway station, eastward as far as the Albion mines. Syenitic

boulders were observed on both sides of the i^ailway, as far as

Hopewell station. At the new workings of the Albion mines I

collected boulders from the diift—syenitic gneisses and syenites.

The position of the drift having these boulders is intermediate

between the Cobequid mountains and the Ai'chsean rocks of

East River. The source of the boulders is therefore proble-

matical. They may have been brought to their present position

by floods occurring at the close of the glacial period. One of

the boulders is a very beautiful syenite. I found a large boulder

of a similar character near Merigomish harbour in 1868. It

was composed of white and pale red orthoclase, light green

hornblende and hyaline quartz. I have not seen a sj'^enite like

it in situ.

ANTIGONISH COUNTY.

On the shore at Morristown, (Antigonish) boulders, large and

small, of Diorite of strongly-marked character, attracted my
attention upwards of twentj^ years ago. Much speculation was

indulged in regarding their source. It was concluded that they

had been transported from the Labrador coast.

When I discovered the typical "Archaean" Arisaig rocks on

Northumberland Strait shore in 1868, I was pleased to find a

rock precisely similar to the boulders in question as one of the

rocks of the series. I may remark that in all my examinations
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subsequently of the Archasan rocks of Nova Scotia and Cape

Breton, or elsewhere, I have not found another rock like it. On
re-examining the shore where the boulders lay, I observed similar

boulders rolling down the bank out of the drift which overlies

the gypsums and limestones. I consequently concluded that the

boulders had been derived from the Archfean rock on Northum-
berland Strait,—having been transported a distance of 10 miles.

A line drawn on the Admiralty Chart from the position of the

rock to that of the boulders on the shore, funs S. 20 E., N. 20

W., magnetic. This is parallel to the line of Blomidon amygda-
loid transportation. This is a striking coincidence. It is also

parallel to the intermediate glacial lines of Gay's River road and

the Gore. (Acadian Geology Table.)

Further west in the Arisaig Township, we have the jaspi-

deous rocks of Frenchman's Barn and of Arisaig Pier, trans-

ported southwardly ; massive boulders being found landed oa
the higher crrounds.

ADMIRALTY CHART LINES.

My working chart shows the Strait of Canseau running

parallel with the extension of the Northumberland Strait and

Morristown (Antigonish) Archaean transportation course, and all

the Atlantic coast harbours of Nova Scotia, as far west as Ship

harboui-, approximately parallel. From Ship, harbour to Halifax

harbour the harbours follow approximately the course of lines

made by local glaciers. (See preceding Papers. Trans. 1875-6,

and 1881. S. and E.)

Halifax harbour and the estuary of the Avon are in the line

of the Blomidon and Halifax glacier, which has transported the

triassic amygdaloids. The Archasan transportation glacier con-

verging on Bedford Basin. The Blomidon glaciation lines

extended N. W.. pass through the depression of the Cobequid

mountains.

ANNAPOLIS COUNTY.

As I have noticed in other papers on general geology,

triassic amygdaloids, from North Mountain, a continuation of

Blomidon, were collected by myself in the drift cuttings of the
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Nictaux and Atlantic Railway, on the S. E. side of Cleveland

mountain, a part of which is called South mountain, on the

south side of the Annapolis Valley. Near the front of Cleveland

mountain (N.), an interesting exposure of glaciated argillites

occurs where the old or steep road meets the new one. This

position is nearly on a level with the general el evation of North

mountain. This is the only striation that I have noticed on the

north side of Nova Scotia. I remarked of this striation that the

agent making it and transporting the amygdaloids from the

North mountain, must have had a highway across the tract

intervening between the two mountain ranges. I therefore

inferred the non-existence of the Annapolis Valley in the glacial

period.

I also noticed at Nictaux a transportation of granite north-

wards, from the granites of South mountain towards the Anna-

polis Valley. I have considered the amygdaloid transportation as

during the glacial period, and the granite as occurring towards

its close during the formation of the Annapolis Valley, the

granite having been transported by IS^nd -slips or avalanches. /

king's county.

In the middle of the Annapolis valley, near the Berwick

station of the Windsor and Annapolis Railway, numerous boul-

ders of granite were found. These, too, have been transported

northerly from the granite region of South mountain. The time

of transportation, and the agency, may possibly have been the

same as referred to in the preceding case.

At Kentville, trappean boulders from the North Mountain

were observed, and a beautiful specimen of fortification agate

collected.

On the south side of Wolf ville—on the side of the road that

passes Acadia College—abundance of amygdaloids and other

trappean boulders were observed. At the south-east they were

very abundant, near, and in the Gaspereaux Valley. The size

and number of these were such as might be expected in sight of

Blomidon, and without any apparent obstruction in the path of

jtransportation. I was disappointed, however, in observing their
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rarity in the space intervening between Wolfville and Blomidon. I

do not recollect of seeing any trappean boulders until approach-

inrr the latter. I found on Blomidon the amygdaloid rocks,—the

source of supply—far from exhausted by the enormous levy

that had been made to supply so liberally the drift between

Wolfville and the Atlantic.

I noticed, also, another great granite transportation. Granite

bouldei'S were first observed in Halfway River, at the line

between the Counties of King's and Hants. Approaching their

source, the extension of the granites of South mountain, already

referred to, the size and number of the boulders was so great aS

to lead to the belief that the solid granite was underneath, while

the underlying rocks were found to be argillites. The transpor-

tation is like the cases already referred to northerly. Arnygdaloids

of the southerly transportation were also observed among the

granite boulders amonof the argillites of Greenfield.

HANTS COUNTY.

On the estuar}^ of the Avon, from Horton Bluff to Windsor,

amygdaloids are seen in great abundance, and often of consider-

able size. Besides the lower carboniferous limestones, above the

old Avon bridge are abundance of small amygdaloid boulders-

It was when examining these limestones, and collecting their

fossils, in 1861, that I first noticed the amygdaloid boulders.

Prof. How then informed me that they were from Blomidon.

On every subsequent visit to this locality, I made a more intimate

acquaintance with them and their minerals. It was this acquaint-

ance that led me to recognize their fellows at Cow Bay and

elsewhere.

BEYOND.

While some of the movements were undoubtedly local, others

— e. g., the Archaean transportation of Antigonish—could not

possibly originate on the border of Northumberland Strait. This

conviction left me to consult the record of observations made in

Canada by Sir Wm. E. Logan and others, in the table of glacia-

tion grooves in " Geology of Canada, 1863." Pp. 890, 1-2. Here

I found Nova Scotian courses S. E. prevailing over S, W., up to
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Lon. 80° 54, in the ratio of 2-1. This convinced me that the

Nova Scotia courses were part of a system having their beginning

in the distant N. W. To illustrate the relation of these to

the general transportation of Nova Scotia, S. E., I added a sheet

to my chart, so as to be able to locate the groove lines of the

table as far as Lon. 88° W. The illustration is very striking.

The variations from the S. E. course are probably like those of

Nova Scotia,—deviations arising from local causes.

About the 80° meridian the arrangement of glacial lines is

peculiarly striking. Here we have a point of general divergence.

West of this the glaciation has a S. W. course, S. E. lines being

the exception.

Lake Temiscamang has 10 localities with S. E. striation.

East Bay of this lake, Lon. 79° 30, seems to be about the point

of divergence. Here the striation has a course S. 53° E.

Beyond the lake the courses are S. W. This is one of the lakes

of Ottawa river. The sources of the river lie to the north of it,

nearer Hudson's Bay. Lake Nepissing, S. E. Bay, Lon. 79° 33

has striation course S. 35° W., and a westerly water course, so

that the point of glacial divergence seems to be also that of

water.

Last summer I had repeated opportunities of making a

reconnaissance of the superficial and other geology of the region

trPoVersed by the Intercolonial Railway as far as Point Levis. I

observed frequently bouldei'S which doubtless were transported

from the Archaean region north of the River St. Lawrence.

OTTAWA.

At Ottawa I made a closer examination of Archaean trans-

portation when making acquaintance with the geolog}^ of the

district. On the Rideau river, at the shooting range, I examined

the large boulders lying around. The majority of these were

gneisses, and foreign to Trenton limestone and Utica slate of the

district. There were boulders of syenite, diorite, granite and

syenitic gneisses. One syenitic gneiss boulder was replete with

magnetite. Of these I secured Museum specimens. In Sir W.

E. Logan's table, there is reported striation at Barrack-hill,
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having a course S. 45° E., and at Rideau river, Stegman's rapids^

S. 45° E. I located and extended this striation course on

Vennor's map, and found it to run between the Hull and

Laycock's Iron Mines, situate in the Laurentian (Archaean)

range to the north of Ottawa, where we might expect magnetite

to exist in gneisses. In the same table there is striation noted

at Hull, having also a course S. 45° E.

KINGSTON.

I had also an opportunity of making a reconnaissance of

the Geology of Canada between Montreal and Kingston, and

between Kingston and Ottawa. The Archaean, near Kingston,

with the Trenton limestone directly overlying it, was a point of

special interest observed. When preparing the Nova Scotia

department at the Dominion exhibition, I observed numerous

and massive Archgean boulders on and around the exhibition

grounds. These very much resembled the Ottawa boulders, being

granitic and syenitic gneisses, syenites, &c., transported from the

Archaean region on the north. Specimens of these were also

collected for the Museum. Among the boulders was a piece of

Trenton limestone, beautifully glaciated. Of this I also secured

a specimen. In my search for glaciation, I observed Trenton

limestone, deeply furrowed, near the entrance to the Royal

Military College. The course of the furrows was found to be

S. 45° W. In Sir W. E. Logan's table there is Kingston lat. 44°

14', Ion. 76° 29\ Direction of grooves S. 45° W., other grooves

S. 85° E. I observed the phenomena of glacial transportation to

a distance of 3° short of the longitude of Lake Temiscamang.

The longitude of Arch^an transportation of Antigonish being

61° 53' ; the field which I here traversed and found boulders by

Archaean transportation is 14° 36' from east to west. The great

transportation lines of Nova Scotia extending N. W., reach Hud-

son's Bay at James' Bay, on the east side.

In my investigations I have thus added to the region of

Canadian observers the Province of Nova Scotia, and given the

great south-eastern transportation of North America an Atlantic

terminus.
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BOULDERS.

On New Year's day, Mr. Nolan, whose name has already

been mentioned in connection with Observatory Hill, H. M.

Dockyard, showed me a boulder broken into four pieces, as some-

thing interesting. The boulder is of triassic amygdaloid. Its

colour is gray, its amygdals are numerous ; their minei'als are

heulandite and stilbite. It is altogether a striking specimen.

The piece in my possession weighs 12| lbs. The weight of the

whole seems to have been about 25 lbs. It has been an associate of

Observatory Hill amygdaloid boulders referred to in a preceding

paper. Its character is unmistakable. The North Mountain,

Blomidon and Five Island rocks are the only series in British

America that could produce it. The striation in the vicinit3r of

the Dockyard points to Blomidon as the locality whence it came,

I have already referred to rocks of Blomidon as similar to our

boulder. I have no hesitation in affirming that this boulder

and its associates have travelled over-land from Blomidon, a

distance of 64 miles. While I believe this, I can excuse the

inci'edulity of those who are not educated to appreciate the

convincing nature of the evidence upon whiiih my faith is

founded. As I survey the present appearance of the way over

which our boulder has travelled, its transit appears to be an

evident impossibility. To prepare a way for its passage, we
assume that there are heights, hollows and dead level, where
in pre-glacial times there was necessary altitudes and more or

less incline. To restore this state of things I inade two postu-

lates : 1st. That all the boulders and rock detritus which were

carried from their original position and cast into the Atlantic, or

scattered broadcast as we have found them over the length and

breadth of the Province, should be restored to their pre-glacial

position. 2nd. That the action of post glacial agencies should

be anntilled. We can then see in the visions of the past a great

highway over which special agencies of speculative character

advance, it may be slowly but surely, and irresistibly in a S. E.

direction, accumulating freight in their progress and discharging

it into the Atlantic. Then in process of time the same agencies
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are seen in their alternate retreat, advance ai:!d retreat, unloading

their freight, raising drift accumulations, and obstructing or

destroying the great highway so as to render it impossible for

any like agency to accomplish similar work. This is the condi-

tion in wdiich we now find it, unless where the condition has

been aggravated by the operations of agencies at work in post

glacial times.

HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM.

In the summer of 1872, Judge (in Equity) James showed

me, in the Museum, a beautiful specimen of agate, which he

found at Cow Bay. I recognized it at once as an agate from the

Blomidon series of rocks, and said so. I thought no more about

it. On the 24th of May the following year—the Queen's birth-

day—I went to Cow Bay with my late lamented friend—W. S.

Stirling, Esq., of Halifax, to spend a holiday. Wandering along

the shore, my attention was atte^acted to the amygdaloid boulders

washed by the sea. I recognized them as Blomidon rocks.

Their occurrence here was perplexing, until abundance of like

boulders and a beautiful specimen of agate, were seen and col-

lected out of the lofty section of drift on the east side of the

bay. Masses of quartzite, curiously furrowed, also fallen from

the drift, suo-o-ested a connection Avith the striation of Point Plea-

sant. An interesting problem in glacial transpoi'tation thus

presented itself for solution. I forthwith commenced investiga-

tions. I communicated two papers to the Institute containing

the results of these investigations. One was read in December,

1875, and the other in March, 1876. At the request of my
friend. Prof. Lesley, the substance of these was communicated

to the American Philosophical Society in May 16, 1876. The

Paper was illustrated by a sketch map, and an extensive suit of

bouldei"S, derived from the various formations over which the

transporting agent had passed. This collection, of which there

is a list in my paper read to the Institute " On Nova Scotian

Geology at the Centennial Exhibition of Philadelphia, 1876,"

was awarded a prize medal by the International Judges of Class

I. Further investigations were recorded in my paper " On the
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Geology of King's County." Trans. 1877-8. In my paper "On
the Superficial Geology of Halifax and Colchester Counties,"

rea.d last session, I recorded other investigations. In the present

paper is a record of the last steps which I consider necessary for

the solution of the problem. By going heyo'tul Nova Scotia, I

have done more than I expected to accomplish.

Art. V.

—

An Analysis of a Pictou Coal Seam. By Edwin
Gilpin, Jr., A.M., F.G.S., M.R.S.C. Inspector of Mines.

(Read April 9, 1883.)

Through the courtesy of Mr. H. A. Budden, Vice-President

of the Intercolonial Coal Mining Company, I am permitted to

lay before you the following analysis of a seam of coal, recently

opened by them at Westville, Pictou County. Through the

kindness of Mr. Robert Simpson, General Manager of the Com-
pany, who furnished me with a complete column of the seam, I

was enabled to make a very careful and exact measurement of

the various layers comprising the seam.

The following is the section of the seam in inches and tenths

of an inch, beginning at the top :

—

»

INCHES. INCHES.

Coal, coarse and shaley 5 4

" good, with two thin layers of shale,

each l-20th of an inch thick. ... 4*4
" good, but coarse 6*7

Shale -2

" 1-7

Coal, good 6 • 3

" shaley, with nodules of iron pyrites. '5

" good, with four bands of shale, up

to one-half inch thick 1.4

Shale -6
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INCHES INCHES.

Coal, with bands of shale "9

" good 4 • 7

" coarse and shaley '8

" coarse '8

" good 2.8
" " with several fine layers of shale 1 • 2

" 5-6

Shale, wath films of calcspar 2

Coal, good 4-8

" with layers of shale 9

" coarse with nodules of iron pyrites 2 • 8

" good, with films of calcspar 4*0

" with layers of shale 1 '8

Shale -1

Coal, good 6 •

" shaley, with films of calcspar. , 3*0

" coarse, with spirorbis, etc 1 '

" shaley -2

", good 9 8

" coarse, a few layers of shale 2*0

" good 2-0

" good, with films of calcspar, and a

few nodules of iron pyrites 7
" 1

Shale -1

Coal, good 13-2

" " with layers of shale 2

" " with a few nodules of iron

pyrites 130

Total Coal 97 • 3 Shale 19 •

This succession of layers presents some points of interest on

which I would say a few words.

In no point do coal seams differ more than in the number

and size of the included layers of shale. The Vale seam, in

Pictou County, presents, at numerous points through the mine, a

section in which no bands of shale can be detected. Other seams
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contain them in vaiying proportions, sometimes to such an

extent that the coal is rendered vahieless for economic purposes-

Almost the onl}' value these bands of shale possess, is their

record of the progress of growth of the associated coal. Applying

the record of the numerous small bands of shale and shaley coal

found in the seam under consideration, we learn that the growth

of this deposit was not an uninterrupted one. Scarcely had the

vegetation for a few inches of coal been accumulated, when a

change took place, and it w^as covered by a layer of mud.

It is useless, perhaps, now to speculate how this covering

was formed, perchance the shelter of some bar was broken, and

for a season the tides could deposit their burden,. or some name-

less river of bj'gone days became obstructed and flooded the

swamps, in which grew the weird vegetation of the carboni-

ferous era.

Then, again, the vegetation accumulated to be once more

interrupted. The presence of layers of coarse and shaley coal

shows that the transition from a flourishino- veQ-etation to a

mud-laden flat was, in some cases, a gradual one, due, perhaps, to

periodic inundations. Similarly the return to the conditions

favourable to the growth of the coal plants was sometimes a

slow one, as the struggle between land and water was year after

year more and more in favour of the vegetation.

Thus grew our coal deposits, subject to the fluctuations of

the district, and wdien the miner's pick thus reveals page after

page of this wondrous history, it is not unreasonable to hope that

some time they will be deciphered even more readily and with

greater certainty than the changes now progressing around us.

So far as I am aware, it is noticeable that in all seams

these layers are composed of very fine material, that never

have the conditions of growth been so abruptly altered as

to allow gravel or cono-lomerate to intervene. Such inter-

calations might, however, be observed in seams formed on

the edges of productive districts where changed physical

conditions held sway. So strongly marked were the general

conditions of wide spread- levels of vegetation during the pro-

ductive period, that we find, even when oscillations permitted
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streams to cut through coal beds, they carried only the finest

sediments. An illustration of this recently came under my
notice in the Cumberland district, where a brook of the carboni-

ferous period had eroded the coal down to and partly through

the underclay, the " want" being filled with a fine laminated

gray shale. This is also interesting, for from the abrupt passage

from coal to shale it is apparent that even at that early date in

the history of the future coal bed it must have acquired a certain

amount of coherence, enough to form the banks of even a slucj-

gish stream.

There is another interesting point in connection with coal

seams which I have not yet seen referred to in any books on

this subject. That is the influence of the water and land sur-

rounding the coal producing district upon the purit}'- and homo-

geneity of the resulting coal bed. It is frequently found by the

miner that, as he follows the seam, it changes its character. At
first he was proud of the absence of " bands and balls" and of

the facility with which he could supply pure coal. Gradually he

finds that the bands of shale grow larger with ominous persist-

ence. At last he awakens to the fact that his coal is cjettinor

" boney ;" finally it pi'oves unmarketable, and he turns his levels

in another direction.

Sometimes trial-pits and bore-holes in advance prove that

the coal has become a mere mass of carbonaceous shale, or that

the seam has ceased. These changes may frequently be explained

by the proximity of the vegetation to an arm of the sea or to a

river, so that the deposition of mud from floods, etc., at first

slight, becomes gi'eater, both in the form of bands, and of a general

addition of clayey and silicious matter. Finally a point is

reached where the conditions of coal deposition ceased. In some

cases the proximity of land covered by sand, which was carried

by prevailing winds upon the accumulating vegetation, may
explain the presence of an excessive amount of ash in seams not

holding bands of shale. It may also have been possible that

both these causes united to the deteiioration of seams of coal.

This would show that some of the beds were formed in what

might be termed broad shalloAv basins, in the centre of which is
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found the purest coal, and that it gradually^ deteriorates each

way. The presence of "barren" intervals is of importance,

for much money has been spent in examining and proving these

marginal districts, when a step further might have resulted in

the discovery of workable beds.

The coal from this seam presents a finely-laminated appear-

ance, with a fail']}' bright lustre, and breaks I'eadily along the

deposition planes, which are of a dull black colour, and hold a

good deal of mineral charcoal. It is strong and forms little dust

or slack. The coal is divided by two cleavage planes, obliquely

inclined toward each other, causing it to break into vhomboidal

pieces. It is comparatively free from iron pyrites, which is

present in small nodules in several divisions of the seam.

The following proximate analyses were made by me on the

fresh mined coal carefully sampled as it came from the face.

The seam was divided into two portions,—the top comprising

34*4 inches, the lower 89"9 inches.

Top Coal. LovSr Ctal-

Moisture .
1-24 -95

Volatile combustible matter.—Fast coking.. .31'00 23"31

Slow " ...27-56 20-52

Fixed Carbon Fast " ... 46-23 60-29

" Slow " ... 49-67 63-08

Ash 21-53 15-45

Sulphur (from pyrites) -63 .939

Specific gravity 1-50 1-390

Theoretical evaporativepower—Fast coking.. 6-35 8'28

Slow " . . 6-83 8-66

The ash from both divisions is the average of two determi-

nations, and is silicious, and of a light gray colour. The specific

gravity is from the average determined for each larger layer of

coal. The coal in each division did not coke by slow heating,

that from the lower division wg,s fairly coherent by fast heating.

It may be remarked that an opinion as to the economical coking-

values of coals formed on their action in the crucible cannot be

relied upon for a guide as to their yield in practical coking.

It will be noted that the percentage of ash in the top coal
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injures its use for general purposes; it can, however, be utilized

for colliery work, to the economy of the better coal. The coal

from the lower portion is equal to the average of that mined in

Pictou County. The theoretical evaporative power compares

favorably with that of the coals from the various counties of the

Province, as will appear from the following table

:

Pictou Co'y, average of 5 coals. Theoretical evaporative power 8"66

Cumberland Co., " 3 " " " " 8-32

Cape Breton " " 12 " " " " 8-56

Inverness " " 2 " " " " 7-60

The avei'age evaporative power of the lower part of the

seam under consideration is 8*47. All the evaporative powers

are calculated by Regnault's formula, for comparison with the

admiralty coal trials, although later researches have somewhat

altered the values determined by him. The table is taken from

the analysis given in my paper on " Canadian Coals," published

in the transactions of the North of England Institute of Mining

Engineers, for the year 1878.

Art. VI.

—

On the Resistance to the Passage of the Electric

Current between Amalgamated Zinc Electrodes and

Solutions of Zinc Sulphate. By Prof. J. G.MacGregor,

M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E.

(Read April 9th, 1883.)

After attention had been directed to the measurement of

resistance by the establishment of Ohm's Law, the question was

raised whether or not there was at the surface of separation of con-

ductors of different substances a special resistance to the passage

of the current, such that the current was weakened by the mere

transition from the one conductor to the other. Poggendorff*

settled this question for metals by so arranging two circuits

*Pogg. Ann. Lll (i84i).
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whose parts had the same aggregate resistance that in the one

there was a single passage from one metal to another, in the other

several such passages, and finding that the resistances of the two

circuits were the same.

In the case of electrolytes there may be not only the form

of transition resistance mentioned above, but also another aris-

ing from the chemical decomposition which the current effects.

Even when no solid or liquid substances are deposited on the

electrodes and no gas is given off from them, there is usually

some change produced by the current in the surfaces of the elec-

trodes, for they are usually polarised. It is possible therefore

that the very process of electrolysis may give rise to such a state

of the surfaces of the electrodes that the current is weakened

in passing across them.

These two possible forms of transition resistance are usually

spoken of together under the one name, there being no experi-

mental means of separating them. The determination of their

existence or non-existence is rendered diiSicult by the fact, that

the passage of the current through an electrolyte modifies the

resistance of the electrolyte by changing its constitution, and

changes the electromotive force of the circuit by producing

polarisation.

LENZ-f- and Poggendorff* thought to eliminate polarisation

by the use of rapidly alternating magneto-electric currents ; and

the latter, basing on this assumption, not only regarded the ex-

istence of a transition resistance proven, but made an investigation

of its laws. VoRSSELMAN DE Heer,| however, has pointed out

that this assumption is not only unwarranted but shown by ex-

periment to be inaccurate. I have arrived at the same result

in some experiments made to test the method which Kohl-

rausch and Nippoldt used to measure the resistance of elec-

trolytes. Although I made 250 currents per second pass through

various saline solutions from a magneto-electric machine which

was made to work with great regularity, yet a sensitive galvan-

tPogg. Ann. XLVII (1839).

*Pogg. Ann. LII (1S41).

JPogg. Ann. LIII (1841).
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vMileler gave quite large deflections due only to polarisation of

the electrodes, and that, however long or however short the time

during which the alternating currents were allowed to pass

through the electrolytic cell.

Lenz,* admitting the error of his assumption, investigated

the subject again in a different way. Assuming the existence of

both polarisation and transition resistance in Various electrolytic

combinations, he showed by experiment that the latter, if it ex-

isted at all, must be opposite in its properties to all other kinds

of resistance. He therefore regarded its existence as unlikely

and joined with OHMf and Vorsselman de HeerJ in holding

that since a transition resistance need not be assumed to account

for any known phenomena, (all phenomena which may have such

a resistance as their cause being capable of being regarded as

consequences of polarisation), it may be ignored.

There is one case, however, in which this transition resist-

ance is dissociated from polarisation, so that its effects cannot be

confounded with the effects of polarisation. That is the case in

which a current is sent through weak neutral solutions of zinc

sulphate between electrodes of amalgamated zinc.§ The elec-

trodes of such an electrolytic cell are not appreciably polarisabla

If, then, there is any reduction of the intensity of the current

produced by the surfaces of the electrodes, it must be due to

transition resistance, not to polarisation. For the change in the

resistance of the cell produced by change of its constitution, due

to electrolysis, can be made so small by using currents of suffici-

ently short duration as not to affect the result. Beetz|| has

already made use of this combination for the detection of transi-

tion resistance. His method was that which Poggendorf used for

metals. In two circuits of the same aggregate resistance he pass-

ed the current across two and across several surfaces of contact

respectively, and found the measured resistance to be the same.

*Pogg. Ann. LIX (1843).

tSchvveig. Journ. LXIII, LXIV. See also Fechner's reply Ibid. LXVII.

JBull. Sc. phys. nat. Neerland, 1839 (Liv. V), 1840 (Liv. II).

.§Du Bois Reymond, Monatsber. Beri. Akad., 1859; Patry, Fogg. Ann. CXXXVI
(1869).

I!
Fogg. Ann. CXVII (1862).
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As I have already pointed out,* however, it is not clear that in

the two circuits he used, the number of the times of the current's

passing across surfaces of contact was different; and, therefore, the

equality of their resistance cannot be held to be decisive of the

absence of transition resistance.

I had occasion some time ago, in connection with some ex-

periments on the resistance of solutions of zinc sulphate, to de-

termine whether there was sufficient transition resistance to in-

terfere with the accuracy of my results. Although the measure-

ments, which I made for my own satisfaction, apply only to

one special case, it may be worth while to put them on record.

The method which I used was essentially the same as that

of Beetz, but I took precautions which excluded doubt as to the

number of times the current had to pass from electrode to elec-

trolyte, and from electrolyte to electrode. I chose as electrolytic

cell one devised by Prof. Tait, for the absolute measurement of

the conductivity of saline solutions. It consisted of a box about

20 cm. long, 10 cm. wide and 10 cm. deep, made of pieces of

plate glass cemented together with marine glue. It was divided

into two nearly equal compartments by a plate of glass cemented

to its bottom and sides. The two compartments were joined by
a tube which passed through this plate. On both sides of the

box, near both ends, narrow strips of glass were cemented to

form o-rooves for holdinof the electrodes ; and the latter were so

accurately fitted that their position in the box could not vary.

Thus the column of liquid between the electrodes had a perfectlj"

constant length. Two similar sets of strips of glass were cement-

ed on each side of each compartment near those intended for the

electrodes. These were intended to hold thin plates of zinc.

Thus four such plates could be inserted parallel to the electrodes.

The current through the cell passed both across these plates and

around them ; but the plates were fitted so accurately that the

fraction of the current which passed around them must have

been indefinitely small. The section of the compartments was

so large relatively to that of the connecting tube, and the plates

which I useil were so thin (about 0.8 mm.) that, though their

*Proc. R. S. Edin., 1S74-5. P- 555-
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insertion across the cell increased slightly the depth of the

liquid and displaced a certain quantity of liquid by a better

conductor, the change produced in the resistance of the cell must

have been very small. The specific resistance of the solutions

I used was about 28 ohms, and the ends of the tube connectinof

the compartments were about 6 cm. from the electrodes. The

total resistance of the cell was about 3000 ohms. With these

data it may be easily shown that the change in the resist-

ance of the cell produced by the insertion of the plates could

not be more than between y^^jj^ and ^ooifu o^ ^^^^ resist-

ance of the cell itself. The fact that the connectino- tube

was completely surrounded by the electrolyte and the large

volume of the box rendered it easy to prevent any variation

of the resistance of the cell due to change of temperature

during the short time necessary to make a measurement. The

electrodes and the four plates described above, were of zinc,

carefully aumlgamated. The resistance of the cell was determined

by using Wheatstone's bridge, in the same way as when the

resistance of a metallic conductor is measured. In the salvano-

meter branch of the bridge, I used one of Sir Wm. Thomson's

very sensitive galvanometers, whose resistance was so propor-

tioned to the resistances in circuit as to mve it the o-reatest

possible sensitiveness. The solutions which I used were of zinc

sulphate, bought as pure and refined by crystallization. Their

density was about that of minimum specific resistance. In order

to prevent the condensation of dissolved gases on the surface of

the electrodes and plates, the solutions were boiled before each

set of experiments, and the electrodes and plates were kept for

some time in a boiling solution .of approximately the same

density as that in the cell, before being used. I found great

•difficulty in getting the electrodes and plates into such a state

that they would neither originate a current themselves when
dipped in the solution, nor become polarized when a current was

sent through the circuit. In some cases, however, I succeeded,

and was therefore able to make the necessary measurements.

In these cases the observations were, of course, ver}' simple.

They consisted in the measurement of the resistance of the

electrolytic cell, first without the plates, then with the plates,
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and again without the plates, each measurement being preceded

and succeeded by tests of the electrical similarity of electrodes

and plates. Without the plates the current had to pass across

two surfaces of contact between amalgamated zinc and electro-

lyte. "With the plates it had to cross ten such surfaces. If there

had been any transition resistance, therefore, the measured resist-

ances in these two cases should have been different. In no case,

however, was I able to detect any difference greater than could

be accounted for by the mere insertion of the plates. In some

experiments in which I used a connecting tube so small that the

resistance of the cell was about 4,000 ohms, I could detect no

difference at all. In others in which I used a tube of larger

bore, so that the resistance was about 1700 ohms, differences

were noticeable, but they were not such as to necessitate the

assumption of a transition resistance to account for them.

The apparatus which I used enabled me to measure resist-

ances accurately to "1 ohm. It is therefore clear that the

transition resistance which the current meets in passing eight

times across the bounding surface between amalgamated zinc

electrodes, of the area mentioned above, and solution of zinc

sulphate, does not amount to one-tenth of an ohm, and that

therefore the transition resistance at one such surface is not so

much as .0125 ohm.

This result was sufficient for the purpose for which I

made the experiments.

The above experiments were made in the Physical Labora-

i;ory of the University of Edinburgh. I am indebted to Prof.

Tait for his kindness in furnishing me with the necessary

.apparatus.

Art. VII. Nova Scotian Geology—Halifax and Colchester

Counties. By Prof. D. Honeyman, D.C.L., &c.

(Read 14th May, 1883.)

By looking at the Map of Nova Scotia it will be observed

tliat the Counties of Halifax and Colchester are large. Halifax

County extends from La*: 62 deg, 13 min. to 64 deg. 5 min. The
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eastern side of Colchester is in 62 deg. 47 niin. The southern

line of Halifax County is the Atlantic Coast. It is bounded on

the north by the counties of Hants, Colchester and Guysboro'.

A large part of the County of Colchester, which includes part of

the Cobequid Mountains, is separated from the County of Halifax

by the County of Hants. In this Paper, Parts I., II. and III., I

intend to confine attention chiefly to the parts of Halifax and

Colchester included between the meridians 62 deg. 55 min. and

63 deg. 41 min.

To the Geology of this region I have devoted considerable

attention during the past 20 years. The results of my first work

were communicated to the Geological Society of London during

the time of the London Exhibition of 1862, by request of the

Nova Scotia Commission. Quarterly Journal of G. S., 1862. Paper

"On the Nova Scotia Gold Fields." The results of an examination

of the Gays River Gold Field, were communicated to the Institute

in 1866, Transactions. When I read my Paper " On the Geology

of Nictaux, Annapolis Co.," to the Institute on Nov. 12, 1877,

my new views on the Geology of Nictaux suggested and was

followed by the reading of a paper " On the Geology of Halifax

County." The latter Paper was not printed, as I considered it

proper to defer the publication of views advanced on the age and

foreign relations of certain formations, until I had further investi-

gated the character and relations of the Nictaux formations.

Since then I have investigated these formations thoroughly and

communicated the results to the Institute in a series of Papers.

I have also investigated thoroughly the Geology of the region

now about to be examined. I have already, in three Papers, tra-

versed the same field, vide Papers on the " Superficial Geology

of Halifax and Colchester Counties." Localities and names to

which I may now refer may be presumed to be familiar.

SECTIONS.

I would define the general geology in three transverse sections

following certain meridians of longitude, so that each can easily

be located on any map of Nova Scotia. The map on which I

have already defined my work is Mackinlay's Map, Geologically

coloured, which I exhibited at the Centennial Exhibition, Phila.,

1876, and the Nova Scotia Government departments of the

Dominion Exhibitions, in Halifax 1881, and Kingston 1882.
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SECTION A, LONG. 63 (leg. 35 min.

From Cape Sambro the Arcbaeo-Cambro Silurian (lower)

extends 34 miles, 1 J miles of Lower Carboniferous succeeds when
we reach the Schubenacadie River. North of this is Hants

County.
SECTION B, LONG. 63 deg. 20 min.

From Three Fathom Harbour the Archseo-Cambro Silurian

(lower) extends to Gay's River Road, a distance of 28 miles, the

Lower Carboniferous succeeds and extends a distance of 20 miles

to the vicinity of Truro, then comes the Triassic. Beyond are

the Carboniferous, Silurian and Archsean of the Cobequid Mount-

ains which do not come within the scope of our Paper, as the

Pictou Raihvay line is our boundary in this direction.

SECTION c, LONG. 62 deg. 55 min.

From Clam Bay the Archseo-Cambro-Silurian (lower) ex-

tends 47 miles to Cox's Brook, a tributary of the Stewiacke River.

Succeeding this are 12 miles of the Lower Carboniferous, before

w^e reach the Pictou Railway.

The composite term Archaso-Cambro-Silurian (lower) of the

above sections, was first used in my paper "On the Geology of

Digby and Yarmouth Counties." Trans. It was there explained

that Archcw-Carnbro refers to Forrtiation, and Silurian-lower to

subsequent metamorphism with the introduction of gold and

associate accidental minerals. The term "grossly cotemporaneous"

has been used to characterize this. It seems to me that this is

too indefinite and unscientific. My use of the term "Archaean" is

that of Dana in his Text Book of Geology, where it is equivalent

to the old term Azoic, and includes the Laurentian and Huron-

ian formations. The Huronian seems to include the Lower
Cambrian of certain Enolish Geoloo-ists, Salter and others.

H. M. Geologocial Society does not recognize this sub-division of

the Cambrian. I explained, Loc. cit., that I used the term Cam-
brian as it is used by H. M. Survey. In my Paper I was led by

fossiliferous evidence and sequence to regard the auriferous rocks

of Yarmouth as of Pre-Silurian age, Cambrian in Formation, and

to give them a lease of a portion of subsequent time for alteration,

metamorphism and the acquisition of Gold and Gems, &c. The

associated granites were prefixed to these and made participants
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-of the same metamorphosing influence, hence the whole complex

system was named Archseo-Cambro-Silurian (lower). In my
paper, on the Geology of Nictaux, I showed that Geologists had

heretofore been mistaken in regarding certain strata as of Devon-

ian age on supposed palseontological evidence. Those views as I

have subsequently shown, were confirmed by the pahieontological

evidence of the Digby cognate formation, which had rightly been

a^egarded as equivalent to that of Nictaux. I also showed that

the Middle and Lower Silurian, fossiliferous-strata of Nictaux had

not been affected by the underlying granite. I showed that the

gneisses, which seemed to have been affected by the granite, be-

longed to an entirely different series of rocks, in short, that the

granite and associated metamorphic gneissoid rocks were Archajo-

CJambro-Silurian (lower) and a continuation of the Yarmouth

Series.

In my paper " On Metalliferous Sands," read last session, I

showed the correspondence of auriferous rocks in Wyoming, in

lithology and minerals, with our own auriferous and the virtual

coincidence of age. The only difference is that the Wyoming-

rocks ai'e regarded as Huronian, and therefore Archasan. As our

Cambrian is on the border of Azoic, with only doubtful life,

there seems to be no formidable obstacle in the way of regarding

our gold fields as closely Archsean. However, in the meantime

we may characterize our gold fields as ArchaBO-Cambro-Silurian

(lower.)

While I consider that we have little (if any) interval or

break between the auriferous and succeeding formations, in

Annapolis, Digby and Kings Counties, the case is much diiferent

in Halifax and Colchester. This will be seen by referring to

.sections "A," "B" and "C." It will be there observed that the

Archseo-Cambro-Silurian (lower) is succeeded by theLower Carbo-

niferous. If one were thus to infer the age of the former from

that of the latter, it would be concluded to be of Devonian age.

This irregular sequence, and the want of distinct fossiliferous

evidence, has always been a difficulty in the way of the satisfac-

tory correlation of the formation of our gold fields. In my
paper read before the Geological Society of 18G2, I illustrated

the geology of the gold fields by an examination of the railway
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sections, especially from the Windsor Junction to Windsor, in

connection with the Waverley gold fields and its barrel quartz.

(Vide paper [with illustration] in " Quarterly Journal," 1862.)

I reasoned thus : The rocks are widely different from any mem-
ber of the Arisaig series, at Arisaig, or elsewhere, in the eastern

part of the Province, which ranges from the Devonian to the

Middle Silurian. They are extremely mctamorphic, more so

than any of the preceding. Gold has now been found in them

in sufficient quantities to be of economic importance. These

considerations seem to warrant the conclusion that the formation

in question is Lower Silurian. The author of "Acadian Geology"

had, on other considerations, come to the same conclusions. In

the discussion that followed the reading of my paper, two
eminent geologists, only, took a part. The one considered the

rocks of our gold fields to be of Devonian age, the other agreed

with me in the views that I had taken. In a subsequent

conversation which I had with the former, the granites were

referred to, which had been noticed as occurring at Mount

Uniacke, but had not been taken into account in the discussion.

It was then agreed that they were of igneous origin, and might

be of Devonian or any age.

Among all the interesting exhibits of gold at the London

Exhibition of 1862, there was one which was to me peculiarly

interesting. This collection stood at the entrance to the Eastern

Annex, in which was the wondrous economic mineral display of

Great Britain. The exhibit was from the Dolgelly gold field in

North Wales. Here were a magnificent bar of gold, rock speci-

mens and gold in its matrix. Accompanying this was a map by
Mr. T. A. Readwin. A . pamphlet was disti-ibuted, entitled,

"Notes explanatory of a map of the faults of tlie Dolgelly Gold

District, undertaken for Mr. T. A. ReadwixNT, by J. W. Salter,

F. G. S., &c." I was fortunate to secure a copy of this pamphlet
'

which I have carefully preserved as a memento of pleasant

intercourse had with its illustrious author, and pleasant walks

among the various departments of the exhibition, where any
thing relating to "Silurian" was to be found. I looked upon

this gold collection as intimately related to that of the gold

fields from Nova Scotia, although there seemed to be a difference
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in age,—the Dolgelly gold being of Cambrian age, while the

other was considered to be of Lower Silurian age. The researches

and discoveries in the palaeozoic geology of old Acadia—New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Cape Breton—during the past 20

years, have added Primordial or Upper Cambrian, Upper Lingula,

Flags, Hudson and Trenton, with their characteristic forms of

life. Every effort has been made, especially by diligent study, of

the rocks Saint John and Halifax, to correlate our gold fields with

the most ancient of the Paleeozoic series. The old Igneous rocks

have, to a great extent, been resolved into Archaean Metamorphic

rocks—Laurentian and Huronian—so that the Lower Cambrian>

or Dolgelly, auriferous period seems now to be the only resting

place for our own auriferous series of rocks. The want of life,

or its existence in low and doubtful forms, seems to indicate this.

This view accords with the conclusion at wdiich I had arrived by
the lithology, sequence and palaeontology observed in the Western

Counties, especially of Digby and Yarmouth.

CORRELATION.

Previous investigations in Kings and Annapolis Counties,

and especially at Nictaux in the latter, had ^'g-conducted to Dol-

gelly and led to a correlation with the auriferous formation of

Halifax County. In my unpublished paper, read at the same

meeting, on the 12th of November 1877, that I read my published

paper, " On the Geology of Nictaux," I made use of Salter's

notes on Readwin's Map and compared the Halifax Quartzites

and Argillites with the " Lower Cambrian," " Barmouth and Har-

lech Rocks of Prof. Sedgwick." " The Dolgelly Gold district

comprehends the upper part of the Lower Cambrian or Barmouth

Rocks, and the lower part of the Upper Cambrian or Lingula Flags

(Primordial), which range all along the Barmouth estuary and

thence northwards to Festiniog." The whole series of these rocks

(Barmouth) consists of a very hard sandstone with beds of purple

slate, which occur chiefly in the middle and lower portions of the

series, but the upper sandstone beds are frequently interstratified

with bands of green slate which distinguish it readily from the

overlying formation, viz:—The Lingula Flags or Upper Cambrian.

This is a triple formation measuring about 6000 or 7000 feet in

thickness, according to Professor Ramsay. It has been divided
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by my own research, into a lower group of black slate and trap-

pean shale, a middle group of sandstone, and a thin upper group

of very black shale, which in North Wales is rich in fossils."

" Of these formations we have onlj'- to deal with the lower,

for in that only, at present, are the gold veins worked in the dis-

trict, but the gold is not confined to these lower members, for

the productive mine at Castell Carn Dochan is in much higher

rocks. Indeed it is at the junction of this formation with the

underlying Cambrian grits (quartzites.) that the principal bear-

ing lodes are found." Pp. 1, 2.

Salter's description of the Barmouth rocks might with very

little change be employed in describing our quartzites (grits) and

argillites the only difference existing between the English series

and our own seems to be accidental. Their metamorphism may
have taken place in Upper Cambrian time, which seems to cor-

respond with our Lower Silurian which is meant to include the

Primordial of Saint John, N. B., the Lower Lingula Flags and the

Mira ridge, C. B., Olenus and Agnostus, Upper Lingula Fhigs of

Salter's Appendix to Ramsay's Geology formation of North

Wales.

ARCH^O-SILURIAN (LOWER).

This is a term which I use to denote the granites of the

series. At Nictaux these were considered to be igneous rocks of

Devonian age and were considered as having so metamorphosed

the supposed Devonian fossiliferous rocks, as to have converted

them into gneissoid rocks. The inclusion of portions of these

gneissoid rocks was also regarded as conclusive evidence of

the igneous origin of the granite. The old view is that the

granite is of igneous origin and that it is an intrusive rock,

the new and orthodox view is that granites are generally meta-

morphic rocks, and not necessarily intrusive rocks, and that

remetamorphism may account for the apparent fusion and intru-

sion. At Nictaux I i»nnd, Jirst that the supposed Devonian rocks

having fossils are of Middle Silurian age, second that the rocks by

which they are intruded and metamorphosed are igneous diorites;

hi7xl that in positions where granite and the fossiliferous rocks

were in actual contact, the latter were very little metamorphosed

and certainly not converted into gneissoid rocks. The granite
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appeared to be an underlying rock. It had evidently been granite

when the other rock was formed upon it. It is therefore at least

of pre-Middle or Lower Silurian age.

The gneissoid rocks are identical with those on the west side

of the N. W. Arm, Halifax, the granites are identical, except that

the variety is greater at Nictaux, the inclusions are similar to

those which ai-e of frequent enough occurrence in the vicinity of

the line of junction of the granites and gneissoid rocks. There

is, therefore, no reason why we should regard the granites of

Halifax and county as of different origin and age from those of

Nictaux.

ARCH^AN.

In our field there are three granitic areas corresponding

with the three sections. The area of section 1 extends froir

Halifax Harbour, westwards to St. Margaret's Bay, a distance o.

20 miles, and from the Atlantic coast northward to Hammond';

Plains, a distance of 18 miles.

The area of section 2 on the E. side of Fletcher's Lake beyom.

the Windsor Junction, I. C. K, its extent has not yet been ascer^

tained.

The area of section 3 extends from Lake Major to Ship

Harbour, and beyond, a distance of 27 miles. Where I have

examined it between Meagher's Grant and Musquodoboit Harbour

it commences about one mile north of the main road, Musquodoboit

Harbour, and extends 6 miles.

It is thus evident that this formation occupies a very large

portion of our field and is entitled to greater consideration than

is generally conceded to it.

The part of this formation that is most accessible is the area

of 1st section, this is admirably exposed on the west side of

Halifax Harbour, the N. W. Arm, and the road at water works

and there is little difficulty in traversing it in any direction.

I have conducted the Institute over the most exposed portion

from Purcell's Cove to York Redoubt Point. This has also been

an interesting field study to my students in geology during the

past 10 years, so that by this time I am pretty familiar with

its details and can dispense with my field-book generally in

giving an account of it.
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The granites of the region are generally coarse in structure.

It is only on the ground of use and wont that they are entitled

to the name. Their constituent minerals are, as usual, Ortho-

clase, Muscovite and Quartz, the two first minerals generally

prevail. They are not quartzose and consequently are not first-

class building stones. They polish well however and easily, and

are favorites with workers, (more so than the granites of Shel-

burne, which are truly granites—quartzose granites). The ortho-

clase is white, often very white, the mica is black and grey, the

quartz is often hyaline and often smoky. In some places the

mica of the ^ranite is black, in others it is grey, sometimes both

occur. The rocks are largely poi'phyritic with large crystals of

orthoclase, especially the very white variety. Some years ago

I found in one of tlie cuttings of the water works, granite with

deep red orthoclase, this has a green foliated mineral in place of

the mica. A Museum polished specimen of this rock is very

beautiful. The polishing has removed the green mineral, so that

the surface is singularly marked. It was thought that the stone

would be adapted for ornamental purposes, its extent was found

to be small.

MINERALS.

In some places the minerals of the granite are segregated,

one of the constituents being found without the other, mica is thus

found and also feldspar. Here the mica may be said to consti-

tute the rock, and there is no difficulty in securing specimens of

any size. Around these the mixed rock is so coarsely constituted

that it would pass for a gneiss in acknowledged Ai-ch93an regions.

In one place, under a bridge at Long Lake embankment, nothing

but feldspar is seen of clayey colour. In this black tourmaline

abounds in large crystals. A specimen which was brought to the

Museum is very singular, it is composed of feldspar and quartz

and mica, the feldspar and quartz are very marked, long and

large tourmaline crystals pervade, passing indiscriminately

through the quartz and feldspar indicating simultaneous crystal-

lization of the three. Another large specimen from the same

quarter is sub-conical in form, it is composed of feldspar and

mica plates, the latter are arranged so as to give shape to the

whole. In some places the quartz is snow-white, in this crystals
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of jet black tounnaline are often found prevailing in clusters,

Specimens of those in the museum collection are very strik-

ing. There is a specimen in our Webster Collection, it is

probable that it has come from the granite region of Paradise,

Annapolis County, where white quartz with groups of black tour-

maline is of frequent occurrence. The specimen is a crystal of

beautiful smoky quartz (caii'ngorm) with long crystals of black

tourmaline permeating the interior. Crystals of tourmaline are

of frequent occurrence in our granite area. Groups are sometimes

arranged in stellar forms. Small crystals of colourless quartz

are often found in the granite under examination. I have a

large crystal of opaque smoky quartz which is said to have come
from the Queen's granite quarry, where black tourmaline is also

found.

CAMBRO (SILURIAN).

The rocks of this series are, 1, gneissoid (ironstone),

2, micaceous.

3, Argillites, slates.

4, " shales.

5, Quartzites (grits).

6, " banded.

7, " calcareo-

(The line of the granite is generally N. E. and S. W. while

the line of strike of the formation that succeeds or abuts is gene-

rally E. and W.)

While all the members of this series are readily recognisable

no line can be drawn as a separating line, they all pass into each

other insensibly, gneissoid into micaceous and argillites, argillites

into quartzites and quartzites into calcareo-quartzites, e. g.,

Examining the Queen's quarries on the W. Side of the N. W,
Arm, we first find the two formations in contact. Abutting

against the granite we have a micaceous-schistose rock with

distinct bedding, E. and W. strike and North dip, I generally

try to secure a specimen at a junction of this kind so as to illus-

ti-ate it, I did not succeed here, the granite and the schist always

separated. This rock passes into the hard gneissoid (ironstone)

of the quarry. On the East side of the Arm, at Point Pleasant,

we have the same becoming a coarse ferruginous and argillaceous
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rock with the same strike and dip. The ledges on the east side

of Point Pleasant are a continuation, these are generally argillites.

2. At Pleasant street, not far from the Park, there are beautiful

exposures of argillite strata. Coming to the shore on the opposite

side we find a great ledge of similar strata. At the side and back

of these are argillite shales and massive quartzites with veins

of quartz, all the three pass into each other insensibly. In the

gold fields argillites are seen when mining where the surface

would lead to the expectation of only quartzites. 3. The Calcareo-

quartzites are a striking illustration. I first observed these on

the shore between Cow Bay and Cole Harbour. When walking

along the shore, I vv^as surprised to find certain rocks singularly

worn, as I have seen Lower Carboniferous Limestone worn on the

sea shore, by the action of the waves, while other parts of the

same rock had the usual appearance of the hard quartzites exposed

to similar action. I found in subsequent chemical examinations

that 18 per cent of the highly worn parts of the rock was cal-

careous, while the other parts were quartzite. The acid only

can indicate the passage with precision, which is gradual, the

sea indicates it approximately. Similar rock and indications

are observed on the Eastern Passage, opposite Lawlor's Island-

The constitution of the original sediment and accident are doubt-

less the causes of the variation. The series, therefore, is not divis-

ible into subordinate members or groups.

SYNCLINAL.

On the East side of Pleasant Park, at Steele's Pond is a point

where there was in olden times a Three Gun Battery. The rocks

of this are exposed on the shore, and exhibit interesting structure.

Thev are seen to dip on the right to the South and on the left to

the North. In the centre the strata are bent so as to display a

series of parabolic curves. A photograph of this taken by the

photographer of H.M.S. Challenger for Sir C. Wyville Thomson,

is a very striking picture.

SECTION.

On the riofht or north of the Svncline the argillite strata

become confused, they then become shaly. In the shales I found

forms which at first sight seemed to be graptolite stipes but
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tui-ned out to be chiastolites. In this band all is confusion, dip

l^einsf at different anodes and strike in all directions. At leno-th

the strata become slaty having a distinct southerly dip and cleav-

age at right angles to the dip. The extension of these westerly

outcropping in a field has similar structure. Proceeding in the

same direction along Pleasant street, splendid outcrops are seen

dipping in the same direction, opposite the last of these we have

again a fine outcrop on the shore ; here the dip is also southerly

and the strike nearly East and West. This outcrop was referred

to above, as exhibiting slates and shales, passing into quartzites

with veins of quartz. These outcrops are an interesting study,,

not merely on account of the transition just referred to, but also'

on account of the metamorphic phenomena which are beautifully

striking and instructive. The last, street section, show^s beautiful

wavy lines of bedding with a southerly dip, slaty cleavage at

right angles, joints and other striking features, e. g., concretions?

around which the wavy lines are seen to curve and then return

to their original course. Some years ago I examined similar

argillites exposed in blasting the foundation of the Young Men's

Christian Association Building in the City, these were seen dip-

ping in the same direction with similar cleavage. A specimen in

my rock collection in the mu.seum, shows pyrite in flat rhomboid
crystals which might be mistaken for ganoid scales. If the

arrangement from this to the syncline were to be regarded

generally regular, it would indicate a great thickness of argillite

strata. There may be doubt, however, on account of obscuration

of the intermediate strata, as well as the probable causes of the

existing arrangement of strata, lateral pressure, non-intrusion.

Returning to the syncline and proceeding to the left, south, we
have first an obscuration of strata, then a point with confusion of

strata, again, obscuration and then a ledge with crumpled bedding

of argillites and a northeidy dip. Here too there is cleavage and

joints with glaciation and scooping in the line of joint, showing
beautiful lines. The glaciation is S. 38° E. A ledire to the south

of this and next to the fort at the Point, is composed of quartzite

strata with overlying slaty strata, an arrangement similar to that

observed at Cranl^erry Head, Yarmouth. (Vide Paper on the

" Geology of Digby and Yarmouth Counties." Trans. 1881-2)-
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On the quartzite stratum are seen markings when the shaly

strata are removed, these are considered to be Helminthites (worm
"tracks). I have pointed out these again and again to members of

Institute, to students and others for several years. Every season

there are new exposures. I have tried to secure specimens for

the museum but without success, on account of the great hard-

ness of the stratum.

On the west of the syncline, the confused strata on

the right, the obscuration and confused strata on the left,

is the road succeeded by confusion. Steel's Pond and Miller's

Field, with wonderfidly crumpled strata on either side ; Pine

Hill, the seat of the Presbyterian College, beautiful country

residences and the Penitentiary. We have now reached the

North West Arm. Crossing to the opposite side we come to the

Sugar Kefinery. Here we find the argillites of the .syncline

continued. The rocks of which these are a part, are exposed in

a beautiful and instructive section which I would now describe.

The stratified rocks—argillite and gneissoid—extend a consi-

derable distance to the right, N. W. and left. In the latter

direction they extend to the Point, at the entiance to the Arm
where we have the Ironstone (gneissoid) Quarries. In the

section succeed the granite of the Queen's quarries. The gneissoid

rocks have the northerly dip of the Point Pleasant extension and

of the previous section. On the road to the Queen's Quarries

they are seen butting against the granite as a distinct micaceous

schist. At the Junction the two are so loosely coherent that I

found it impossible to secure a sj^ecimen which would indicate

the Junction. We now come to Purcell's Cove, where the gneis-

soid rocks succeed the granite in section and butt against the

granite and maintain a northerly dip. The granites again come

forward to the section and continue as far as Falkland Village,

where they are again succeeded by gneissoid rocks. On the shore

the first of the latter is seen to overlie the granite. At the Junc-

tion they are so firmly coherent that there is no difficulty in

securing a Junction specimen. From this point to York Redoubt

point, the stratified rocks are seen in the section., while the

granite retreats, forming a bay which is occupied by the gneissoid

rocks. These have an east and west strike and a northerly dip,
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up to York Redoubt Point. As the granite retreats on the north

side of Falkland Village, the gneissoid rocks dip toward it, seem-

ingly into it, not away from it. There is no anticline. On the

shore the rocks are very ferruginous. Pyrite is found in them

in large crystals. Some of the strata are very andalusitic. The

mineral is in slender, pearly prisms. These are often arranged

in stellar forms. One stratum is covered with these. In York
Redoubt, the strata which is seen to overly the granite which

rises on the south side of the fort, have a northerly dip and are

very andalusitic. The extension of the shore andalusitic strata

in the granite bay, are schists without andalusite. This is their

character near the Junction with the granite. In the section

south of the Redoubt pier, is another kind of rocks which are

hard to characterize; they might be called a quartzite. In these

are abundance of discinoid forms. I am very doubtful regarding

their character. I find them in three other localities to which I

will yet refer. The inclination of strata is low and its direction

doubtful until it is decidedly westerly, and towards the associate

granite. The granite then comes into the section and alternates

with the stratified rocks. At the Point the latter make their

exit, and then the granites are the only shore rocks. I have

reason to suppose that the stratified rocks appear again at Portu-

guese Cove. At the Point the stratified rocks have a slight

easterly inclination. The junction of these with the granite is

very interesting. The two are seen dove-tailing, but not blend-

ing. A museum specimen shows this in a striking manner. The
stratified part is banded with a right angled termination; another

piece is pointed. The granite seems to have been inserted by

fusion. In the discinoid part there are long veins of quartz

with mica. I regard these phenomena as having been induced

by re-metaTnorphism.

I am here reminded of an observation which I made on the

Nepisigit river, on the Bay des Chaleurs, New Brunswick. Vide

Paper Trans., 1875-6 : "A month among the Geological Forma-

tions of New Brunswick."

At the " Rough Waters" we have the junction of the granite

and the Bonaventure formation (Lower Carboniferous), granite,
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granite debris, and sandstone or grit. I became aware of the

existence of a distinct stratum of debris when I was trying to

find the junction of the solid granite with the sandstones, in

order to secure a representative specimen. The debris had been

previously observed by Sir W. E. Logan's Geology of Canada,

It has also been noticed by Mr. Ells, in his recent report, and

by him united with the Lower Carboniferous, as the lowest bed

of the series. I cannot help believing that if metamorphism

were induced in this region, of the intensity to which the Halifax

rocks have evidently been subjected, phenomena similar to those

under examination would be the result.

Returning to the N. W. Arm part of the section, I would

again notice the junction of the Queen's Quarry granite and the

gneissoid and schist strata. Dr. Warren and I investigated

thoroughly the extension of this line of junction, and defined it

as exactly as possible on the Admiralty map of the harbour as

we proceeded. We were able to do this on account of the scant-

iness of the vegetation, the contrast between the white granite

and the black stratified rocks, and the minute exactness of the

contour lines of the map. The east and west penetrations of the

strata into the granite were numerous, some of these were too

small for indication on the map, but the larger ones were defined,

until we reached the vicinity of the Coal-pit lakes, where the

rankness of the vegetation obscured the lines of junction.

Afterwards I resumed the investigation, when I examined and

observed the strata of the syncline in and around Williams' lake.

On the road at the top (west) end of this large lake, the stratified

rocks and the granites were again observed in junction. The

two were very intimately connected, so as to be inseparable, yet

there was no blending. The stratified rocks, in considerable

width, proceeded onward, crossed the York Redoubt pmrn, and

seemed to terminate abruptly in the bushes on the west side,

—low, swampy ground, extending beyond, to Long Lake I

referred to this extension in my paper of last session, when

describing the rocks on our way to the Rocking Stone. We
encountered it after a tramp over granites, extending from the

vicinity of Melville Island. I therefore recognized it as an old
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acquaintance. Their occurrence between two sets of granites

would doubtless be perplexing to any one but myself, who am
the only one that has investigated its true relation to the asso-

ciate granites. These are thus divided into two by their inter-

vention. The second granites in great force cross easterly, and

are beautifully exposed on the Sandford Fleming road and

property, and also in the N. W. Arm section. In the latter they

are seen in junction with the gneissoid (ferruginous) rocks, as

well as in the heights which intervene between the road and

section. In this locality pieces of gneissoid rocks are also seen

imbedded in the granite in like manner as at Nictaux. From

this one might be led to infer the existence of the gneissoid rocks

prioi' to that of the granites, as has been done in the case of the

Nictaux gneissoids. Here, as at Nictaux, we attribute the

phenomena to re-metamorphism of the granite during the meta-

morphism of the stratified rocks. In the section on the arm we
find argillites succeeding the granites and gneissoids. In these

I found numerous crystals of chiastolite. These are prismatic,

and of considerable size, larger than the Falkland and York

Redoubt andalusite crystals. The granites appear on the

side of the road, opposite Melville Island, and then retreat

into the elevated and woody region to re-appear on the St.

Margaret's Bay road, at the Water works. Here, again, they are

seen in junction with the gneissoid. They again retreat, and

after proceeding onward, advance to Birch Cove, on Bedford

Basin, where they are quarried for ornamental purposes. Their

mode of occurrence in Hammond's Plains is well described by Mr.

Hare. For information regarding their junction with the strati-

fied Cambrian rocks, I would refer to his paper. Transactions

1880-1.

End of Part I.
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Art. VIII. Notice of New and Rare Plants. By George
Lawson, Ph. D., Ll. D. Professor of Chemistry and
Mineralogy, Dalhousie College and University, Halifax.

Nova Scotia.

(Read 12th December, 1882.)

Part I. Plants collected at Bloniidon, Bay of Fundy, King's

County, Nova Scotia.

A familiar feature in the physical geography of Nova Scotia

is the North Mountain, a table-topped ridge that runs for 80 miles

in a straight, unbroken line along the south-eastern shore of the

Bay of Fundy, from Annapolis Basin on the south-west to Minas

Basin on the north-east, and thus shelters the fruitful valleys of

the Annapolis and Cornwallis Rivers. One of the most attractive

features in the scenery of Nova Scotia is the bold and strikingly

picturesque promontory of Blomidon, rising to 400 feet in height,

which forms the north-eastern termination of the North Moun-
tain, and now looks down upon the fertile stretches of

waving meadow, blossoming orchards, and scattered towns and

villages, as it did in the olden time on the less ambitious hamlets

and carefully cultivated fields of the French farmers. The

physical and geological features of Blomidon,—its red sandstone

strata, mostly covered by a debris-slope, and its continuous

summit cliff or wall of dark trap—have often been depicted by

pen and pencil, and its zeolites and other treasures of mineral

species are shown in most of the public museums of America and

Europe. It is not so well known that Blomidon is a rich pasture

for the botanist.

In July last an excursion to Blomidon was undertaken,

chiefly for the purpose of studying its ferns. The party consisted

of Colonel Collingwood, R. A., and his son Percy ; Dr. Catell,

Deput}' Surgeon General ; Mr. P. Jack, Mr, Geo. Thomson, and

myself. Having reached Canning the night before, we started early

in the morning for Blomidon, sailing down with the tide in a yacht

to a place called Big Eddy, which afibrds convenient anchorage.
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The day was spent on the cliffs, and we returned in the evening

laden with plants. Many of these have been planted in gardens

for study. At present I wish merely to refer to a few of the

more conspicuous and interesting species, with the view of

promoting further search in what is obviously a very rich

locality.

On the summit cliffs many unusual plants were collected,

chiefly of northern or alpine type, such as Saxifraga Aizoon

(Jacquin), which was first detected on Blomidon several years ago

by Mr. James H. Harris of the Halifax Nursery. It was found

by our party in great quantity and in full flower, its masses

hanging by its twine-like roots from the perpendicular faces of

the trap cliffs, or nestling in cracks. A living plant was shown to

the meeting, also dried specimens, illustrating its range, one from

Prof. Caruel, of Florence, collected " in Apenninis Etruriae,"

another from Snaehettan, Norwa}^ (T. Anderson, M. D.) and a

third from Point Rich, Newfoundland, (J. Richardson). It is

not a British species. It was introduced into English gardens in

1731, and has been long grown in collections of Alpine plants
;

but it has remained for Mr. Power, Superintendent of the Halifax

Public Garden, to bring it into use for decorative purposes. He
is propagating it largely as an edging and bedding plant, and it

will, no doubt, form an interesting feature in the artistic flower-

beds next summer.

SediiTTi Rhodiola was also found in quantity and partially

in flower, the male and female flowers being mostly on distinct

plants. The plant was first found as a Nova Scotian species at

Cape Split, some years ago, by Messrs. Jack, Thomson and Pay-

ZANT. The Rev. Mr. J. Eraser Campbell (now^ in India) brought

it from either Labrador or Cape Breton, and specimens ai*e now
on the table from Newfoundland and Orkney,

GerastiuTYi arvense, although an introduced European plant

in the United States, is a true native on the Blomidon cliffs,

reminding one in its mode of growth there, of the G. alpinwn of

European mountains.

Tussilago Farfara affords every indication of being indigen-

ous in this wild locality. It is not known to grow in cultivated
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grounds nearer than Yarmouth, in the south-western extremity of

the Province, and, as an introduced plant is rare in Nova Scotia.

Its occurrence at Blomidon, under circumstances which indicate

it to be indigenous, is of special interest to botanists. I have

appended a few notes on this plant. Cmnpanula rotiindifolia,

the blue bell of Scotland, is also quite indigenous here, although

it grows as an introduced plant only near Twelve-mile House

>

Halifax county.

The bank of debris that slopes from the top cliffs of Blomi-

don to the shore, is covered in most places with a growth of

birch and other common, chiefly hardwood, trees, beneath which,

and especially near the top, in shelter of the cliff and huge

masses of rock, there are scattered about magnificent clumps of

ferns. Struthiopteris germanica, the ostrich plume fern, grows

in great luxuriance ; also Polystichwm angulare var. Braunii,

together with the more common Lady fern, Athyrium filix

femina, and the Lastrea dilata, in many puzzling forms, one of

which, vsiv., Blomidonensis, with remarkably broad deltoid fronds

of great size, is strikingly different from all other forms of this

species.

Botrychium Virginicum was also found, not plentiful by any

means, but some of the specimens were very fine. Polypodium

vulgare hung in gi-eat green mantles over the bare rocks, and in

stony places tufts of Lastrea marginalis were everywhere to be

seen.

Cystopteris fragilis was found in many places on the lower

part of the sloping bank where the rock appeared at the shore,

but the specimens were larger and finer in the crevices of the

upper cliff. The prevailing form was that described as variety

McKayii, which differs greatly, in its distant, not approximate,

pinnse, and other characters, from all ordinary European forms,

but is probably the most common form of the species in America.

It is in fact so common here that American botanists not unna-

turally look upon it as the normg,! state. Woodsia Ilvensis was

also found extending up the face of the cliff. Polypodium

Dryopteris and other more common ferns need not be specially

noticed.
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Returning to Canning in the evening, we started next morn-
ing, and botanized the gorge through which Dr. Hamilton's road

winds up to the summit of the North Mountain. Here also there

was a magnificent growth of ferns along the banks of the rill,

composed principally of Lastrea rtiarginalis, L. dilatata (spinu-

losa), Polystichwm, acrostichoides, P. Braunii, StriUhiopteris ger-

manica, not very plentiful, Polypodium Phegopferis and Dry-
opteris, with fine patches of var. ereduvi of the latter, Athyrium
Filix femina, Polypodium vvlgare, &}c. Here, with var. McKay ii

of Cystopteris fragilis, we found a single tuft of a form with broad

leafy approximate pinnge like the oi'dinary European state of the

plant. It was at this place that Mr. Jack found, some years ago,

a tuft of Woodsia ohtusa, a species which, although not so very

rare in the United States, was not previously ascertained to be

Canadian. It has indeed been regarded as a Canadian fern, but

in my Synopsis, published some time ago, it was pointed out that

there was then no evidence.

On the following day we visited the " Look Out," a favourite

place of resort for visitors, from which there is a magnificent

view of the Cornwallis Valley. Here we obtained a supply of

Woodsia Ilvensis and also a very few specimens of Aspleniurn

Trichortianes, which was very scarce, but was subsequently found

on a cliff in a gorge to the westward of Canning, by Colonel

CoLLiNGWOOD. Near the same place Master Collingwood found

Veronica Americana. It is necessary to mention, in the interest

of visitors to the Look Out, that there is, along the base of the

cliflf and amongst the stony debris, a great profusion of the Poison

Ivy (Rhus Toxicodendron), which causes, on many persons, by
simple contact, a disagreeable and even dangerous eruption on

the skin.

It is remarkable that, with exception of a few local species,

nearly all the ferns of Nova Scotia are to be found on the North

Mountain.

Part II. Plants discovered at Woodstock, Neiv Brunsioick,

by Peter Jack, Esq.

In September last Mr. Jack visited Woodstock, and there
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made some very interesting discoveries. His attention was called,

in the greenhouse in the garden of Mrs. Charles Connell, to a

fern found by the gardener in the neighbourhood during the fall

of 1881, whilst gathering leaf mould from under the snow. Mr.

Jack, perceiving that the fern was Scolopendriuin vidgare, an

extremely rare species on the American Continent, for which

we have only the one Canadian locality at Owen Sound,

visited the place, some six miles distant, where the gardener had

obtained it, but no trace of the plant could then be found. The

plant in the greenhouse was a seedling, apparently of two or thiee

years growth. The gardener (Mr. Sutton) subsequently, how-

ever, succeeded, by diligent search, in finding two small plants,

both of which have been forwarded to Halifax, and are now in

Mr. Jack's greenhouse. They came with the native moss and

mould still attached to their roots, and effectually confirm one of

the most interesting fern discoveries made for some years. Since

then two more plants of larger size have been received by Mr.

Jack, and a frond of one of them is now presented to the

Institute, Whilst at Woodstock he visited the station for Adi-

antum pedatum, a wood six or seven miles distant, and found it

to be abundant. But he found at the same place a much greater

rarity, viz., Aspidium Goldianiim, not previously known to exist

in the Maritime Provinces ; also :

Viola Canadensis, which had been found for the first time

in New Brunswick by Mr. Chalmers, of the Geological Survey,

a few days before, at another place. At Grand Falls Mr. J.

found Woodsia glabella, which, so far as known, had only been

ascertained to exist in one other place previously in New Bruns-

wick, viz : Tunnel, at Restigouche. Pellcea gracilis was found

in cleft of rock opposite Woodstock.

Fart III. Localities for species of Botrychiuni.

I have to add the names of a few very interesting forms of

Botrychium found during the past summer at Truemanville, in

the County of Cumberland, by Chas. H. Trueman, a science

student of Dalhousie College. These are Botrychium lanceo-

latum, Angstrom, and two forms of B. matricarioifoliuni, one
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of them corresponding to the large state figured by Prof. Eaton,

from Utica, N. Y. S., the other to what he calls the commonest

form.

Mr. John Britten, of Petitcodiac, N. B., writes me that he

has found B. matricaricefolium in New Brunswick.

Mr. James Vroom, of St. Stephen, N. B., writes me that

both Mr, Britten and Prof. Bailey collected B. simplex at

Petitcodiac in 1881, and that Prof. Bailey found it in the

College Grove at Fredericton about ten years ago. I have not

seen the specimens,

Mr. H. H, Bell of Halifax, found Botrychium Virginicum

on Partridge Island at Five Islands, in Colchester County, in July

1881. The Island is one of the five from which the place gets its

name, is small but high, with very steep rocky sides, bare in

most places; a path at one point leads to the top, which is thickly

wooded. The fern grows on the top ; found three or four speci-

mens.

Part IV. Plants grown by Mr. Jack at Bellahill, from seeds

collected by Mr. Hoivard Stokes, in Manitoba.

Mr. Howard Stokes, formerly of Halifax, collected seeds of

a number of the Prairie flowers in the Pembina Mountain district

in the summer of 1880, and sent them to his father, B. Stokes,

Esq., formerly Storekeeper of H. M. Dockyard, now in Europe.

The seeds were sown at Bellahill by Mr. Jack, who also gave

portions to the Superintendent of the Public Garden. They

flowered in the summer of 1882, and proved to be the following

species :

—

1. Anemone cylindrica, Gray. The Cylindrical or Long-

Fruited Anemone,so named from its achenes being arranged spike-

like on a much elongated receptacle. This plant is full}^

described in my Monograph of the RanunculaceaB published in a

former part of the Transactions of the Institute.

2, Liatris scariosa, Wild, a rather showy plant, and very

variable in size and appearance. It extends from New England

to Wisconsin and other Western States and southward, as well as

into the British Territories ; the specimens from the extreme
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western part of Ontario and others collected by Senator SchultZ

in several places in the North-West, show its extensiv^e range.

3. Gaillardia aristata. The Gaillardias are all southern

and western plants, none occurring east of the Mississippi, G.

pida is a favorite in gardens. This one is quoted by Torrey
and Gray from Missouri, Saskatchewan and Oregon. But the

form sent by Mr. Stokes is a large robust lanuginose plant that

does not agree w^ith any of the forms described in botanical

works. Prof. Macoun, to whom I showed specimens, informs

me that this is the form the plant takes when grown on the prairie

land after it has been ploughed.

4. Helianthus giganteus var. This is also a form of a very

variable species.

5. Heliopsis. IcBvis, Persoon, a rather diminutive but neat

broad-leaved perennial sunflower, the only sunflower, in fact, fit

for a button hole, if any are. It derives its name from its resem-

blance to the true sunflower. It grows in Ontario as well as on

the Western Prairies.

Physostegia Virghiica var. speciosa. Gray, False Dragon

Head. This is a robust, showy perennial, 4J feet in height when
in flower, with dark green lanceolate strongly serrated leaves

.and large spikes of variegated purple flowers. This plant is

i different from the ordinary garden form of Physostegia Virginica,

being much larger in all its parts, with larger, darker, almost

• coriaceous leaves, and long spikes of very bright coloured flowers.

It is so different that it has been described as a distinct species.

It is the Dracocephalmn speciosum of Sweet's British Flower

Garden, t. 93, and Physostegia i'nibricata of Hook. Bot. Mag. t.

3386. It differs from the ordinary cultivated form of the species

by its dense spikes of horizontal flowers, the spikes panicled

;

the flowers are also of a darker and richer colour.

Petasites vulgaris, a large English herb with leaves two feet

across. City of St. John, wdiere it was observed in vacant

lots in the summer of 1881. It seems to have spread from a

garden after the great fire, and is fairly naturalized. Additional

particulars respecting this and some other plants will be given in

a future paper.
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A number of interesting localities for rare Ferns were also

noticed, from information furnished by Mr, Vroom, including

new stations in New Brunswick for Adiantum, Aspleniwrm

thelypteroides, Gystopteris hidbifera Woodsia Tlvensis, Botry-

chiuni Virginicum, and Woodwardia Virginica,

Art. IX. On the Bone in the Heart of the Moose. By
J. SomeRs, M. D.

(Read January 8, 1883).

In most ruminants, especially the larger kinds, there is a

bent bone at the base of the heart, on the septal side of the

origin of the aorta, and imbedded in the tendinous circle which

2'ives attachment to the muscular fibres of the ventricle. In

the giraffe this bone was two-thirds of an inch in length. Two
such ossifications of the sclerous tissue have been met with. In

oxen and red deer, an ossified and unossified piece of fibrocarti-

lage is m.ore commonly observed. In the horse these bodies at

the septal side of the aortic ring, are rarely ossified until extreme

age. (O'wen, Comp. Anat Vol. 3, p. 528.)

The fibrous structure of the heart consists of the firm rings

which surround the auriculo -ventricular and great arterial ori-

fices. All of these fibres are more strongly developed on the left

side of the heart. The left auriculo-ventricular ring is firmly

blended at the fore-part of its right margin with the fibrous

structure surrounding the aortic orifice, and behind the aortic

opening, between it and the two auriculo-ventricular openings

there is found a fibre -cartilaginous mass, which is connected

with the several fibrous rings, and to which the muscular sub-

stance is also attached. In some large animals, as in the ox and

the elephant, there is a small piece of bone in this situation.

(Sharpey c& Quain's Anat. Am. edition, 1849. Vol. 1, pp.

The above quotations from Owen, and Sharpey and Quain
refer to an anatomical peculiarity in the heart of ruminants and
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other herbivorous animals, not reported as existing either in man
or other mammals. Through the kindness of Mr. MoRROW, our

President, I had the opportunity afforded me of making a dissec-

tion of the heart of a moose, and of examining the bone found in

the septum. The heart under examination weighed four pounds

twelve ounces, avoirdupois ; length from base to apex, 10 inches
;

circumference at the base, seventeen and one-half inches. Direct-

ly at the aortic opening, where the semi-lunar valves are situated,

and opposed to the auriculo-ventricular opening on the right

side, I found a bony ring, or, more correctly, a section of a circle^

measuring one and five-eights of an inch in length. It was

roughened on its surface, widest at its centre where it formed an

acute process on one side. From the centre it diminished towards

the end on both sides, terminating in points tipped with fibro-

cartilage. I have since examined many hearts of oxen, and have

invariably found this bone in the same situation as in the moose.

In size and shape it differs but little from that of the moose.

The quotations above— particularly from Owen—would

point to the presence of this bone as being due to certain patho-

logical changes consequent upon old age in the animals in which

it appeared. But a stricter examination will prove that this

bone is not a product of decay, due to the deposition of sclerous

or a atheromatous matter in the fibro-cartilaginous tissue of the

heart. It is a true bone, developed in a situation where its pre-

sence serves an important physiological purpose.

A microscopical examination proved it to possess the histo-

logical characteristics of bone tissue, there being the lacuna?

canaliculi and haversian canals. An atheromatous deposit

would, on the contrary, exhibit the deposition of calcareous

matter in the fibrous or other tissue without any attempt at

organized structure.

The position of the bone renders it an anatomical curiosity.

As to its function, I think it serves the purpose of strengthening

the aortic opening, maintaining its potency and giving support

to the semi-lunar valves. It is a fact in physiology of the heart

that the aortic semi-lunar valves will not permit, even under a

pressure, sufficient to rupture them, the passage of water from
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the aorta into the left ventricle, as shown by Mr. J. W. King's

essay on the safety valve action of the right ventricle of the

human heart, {Guy's Hosp. Re'ports, 1837. Vol. 11, p. 104-)

Following the systole or contraction of the ventricles, the

mass of blood which had been in their cavities is now in the

aorta and pulmonary artery ; distending them, the distension of

the arterial walls is followed by their recoil. This would drive it

back asfain into the ventricles, were it not for the sudden closure

or shutting back of the pulmonic and aortic semi-lunar valves.

The pressure which these valves have to bear is ver}^ consider-

able, equalling that of 6 or 7 inches of mercury in man, and of

course a still greater pressure in large animals. In regard to the

action of the left side of the heart, the needs of the circulation

demand that there shall be no regurgitation or backward flow of

the blood. It must go forward, otherwise there is produced

serious injury to the capillaries of the lungs and to the

systemic circulation, a fact well known to pathologists, as in

cases of insufficiency or obstruction in openings of the heart

in man.

In large animals, more especially those that are required to

put forth efforts of strength or speed, which rapidly increase

the blood pressure in the whole vascular system, the increased

power of resisting pressure afforded by the partial bony ring at

the aortic orifice must be of great consequence, so far as the

specific functions of the semi-lunar valves here situated are

concerned. It must be observed, also, that the bony matter but

partly suri'ounds the aortic orifice, thereby while giving it

strength and resisting power, not interfering with the necessary

elasticity of the part. More than this, the solid tissue here in

the cardiac septum affords more or less resistancy to the valves

in the right side of the heart, preventing, during rapid or forced

muscular action, the crowding of too much blood upon the deli-

cate tissue of the lungs.

In the various examinations of hearts which I have made, I

have not found the second bone mentioned by Owen and others.
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Art. X.

—

On the Winter Food of the Partridge and on

Partridge Poisoning. By J. Somers, M. D., F. R. M. S.>

President.

The "Partridge," so-called, (Bonassa umhellus) or ruffled grouse,

is like its congeners, Omnivorous, its food range being what we
may term a wide one, embracing, as it does, the products both of

the animal and vegetable kino'doms.

In the spring and summer its food consists of insects

—

ova

larva or perfected, of molluscs, principallypu/lmoiaia (snails),and

a wee-toad or froo* does not come amiss. From the vegetable

kingdom various seeds and wholesome berries, in the early

autumn the blueberry and huckleberry, vacciniei, constitute a

staple article of its food ; later on the bird subsists principally

upon beech mast, and during the months of October and Novem-

ber the crops of partridges secured by sportsmen and others

rarely contain any other food. As we advance towards winter

the diet of the partridge becomes more and moi'e restricted, and

when the season is well established, and heavy falls of snow, cov-

er the ground in woods and open, then our partridge is con-

strained to banquet upon food material that is, most within its

physiological requirements and nearest to its reach.

At this season the crop of this bird will be found to contain

broken catkins of the birch, " Betiila excelsa," broken fronds of

.

shield fern, "Aspidium spinidosum" and leaves and berries of

sheep laurel, " Kahnia angustifolia," the proportionate quanti-

ties being about nine-tenths of birch catkins and one-tenth fern

fronds and kalmia leaves, the proportion of the latter, how-

ever, always exceeding that of the fern, as you may observe by

examining the three partridge crops presented to you
;
you will

notice that the fern fronds are beautifully fresh and green.

Having been scratched by the birds from beneath the snow,

which preserves them in this condition all through the winter,

there is little room for doubt in regard to the reason why the

birds seek for and partake of these fern fronds; for though they
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contain little nutritive matter, they are yet always succulent and

tender, and supply them with the only green food which they can

procure during our subarctic winter. The kalmia leaves, you

will observe, are sear and coriaceous, just as we find them persist-

ing on the plant during autumn and winter.

The birch catkins contain the male flowers of this tree locked

up in their winter sleep. They yield, on analysis, both carbona-

ceous and nitrogenous matter, and supply, though in limited

quantity, matters requisite to the nutritive demands of the

tissues of our Partridge : but, as they contain, also, a large quan-

tity of insoluble and unassimilable matter, their digestion requires

to be slowed, so that the soluble and assimilable matter may be

separated and prepared for absorption into the blood. The firm

fronds contain a small quantity of starch and mannite, with a

percentage of nitrogenized matter ; they are probably of most

service supplying to the tissues certain inorganic proximate

principles which are necessary to their well-being. Salts of

soda, potassia and lime abound in ferns. These substances are as

much food requisites as those of organic origin.

In birds the nutritive processes and circulation are more rapid

than in mammals, their great muscular activity induces rapid

tissue change ; they, therefore, require a large amount of food.

Hence birds are constant feeders. In them, too, the digestive

process is quick in action, and a diminution in their food supply

is severely felt and soon shows its effects,—they emaciate, lose

their activity, and become slow and torpid.

It is well known that birds, considering the size and weight of

their brains, are uncommonly intelligent. This applies particu-

larly to the class of birds under consideration, which become

proverbially shy and cautious in localities where they are much

sought for by sportsmen; in seasons when food is scarce they

very often, owing to their diminished activity, become an easy

prey to the gun.

In endeavoring to account for the eating of the kalmia leaves

by the Partridge, and the innocuousness of this plant to the bird

itself, we may premise that it is taken, not for its nutritive

value, but because it acts indirectly by preventing tissue change..
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It is taken instinctively, no doubt, though not in sufficient

quantity to injure it. Kalmia is a narcotic and arterial seda-

tive and contains a large proportion of tannin, it slows the circu-

lation and retards the passage of the food through the alimentary

canal. The active narcotic principle in this plant possesses

properties similar to those of alcohol, opium, quinia, &c., viz., to

lessen tissue change, and thus, in a certain way compensates

for a deficiency in the quantity of food.

It may be said that the foregoing ideas are more or less

theoretical, but observations into the life historj'^ of our Partridge

show that in the winter season when there is much snow the

food of our bird consists largely of matter, not highly nutritive

amongst them and some not usually taken at an earlier part of

the season. In the winter they are usually sluggish, and are easily

approached by the sportsman. At this time, also, certain portions

or the whole of the flesh is often poisonous, producing when

eaten symptoms like those that would be caused by the action of

a strong arterial sedative, as a subsequent portion of the paper

will show.

Hunters' stories are not always credible, yet there is one very

common over the Northern portion of our Continent wherever

the Partridge abounds, whose universality might answer for its

truthfulness. This story refers to the extreme stupidity exhibited

by the behaviour of the Partridge at times. It is well known to

be shy in early season, but in winter and after heavy snow-

falls a covey may be captured when roosting, provided the hunter

begins with the birds on the lowest branches.

We could well believe this stoiy if the birds were short of food

and under the influence of kalmia, the narcotic action of the

plant being well calculated to produce that torpor and want gf

alertness which is said to characterize the Partridge during the

season of snow. This leads up to the second part of my paper,

viz.. Partridge Poisoning, so-called. I have recently, in my own
person, experienced the effects of eating poisoned Partridge, and

may mention here that the circumstances and symptoms of my
case, which I am about presenting, destroy most effectually the

idea that Partridge poisoning is due to idiosyncracy, or to putri-
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factive changes in the flesh of the bird. These, on the contrary,

show that the poisonous property is clue to an external cause

which, when present, gives always equal results, but when

absent there is, as a matter of course, no such results.

The Partridges were four in number,—three were Birch Part-

j-idges, Bonassa, and one a Spruce Partridge, Tetrao canadensis.

The crops and gizzards are here before you for examination.

The crop of the Spruce Partridge contains leaves of Ahies hal-

mmea only, the others contain birch catkins, Betula excelsa,

broken fern honds, A.spidiuvi spinulosuTn, a,nd leaves of Kalmia

angustifolia. Nos. 1 and 3 were shot shortly after feeding, as

their full crops and empty gizzards testify. No. 3 had the

gizzard full, and was, as the specimen shows, in full digestion.

This was a fine plump bird, and could be easily selected from

the others after they had been all cooked. I beg to direct your

particular attention to the gizzard of this bird, the contents of

which, at this time (five weeks from when it was opeped),

develop freely that odour and taste which we call the Partridge

flavour. I supposed if there was ever a poisonous Partridge, this

must be the one. My surmise proved correct, as the sequel

will show. At dinner I partook of this bird, using the black

meat and strongly flavored parts, the other members of my
family, of which three were children respectively two, five and

ten years of age, partook of the white meat of this and of the

second birch partridge, none of them experiencing any unpleasant

sensations therefrom.

In my own case no results followed partaking of the partridge

until about an hour afterwards. I had, in the meantime, gone

out, had attended to some business matters, but while doing so

became aware that the poison was about to take effect. My first

feeling was one of fullness in the brain. A well marked sense

of numbness around the mouth and lips and in the fauces. I

thereupon returned home, attempted to smoke some tobacco from

a pipe but this occasioned nausea, and I was forced to desist.

While standing up to set the pipe aside, I was seized with diz-

ziness and inability to maintain the erect position, and would have

fallen on the floor of the room had I not supported myself by
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resting upon a table near at hand, then, by making a strong effort

I was able to cross the room to a louno-e. On taking the recum-

bent position, the feeling of dizziness subsided, but the nausea

increased until it terminated in copious and prolonged eraesis

which continued with short intermissions for upwards of an hour.

No pain accompanied the emesis which terminated when the

stomach was emptied. Accompanying the vomiting there was

pain in the back at the root of the neck and between the

shoulders, i. e. at lower cervical and upper dorsal vertebrse. This

was a peculiar kind of pain of a dull aching character, very much
like that which follows over-exertion of the muscles. This feel-

ing passed down both arms, but changed from that of pain to

one of numbness and tinoflino- most marked alone: the track of

the ulnar neiwes, and terminatino- in the fino:ers ; there existed

also a feeling of coldness well marked in both extremities, and

felt—though not in the same degree over the whole body—the

sensation as if a current of cold air was directed upon the naked

surface ; the skin was colorless, the face had a ghastly look, per-

spiration not increased but rather diminished, urine not increased

in quantity, no action of the bowels, pupils normal and the

intellect not disturbed.

The most marked action of the poison was upon the circula-

tory system, as the following observations will prove, the action

of the heart being slowed, as evidenced by the fall of the pulse.

I should here explain that I am forty years of age, my height

five feet nine inches, weight about one hundred and seventy-two

pounds avoirdupois, in good health, regular habits, well nourished,

normal, pulse about seventy-six beats, respiration to corres-

pond. The first examination of the pulse was made after the

first emesis, the time being fifteen minutes past thi-ee, p. m., the

count gave forty-six beats to the minute. At fifteen minutes to

four, p.m.—that is half an hour after the first examination—it had

fallen to forty-three beats per minute, the respiration being cor-

respondingly diminished in number. The pulse remained at this

figure (43) for about two hours. The eraesis continued at longer

intervals, being finally overcome by taking small doses of brandy.

After six, p.m. no matter was ejected from the stomach. The pulse
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then began to rise, increasing also in volume, being forty-five at

six, p. m. Increasing gradually from that time until seven, p. m.,

when it counted fifty-eight. The temperature of the surface

began to increase with the pulse, and feeling now comparatively

recovered from the effects of the poison. I got up and made an

attempt to go to the supper table, but was immediately seized

with giddiness, and fell on the floor in a state of insensibility,

which lasted for a few seconds only, for as soon as I gained the

recumbent position the condition passed off almost as speedily as

it had occurred, and before assistance could be rendered I was

able to help myself to the place I had previously occupied. I

then remained in the incumbent position for over an hour, par-

took of some tea. Was shortly after able to go down stairs to

examine and prescribe medicine for a patient who called to con-

sult me, and experienced no unpleasant sensation, except a feel-

incr of lancfuor, some tremblino- of the muscles, and chillness of

the whole body. When I retired to be bed at eleven, p. m., the

pulse registered sixty-eight. I slept well. It was not until

t^yenty-four hours afterwards that the pulse resumed its normal

beat, and it took three or four days for the system to recover

its usual tone.

Partridge poisoning in the human subject has been variously

ascribed to idiosyncracy or individual susceptibility to poisonous

properties developed by putrefaction or to intaking of food

which inoccuous to the bird, yet causes its flesh to assume poison-

ous properties. Taking my own experience as an example I

think we can eliminate the two first causes assigned—the first,

idiosyncracy, I can lay no claim to. The Partridge is a game bird

for which I entertain a great partiality, and use it frequently

when in season. I have eaten the flesh of the bird as freely

since as before my poisoning without evil results. In fact up to

that time one year ago I had come to believe I was proof against

Partridge poisoning, and had some belief in the first theory of

causation, knowing that the condition was not of infrequent

occurrence in many persons who had eaten this bird. I partook

of the black meat and the strong flavored internal parts of my
partridge, or the parts that, owing to the presence there of absorb-

ents and the thoracic duct, would contain matters passing from
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the digestive organs to the blood vessels. The breast of this bird

and flesh of other two were eaten by the rest of the household

without unpleasant results. I can, however, understand that the

whole of this bird would have become poisonous in time. It was

killed shortly after feeding, and the poison had not had time

to diffuse itself. This will account for the immunity of those

who had eaten of the white meat only. . The putrefaction

theory is out of court also. The bird was »[uite fresh, as the

gizzard and parts before you testifies. More than this, a

man in health with good digestion can dispose of flesh in a state

of putrefaction with perfect ease. The third then is the only

causation to which we can attribute the development of poisonous

properties in the flesh of the Partridge at certain times of the

year, and I think the facts stated above are sufficient to convince

any reasonable person of the correctness of this view, the

symptoms exhibited prove the poison to belong to the class of

arterial sedatives—said sometimes to be narcotics. The more

powerful of the class are not narcotic in the true acceptance of

the term. " There was no tendency to sleep in my case." Their

action is to depress the circulation by slowing the movements of

the heart acting no doubt, through the peneumo-gastric nerves

and probably also upon the great splanchnic nerves ; there is also

arterial contraction and diminished blood in the capillaries, hence

the bloodless skin, vomitincr, vertisfo and loss of consciousness

experienced in this case.

An extract from a memoir of Dr. Stabler in Griffith's Medical

Botany, p. 429 says, a large dose of a strong decoction of Kalmia

latifolia caused in half an hour vertigo, dimness of sight, great

depression of the heart's action and cold extremities, without,

however, producing any disorder of the mental faculties. It is

said in the same work, on the authority of Dr. B. S. Barton, the

American Indians used the plant for suicidal purposes. The

symptoms of Kalmia poisoning given by Stabler coincide so

closely with those of Partridge poisoning we are safe in assuming

that they are due to one and the same poison. It is also conceded

from a therapeutical point of view that Kalmia Angustifolia is

more active than K. Latifolia, the former plant being the one

found in the stomachs of our Partridges during the winter season.
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A Supposed Deep -Sea Fish.

OuE fish was found at Cole Harbor Dyke, east of Halifax,

early in January, and exhibited in the city on the 16th and for

some time after. It had been thrown ashore during a storm.

Unfortunately, the fish was not preserved in the form in which

it was found. It was roughly skinned and the carcass was

thrown away, so that a great part of its scientific interest is gone.

Having never seen any fish like it, I was puzzled to characterise

and name it. It was taken away and I never expected to see it

again. In the meantime its general form, with the tentacles on its

head, suggested an affinity with the Lophius piscatorius.

A description of it given by the owner, Mr. Main, in the Hali-

fax newspapers, led Prof. Baird to make enquiry after it with a

view to purchase it. He suggested that it might be a Himan-
tolophus.

On referring to " Gunther's Introduction to the Study of

Fishes," I found the description of this deep-sea fish. It seemed

to agree in many points with the appearance of the fish, while

at the same it differed. It is now a specimen in the collection of

the Provincial Museum. I have set it up in better form. In do-

ing so I have at the same time studied its character, and come to

the conclusion that it is more nearly allied to Ceratias than Hi-

mantolophus. 1 quote "Gunther's" definitions of both :

" Twelfth Family

—

Pediculati.

" LoPBivs-^Lophius piscatorius.

" Ceratias : Head and body much compressed and elevated

;

cleft of the mouth wide, subvertical ; eyes very small ; teeth in
the jaws rasp-like, depressible; palate toothless; skin covered with
numerous prickles. The spinous dorsal is reduced to two long-

isolated spines—the first on the middle of the head, the second
on the back. The soft dorsal and anal short; candal very long

;

ventral, none
;
pectorals very short ; two and a half gills ; skele-

ton soft and fibrous.
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" Ceratias holbolU"—a deep-sea fish. Only a few examples have

been found near the coast of Greenland and from the mid-Atlan^

tic, the latter at a depth of 2,400 fathoms. Deep black.

"HiMANTOLOPHUS.—Head and body compressed and elevated;

cleft of the mouth wide, oblique; eyes very small; teeth of the

jaws rasp-like, depressible; palate toothless; skin covered with

conical tubercles. The spinal dorsal is reduced to a single ten-

tacle on head. The soft dorsal and caudal and pectoral short.

Ventrals, none. Three and a half gills. Skeleton soft and
fibrous.

"This is another deep-sea form, hitherto found in very few-

examples in Arctic and mid-Atlantic ocean. The single tentacle

is beset with many long filaments at its extremity, thus answer-

ing the same purposes which is attained by a greater number of

tentacles. Deep black."

I now give the dimensions of our fish, with remarks

:

feet, in

The leno-th from snout to caudal fin is 3

The depth of the body is 9

The girth is 2

Head—from snout to gill opening, the length is . . 9

The mouth is open. Its vertical measurement ... 3|

Its width is 2|

The eyes are small. Interorbital space is 4

Teeth in the jaws rasp-like, depressible. Skin covered with

numerous prickles (conical tubercles), a few pointed, the greater

number truncated with perforations in the tops. The sides of the

head and its inferior part have only a few. The spinal dorsal is

reduced apparently to one long isolated spine on the head. On

the back is a space without tubercles, having the skin, so as it

might have accommodated another spine of some sort.

The dorsal fin has a width of 6 in.

It has four rays—the length of the 3rd and 4th is 4 ^'

The anal fin has a width of 2|"

It has four rays—the largest is 4
"

The caudal fin is long and broad ; the length of

the upper ray is 9

of the lower 8

It has eight rays, the four middle ones are didiotomoiis. They

are broad and coated with flesh, etc. Skin having prickles and
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tubercles. It is sometimes hard to convince our fishermen that

the tubercles are not barnacles. The fin rays have, not unaptly,

been compared to coral branches.

The width of the caudal fin is from 7 to 8 inches.

There are no ventral fins.

The pectorals are very small, being 1 1^ x 1 inch each.

The number of rays is 18.

They are situate ahove (not after) the gill openings. They
thus seem to have an anomalous position.

These pectorals are so widely different from those of the io-

phius piscatorius and seem to exclude our fish from the family

Pediculati.

What remains of the integument of the fins is black.

There is a spiracle at the back of the tentacle. The gill open-

ings are two in number. If they had opercles these have been

destroyed.

Shrinkage may have reduced the orginal dimensions.

The color now is blackish brown. It was much darker W'hen

I first saw it.

D. HONEYMAN,
March 25, 1884. Curator of Provincial Museum,
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Art. I.

—

Notes on the DeBert Coal Field, Colchester

Co., N. S. By Edwin Gilpin, Jr., A. M., F. G. S.,

F. K. S. C, Inspector of Mines.

(Read 12th Nov., 1883.)

During the past few months a good deal of interest has been

shown in Mining circles over the I'eported discoveries of coal

seams, of workable size, on the DeBert River, Colchester Co. In

this conclusion the following notes of a brief visit to the ground

may prove interesting to the members of the Institute, and I

only regret that the attention necessarily directed to mines in

operation has prevented me from giving more time to the

problems presented by this practically unknown disti'ict.

The presence of coal beds on the DeBert and Chiganoise

Rivers has long been known to the geologist. Gesner, one of the

pioneers of Nova Scotian Geology, writing in 1836, described the

signs of coal at various points along the north side of the Basin

of Minas, from Cape Chignecto to Truro, and remarks, page 129

of his " Geology and Mineralogy of Nova Scotia," that " About

five miles northward of the Lower DeBert bridge the coal

measures of the mountains rise above the gypseous and saliferous

sandstones, and a beautiful section of their strata is made by the

river passing over them. Two small veins of coal have been

intersected, although it is not known what quantity of that

valuable substance is still hidden in the adjacent rocks."

Dr. Dawson, in the second edition of his Acadian Geology,

.

page 264, speaks of the metamorphic slates of the Cobequid

Mountains being succeeded by conglomerates, and then by " coal

measure rocks, consisting of gray sandstones and dark shales,

.
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and a few thin seams of coal, and abundance of leaves of

cordaites, and a few calamites and stigmaria."

He further remarks :
" We can trace this coal measure back

from Advocate Harbour, near Cape Chignecto, to the upper part

of the Salmon River of Truro, where it adjoins the carboniferous

district of Pictou. It is (generally speaking) much broken and

disturbed ; and although it widens considerably towards its

eastern extremity, it nowhere attains a great development,

either in horizontal extent, or in the magnitude of its coal

seams." From Advocate Harbour to Pai'tridge Island the belt

contains contorted shales and sandstones yielding a few fossil

plants, scales of fishes, and shells of Naiadites. Mr. Matthew
Jones, a member of this Institute, some years ago found in these

strata footprints of a large reptilian animal, referable to the

genus sauropus. Similar shales and sandstones outcrop on the

banks of the various rivers falling into the Basin of Minas, and

show beds of bituminous limestone, with cyprids and fish scales,

fireclays, clay ironstones, etc., and yield characteristic fossil

plants of several of the species found in the Joggins section.

In the same work Dr. Dawson has discussed the physical con-

ditions which governed the deposition of the coal and associated

carboniferous measures of the district. The evidence of the

foldings of the carboniferous of the north side of the Basin of

Minas, plainly given by the various river sections, leads to the

anticipation that the coal measure band may prove disturbed.

The longitudinal foldings are useful to the prospector, as they

bring the various coal crops to the surface, and define the limits

within which his researches can be canied on with profit. The

transverse folding and faults caused by unequal strains, and by

the irregularity of the great mountain chain, the determining

element, may prove a source of expense to the miner engaged

in economic development.

The upper DeBert bridge, on the Londonderry road, appears

to be a little to the south of the centre of thts Basin in this

locality. Following the stream downwards from the bridge the

coal beds appear about in the relative order of the section, which

ds descending geologically speaking :

—
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Ft In.

Strata 200 9

Coal seam 2 6

Strata 120

? Coal seam (so-called " nine feet ") 9

Strata 30

Coal seam 2

Strata 140

Coal seam 6

Strata ....100

Conglomerate, base of section.

Total 609 6

The first seam met is one on the west side of the River, and

it is stated to measure about 2 ft. 6 in. of coal. The nine feet

seam, so-called, had not been opened at the time of my visit,

and the thickness is that given by the man in charge of the

boring. The seam below this is exposed on the west bank of the

river, nearly on the line of the seam just referred to as being

nine feet thick.

The six feet seam was opened last winter by a short slope, and

about 50 tons of coal were extracted. It is stated to have in the

centre a band of shaley coal about 9 inches thick. I was unable

to verify the dimensions by actual measurement, as all the

openings were full of water at the time of my visit, but the

outcrop of the bed under the waters of the river apparently

confirmed them.

The coal looked unusually well for a crop exposure, and

samples selected to form an average gave the following results :

—

Coal compact. Cleavage planes very obliquely inclined to

each other. Fractures of the coal presented a conchoidal and

lustrous appearance. The deposition planes showed a good deal

of mineral charcoal. The coal is laminated with numerous

bright pitchy layers up to one-half of an inch in thickness. A
few films of calc-spar showed in the cleavage planes, and there

was very little visible pyrites. Powder dark reddish brown.
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ON ANALYSIS (by fast coldng.)

Hygroscopic moisture l"594r

Volatile combustible matter 33188

Fixed carbon 58-206

Ash 7012

100000

Sulphur 2-648

Coke fairly coherent.

From this analysis it will appear that the coal, although

holding more sulphur than is usually found in the coals of Nova
Scotia proper, is of good quality, and similar in general composi-

tion to that mined at Spring Hill.

About 100 feet below the 6 feet seam is a bed of conglomerate,

having a dip to the north similar to that of the section given

above. The conglomerate appeared to be about 150 feet wide

on the river, and to grow broader to the westward. Where
exposed on a small brook about | of a mile west of the river, it

presented a double dip S 5° W and N 10° W, apparently form-

ing the saddle of an anticlinal, and was overlaid to the south by
gray shaley sandstones dipping S 5° W and at an angle of 25°.

On the north side of the conglomerate, on the brook, at about

the same distance from it as the so-called nine foot seam is on

the river, an imperfect exposure of coal is met presenting the

fgllowing section :

—

Ft. In.

Coal, with shaley bands 2

Fireclay 2 2

Coal, good 10

Total 5

About 100 feet further up the brook a four feet seam of coal

is said to have been proved by a bore hole.

About 100 yards above the bridge is an exposure of measures

holding a seam of coal about 18 inches thick, and running nearly

at right angles to the course of the seams already described.

From this it would appear that the beds exposed on the river are
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at the eastern apex of a subordinate basin formed by transverse

folding.

Should further research show that at this point the seams

referred to maintain their size, and extend in a form permitting

of economic exploitation, the discoveries are of great importance.

The search for similar seams may then reasonably be made at

other points along the coal band, and certainly the areas of the

Minas Basin coal field is large enough to allow a hope that in the

future it may be added to the list of our productive districts.

Art. II.

—

Notes on the Manganese Ores of Loch Lomond,

C. B. By Edwin Gilpin, A. M., F. G. S., F. R. S. C,

Inspector of Mines.

(Read 14th Jan., 1884.)

For a number of years the presence of these ores in Cape

Breton was recorded cnly by the mineralogist. Recently, how-

ever, deposits of economic value have been found and worked.

The ores of manganese occur, in Nova Scotia proper, in strata of

Lower Carboniferous age, occupying a horizon low down in the

Marine Limestone formation. The late Dr. How, in a paper

read before this Institute some years ago, gave an interesting

account of these minerals as they occur and are worked in Hants

County. This evening I purpose merely to draw the attention

of the Institute to their occurrence in Cape Breton, an interesting

fact, as the knowledge of their presence in workable amounts in

the Loch Lomond district will lead to a search for them in other

parts of the Island. In all probability, the wide extent of the

Cape Breton Limestones will before long afford several localities

containing deposits worthy of the miner's attention. My notes

are from a visit to the mine, and from information kindly

furnished me by Mr. Fletcher, of the Geological Survey of Canada,

who made a detailed survey of this district summer before last.

The geological features of this part of Cape Breton are repre-

sented by a band of millstone grit extending from Mira River,
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up the Salmon River, to Loch Lomond ; and bounded on the

north by the felsites of East Bay, and on the south by the

felsites of the Mira Hills. At sevei^al points the Lower Car-

boniferous marine limestone formation crops o-ut beneath the

millstone grit, and occurs as isolated patches resting directly on.

the felsites, and there are patches of the basal carboniferous

conglomerates brought up by faults through the millstone grit.

The locality in which these deposits have been discovered is

on the Salmon River Road, about two miles east of Loch

Lomond, near the line dividing Cape Breton and Richmond
Counties.

The felsites formed a shore along which we now find lime-

stones, conglomerates, shales and grits exposed as they were

accumulated under the varying conditions of current, depth of

water, and of the prevailing winds of the period under con-

sideration. At some points the limestones rest on the felsitos, at

other points conglomerates and shales intervene. The discoveries

of manganese ores, more particularly the subject of my paper,

were made in one of these bays, where the felsites are succeeded

by shales, grits, conglomerates, and' finally by limestones, the

latter extending apparently from point to point of the ancient

Bay.

The. manganese ores are found at the Western, or McCuish
Mine, in irregular bedded layers in a soft arenaceous shale, which

is in places calcareous, and coated with manganese oxide The
layers vary in thickness up to 18 inches, and are sometimes

connected by vertical stringers of ore. The shales when
weathered present nodules of ore, and large quantities are present

as films on the cleavage planes of the shale.

At the Eastern, or Morrison mine, the ore at the time of m}^

visit was mined from a bed underlying a thin layer of black

manganiferous limestone, with red and greenish shales and sand-

stones and conglomerate. The thickness of the ore and of the

limestone varied from 2 to 8 inches. The average thickness of

the two layers being 8 inches.

The ore was found at several other points in the vicinity as

lenticular masses ajid irregular nests in conglomerate,, etc., and,
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sometimes forming the cementing material. This latter mode

of occurrence is similar to that shown by the red hematites found

in the lower carboniferous conglomerates at several parts of the

island near their junction with older strata. And near the Loch

Lomond post office a highly manganiferous red hematite occurs

under conditions apparently of a similar nature.

The limestone overlying these measures is highly manganifer-

ous and ferriferous, and contains numerous crystals of galena,

which some time ago incited prospecting, as they were thought

to be silver ore.

The ore from the Western, or McCuish mine, is a fme-grained

pyrolusite, sometimes holding a little brown, or hard ore. It is

generally amorphous, but the better grades show a subcry^talline

structure. The McCuish ore is a soft black amorphous ore,

apparently of high order. At. several points considerable masses

of lenticular hard ore are met, with calcspar and heavy spar.

The minerals associated with the ore are calcite, baryte and

limonite.

The following analyses by Mr. G. C. Hoffman, Analyst to the

Geological Survey, will show the character of the ores :
—

Sample No. 1.—Pyrolusite with a little manganite, gave

—

Binoxide 81 52 per cent.

Sample No. 2, consisting almost exclusively of pyrolusite, gave

Binoxide 8898 per cent.

Ferric oxide '21 " "

Ores represented by the above analyses would be adapted for all

uses to which the mineral is usually put, and especially to glass

making.

As the extent of manganiferous ground is considerable, and

the quality good, it is to be hoped that these ores will form a

permanent addition to the list of Cape Breton exports. Up to

the close of the year 1883 about 200 tons have been shipped.

These ores have been worked by Mr. E. T. Moseley, who

deserves credit for having inaugurated a new mining industiy

in Cape Breton County.
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Art. III.

—

Note on Peculiar Aurora. By Prof. J. G,

MacGregor, D. Sc.

Two auroras which I observed during the past summer exhibit-

ed a peculiarity of form sufficiently interesting to warrant my
drawing the attention of the members of this Society to it.

The first was observed at Halifax on the 31st July. It had the

form of a bow stretching across the sky from the east to the

west point of the horizon and through a point a few degrees south

of the zenith. The bow was about five degrees in width. No
rayed structure could be traced in it, and its light during the

greater part of its duration was very nearly uniform through-

out, the whole luminous area, except at the edges of the

bow, where the luminosity diminished rapidly outwards. The

bow was visible from 10 to 10.30 o'clock, p.m. Towards the end

of that time the east and west ends grew more faint, and the

diminution of luminosity graduall}' extended from the ends

towards the zenith. In about 15 minutes from the time at which

this diminution began the bow had entirely vanished. The sky

was quite clear and there were no clouds. I was unable to deter-

mine the spectrum of the bow.

The second aurora mentioned above I observed at New
Glasgow, N. S., on the evening of September 5th. It had

the form of a bow of the same width as the other, stretching

from a point about 80° north of west to a point about 80^

north of east through the zenith. It had at first a slightly

marked rayed structure in the direction of its length, but

this structure gradually vanished, and rays then appeared

crossing the bow so as to make angles of about 45° with the

direction of its length. It lasted also from about 10 to 11.30

o'clock, when it faded away, the ends fading first, and the portions

near the zenith widening before disappearing. One of Hilger's

larger pocket spectroscopes shewed that its spectrum consisted

of two lines in the green, one bright, the other faint, and at times

invisible. The sky was clear. No auroral lines were seen in the

spectrum when the instrument was directed to other parts of

the sky than that occupied by the bow.
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Art. IV.

—

On the Northern Limit of Wild Grape Vines.

By George Lawson, Ph. D., LL. D.

Read 14th Januarj% 1884.

I lately received a letter of enquiry from Professor Blytt in

reference to the Northern Limit of the Grape Vine, as bearing

upon the early discovery of America by Norwegian sailoi^s. As the

exact range of our wild gi-apes had not been made a special subject

of enquiry by botanists, and as these plants, wherever they

occur, are so conspicuous as to attract the attention of persons

who might overlook other plants, I requested publication of a

note, for the purpose of eliciting information, in the Halifax

Morning Chronicle, Morning Herald, and Acadian Recorder-

This brought some facts which will be found in the following

correspondence. It is now published in the hope that additional

information may be obtained. It is not improbable that the range

of Grape Vines along the Atlantic Coast region was more extensive

before the country was settled than it is now, when the best

lands ai'e cleared and the country pastured by cattle. Any
information on this point from old records or reliable tradition

would be of special interest.

AMERICAN species OF VITIS.

The proper Grape Vine (Vitis vinifera) is believed to have

been originally a native of the hilly region on the southern

shores of the Caspian Sea, and of the Persian province of Ghilan
;

but it has been cultivated by man from the earliest times of

which we have record, and has thus been extensively distributed

over the world. It was not known, however, on the American

Continent before the settlers from Europe had brought it with

them. Nevertheless early voyagers speak of finding Wild Grapes

on landing on the American shores. These so-called Wild Grapes

are vines very distinct in character from the old-world Grape

Vine, but they nevertheless consist of species of the same genus

Vitis, several of which bear, even in the wild state, clusters of

well-flavoured grapes, whilst the fruit of other kinds is acid or

mawkish.

V. hipitinata, which extends through Virginia to Georgia and
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west to Arkansas, has a globose depressed berrj', size of a pea,

blackish when ripe.

V. indimsa grows in the swamps of the Southern States, west

to Louisiana and Arkansas, bearing a very small, usually one-

seeded berry.

V. cestivalis, the Summei" Grape, grows from Connecticut to

Florida and west to Arkansas, ripening its blue, pleasantly-

flavoured berries in October ; original of the Clinton Grape.

V. vulpina, or Fox Grape of the South, grows in Virginia,

Florida, and intervening States.

V. incisa is a Prairie Plant confined apparently to Texas and

Arkansas, and has black shining berries the size of a small pea.

V. cordifolia and V. rij^aria, which are more northein in

their range, have acid fruit, which sweetens after having been

touched by frost, hence they are commonly calh^l Winter Grapes

to distinguish them from V. cestivalis, the fruit of which be-

comes sweet as it ripens in the sun. V. riparia is said to be

the original of the Delaware and Taylor-Bullet grapes,

V. Labrusca, is one of the best known species which has very

large leaves, and is familiar to us in its garden forms as the

Isabella, Catawba, and several other well-known American

grapes. Varieties of this species are distinguished by the hairi-

ness or woolly character of the very large leaf, and comparatively

large berries.

CANADIAN SPECIES,

Only three species of Vitis extend into Canada, viz., Labrusca,

cordifolia and riparia.

V. Labrusca ; leaves (thick 5-7 inches) broadly cordate angu-

lar, more or less lobed, the sinuses obtuse or rounded, the under

surface tomentose ; berries, large globose.

V. cordifolia; leaves (thin, 3-6 in.) cordate acuminate, toothed,

smooth (except on the veins), berries small.

V. riparia; leaves (thin 4-6 inches) more or less deeply

divided into three lobes and incisely toothed ; smooth, except on

the petioles, veins and margins, which are pubescent ; berries

small.
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V. Labrusca, Linn. Canada.— Pursh, Torrey d' Gray,

Near the Falls of Niagara.

—

Provancher. Extends south ta

Georgia and west to Arkansas and Texas.

Torrey speaks of the fruit of the wild plant as having a strong

disagreeable flavour, whilst when cultivated " it is as pleasant as.

any of the varieties of Vitis vinifera." In Hooker's Flora (pub-

lished so long ago as 1833J it is remarked that " two sorts are

much esteemed at New York, and known under the name of

' Bland's-grape' and the ' Isabella-grape.'
"

V. CORDIFOLIA, (F. vulpina, of Hook.) Shores of Lake Ontario.

west from Kingston ; several places on the bajnks of the St.

Lawrence, as at Thousand Islands, Brockville, La Chine, etc.

Extends south through the United States to Florida and west

to Arkansas.

V. RIPARIA, Mich. Canada.

—

Mr. Cleghorn, Mrs. Percival. Lake-

Huron.

—

Dr. Todd, extending to the south end of Lake Winnipeg

in lat 50 degrees N., (Hook. Fl. B. A.)

Nicolet, P. Q., and Maiden Out—Dr. P. W. Maclagan..

Belleville, common, especially along streams.

—

J. Matoun. L'isle-

aux-Coudres.

—

Provancher. Some of the localities may belong to

V. cordifolia. Extends through the United States south ta

Virginia and west to Arkansas.

Without specimens from the several localities, or careful deter-

minations made on the spot by competent botanists, it is impos-

sible to assign with certainty to their proper species the stations

quoted for V. cordifolia and V. riparia. Dr. Engleraann made
a very careful examination of the distinctive characters of the

N. American species of Vitis, and characterized V. rijiaria, as

differing from its ally as follows :

— " Leaves larger, usually

incisely three lobed, the lobes long-pointed
;

panicles small,

rather simple ; berries larger and mostly with bloom ; seeds

larger, obtuse and somewhat obcordate and with an inconspicu-

ous raphe. May, earlier than the allied species."—See Gray's

Manual, fifth edition, eighth issue,—Addenda, p. 679 (January

1868). F. cordifolia "lias the berries black without bloom, the
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small seeds rounded above and with a prominent raphe."

—

Englemann.
" V. cordifolia or rijparia, grows, on the evidence of collections

made on my former journeys, as far north as the south end of

Lake Winnipeg, on the 50th parallel. I did not observe it on

my late voyage, in which, indeed, I had very little leisure to

search for plants, and, if it actually grows in so high a latitude,

it does not produce edible fruit so as to attract the attention of

the residents, who could give me no information respecting it.

It is common in Wisconsin and Minnesota, with V. oestivalis"—
Sir J. Richardson; Arctic Jour., II., p. 287.

Christiania, Norway, 5th July, 1883.

Dear Sir,—My friend, Mr. J. Storm, professor of history at

our university, wishes to know how far north on your coasts the

wild species of Vitis (V. vulpina, Labrusca, &c.,) grow. I

cannot make it out for him with the books at my disposal, so I

am obliged to turn to you and trouble you with the matter.

You would oblige me and my friend very much if you would be

kind to let me know the northern limit of the species above

mentioned in your coast districts. America was discovered some

1000 ago by Norwegian sailors, who found wild grapes at the

shores and named the country after them " Vineland," which

means the country of wine.

With much respect, yours,

A. Blytt,

Professor of Botany at the University.

The Honorable Judge Ritchie informs me that, when a boy, he

frequently gathered wild grapes between Annapolis Royal and

Bear River, and that he has no doubt he could still find the place

where the vines grow.

Professor Macdonald informs me that our esteemed President,

Robert Morrow, Esq., before leaving for the South, stated that he

had seen a Wild Grape vine growing in a garden at Stellarton, in

Pictou County, and was told that it had been brought from the

neighbouring woods. Some years later, at a distance of several
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miles further up the East River, he found the Grape growing

wild.

My dear Professor Laiuson,—In relation to your enquiry

respecting Wild Grapes, I have a recollection of past days that

may suggest a quarter in which that enquiry may be successfully

prosecuted.

Many j'ears ago I lent the late Judge Haliburton an interest-

ing book that I in vain have often endeavoured to recover.

Reclamation of it is hopeless now ! The author was a Netherlander

of intslligence, who particularly mentioned an indigenous grape

seen and noted by him, of which the locality was the neighbour-

hood of Annapolis.

Perhaps it might be worth your while to direct the proposed

enquiry to some old inhabitant of the old French capital.

Yours ever truly,

Windsor, 9th Dec, 1883. L. M. Wilkins.

My recollection of the book and the fact referred to is distinct

and you may regard it as reliable. The book was found by me
among those of the Thomas family, by some of whom it was

brought from Marshfield, Mass.—the ante-Revolution seat of that

family—about the close of the last century.

The discovery of the author would antedate the beginning of

this century.

L. M. W.

There is little doubt, I think, that a copy of the book in

question is slumbering on the shelf of some Boston library. The

author was not a mere traveller, but came to America on some

mission for his Government.

I add a circumstance that may serve to identify:—The Book

—

probably on authority of a redman—indicated phonetically

Niagara thus :
—

" Nee-a-gaw-raw."

Windsor, Dec. 11th., 1883. L. M. W.

Bridgewater, 11th Dec, 1883.

Dear Sir,—A young Norwegian Captain just left here for

Spain, told me some of their professors were to visit our land, as
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he put it, in search of marks made by their countrymen long since,

and a few days after I noticed in the papers that you had been

consulted on the matter. My object is to let you know that

there is a large rock sitting on three legs of stone, of the height

of 18 inches, which I believe was put up by these old cruisers. It

sits on Indian Point, near the County line between this and

Queen's County. I met with it when a child, and have taken great

interest in it; have frequently visited it as it puzzled me, till of late

years. Should you meet those people, if you think well of it,

they may easily drive to it now, but not when I used to steer my
boat to where it sits. It is plainly seen from entrance of the

port. Locality, Indian Point, Port Medway Harbour, Queen's

County.
Respectfully yours,

E. D. Davison, Sr.

See article on Oak Canoe, in Scientific American, Dec. 8th.

-I have a stone axe by which one could make quite a job at big

work.

Just received a note from a friend informing of his having

three stone relics, and I have quite a number, all from the Port

Medway river, whilst nothing of the sort can I find about the

LaHave River, but have two iron axes found in old graves, one

having been buried at Wentsill's Lake, where bones and axes

were wrapped in birch-bark.

There is an old burying ground and koche for dried salmon,

&c., I expect. E. D. D.

Halifax, N. S., Dec. 8th., 1883.

Dear Sir,—In answer to your question about " Wild Grapes,"

•a small sized wild grape grows in abundance on some of the

islands in the St. John river, about seven miles above Fredeiicton,

N. B. I have drank the wine made from them and it is very

;good.

Any more information I can give, will only be too happy to do

so, and remain, Sincerely,

Alex. Irvine Karney,

International Hotel, City.
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In a subsequent letter Mr. Karney observes that Mr. Michael

Mitchell, Scotch Settlement, York Co., New Brunswick, is owner

of the island where the grapes grow.

Liverpool, N. S., Dec. 10th, 1883.

Dear Sir,—There is a grape vine said to be a wild one growing

on the farm of a Mr. Hall, on the other side of Allen's Creek,

close to the town of Annapolis.

I have seen and was told it was a wild one, but it may be a

degenerate vine planted by the French. Seeing your letter in

the Chronicle of the 8th inst., I thought well to mention this one,

I am very intimately acquainted with the province of Nova

Scotia, but do not know of any other wild vine.

Yours, &c.,

Max D. Major.

"Saint John Globe," Editor's Room,

Saint John, N. B., Dec. 10th, 1883.

Dear Sir,—Wild grapes are not uncommon along the St. John

River.

At Fredericton I know of several vines in gardens, which were

transplanted from the woods, and some of which have seeded

themselves. Yours,

John Ellis.

Annapolis Royal, Dec. 10th, 1883.

Dear Doctor,—Answering your enquiries in the newspapers, I

beg to inform you that I have known a wild grape vine within a

mile or more of this town. In a ravine whose steep sides pre-

vented culture, it flourished. It was surrounded by cultivated

fields, cultivated no doubt by the French, before Nicholson's

capture, a mile or more from the steep hills, now as then covered

by the forest primeval.

It was very luxuriant, and, though I do not recollect eating the

grapes, yet its flowers and half ripened berries I well remember.

It was an object of curiosity to me, especially as proving the exact-

ness of old LesCarbot, our most exact and homeliest historian.

Without knowing, I thought it the little Fox Grape so luxuriant
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on the warm south side of New England and which as a boy I

knew so well—very thick skin and very tart flavor. I have no

doubt it still exists, but the snow would cover it now. I hear of

many other vines about here, but this is the only one I have

personally seen. If you want more knowledge let me know and

next spring I could send you a specimen.

B. Gilpin.

St. John, N. B., 10th Dec, 1883.

My Bear Sir,—1 notice your communication in Saturday's

Chronicle regarding the " Wild-Grape" and its Northern Limit.

Some years ago I was puzzled over the statement, in Demont's

account of the discovery of the St. John River, that they noticed

(in June 1604 or 5) grapes growing in profusion on its shores.

Foi' some time I was under the impression that they had mistaken

some other vine for that of the grape. But I found afterwards

that in fact the wild grape does grow in several places on the

River St. John,—on the sandy points along its south-westerly

bank at Westfield in King's County,—luxuriantly on some islands

near Oak Point known as " Caton's Islands,"—a little further up

and beyond this on the islands Oromoeld and Prince William.

Curiously enough I have always heard of it on the south-westerly

shore of the River or the Islands, never in a wild state on the

northerly or easterly bank, nor can I discover it on the Kennibe-

casis tributary, where I have searched for it, as I have a summer

residence at Lakeside near Hampton, where I am collecting these

wild vines from Westfield, Greenwich, etc., with a view to amusing

myself testing them as stocks on which to bud or graft some

of the hardier improved varieties.

I am, Dear Sir, yours faithfully,

W. M. Jarvis.

Fredericton, N. B., Dec. 29, 1883.

My Dear Doctor Lawson,—I am in receipt of your note referring

to the distribution of the wild grape in New Brunswick, but

regret to say that I have little information to give upon the

subject. I have gathered the fruit in some of the valleys near
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Fredericton, as at the Falls of the Nashwakasis, and it is quite

common on the intervales and islands of the St. John River above

this place, but I have never made any special notes regarding its

occurrence. I think it likely that Mr. Matthew may be able to

tell you something more about it, especially in the southern

counties.

I am, Sir, &c.,

I. W. Bailey.

To the Editor of the Morning Chronicle :

8ir,—In regard to Professor Lawson's enquiry about localities

vhere the wild grape vine is found on the Atlantic coast of this

)art of America, I would beg to state that I have studied the

jotany of Prince Edward Island carefully for years and have

lever seen anything of this plant here.

There is apt to be a great incorrectness in the repoi'ts of

unskilled observers on plants. Some species of our wild brambles

which have a climbing habit, as Rubus occidentalis, might be

mistaken for Vitis.

Yours,

Francis Bain.

Forth River, P. E. I.

The information so far obtained shows that the present most

northerly points of the Wild Grape (Vitis cordifolia, or its near

ally V. riparia) are the following :

—

Annapolis Royal, Co. Annapolis.

West River, Co. Pictou.

St. John River, New Brunswick.

Isle aux Coudres, St. Lawrence River.
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Art. v.—Sable Island, (continued.) By S. D. Macdonald^

F. G. S.

Read Feb. 10, 1884.

In my former Paper on Sable Island I introduced to your notice

its general features, intending at some future time taking up and

working out in detail, some of its most remarkable points of

interest. To-night I would call your attention to some of the

many changes it has undergone, which have materially altered

its position.

On the early charts of this coast compiled and corrected from

those of the French, and published in 1775, this island is shown

as occupying a position between 60° 05' and 60° 45' W. long., 40

miles in length and 2^ miles in breadth.

In 1799 a special survey of this island was ordered by the

admiralty, and the chart we have before us this evening was

issued together with numerous views of its appearance from

different points of approach, also a scene of what is evidently an

encampment of shipwrecked persons among the east end, naked

sand hills. Many of the part}' are dressed in antique costumes,

cocked hats, &c.

Those naked sand hills have always been an object of peculiar

interest here, owing to their assuming such fantastic shapes, and

by their colour, being more readily seen in the distance. Viewed

in this engraving they appear to have attained quite an elevation.

On a plan published by Mr. Darby, one of the superintendents,

is a cone shaped drift at the western extremity, marked the

'• volcano," said to be upwards of 100 feet in height, similar to

one of those represented in this engraving. But the volcano has

been dispersed. The position it occupied passed seaward many

years ago, and now lies fathoms deep.

This survey appears to have been a very elaborate one and

well prepared, upwards of 500 soundings are represented in the

immediate vicinity of the island, and on the bank. This has

resulted in locating the island as follows :

West end 60° 32', east end 60° 01'. Length 31 miles, breadth 2

miles. Showing a decided decrease in area since previous obser-

vation, and placing the west end 22 miles further east.
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T'he next survey was that of 1808 of the Island proper, ordered

hy General Sir George Prevost, then Governor of this Province,

who moved by the terrible circumstances attending the loss of

the troop ship " Princess Amelia," made every effort to induce

the British Government to erect or aid in the erection of a light

house on the Island,

Lieut. Burton of the Fusiliers, then stationed at Halifax, was

dispatched to report on the feasibility of erecting a light, and to

inquire into the wants of the Island.

From this report we learn the Island was 30 miles in length

and 2 miles in breadth, with hills from 150 to 200 feet, beginning at

west end and attaining their greatest elevation at Mount Knight,

its eastern extremity.

Just a few words here with regard to the correctness of this

first chart. It may be thought by some that little dependence

should be placed on q, chart compiled at a time when so little was

known of the coast. But we have only to remember that this Is-

land was well known to the French as early as 1598, and that forty

years previous to this chart being compiled the walled City of

Louisburg was at the zenith of its prosperity, with its magnificent

fortresses which were 30 years in building at a cost of five millions

five hundred thousand dollars, the station of a powerful French

fleet which for armament and numbers has never been seen in

North American waters since, and a city whose commerce was

of no little importance.

Then, as now, in early springtime the Gulf of St. Lawrence

current brought down its fields of ice blockading the south shores

of Cape Breton. To avoid which those'cruisers and merchantmen

bound for the harbour of Louisburg were compelled to run south

and westward, making an off" shore approach which would throw

them in the immediate vicinity of the Island. Also on two

occasions a British besieging squadron lay before that city and

cruised off" its shores, the strength of which can be estimated

when we learn that on one of those occasions 140 sail, of which 36

were frigates and ships of the line, left Halifax for Louisburg in a

single day.

All this seems to warrant the conclusion that the knowledge
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possessed in early times of the coast and the adjacent islands was
even greater than ours of to-day. And it is difficult indeed to

give a satisfactory explanation of the variation of those charts

unless we attribute it to actual changes undergone. But let us

proceed.

In 1850 the late Hon. Joseph Howe visited this place as

commissioner, for the purpose of making himself personally

acquainted with the Island and its requirements. In his report

he called the attention of Parliament to the rather startling fact,

that by actual measurement the island had decreased at the west

end 11 miles in the last 30 years. And further, for the safety

of navigation and the prevention of disasters their first duty

with regard to Sable Island was to have the position defined.

In the cabin of the " Daring " before him lay a chart by
which that vessel was supposed to be navigated, also another

compiled from observations taken by Capt. Darby in 1829. The

discrepancy between which, and its possible effect on navigation,

was appaling to contemplate.

The variations were as follows :

—

The cutter's chart, W. E. 60° 32' W. Ion.

E. E. 60° 03'

Darby's chart, W. E. 60° 10' W. Ion.

E. E. 59° 48^

Difference 22 miles.

This chart on board the cutter appears to have been one

issued about 1815, on which the island is made to be 29 miles in

length, a difference of 2 miles smaller than the chart of 1799.

On the strength of Mr. Howe's report, the admiral was com-

municated with, who ordered Commander Bayfield and staff" to

the island for the purpose of making a new survey. A corrected

chart was issued by Bayfield the following year, locating the

Island as follows : W. E. 60.08., E. E. 59.45., showing a still further

reduction of area, and placing the west end 2 miles still further

eastward than shown by Darby's chart of 1829.

Surprising as this evidence of change may appear it is fully

borne out by the testimony of all those whom fortune has led in

the interests of humanity to dwell upon its shores.
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The position chosen for the main station in 1802 was one

remarkably sheltered among the sand hummocks at a distance of

5 miles from the west end.

In 1814 the superintendent, Mr. Hudson, wrote the Govern-

ment, that owing to the rapid manner in which the island was

being washed away it would be necessary for him to remove

the establishment to a more secure position; that within 4 years

previous, 4 miles had gone entirely from the west end, leaving

but a mile between him and the sea, which was advancing steadily.

On the north side an area equal to 40 ft. wide and 3 miles

long had gone bodily from the island duiing a single night.

He intended moving the buildings to a place called " Middle

Houses," 3 miles further east.

In 1820 the superintendent again wrote the Government, "that

not only had the old site of the main station gone seaward ;
but

the sea was again encroaching to such an alarming extent that

he would be obliged to once more remove tlie station, and had

selected a place known as the "Haul over," 4 miles further

east. This moving of the main station incurred no little trouble

consisting as it did of superintendent's dwelling, another for the

staff, a sailor's home for the accommodation of shipwrecked per-

sons, stores for provisions and material saved from wrecks, barns,

workshops, boat house, &c.

Again the sea advanced, the two following winters were noted

for the frequency of storms and the havoc made along the sand

cliffs, every gale sensibly diminishing the western portion of the

island, toppling great masses of sand hills into the surf below as

well as changing the surface of the interior. One instance I

have already mentioned in my last paper when thousands of tons

of sand were carried from the beach and strewn over the island,

smothering vegetation, so that hundreds of horses died for want

of food.

Seeing the necessity of securing more permanency for the

main station, and the buildings from being so often removed,

becoming dilapidated, the present position was selected on

the broadest and most protected portion of the Island and new

buildings erected in 1833, The old dwelling of the superinten-
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dent was again removed 4 miles further east and used as a house

of refuge. Here it enjoyed a short respite when again the sea

threatened its foundation. This marks the 1 1 mile point mentioned

in Mr. Howe's report.

Now all this seems so much like romance that were it not for

the authenticity given it by parliamentary reports and the records

of the Island, I should hesitate in giving currency to these state-

ments.

But I think I hear you say,—What of that house—is it still

moving ?

No, it is now at rest, it has found a grave, for the fourth time

it was moved, this time 2 miles further east. Gradually the

gales rem::ved the hummocks that sheltered it. Then, left to the

rake of the winds, sand laden eddies twirled about it till slowly

mound arose closing it from sight, the house, and the surface

became levelled out above it.

Another short rest and again it may open up to view, and be

bared to its foundation, or be thrown down with the embank-

ment and floated away by the current.

Between the years 1850 and 1881 this western portion of the

island appeared to enjoy a period of comparative repose. This

may be accounted for by the fact that so much material had been

thrown down a shoal was formed to the west on which the seas

would probably break before reaching the sand bluffs and thus

lose their abrading force. In the same manner the main body

of the island is defended by three parallel bars which act as

barrier reef, and protect or at least retard the work of devastation

which would otherwise proceed with great activity. On the

removal of this shoal to the westward, by the currents, the seas

bee^an ao^ain to manifest their force.

The winter of 1881 was remarkably stormy, gale succeeding

gale in quick succession. In addition to this gradual work of

erosion great areas were removed bodily. During one gale 70 feet

by I mile departed, a month later 80 feet of the whole width of

the island disappeared in a few hours.

The winter of 1882 was even worse than the preceding one,

and was noted for the destruction wrought among the buildings.
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including the west end light house, a magnificent structure erected

in 1873, one mile inside the grass hills.

Early in Feb'y- of that year a gale of unusual violence visited

the Island accompanied by very high tides; already the sea had

removed the embankment to within 40 feet of the bluff on which

the light house keeper's barn stood, and within dangerous prox-

imity to the light house itself. As the tide rose the gale in-

creased. All hands were now out ready for any emergency

that might require their presence.

The cattle had been removed to the porch of the light house.

As the staff were watching the force of the waves that were now

undermining the embankment with great rapidity, suddenly a

depression along the margin of the cliff gave warning of a down-

fall. The next instant an area equal to 48 feet broad and a | of

a mile long descended into the surges on the north side, while

during the night the 40 feet in front of the barn and along the

sand bluff dissappeared; next morning the barn went crashing

below and was swiftly carried away by the current.

The storms that produce the most destruction are those from

the S. E. bringing in heavy seas, which striking obliquely on the

south shore aided by the powerful current setting to the west

erode the sand cliffs until large masses are detached, fall into the

current, and are carried forAvard. This also helps to prolong the

N. W. Bar.

Again, durinof calm weather when winds and waves are

still, the shores and bars are white with foam from the ever

present ground swell which renders landing so precarious ; it is

seldom attempted except by the surf boats at the station.

In the loss of the west end light-house we have a remarkable in-

stance of the wasting force of this swell. The weather had been

unusually quiet for the space of two days, during which time a

heavy ground swell hove in from the S. E., (probably from a gale

passing along the gulf stream), which carried away the remaining

12 feet of embankment in front of the light house, causing it to lean

dangerously forward, and necessitated the hasty removal of the

apparatus. From this time the light ceased to send its

warnings across the waves.
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While changes are readily observed along the bluffs the

beach itself is continually varying in form, increasing and

diminishing in particular parts. In this way old wrecks are

brought to the surface and others concealed during a single gale.

Some years ago, after a heavy gale, spars, canvas huts, &c.,

showing a prolonged stay of which there is no record, were dis-

covered. This spot has also passed under the sea.

In 1837 Mr. Miller, the third commissioner appointed to enquire

into the possibility of erecting a light house, reported that on

visiting the Island he found the position chosen by him in 1833

had undergone a complete change. The site selected by
a former commissioner favorable to the project, had been

completely removed by the high winds that have at times so

much effect in causing remarkable changes in the interior,

as well as on the shores of the Island. He would only feel

justified in recommending a temporary erection, such as could be

easily removed to a more permanent position when necessity-

required it.

We can readily understand how hills of loose sand thrown up

by the wind into every fantastic shape that snow drifts can

assume, are ever changing their extent and position.

The removal of those sand drifts or dunes have brought some
interesting historical facts to light.

In 1842 during a severe gale an old landmark in the form of

a pyramid near the west end station, said to be 100 feet in height,

was completely blown away, exposing to view several small

houses built from the timbers and plank of a vessel; on examina-

tion they were found to contain quite a number of articles of

furniture, stores put in boxes, bales of blankets, quantities of

military shoes, and among other articles a dog collar of brass, on

which was engraved the name of Major Elliot, 43rd Eegt.

It was afterwards ascertained that this regiment while returning

to Halifax after the siege of Quebec, was wrecked here, but after-

wards taken off without loss of life.

Many years ago a roundsman's attention was attracted to a

blackened line along the sand cliff; on climbing to the place and

removing the sand he uncovered what afterwards proved to be the
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site o£ an old encampment. Here lay rusty guns and bayonets,

knives made from iron hoops, broken glass, a tattered English

ensign, human bones, mingled with those of cattle and seals, an

English shilling of the reign of Queen Elizabeth, sharp as when

taken from the mint which furnishes the date of the disaster.

But nothing further left to give a clue to the sufferers, except

that they were Englishmen.

Thus those gales are ever bringing to view, evidence of calam-

ity of which history and tradition are equally silent.

Turning to the lake we find more proof of the vicissitudes this

Island has undergone. When first known the lake had an open-

ing on the north side which was afterwards closed. A few years

later during a terrific storm the seas forced a channel through

the lake margin on the south side rendering it a convenient

harbour for small vessels. But in 1836 a similar tempest closed it

again, shutting in two American fishermen, who ran in for shel-

ter on seeing the storm approaching.

Gradually it became very shoal from the material drifting into

it, but being dammed up by the closing of the inlet and filled by

the surf washing across the ridge, it afforded great facility for

forwarding the life boat in case of a wreck, and the transport

of wrecked material to main station for shipment.

During the winter of 1881, a severe gale opened a gulch

towards the east end, so draining it as to reduce it to 8 miles in

length and rendering it useless as a means of transport.

The lake margin forming the south shore in like manner

testifies to the destructive agency of the sea. Having a breadth

at one time of | a mile, with sand hills of upwards of 50 feet in

height; at present it is merely a narrow ridge forming a precar-

ious sea wall, over which the waves now break in heavy weather.

Should this inner barrier be removed the work of demolition will

go forward with increased rapidity.

During storms, in addition to the actions of waves and currents,

the winds independently ravage its surface.

Finding a raw spot, as it is termed, the eddying winds scoop

out the loose sand (when not confined by the roots of the grass)

into bowl-like depressions, which afterwards form those fresh
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water ponds so often found in the interior, while around the

stations it requires the utmost vigilance of the men to watch

the first break in the sod and repair it before headway is gained,

otherwise the buildings would soon o-o from their foundations.

While the wind and waves have been so active modelling and

remodelling the Island proper, currents and eddies have also been

at work on its submerged portion, although from the difficulties

attending observations we are not cognizant of the various

changes taking place. One however, fraught with much danger,

is making itself manifest in a painful degree, that is, the prolong-

ing and shoaling of the north east bar.

By reference to this wreck chart, it will be seen that most

of the wrecks of late years have occuri-ed here, some of them being

as much as 16 miles from the light.

The changing character of the bar at the other extremity of

the Island may be inferred from an extract of Capt. Darby's

reports in Blunt's Coast Pilot of 1832, as follows :

—

"I have known this Island for 28 years, during which time the

west end has decreased in length 7 miles, although the outer

breakers of the N. W. bar have the same bearings from the west

end of the Island as they formerly had, demonstrating that the

whole bank and bar are travelling eastward."

With regard to this Island having travelled the entire distance

shown by those charts, it would be rather hazardous to adopt

such a conclusion. Yet it is certain that its progress eastward is

in keeping with the natural tendency of all sand accumulations,

and although the material may be carried sometimes one way
and sometimes another, yet nevertheless its progress must still

be in the direction of the prevailing wind.

In some parts of the world in consequence of the preponderance

of certain strong winds in one direction, such accumulations

make a regular progressive movement, and have buried farms,

houses, cities, and even whole tracts of country, of which there

are numerous instances on the English and French coasts.

At this island the strong west wind is as constant as a trade

wind, and its material is being constantly blown before it.

In this way the amount drafted from west to east must have
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been enormous and may account to a great extent for the

diminished height of the Island. At the same time I think we
are justified in concluding, that while the Island has traversed

a certain portion of this distance, its changed position as here

indicated by those admiralty surveys, is mostly due to submer-

gence.

Of course an Island so constituted, exposed to the unobstructed

violence of the whole Atlantic, could not long resist the terrible

abrading force of the breakers, aided by swift currents, and the

denuding effects of wind and rain.

Already we have seen that within a comparatively short space

of time, dating back but a few years previous to the founding of

the life saving station, it has decreased in length from 40 miles

to 22; in breadth from 2| miles to something less than 1 mile
;

in height from 200 feet given in 1808 to 80 feet, according

to the latest observations.

The future of this Island to the navigator is everything but

cheering. Should those destructive forces now in operation

continue, we might easily calculate on a period, and not a remote

one, when the sea will claim it as its own.

Art. VI.

—

Glacial Action, at Rimouski, Canada, and Loch
EcK, Argyleshire, Scotland. By Rev. D. Honey-

man, D. C. L., F. S. A., &c., Curator of Provincial

Museum.
(Read. 10th March 1884.)

On the 3rd of last November I made an observation near the

I. C. R. Station at Rimouski, which I regard as interesting. On
both sides of the Road I found and examined boulders, many of

which were of large size ; one had been blasted to make way for a

fence. Others were evidently undisturbed, being, doubtless, in the

positions in which they had been deposited during the glacial

epoch. They are of crystalline rocks, of the Archasan (Lauren-

tian,) formation. There are no exposures of rocks in the vicinity.
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From what I have seen of the rocks in the district I have no

hesitation in regarding the boulders as travellers from a distance.

The Laurentian Formation lies on the north side of the river (St.

Lawrence,) at a distance of 20 miles from the position of the

boulders. They have travelled a distance, of at least 27 miles.

Specimens of the boulders before you are, first, a beautifully

banded gneiss having black mica (muscovite) and white quartz

;

second, also beautifully banded having black mica and reddish

quartz; third, is of black mica and yellowish quartz; it is also

banded but not so beautifully as the other two. On two other

occasions I was in this locality, but without time to make any

observations. The transportation observed was not unexpected.

In Sir W. E, Logan's table on glaciation, I found that at Kempt
Eoad near Metapedia Lake, Lat. 48° 32', Long. 67° 43', there is

glaciation having a course of S. 80° E. On the admiralty chart

I had also observed that the glaciation of Point Pleasant extended

N. E. passes through Eimouski at a distance of 310 miles. The

longitude of Kimouski is 68° 32', and the latitude is 48° 28'.

The striation at Metapedia Lake, if extended in the direction

of Rimouski would pass considerably to the north of the boulders,

as the latitude of the one is 6' north of the latitude of the other,

and the longitude 49' less. In my last paper on Glacial Trans-

portation I observed that the extreme points of my observations

were George's Bay, Antigonish, N. S., Long. 62°, and Kingston,

Ontario, Long. 76" 29'. Two other extreme points are Halifax,

N. S., latitude, 44° 44', lat. 48° 22', and Rimouski, Quebec.

Loch Eck, Argyleshire, Scotland.

In the month of July I had an opportunity of making some

geological observations in the West of Scotland, especially in a

corner of Argyleshire, at the Firth of the Clyde and Loch Long.

My headquarters there were Blairmore. On the shore are inter-

esting exposures of strata which are evidently near the Geological

horizon of our own Cambro-Silurian formation. These are b^/

b^'. b'*', Silurian, Clay, Chlorite, Mica, Slate, and Gneissose

rocks, based on quartzose, flagstones, quartz rock, &c. Vide Mur-

chison & Geikie's First Sketch of a New Geological Map of Scot-

land, 1861. From Blairmore I proceeded to Kilmun, thus passing
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farther along b^ Then taking a course N. E., towards Loch Eck,

I passed through b" and into b^ going beyond Ben More, at the

beginning of Loch Eck my attention was attracted to a rock

on the right side of the road. This was furrowed by familiar

glaciation, unfortunately I did not have my compass to take the

course of the striation. It was apparently towards the S. E.

The rock itself is a micaceous schist. We followed the course

of the River Echaig, as far as its falls. The water was low at the

time and gave an excellent opportunity of examining the magni-

ficent exposure of schist. It is wonderfully worn and excavated

by the action of the water, which passes through a narrow gorge.

The rock is replete with pot holes,some have had sides worn and the

boulders have escaped. Looking at the lofty hill ridges on either

side of the valley, and beyond the falls, one is impressed with

the adaptation of the position for an Alpine glacier. Of course

other geologists have noticed this, although I have failed, on

enquiry, of learning the fact.

Art. VII

—

Notes of a Polariscopic and Microscopic

Examination of Crystalline Rocks of Nova
Scotia and Cape Breton. By Rev. D. Honey-
man, D. C. L., F. R. S. C.

(Read 11th Feb. 1884.)

Introduction.

1. Basalt of Blomidon, N. S.

2. (boulder.) Weymouth.
3. Basalt Jebogue Point, Yarmouth.

4. Diorite St. Peter's Canal, Cape Breton.

5. Diorite Cranberry Head.

6. Diorite Nictaux.

7. Diorite Cobequid Mountains.

g. Porphyrite Sunday Point, Yarmouth.

9. Porphyritic & Amygdaloidal . . Cobequid Mountains.

10. Porphyrite Cobequid Mountains.

11. Hornblendic rock Yarmouth Harbour,
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I have had sections of the preceding rocks carefully prepared

by Dr. Alexis S. Julien, New York. Four of them have already

been imperfectly examined by an inferior polariscope. I have

re-examined these thoroughly by the splendid new Polariscope-

Microscope made by Anderson & Sons, London, for our President,

and added the other seven to the number ; and I propose in these

notes to give an account of the interesting results and to

illustrate with the instrument.

DOLERITES,

1st. I begin with the Blomidon Basalt, as this mountain is

well known wherever Nova Scotian mineralogy is an object of

study. Its zeolites and other minerals are to be found in all

great museums, and it is noted in works on general mineralogy as

one of the principal localities where trappean minerals can be col-

lected. The section examined is of a compact basaltic prism which

I picked up at the foot of the mountain in 1875, (a.) Examined by

the Polariscope, with nicols crossed, the section is brilliant and

striking. Revolving the Polariser or Analyser, as both can be

turned, the change in prismatic colours, and their arrangement is

kaleidoscopic. The abounding parallel lines with changing and

alternating colours (trichoic) indicate combinations of crystals into

twins, three lings and four lings, with chroism of labradorite,

among these is a constant, unchanging brown colour, this

distinguishes augite from hornblende, which is dichroic. We have

thus indicated the two minerals which constitute a dolerite.

When the nicols are crossed parts of the section have a vivid

chromatic polarisation. This is owing to the presence of quartz.

There is also another obvious constitutent which is opaque. All

that we can distinguish with the polariscope is the presence of dark

forms with acute angles or of irregular shape. (6.) Removing
the polariser and analyser we then examine them in sunshine with

the microscope, the dark forms are seen to be blue-black in colour

with metallic lustre. This shows that it is the mineral

magnetite. Surveying, then, the whole section we find a large

number of these. At the same time we detect green specks of

olivine. The basalt is therefore dolerite, consisting of labra-

dorite and augite with the accidental minerals, quartz, magnetite
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and olivine. 2nd. A boulder of Basalt. When I was surveying

parts of the Counties of Digby and Yarmouth, Trans. Inst. 187,

I observed at the Weymouth Station of the Railway a large^

rough-looking boulder; breaking part of it I found it to be basaltic.

It was considerably weathered and easily broken. Examining the

pieces macroscopically I found it replete with crystals of olivine

of considerable size. These, like the rock, had suffered from

decomposition and were very friable. Regarding it as different

from the basalt of Blomidcn in having olivine, I called it an
" Olivine Basalt." The examination of the preceding basalt shews

that this is a useless distinction. As fas as I can find this is the

first time that olivine has been found in these basalts, {a.) Exam-
ined with crossed nicols the section of this boulder surpasses the

other in brilliancy. The crystals are similarly pervaded by parallel

lines. Turning the polariser, these are also trichroic. Before the

polariser is turned, the vivid chromatic polarisation of the quartz

is greater than that of the preceding section. The unchanging

greenish brown colour shows the presence of augite, dark forms

are also seen but they are small. A crystal of olivine of bright

green colour adds to the variety, (h) Examined by the micros-

cope in sunshine, the small dark forms are seen to be of

magnetite and to be arranged in groups rather prettily. The

crystal of olivine is seen to be surrounded with a decayed crust

which has lost its green color. Smaller crystals, (broken,) are

seen in different parts of the section. The constituents of the

boulder are thus, labradorite, augite, quartz, olivine, magnetite,

2nd. Basaltic dyke at Jebogue Point. I have partially

described this already, as peculiar and interesting because pene-

trating Cambro Silurian rocks. I would now describe the section

more particularly, {a.) In the polariscope with crossed nicols, it

appears dark, with faintish light, excepting when it is surveyed

throughout, the crystals of good size are seen divided by a median

line. Turning the polariser these crystals are brilliantly trichoic-

They are therefore labradorite twins. Numerous small crystals

are also seen, which are also trichroic and give considerable

brightness to the section when the nicols are parallel. The dark

brown colour is constant, indicating a predominance of augite,
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Occasional bright spots with quartz polarisation occur. Other

sections might shew more of this, as a macroscopic exami-

nation of the rock shews amygdules of quartz, and grains in

abundance, (b) Examined with the microscope, numerous

black grains combine with the augite to darken the section.

These are seen to be magnetite. Brassy crystals are also of fre-

quent occurrence. These are of pyrite. Olivine is not observed

in this section. The minerals in this basalt are thus labrado-

rite, augite, quartz, magnetite, pyrite. This rock has the same

essential minerals as the two preceding, and is a dolerite. They

differ in proportion. It has the same accidental minerals only

pyrite takes the place of olivine. Is the third identical with the

first and second ? Or is it part of an older rock than these ?

DiORITES.

4. I take as a typical diorite a crystalline rock which

occurs in Cape Breton, in that narrow neck of land which

separated the waters of the Atlantic and the inland waters of

Cape Breton but which have recently been connected by St.

Peter's Canal. The specimen which furnished my section is one

of a collection made at different depths in the process of excavat-

ing the canal, and kindly presented to the Museum by a

gentleman residing in the locality. I visited the locality in 1861,

after the excavation had been begun and work suspended. I then

noticed the rock but did not examine it particularly. The

Geological formation of the locality is Carboniferous. I collect-

ed y?orc6 in the vicinity, the precise relation of the rock to the

formation may be uncertain, it is likely a pre-carboniferous

diorite. (a.) Examined with crossed nicols, it is more beautiful

than any of the sections already described. Seven prismatic

colours, violet, blue, orange, yellow, &c., are arranged in four

groups and in parallel lines. This is pleochroism in the strictest

sense. In an orange colored crystal there are 7 parallel lines.

Turning the polariser this becomes trichroic, but without alterna-

tion between the parallels. A very beautiful group of colors show

the arrangement from left to right, deep blue, violet, yellow,

orange, yellow, violet, light blue in parallel lines. Turning the

polarizer from left to right about half a revolution the arrangement
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changes to yellow, dark blue, light blue, yellow, orange. We
have thus a triclinal feldspar, oligoelase. Crossing the nicols,

We observe on the right side of the last described, a lovely

green, giving the polariser half a turn the green is changed to a

bright purple. This is a dichroism indicating hornblende. Sur-

veying the field while turning the polarizer the pleochroism and

dichroism is constantly appearing. The rock is thus evidently a

diorite, there are also black forms constantly appearing, (b.)

Examining there with the Microscope they are seen to cou'

sist of magnetite and pyrite. The minerals of the rock are

oligoelase, hornblende, magnetite, pyrite.

5. This is the section of a rock which I observed at Cranberry

Head, Yarmouth County. It is associated with Lower Cambrian

rocks, and in close proximity to the auriferous strata of the gold

mine. On this account it is singular and interesting. (Vide

paper, Transactions.) I described it as a diorite. Looking

at the section with crossed nicols, we see a pleochrism of pretty

much the same character as that of the preceding, but not so

brilliant. Turning the polariser, the changes also bear a close

resemblance. Parallel lines are equally numerous. There is also

a corresponding dichroism throughout the section. We have

thus as constituents of the rock oligoelase and hornblende.

There is also mica, an accidental mineral, whose presence

is readily enough observed macroscopically. Opaque forms are

abundant, (h.) The microscope shows that the opaque forms

are of magnetite and pyrite. The minerals of this rock are

oligoelase, hornblende, mica, magnetite and pyrite.

6. Diorite of Nictaux. The rock of our section belongs to a

Very important series of intrusive rocks which I have pointed

out and described in my papers (1) "On the Geology of Kings

Counties;" (2) "On the Geology of Annapolis County;" (3) "On
the Geology of Digby and Yarmouth Counties." (Vide Trans-

actions.)

On geological considerations, and from macroscopical examina.

tions, I have named these diorites. Members of the series have

been pointed out as occupying the dividing line between the

lower and middle Silurian and the lower Cambrian (auriferous)
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formation at Nictaux, Bear's River and Cape Cove, Cape St,

Mary's, Bay of Fundy. These diorites have themselves been

referred to post-upper Silurian and pre-carboniferous (Devonian)

time, with similar rocks of undoubted Devonian age, at Arisaig,

Antigonish County, and East River, Pictou County. (Vide

•papers in Transactions.) Of these I intend to have sections

prepared for subsequent examination.

(a.) One section examined by the polariscope, with crossed

nicols and revolving polariser, shew, first, a brilliant dichroism

indicating the existence of a large proportion of hornblende.

The other chief constituent mineral is a triclinic feldspar albite.^

That the feldspar is triclinic is evident from the forms of

the crystals, medium lines, twining, and other parallels. When
the nicols are crossed these are distinctly seen. There are no

prismatic colours betv/een the parallels. The colors in this case

are purplish, grey and white. Turning the polariser these are

seen to change from light to dark, or vice versa. (In the Blomi-

don basalt section there occur, often, crystals having the same

character.) Tliere are also opaque forms in considerable number.

(h.) Examined by the microscope these appear as magnetites and

pyrites.

The minerals of this rock are albite, hornblende, magnetite

and pyrite.

7. Diorite of the Intercolonial Railway, Cobequid mountains.

In the Wentworth cutting I have pointed out the singular asso-

ciation of Lower Silurian claystones, having characteristic fossils

with crystalline rocks which have every appearance of being

interbedded igneous rocks. I characterized them as homogeneous

diorites

—

(Vide papers "Geology of the I. C. R.,"

—

Trans. 1873.)

—they appeared so niacroscopicolly. I have selected one of these

as a representative of this series and had a section made. This

is far from being microscopically hamogenous ; so that the term

'•'homogeneous" is no longer appplicable to these rocks, (a.)

Examined by the polariscope it shows much dichroism from the

prevalence of hornblende. The predominence of light crystals

with median and other parallel lines, indicate the prevalence of

triclinic feldspar. The colours within the parallels resemble those
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of the preceding (Nictaux) section, and indicate albite. The rock

is therefore a diorite. Opaque forms are numerous, (h.) These

examined by the microscope are seen to be pyrite and magnetite.

The pyrite is readily seen in the rock with a pocket magnifier.

The minerals are hornblende, albite, pyrite and magnetite.

PORPHYRITES.
8. Sunday Point Porphyrite. Macroscopically this rock con-

sists of a darkish groundmass, with light colored crystals plenti-

fully distributed ; hence I have na;ned it porphyrite. Mica is also

observed as a prominent mineral, (a.) The section examined by
the polariscope, with crossed nicols, and the turning of the pola-

rizer, show the crystals with parallels and pleochroism only

inferior to that of St. Peter's Canal typical diorite section, and
surpassing that of Cranberry Head. The groundmass itself is

evidently largely composed of oligoclase. Dichroism shows that

another constituent is hornblende. The rock is therefore a

diorite-porphyry. The opacity of the groundmass arises, to a

large extent, from the abundance of black granules, clouded

spots and dark grains, (h.) These examined by the microscope

are seen to consist of magnetite and pyrite. Mica is also present-

The constituent minerals of the porphyrite are thus: oligoclase,

hornblende, mica, magnetite and pyrite. Sunday Point is situate

at the mouth of Yarmouth Harbour, between the latter and
Jebogue Point. It is nearer to the latter than to Cranberry

Head. Our polariscopic and microscopic analyses show, how-
ever, that the crystalline rock of Sunday Point is more closely

^elated to that of Cranberry Head than it is to that of Jebogue

Point, and that they may belong to two different eruptions, ages

apart.

9. Porphyrite and amygdaloid diorite of Cobequid mountains,

near Wentworth station, I. C. R. In my paper on the I. C, R., I

described a very coarse conglomerate, consisting largely of volca-

nic constituents. This seems to have been the product of a

sub-marine volcano of Lower Silurian or Upper Cambrian age.

Part of this conglomerate was a singular and rather beautiful

rock, having a green groundmass, with amygdules of white calcite

and crystals of reddish feldspar. (?) This is the rock of our sec-
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tion. The groundmass transmits polarised light with the nicok

crossed, and brightens considerably with the turning of the pola-

riser. Its dichroism shows that one constituent is hornblende.

Crystals interspersed, having median lines and the general

colours, seem to indicate albite as also a constituent. The red

crystals which led me to characterize it as porphyrite, are of un-

certain character, not having any distinguishing feature. The

amygdules which I consider to be calcite, show a varied and

beautiful cliroism. One or two of these are pervaded by fine

parallel lines which are sometimes crossed by other parallels.

The turning of the polariser does not much affect this striation.

It is not, therefore, of the character of the feldspar striation.

Some of the amygdules are of a yellow colour ; three of these

are in the section with the nicols crossed ; these are green and

black, so arranged as to appear to radiate from the centre.

Turning the polariser half a revolution, they become yellow,

without the appearance of radiation. The mineral is evidently

dichroic. I do not know what it is. There are also dark forms'

in the groundmass. (b.) The microscope shows that these are

magnetite. The constituents of this rock are therefore horn-

blende, albite, calcite, magnetite and (?) mineral.

10. In the second of the Whetstone Brook sections which

succeed the Wentworth, I. G. R. is porphyrite which is associated

with Diorites. The slates which include them have only produced

one fossil a large lingala. They have been referred doubtfully to

the middle silurian period. (Vide,) paper already referred to. This

porphyrite has a dark ground mass in which are scattered reddish

crystals and kernels of hj'^aline quartz, (a.) In section the

ground mass transmits light with crossnicols and brightens with

rotation of the polariser, hornblende is evidently one constituent.

The sections of the reddish crystals are dichroic, the mineral is

therefore monclinic, orthoclase. One has four different shades of

color (brown,) irregular dividing lines which deepen in different de-

grees with the rotation of the polariscope, and after half a rotation

or a little more, becomes white (grey.) #One of these has a distinct

inclusion (mineral.) The hyaline quartz is of a dark blue when

the nicols are crossed. The ground mass is unindividualized. (a.)
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The microscope shows magnetite in grains. The rock is thus

composed of hornblende albite (?) quartz and magnetite.

11. At the head of Yarmouth Harbor is a peculiar hornblendic

rock. In the paper on the Geology of Digby and Yarmouth,

this rock has been pointed out. In my other paper on Polariscopic

examination, I have referred to some of the peculiarities of a

section of it. I referred to part of its hornblende with a singular,

glassy inclusion. I have now ascertained the character of the

other chief constitutent of this rock. Comparing it with the

section of a typical quartzite, I find it has a similiar dichroism,

blue and yellow, only the granulation of the rock is much finer. It

requires a higher power to distinguish it, when the polarizer is

not used. Glassy portions which do not transmit light, with the

crossed nicols occur in the quartz constituent of the rock as weU
as in the hornblende, (h.) The microscope shews these to be

magnetite. The constitutents of this rock are therefore, quartz,

hornblende, magnetite, glass with or without inclusions. The

rock is metamorphic and of Lower Cambrian age.

Inferences.
There are several interesting points that are brought into

prominence by these examinations.

1st. The value of the Polariscope and Microscope to the

practical geologist. This is evident from the correspondence

between observation in the Field and the Polariscope-microscope

and from the comparison of observations in my published papers

with the observations just submitted. The names given to rocks

examined in the Field are in accordance with the names which

the Polariscope and Microscope designate, and conclusions arrived

at there have been confirmed by the process of examination.

2. In every rock examined magnetite is found. It is thus

seen to be distributed far more extensively than we could have

ascertained without the aid of the microscope.

4. It reveals to us, the origin of some of our magnetic sands,

e.g., magnetite was found among the gold and garnet sand at

Jegoggin Point. The source of the garnets was obvious and the

probable source of the gold was indicated. That of the magnetite

only was uncertain. Hornblendic rocks, like these of Yarmouth
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Harbour, occur at Jegoggin Point. From these we may have the

supply of magnetite.

The magnetite represented by the sections described has also

been rendered obvious by reducing pieces of the rocks to a

powder in a wedgewood mortar and extracting the magnetite

with a raaonet.

Art. VIII.

—

Some Physical Features of Nova Scotia, with

Notes on Glacial Action. By M. Murphy, C.E.,

Provincial Government Engineer.

(Read April 14, 1884.)

From the year 1869 to 1872 it was my duty to survey some

of the Gold Districts which lie in various directions along the

Atlantic slope of the Province; and subsequently it became a no

less pleasing one to conduct some railway surveys, the course of

which was right across the general direction of the strike of the

gold-bearing rocks. During these labours and journeyings my
woik was entirely confined to surveys and public works. Such

observations as I was able to make of a general scientific charac-

ter, were necessaril}^ incidental, hasty and external ; however,

these defects of hurried and superficial olitservation will be

found in the details only. I am able to place before you a

correct representation of the geological skeleton, the character-

istic outlines, and true topographical section on two lines of

profile across the province, between the Bay of Fundy and the

Atlantic shore. The line of railway in operation from Halifax

to Windsor gives a third such profile. All are between the 44th

and 4(Jth meridians, and are nearly parallel to one another.

These sections or profiles may be said to possess advantages in

facilitating the formation of more comprehensive views on the
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large scale, and may also tend to enable other and more definite

contributors or observers, by adding one range of vision to

another, to take in at a glance a much more concise percep-

tion of the extent and general outline of their more prominent

features.

The sea board of the south-east coast, between Cape Canso to

the north-east and Cape Sable to the south-west, is no less than

230 miles in a straight line, the general trend being about east-

by-north and west-by-south. Throughout the whole extent of

this rocky coast, say "The Sailing Directions," are numerous

"indentations, varying in size and utility, from the narrow creek

"in which boats seek shelter, to noble harbours, of which Halifax

•"is the largest, most accessible and safest."

A well defined low mountain ridge courses with nearly the

same trend as the shore line, and forms the principal water-shed

of the Peninsula ; its slopes run riortherly and southerly from it,

the latter, or southern slope, being somewhat undulatory, but

regular in its descent to the Atlantic.

The south-eastern slope, for nearly its entire length of over

two hundred miles, has undergone very extensive denudation
;

the phenomenon of scratching and polishing prevails almost

everywhere over its surface ; the strias are remarkably distinct

in many places. Point Pleasant and Leahyville, near Halifax,

are examples. When the drift or boulder clay is removed, the

scratches and furrows are frequently met with, and they are

generally in the same direction
;
yet, there are some places where

the stvise, or markings, exhibit different courses. Near Morgan's^

on the LaHave river, the course is S. 63 W., whilst in a valle}"

about five miles east, the course is quite different, being nearly

north and south.

The direction of the strike of the gold-bearing rocks is gener-

ally very regular, and nearly at right.angles to that of the gla-

cial groovings, the former being nearly east and west, whilst the

latter is north and south. Subjoined I give the general direction

of the strike of the slates in our principal gold mining districts,

with as many notes of the courses of the striations as I am able

to place before you

;
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Course of Strike. Course of Strise.
^^take'n

^"^

1. Goldeiiville, nearly E. and W N. and S

2. 15-mile Stream S.80,E S. 10, W 1868

3. Beaver Dam S. 57, 30, E S. 5, W 1871

4. Tangier E. and W S. 20, W
6. Carriboo Moose River N. 87, E 187ft

6. do. Lindsay Lake N. 75, E 1881

7. do. Miisquodoboit N. 74, E 1864

8. Gay's River (conglomerate) 1^.78, 25, E N. and S

9. Lake Catcha..... N. 72, E 1882

10. Chezzetcook K 75, E
n. Lawrencetown S. 87, E 1862

12. VVaveriy N. 81, E l^.TSo,")"^- ^ ^ '^'^

13. Oldham N. 82, E N. 10, E 1862

The direction of the strike and the year when taken, were

obtained through Mr. Carman of the Public Works and Mines

Office. Some of the courses of the stride were taken by myself,

others by parties to whom I have applied in the present year.

The bearino; is magnetic.

The unmistakable traces which are so marked shew that vast

glaciers must have once existed here, or, that these markings

are due, as Dr. Dawson in his Acadian Geology seems to favour, to

the abrasion of the rocks by icebergs coming from the direction

of the sea. We have the carefully prepared and almost conclusive

reasons given by Dr. Dawson on the glaciers and icebergs of the

Post Pliocene period, published in 1868 ; but we have other

authority on glacier action by equally active observers, such as

Professor Tyndall and others. In examining the evidences which

are illustrated by markings or striation running in the same

general direction in Nova Scotia, and other phenomena which

they suggest, it is not easy to assume any definite conclusion

respecting this theory or that. Whilst quoting such authority

let us approach this subject gradually.

Professor Tyndall, after discussing snow-crystals and regelation

in his work "^ Heat as a mode of motion/' discourses from actual

observations of his own among the Alps, as well as from the

records of other writers on the glacial action now going on in the

Himalayas, the Andes and many other snow-laden mountains i

and propounds the theory that the scars, flutings and furrowings
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visible along the valley of the Rhone for a distance of 80 miles,

until lost in Lake Geneva, are due to the same cause. For, says

the learned Doctor, " Grand as the present glaciers seem to those

who explore them to their full extent, they are mere pigmies in

comparison with their predecessors." By their predecessors he

means, as expressed previously, traces of ancient glaciers.

There are many theories for the cause of glacier motion.

1. That of Dr. Saussure,—The slow but continual sliding of

the icy masses on inclined bases.

2. The dilation theory, from expansion of water accumulating

daily in its fissures, tending to urge the glacier onwards.

3. Then there is that of Professor Forbes, viz :—A glacier is

an imperfect fluid or viscous body which is urged down slopes

of a certain inclination by the mutual pressure of its parts.

The Encyclopedia Britannica, after giving in its usual preci-

sive style, a description of the glacier, concludes its last paragraph

on the subject thus :
—

" The problems of the cause of glacier

motion cannot yet be considered to be satisfactorily solved," and

goes on to quote the contributors on the subject^ such as Professor

James Thompson, Professor Forbes, Sir William Thomson, Tyn-

dall, Faraday and others, ending with the views of'Dr. Croll, who
regards the motion of ice of a glacier as molecular, resulting from

the very conduction of heat through the mass of the glacier,

which will melt the ice and create a wave of thaw, but will in turn

freeze again and cause a downward movement in the direction

which has the least resistance, and the direction in which gravi-

tation co-operates.

If we take a broad view of the extent of surface which exhibits

such markings as those under consideration, we can scarcely

admit the theory of a gradual subsidence and the re-elevation

with the action of the sea and its currents bearing ice at certain

seasons of the year, which is really that of Dr. Dawson.

The slope running back from the south-eastern shore to the

top of the ridge of the low mountain range all the way from Cape

Canso to Cape Sable, although rugged, undulatory and serrated^

in numerous places, is nevertheless free from very high protu-

berances.
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A large extent of its surface is so much denuded of drift that

any extensive forest fire burns up all the clothing on patches of

its surface, leaving the rocks so bare that the miner is invariably-

tempted to prosecute a search.

The presence of granite patches here and there at the existing

surface, shewing that the denudation had reached so far, and the

evidences of a granite nucleus in the higher ridge outcropping in

like manner, shews that most of the strata iinder which the

granite was consolidated have been reduced to a mere shell by
denudation, a work which we could scarcely attribute to

depletion by icebergs alone.

And again, the markings are mostly flutings or furrowings, and

the mechanical action which caused them can be more reasonably

attributed to a slow grinding process than to the force of impact

by icebergs, which would exhibit more denticulated or notched

abrasion.

The nature and extent of the work performed in excavating

and removing a depth of rock surface probably greater in height

than some of our present mountains, and extending over two

hundred miles in length, could, to our senses, be more reasonably

assigned to the agencies exerted in the glacial period or ice age,

than any other we can conceive. If we assume a uniformity of

action, and adopt the assumption that the whole slope of our

Atlantic sea board was being sculptured or shorn at one and the

same time by glaciers moving from the north, we can comprehend,

to some extent, the cause of the glacial markings. The theory of

Dr. Honeyman, of the drift from the north, is the only one that

will truly reconcile us to the great effect produced. If denudation

other than that of glaciers contributed to reduce the rock surfaces

now visible above the sea level, they must have exerted their

influence before the Post Pliocene period. The flutings, as I

would call them, are, no doubt, the work of large superimposed

masses moving slowly ; and these traces are on the floor, on

the surface of our rocks only,—they have not been observed

lower, so far as I can ascertain.

If we carefully observe the fluted-like etchings visible on the

rock surfaces of Nova Scotia, with the view of determining for
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ourselves whether these markings were caused by a slow grind-

ing process, or by the abrasion of icebergs striking, rocking or

slipping on an inclined rock surface, we will, I have no doubt,

conclude that the former, viz, the slow grinding process, was the

much moie likely to produce them.

If we judge from efFect, there is no leason whatever that Dr.

Hone3'man's theory, which is, also, I believe, that of Sir William

Logan and Professor Hind, that larger masses of ice moving in

glacial form over the surface, and carrying with it pebbles and

boulders, is not the correct one to assign to the work performed.

There are so many evidences which tend to establish it, both

from a mechanical and theoretical point of view, that it would

be superfluous here to mention them. They are plainly given

in Dana's text-book of American geology, as well as by Profes-

sor Tyndall and other writers, who have made the subject a

study.

We cannot, however, stop here : there are other features to be

accounted for; they are, viz:—The old sea beaches and a local

drift, which must have occurred at a more recent period. For, if

these beaches then existed, and also the local drift, which I shall

hereafter more particularly refer to, any glacial movement must

have carried them with it, and deposited them elsewhere in a

much more irregular manner than their present appearances

would indicate.

I have been considering this matter, and give some notes on

the subject for what they are worth.

Every practical miner in our gold fields knows (for every

miner in Nova Scotia is also a prospector or searcher for paying-

quartz leads on its surface), that if he finds a boulder shewing

gold, he will invariably look for the lead or quartz vein to the

north of where he finds it, so sure is he of finding the lead to

correspond in width and richness as is indicated by the boulder,

and that he will exhaust, probably, all his means in the search, or

succeed in the find. The direction in which to prosecute the search

and the distance, which will vary generally, according to the

depth of the drift, is so well understood as to become proverbial.

The quartz boulders are not at all weather-worn, their edges
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being just as sharp as when broken from the vein or lead (as it is

called) to which they belonged.

Let us reject the assumption that the gravel ridges remaining

on the top and slopes of the South Mountain are old sea beaches,

and for the present call them Moraines, and inquire only into the

first postulate, by asking the question : Assuming that there

was a glacial movement over the surface of our south-eastern

slope, cutting the rocks by a shearing force and carrying them

with it, how can we account for the more local movement of the

quartz boulders ?

These boulders appear on the surface ; they may have been

broken from their beds by agents such as are now active, viz :

the alternating influence of frost and heat.

I know that the frosts of winter will keep boulders on the

surface, although they may be again and again covered by silt.

I can account for the lifting by the process of freezing. If we
could, in this same way, account for the travelling in a southerly

direction, which is not so improbable, we might solve the pro-

blem of the local drift.

The fact of the distance from the lead being dependent upon

the depth of the drift, favoi's an assumption that in the process

of lifting there was also a travelling movement.

It has been remarked to me by very practical observers and

searchers, such as Mr. John Anderson, of Musquodoboit Harbour,

and Mr. Fraser, M. P. P. for Guysborough County, that miners

observe, when costeaning from the boulder northerly, to look for

the lead, they frequently find traces of quartz of the same kind,

from the boulder on the surface to the lead in situ, graduating

from one to the other. This fact would go to shew that the

upward movement was gradual, and it would not be a great

stretch of imagination to assume that, as the boulder was lifted

by the process of freezing, it would be forced somewhat in the

line of least resistance—i. e., if it was frozen a little firmer on

the north side, it might cause a movement southerly. If these

facts were more carefully looked into, the local drift might be

accounted for.

My greatest trouble is the old sea beaches. I cannot assign
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their existence to originate from Moraines, because they appear to

be of similar constitution to our sea beaches of to-day.

In a paper read by Mr, Gilpin, Government Inspector of Mines

for this Province, before the North of England Institute of Mining

and Mechanical Engineers, he says :-
—

" There seems to have been

two periods of attrition and transportation. The efiects of the

earlier are now visible in immense " boar's backs " from 50 to 150

feet in height and sometimes a mile in length, following a general

north and south course;" and again he says : "A second and more

local action is also visible, and by its agency the auriferious veins

are usually found. This action has carried the quartzite and

slate boulder from 100 to 1800 feet, on a coui'se corresponding

very nearly to that of the stripe. Thus prospectors finding

auriferous quartz boulders, costean to the North, and frequently

trace the boulders to lodes corresponding in every respect to the

boulders first found."

If our surface, as is shewn by research, has undergone great

and remarkable vicissitudes during geological history, with alter--

nating epochs of genial temperature and snow and ice, the

striation and polishing of our rock surfaces may have been effected

by glacial action; and subsequently another, and less destructive

movement of the same nature, may have taken place which might

account for the local drift according to the theory of Mr. Gilpin.

1. Geological.

Commencing at the shore of the Bay of Fundy, we first en-

counter a thick bed of Amygdaloidal trap, varying in calour from

gray to a dull red. It is full of cavities and fissures filled or

coated with quartz and other associated minerals. It forms the

face of a clift" and rises vertically to a height of 110 feet, and

from thence rises gradually with its associated slates and schists,

until it attains a height of 595 feet in a distance of three miles
J

from thence it descends to the Annapolis valle}^, 345 feet below

the summit, within the distance of a mile.

We have now crossed the North Mountain, a narrow ridge not

more than four miles wide at its base, and attaining a height of

nearly 600 feet, and have reached the Annapolis Valley, which

from here to the Village of Nietaux, a distance of 7 miles, is of
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regular surface, and covered with drift. This latter distance is

said to be Trias, or New Red Sandstone, but we could not, within

the limit of our observations notice any outcrop which shews

vsandstone rock in situ.

The iron ore bearing strata of the south side of the Annapolis

Valley, which are first met at Nictaux, have been described by

Dawson as Devonian, but Dr. Honeyman, from recent explora-

tions, is inclined to place them much lower. I am able to place

before you some fossils taken from the iron deposits themselves

at this place, which may assist in determining the age of the

strata here. The slate here has a strike of 45° E, and dips N.

85° and continues up the valley of the Nictaux River to the

15th mile. At the 13th, and again at the 13| miles the outcrops

of some of the Cleveland Magnetic Lodes present themselves.

Two at the 13th mile, 5 to 8 feet thick, each are said to be very

rich. They run N. E. and S. W. across the line of the mountain-

range with a slight northerly dip, and were only two of many
which the Cleveland Iron Company have opened up by pros-

pecting. At 14| miles Smith's Bluff is reached, where the for-

mation changes from slate to granite. Here we encounter a

solid bluff of the latter, but for a short distance only. We are

now in the granite region. From here to the crossing of the

LaHave River, a distance of 28 miles, any visible outcrop met

with shews "porphyritic granite."

Immediately upon crossing the LaHave river, at the 43rd mile,

there is a transition from granite to slate, which is seen in the

beds of the various streams, and in the gravel round Wentzell's

lake. The strata has a strike of south, 60° W., and dips north-

erly at an angle of 80°, the cleavage being nearly vertical.

We are now in the Lower Cambrian formation, or the aurifer-

ous region. At 47 miles, at Morgan's falls, the strike is north

63* E., the dip is northerly 87*^. At Riversdale, 49 miles, the

strike is N., 60° E., dip 87°, N. At 60 miles the strike is N., 65" E.,

the dip is vertical. At 61 miles we lose the slate in our line

of survey, drift, with granite boulders, taking its place, which

continues to Bridgewater.
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Local Topography.—Bay of Fundy to Atlantic, through
NiCTAUX.

I give the local topography along the line of survey in the

words of my report made in the year 1875 :

Commencing at the Middleton station, on the Windsor and

Annapolis railway, it crosses new pasture land, tillage, orchard,

meadow, orchard again^ and choice intervale to Annapolis river
}

thence to Nictaux village, clearings, light alluvial pastures, three

orchards, and some spurs of spruce woods. For this distance of

four miles throughout, the soil is alluvial and mellow, famous

for its great natural fertility, as is all the Annapolis Valley, by
producing in abundance most of the grain and fruits belonging

to its latitude.

From here the line begins to ascend the western slope of the

hill-side of the Nictaux river. Keeping an inclining contour, no

serious depression or ravine obstructs the course, which is over

an apparently good surface, with occasional outcrops of slate.

A mixed growth of heavy timber,—'beech, birch, elm, pine,

spruce and hemlock^clothes the hillside.

From 6 to 7^ miles, still keeping the same inclination, and

following in like manner the contour of hill-side, the same heavy

and mixed growth of timber and surface is passed. Here Smith's

Bluff is reached, thence to 8.18 miles, where it crosses the Nic-

taux river, the surface is rough; burnt woods, with some patches

of timber still standing, intervene.

From 8| to 9| miles, still keeping on the east bank of the river,

and still inclining upwards with the sanie grade, very heavy

timber, consisting of hemlock, spruce and hardwood, is passed, as

well as some choice farming lands. At the 10th mile we reach

the mill-dam of Messrs. Pope, Vose & Co., and from here to 11

miles the surface is denuded of soil by forest fires, and any timber

met with is stunted and scrubby.

From 10| to 12f miles, the surface is rough and barren, cover-

ed by granite boulders, recent forest fires having destroyed all

vegetation ; thence to the 14th mile we cross over beautiful

intervale soil clothed with heavy hardwood, spruce, and hemlock.
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Somewhat similar surface and mixed growth of fine timber

continues to the head of Waterloo Lake, which we skirt on the

east side. From the head of Waterloo Lake, crossing the Halifax

road, we soon reach the clearing or pasture land of Mr. John

Stoddart, where we attain the summit of the watershed or highest

elevation^ tract of intervale land growing fine black ash timber.

For the next mile the trial line traverses a meadow, mostly

spongy and arid, but with intervening patches of good pasture.

At 24 miles, we reach Freeman's Lake, and skirting along its

west side, we pass some of the beautiful pasture lands of Spring*

field, which encircle this lake. From here for 1^ miles, we pass

through rocky, barren soil, with a growth of scrubby timber, to

Falkland Ridge Road which we cross at 250 feet to the right of

the bridge across Beaver Brook. From here to the foot of Mill

Lake the surface is principally pasture, with occasional clumps of

heavy hemlock. The line here is about midway between the

farming districts of Falkland Ridge and Lake Pleasant; the

former two miles to the left, the latter the same distance to the

right. The soil along the lake is free from rock and well adapted

for agricultural purposes, as is manifest by the numerous thriving

farms in the neighborhood ; thence to ihe outlet of Mill Lake a

belt of soft wood is traversed. At 29 miles we cross the Lunen-

burg Road and follow the contour of the east side of an open

hardwood ridge, sloping steeply towards Mason's Meadow. Soil

on this hillside is a light rich loam ; the hardwood is, however,

soon supplanted by a growth of hemlock and spruce ; and the

surfaces changes to rough, rocky ledges, until the level of the

meadow is reached at 33| miles. From here to 35 miles

sandstone boulders are met for the first time, drifted together with

granite and the eastern side of a barren, thence to the crossing of

the LaHave River, at 36 miles, we pass through some good timber

lands of mixed varieties, and reach a meadow which extends to

the bank of the river.

From here we follow the river and public highway along the

east banks of Germany Lake^ diverging somewhat at Chesley's.

From thence to Bridgewater, a distance of 16 miles, the line

follows respectively the road and the river ; botli are in close

j^roximity, the surface regular throughout*
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The general character of the surface for the last 16 miles is

that of a long, rich agricultural valley, bounded on each side by

a continuous line of hills of various forms and surfaces. The

timber is heavy, pine is fi'equently met with ; but the growth

principally varies with the varied surface of the land.

The country, so far, sketched along the line of survey, ought

to be understood as being local. There are many thriving settle-

ments and farms, not mentioned here, lying in close proximity.

DRAINAGE.

The southern promontory of Nova Scotia lying west of the

64'' of longitude, embracing the counties of King's, Annapolis>

Digby and Yarmouth, on the north and west, and those of

Shelburne, Queen's and Lunenburg, on the south and east, are

very marked both as to typography and drainage, extending in

a south-westerly direction beyond the 6Q°, between the Bay of

Fundy and the Atlantic Ocean. The South Mountain range of

elevated land extending from the Basin of Minas to near Anna-

polis Royal, in the same south-westerly direction, and from thence

converging more southerly through the County of Digby, forms

the grand features of the country and regulates its drainage,

disposing of its surface water from the northern slopes through

the rivers Annapolis, and Cornwallis, which run respectively

south-west and north-east to the Basins of Annapolis and Minas.

The Windsor and Annapolis railway found an easy location

along these rivers, which traverse the two beautiful alluvial

valleys of Cornwallis and Annapolis, famous for their natural

fertility.

The physical features of the country south of the South Moun-
tain, are very different to those described on the north side,

instead of the rivers receivino- the drainag-e and running laterallv

with them, they run at right angles to them, and course nearly

parallel to each other. Such are the Gold E-iver, LaHave, Port

Medway, Liverpool and Jordan rivers.

The summit of the water-shed is crossed between the Nictaux

and LaHave rivers ; these rivers here interlace and cross each

other in a series of lakes lying in an extensive plateau.
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Topography alono Annapolis and Liverpool Line of

Survey.

We started from the Annapolis and Yarmouth " Interior

survey" at a point distant from Annapolis llf miles near Quarry-

Road, on the east side of East Branch, Moose River. The line

folloAYS the course of the stream to the Hessian line road, which

it crosses at one hundred and twenty-nine feet east from the

bridge. Thence keeping the east side of the stream, and gradually

ascending the side hill, with a grade of one in ninety, or 58'7 feet

per mile, till it reaches Lake Katy, where it crosses the river at

the outlet from lake. Continuing along the east side of Lake

Katy to near Virginia Settlement, it crosses the road bearing

that name and thence follov/s the general course of that road till

it arrives at Mud Lake, crossing the head of same and thence

running direct to the lake known as " Head Waters of Liverpool

River." Having arrived at the " Liverpool Head," we were then

on the southerly slope of South Mountain, and on the water shed

of Liverpool River.

The distance of this summit from Liverpool, in an air line, is

nearly fifty-five miles, and the elevation five hundred and sixty

feet above the sea. Keeping the west side of lake, crossing

Sandy-bottom Brook and Virginia Road, running along the south

of the latter for one-fourth mile, recrossing the same, and keeping-

its north side to Liverpool and Annapolis post-road at Milford^

following the road through Milford Settlement ; thence along the

western side of Long Lake, keeping the general course of post-road^

and following the western side of Branch Lake, and the same side

of Maitland River to Five Mile Lake, and from here along the

western side of Liverpool River we arrive at Millford.

The slopes of the adjoining hills are well covered with heavy

timber, pine, spruce, hemlock, and hardwood.

Leaving Caledonia, the line crosses the course of the lake, near

the post road, Mr. Moor's farm road and the *' naiTOWs " of

McLeod's Lake, keeping the valley along same, crossing Smith's

mill brook and entering a meadow, distant from Brookfield one

half mile.

Leaving Brookfield and taking a south-easterly course, the line-
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crosses Payzant's and Cameron's farm roads, runs close to Chris-

topher's Lake, and crosses Cameron's river, at up-stream side of

bridge on main post-road, between it and Bear Trap Lake to a

stream bearing the same name, following the westward side ot

lake to the 45th mile, thence to the western side of Moose Horn

Lake, crossing- Seventeen Mile Brook at about one half mile from

main road, striking Greenfield and Sixteen Mile Settlement road,

about two miles from Greenfield.

Thence the course taken continues across Fifteen Mile Brook

and through Allen Morton's pasture, about one-fourth mile from

Middlefield, meeting the new Greenfield road at a distance of

150 feet from the main road, and taking the east side of the

latter to Ten Mile Brook, which it crosses at one hundred and

twenty feet from the bridge on post road ; again crossing this

road, it strikes the eastern side of Ten Mile Lake.

Most of the ground over which the survey passes in this dis-

tance of fifteen miles is almost denuded of alluvial surface.

Continuing along the east of Ten Mile Lake, and the west side

Liverpool and Annapolis road, the line crosses the Liverpool

River road at three hundred feet from its junction Avith the

main post road ; thence running for and keeping the east side of

Liverpool Eiver to Milton. This distance of ten miles is through

a well-wooded but thinly-settled country.

Milton, two miles from Liverpool, although having distinct

characteristics from the latter, may be considered as an extension

of that town, and, judging from the appearance presented by its

buildings, as well as the extent and lesources of the mill privi-

leges more or less made available for the manufacture of

lumber, it is not the less important. The Liverpool River here,

for a distance of nearly two miles, is a series of small lakes or

pools, impounded by mill dams, and made to pay easy tribute of

its strength on its journey.

The mechanical force thus stored and so aptly utilized by the

predecessors of the present generation, for the manufacture and

export of Lumber, proved so remunerative that comfortable

homesteads, nestling in shady nooks, half embowered by trees

and sombre woods, remain as a transcendant example of the

fruits of industry, skill and perseverance.
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SOUTHERLY SLOPE—SOUTH MOUNTAIN.

If we were to follow a course along the South-eastern or

Atlantic slope of the South Mountain, keeping parallel with the

trend of its summit and lower than the granitic outcrops, we
would traverse a district of much interest which is known to

few, and would find many places obscure and lonely, possessing

great natural beauty and fertility. Along the southernmost slope,

this belt, varying from ten to fifteen miles in width, is reticulated

by many green patches of foliage and luxuriant growth of

timber, exhibiting remarkable contrast with the barren denuded

surface of a great portion of the country further down. If you

would follow this varied yet regular range of landscape, alter-

nating with lake and woodland, many strange phases of primitive

grandeur would present themselves. Some noble forest trees of

vigorous growth, some far gone in years, some shattered by the

winds and frosts, bent and bioken, lying athwart their neigh-

bours, others long since departed yet still bolt upright with their

bare white rampike branches atop, and here and there small

clumps of new growth shewing all the beauty and vigour of

youth. Further on is the "hardwood hill," with its stately

white limbed birchen or maple, shewing smooth firm trunks and

wide protection of bough, as regular and as trim as if pruned

and trained by the expert to beautify some lawn or avenue in the

frequented and ornamental parks of Europe. Rising from a

carpeted floor of crisp leaves, at remarkably regular distances

apart for their convenience of gi'owth and development, these

trees, indigenous, clothe receding hill sides for many miles. We
notice that the lines are somewhat finely drawn between the

domain of each of its kind, each generally keeping within its own
boundary. There are, of course, many intervening patches of a

mixed growth of pine, birch, maple and others, yet generally

speaking, the first named three keep within the zones of their

kind. Long vales of meadow, with a copious covering of grasses,

frequently are met with. They generally encompass lakes,

or border streams on alluvial or peaty surface, and often open up

glades that permit the eye to range over a prospect beautiful

and extensive. Rosignol, with its clustered islands, secluded
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and solitary, the lai'gest of our inland lakes, is exceedingly

pleasing and picturesque—here expanding into a broad sheet of

limpid glow, there presenting nan-ow wav}' outlines in the sombre

shadows of islands that look as if afloat, and bearing mast like the

spruce and hemlock which give them a trim and characteristic

appearance ; and again we come unawares on long winding

armlets branching and converging with fringed borders of willow

and alder, that dip their pendant branches into the water, all

giving a semblance of vastness to this natural landscape scenery,

that when once seen is not easily forgotten.

The Mic-Mac has for ages established this secluded retreat,

commonly known as the Indian Gardens, as the centre of his

hunting operations. Here in summer he can provide himself with

fish, and in winter he is in the path of the Moose or Elk, that

still roam at large and almost unmolested over the vast tract

of wilderness. The Beaver, too, is still active in the lakes and

swamps along this district, and although his domain, like that

of the Moose, is fast becoming circumscribed, he yet furnishes

some winter sport and employment to the hunter and trapper.

Art. IX.

—

Notes on Nova Scotia Fresh-water Sponges.

By a. H. MacKay, B. A., B. Sc.

(Read 12th May, 1S84.)

About the middle of August, 1883, I spent a few hours

examining the Macintosh Lake, near the north-eastern extremity

of the Cobequid range, and the Earltown Lakes, a little higher

up on the same range, with the obiect of learning the nature of

the deposits at their bottoms. Having extemporized a small

raft on the former lake, I paddled out a little distance, and with

my face close to the water, saw old branches of trees in the

bottom, with patches of a thick green growth surrounding por-

tions of them, sometimes bearing short finger-like projections.

Drawing these up, I made my first practical acquaintance with

a fresh-water sponge. On the hard, gravelly beach of a small
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island in the centre of the lake, I found green sponges branching

out four or five inches. The external configuration of this

sponge was sufficient to point it out as Spongilla lacustroides,

Potts, the American form of the European S. lacustris, which it

much resembles. The deposit in the lake was chiefly composed

of the exquisitely sculptui'ed silicious cells of over fifty different

species of diatoms to which I shall specially refer in another

paper, mingled with a great number of the skeletal and other

spicules of more than one species of silicious sponge. Among
the plants of the higher orders the waters had an abundant

suppl}^ of Potamogeton, namely, P. natans L. and Var. prolixus

Koch., P. praelongiis, Wulfen, and P. ohtusifolius, Mertens and

Koch., and Naias Jlexlis, Rostk, of the same family, and of the

Gentian family, LiinnantheTiium lacunosiim, Grisebach, with its

floating, heart-shaped leaves, while eriocaulou sei^tangulare

Withering, and Lobelia Dortmana, L., studded the shallows. In

the Earltown lakes the following were, in addition, plentifully

found : Ranunculus aqiiatiliso, Var., trichophyllus, Chaix, and

Chara fragilis. Also, near by, in a pond just below McKay's

mills, a luxuriant mass of Nitella flexilis was found. The

altitude of this position will be probably not very far from 1000

feet above the sea level. Mackintosh Lake, which is a little

lower, and on the north-eastern side of the water shed, is most

easily accessible from Pictou County, near the boundary of

which it is situated, a few miles above Loganville, on the West
Branch of River John, yet in the County of Colchester. The

waters of both lakes are very clear, and the drift around the

Mackintosh especially, is characterized by the presence of

granite.

I have had but little time to follow out the collection and

study of the sponges since the accidental discovery alluded to. I

shall therefore throw this paper into the form of notes, or of a

report of progress, hoping to be able to give more complete in-

formation by the end of another year. I shall now simply des-

cribe the freshwater sponge as a mass of reticulated or

channelled sareode, green, when exposed to the influence of the

light, supported by a framework of interlaced silicious spicules,
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about the one hundredth or 12 one thousandths of an inch in

length, (See slides, Nos. 2, 3, 5, &e.) In the sarcode is another

system of smaller generally cured and tuberculated spicules,

averaging from 2f to 3 one thousandths of an inch. (See Nos.

1, &c.) And thirdly, we have in the statoblasts or reproductive

gerumules which are generally formed towards the close of the

summer season in the body of the sponge, what are called the

statoblast spicvdes, smaller than the others, forming the best

basis for classification. I have sent specimens of the material

collected to H. J. Carter, Esq., F. R. S., of England, the author

of the " History and Classification of the known species of

Spongilla," the latest and most authoritative monograph on the

subject. Mr. Carter kindly assisted, and sont me specimens of

some English and American forms. The following is a summary

of what is already known :

—

S'pongilla lacustroides, Potts. — This species I have found

growing abundantly in the Mackintosh and Earltown lakes. It

probably also exists in the water supply lakes of Halifax, judg-

ing from the appearance of some of the skeletal spicules-

in their deposits received through the kindness of Professor

George Lawson, of Dalhousie College. There is a great rarity

of statoblast spicules in the lake deposits examined. This will

not be so surprising when it is considered that in the specimens

of spongilla collected in August last, of which some dried

fraoments are here for examination, when treated with acid

to destroy the organic matter, only skeletal and flesh spicules

are to be seen, as in slides Nos. 1 and 2. Slide No. 5

.shows the spicules, all three kinds, of 8. lacustris from the

Exeter River, England, obtained from a poi'tion of a speci-

men sent me by Mr. Carter. The statoblast spicules are few,

more curved, broader than, and not tapering like, the flesh

spicules. The corresponding ones of >S'. lacustroides would

be less curved. On slide No. 3 are shown the spicules of

another species in addition to the first named, which I was sus-

pecting to be those of S. fiuviatilis from the large tuberculated

skeleton spines, and the impression that they had come from a

large though not branching sponge wdiich, from the unexpected
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character of the discovery, I had unwittingly mixed up with S.

laciiLstroides. However, I discovered none of its stellbate biro-

tules, and neither Mr. Carter nor Mr. Potts, of Philadelphia,

have observed any evidence of the existence of this species in

lacustrine deposits sent thern.

Meyenia Leidii, Carter.—Slide No. 10 contains the skeletal,

desh and small birotulate statoblast spicules obtained by the

acid treatment from this sponge which comes from the Schuyl-

kill, Philadelphia. A few birotules like this have been observed

in the lake deposits, from which the presence of the species is

inferred. I have not been fortunate in securing one in any of

my mounts.

Meyenia c>'«feri/brma.—Slide No. 12 shows the spicules of

this species, the large hooked birotules being in great numbers.

This also comes from the Schuylkill. A few birotules like these

have also been observed in the deposits alluded to, but so rare

that none happen to be in any of my mounts.

Meyenia Everetti, Mills.—Birotulate spicules, identical with

those of this species, are found one in each mount on an average

in the Halifax Water Lake deposits, which I received from

Professor Lawson. Slide No. 15 contains one if not two near

the rio-ht hand lower maro-in of the cover. It is smaller than

the birotule of M. crateriforina, with the shaft quite smooth'.

Slide No. 84 contains 14 skeletal spicules of the most common
form from Earltown lakes, arranged in the two lower lines of

the lower right hand rectangle. Accompanying the slides which

explain themselves is a small box with dried portions of 6'. lacv^-

stroides and some of the fresh water deposits from both

Mackintosh lake and the Earltown lake. The amount of silica

derived from these waters and formed into diatom cells and

sponge spicules must be very great, as the deposits are in some

places very many feet in depth.

Note.—Since the above paper was presented, the author has

observed nine species of freshwater sponges, f/bur genera) living

in the lakes of Nova Scotia. Of these, two, viz., Spongilla Mac
Kayii, Carter, and Heteromeyenia Pictovensis, Potts, are now to

science. They will appear in next year's Transactions.
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members of the British Association."
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Art. I.

—

Paper by Wm. Gossip, Esq.

(Read Nov. 10, 1884.)

This ts a Paper alluded to in the latter part of Mr. Gossip's Report as one of the

Delegates of the Nova Scotia Institute, at Ottawa, May, 1883, and not read at

that Meeting of the Royal Societif.

It will be a consoling reflection to many whose years, like my
own, have fallen into the sear and yellow leaf, that they have

lived to witness in this young and growing Dominion the forma-

tion of a Royal Society of Canada, wherein, as in a mirror, all

the grand discoveries of past ages and of the present time, and

dependent thereon, the progress of nations in population, wealth

and prosperity may concentrate, as examples and incentives

towards a diligent and industrious emulation in a further

patriotic course of public inprovement.

Much, however, will depend upon the direction that is given

to the impulse thus communicated. If it serve only to inflate

the mind with exaggerated ideas of personal importance, the

Royal Society ma\' become a distinguished ornament of the

Dominion, but much good may not be expected to flow from it in

a national point of view. In fact it might as well be dead. But

if the impulse spread itself, and be made to permeate the com-

munity with the usefulness which is undoubtedly a part of its

nature, it cannot fail to awaken the dormant or latent talent of

the country, and infuse amongst its enquiring minds the energy

of robust life and active research. The benefits derived will

then be great and manifold, commensurate with the utmost hope

and expectation entertained by the friends and well-wishers of

the Institution.

Nor is there any reason, in all that has yet been done on behalf

of the Royal Society, to anticipate aught else than a happy

result of its labours. Certainly it has rarely been on this side of
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the Atlantic that a learned association has been introduced to a

community under more exalted or more favourable auspices. It

will go down to posterity as a worthy conception of the Repre-

sentative of Her Most Gracious Majesty, her si>n-in-law, a noble

Governor-General, anxious for the advancement and piosperity

of a countrj' whose interests were committed to his charge—

a

country than which none other on the face of the earth possesses

in a greater degree the elements of national greatness. With his

name also, as its founder, must ever be identified, that of his

royal consoit, the Princess Louise, whose august presence among
us is an evidence alike of the confidence of the Imperial Govern-

ment in the unswerving loyalty of the Dominion, and of the

parental reliance of the Sovei'eign on our zealous affection

towards her person and government. Various, therefore, as may
be the nationalities of which our country is couiposed, more em-

phatically than ever may we now claim Great Britain as the

Mother Country, and under the segis of her unrivalled constitu-

tion combine to work out to their fullest fruition all those

political, commercial and national advantages, which have so

freely and lavishly been bestowed upon us.

With a centralized Institution like the Royal Society, so well

calculated to promote the advancen.ent of science, it would be a

remissness of the duty we ow^e to ourselves, if the Nova Scotian

Institute of Natural Science failed cheerfully to respond to your

invitation to unite with you and to lend its aid to facilitate and

promote your high objects. When, therefore, with a true liber-

ality which did you honour, and was perhaps expected, you held

out the right hand of fellowship, and so deigned to endorse our

humble labouis, we hailed it as a formal recognition of the

brotherhood of science, not limited by colonial or national

boundaries, but expansive as civilization, and wide as the worhl.

We felt glad of youi- desire to affiliate, and I am here to-day to

show to you that we rejoice in your biotherhood. It may not,

therefore, be out of place, being one of its oldest members, and

with your permission, if I devote a few short sentences to inform

you of our origin and history.

The Nova Scotian Institute is placed by you among the chief
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scientific associations of British America, although but little more

than twenty years in existence. Short, however, as its time has

been, it may be said so far to have done good service.

The Institute originated with a few gentlemen who believed

that in a Province which contained vast mineral resources, and

further was an untrodden field in other branches of natural

science, there would be found men of culture and experience who
wouW gladly lend their aid to develop them into successful

activity. After seveial meetings in the office of Mr. Robert

Halibuiton (well known in this city, i. e., Ottawa) the Institute

was organized and the officers appointed. This was in January,

1863. Our first President was Mr. J. Matthew Jones, F. L. S.,

an English gentiemen who had acquired some distinction as a

naturalist. I became its first Secretary. The Provincial Govern-

ment gave us the use in the Province Building of the only spare

room at their disposal. The first or second meeting (I forget

which) was attended by His Excellency the Earl of Mulgrave,

Lt.-Governor of the Province, and since Governor of Queensland,

and more recently has succeeded to the hereditary title of Lord

Normandy. He made an excellent speech, commendatory and

congratulatory of the enterprise, which I regret to state has not

been recorded in our Transactions. The inaugural address was

deliveied by P. C. Hill, Esq., more recently the Premier of the

Nova Scotian Assembly. In the first volume of our transactions,

embracing a period of four years, will be found papers on the

Provincial zoology, geology, mineralogy, ichthyology, gold fields,

ethnology, conchology, lepidoptera, meteorology, and other bran-

ches of science, to which I need not more particularly allude.

Coming from a country so little known as Nova Scotia then was,

this volume seems to have commanded considerable attention,

and applications from scientific societies abroad were frequent

for exchanges with their own publications, and soliciting corres-

pondence. These were responded to so far as we were able

until now most of the earlier volumes of our Transactions have

been expended. We thus early realized the anticipations in the

inaugural address of Mr. Hill, who, after some preliminary

remarks on the value of well organized over individual efforts,
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modestly observed :

—
" Should our hopes not be disappointed, we

look forward to the time when our ' Transactions' shall be

exchanged with older and more important institutions, and any

new or well authenticated fact having passed the ordeal of our

own local organization, shall be submitted to the great centre of

science, and become the property of the whole world.

"

But it was not so much the early accomplishment of the re-

sult thus anticipated, as a conviction of the Institute, that it

was within the scope of the talent and ability of its members to

command attention both at home and abroad, and to enter upon

a high career of usefulness whenever they choose to bestir thetn-

selves. They lost no time in doing so. The inaugural being

disposed of, the first scientific paper, appropriately devoted to^

practical zoology, was read by Dr. Bernard Gilpin, a naturalist,

well known in British America and the United States as the

Nova Scotia Zoologist. He furnishes an exhaustive description

of the herring of our coasts, clupea elongata, and its peculiaiities

and species, which leaves nothing to be desired. In further

numbers he enlarges upon the Zoology of Nova Scotia, and to all

who are curious or desirous to be instructed in such matters, he

has so identified himself with the natural history of every fish,

bird, r-eptile and mammal of the country, and so accurately

described and illustrated them, that future writers or readers

will requir-e no other guide on these br-anches of the subject.

This first paper was read Feb. 2, 1868.

Other papers followed in rapid succession, to wit :—By Capt.

(now General) Hardy, " On Nocturnal Life of Animals in the

Forest ;" further on, " On the Caplin, Mallotus VUlosus," of

which he gives a most interesting and animated descr-iption.

By this paper the fact not hitherto settled was established, that

the southern limit of this ancient fish, an inhabitant of the deep

in the days of the tertiary period, and found fossil near Montreal,

is the coast of Nova Scotia, which it frequently visits. By
Thos. Belt, who was afterwarxls distinguished as " the natur^alist

of Nicarajjua," " On Some recent Movements of the Earth's

Surface." By Heni-y Poole, Superintendent of the Albion Mines
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Pictoii, a position now filled l3y his son, "On the characteristic

Fossils of different Coal Seams in Nova Scotia. " By J. Matthew

Jones, F. L. S., " Ichthyological Contributions." By Abraham

"Gesner, M. D., a well known geologist, " On the Gold Fields of

Nova Scotia. " He was followed by Robert Haliburton, a gen-

tleman almost as well known to science in Canada as in Nova

Scotia, with an able scientific paper on ethnology, or perhaps, as

more appropriately styled by himself—" ethology, " in which he

appears to have re-discovered a long hidden and crude system

of astronomy, which was known before a knowledge of the solar

system, or had derived its origin independent of it, and when

the human mind could yet scarcely comprehend the principles

by which it was governed. However that may be, Mr. Halibur-

ton pointed out that the influence of the pleiades was coeval in

the minds of many branches of the human family, and that

veliffious observances amono; the most ancient of the tribes of

mankind, depended upon their rising and culmination. Of these

religious observances, relics still remain which seem to be inef-

faceable, for instance—the Festival of the Dead. All Souls, All

Saints, Halloween, the Mormodellick of the Australian savages,

and other far fetched heathen festivals, all occurring at or near

the same time of the year. This paper of Mr. Haliburton's,

which I commend to the careful perusal of every member of

the Society inteiested in the subject, commanded much attention

from learned men, and was I believe mainly instrumental in

making our Institute better known abroad. I am not sure that

it may not form one of the best arguments of a certain school

of ethnologists, on behalf of the plurality of the human creation,

on which a great deal has been already said, and a great deal

more remains to be said and written. Or that it may not point

to the original site of the human family so imperfectly described

in the Hebrew Sci'iptures, which had been utterly destroyed by

a flood, but which may have had colonies far fiom the scene of

destruction of which there are only a few lemnants at the present

day to attest to a very early intellectual progress and civiliza-

tion.

There is no necessity, however, that we should indulge in such
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speculations, and it may create some astonishment that a young
Institution should challenge public attention by so bold a flight

and in a spirit of deprecation I may say that it has not been

frequently repeated, and that only in a few instances have we
gone beyond our own Province for material to form the subjects

of our Papers.

As a member of the Ethnographic Section of the Nova Scotia

Institute, however unworthy, I could not refrain from a par-

ticular notice of Mr. Haliburton's excellent Paper, of which we
have so good reason to be proud. The Ethnology of our own
Province is, however, a veiy attractive subject, and is of consider-

able importance in connection with the history of mankind. I

will shortly refer to it in connection with the aborigines of Nova
Scotia. It may not be quite satisfactory to some who incline to

the belief that varieties of mankind were created on this conti-

nent, that it can be shewn that the Micmacs are not autochthones

although I believe they are lineal descendants of the earliest

forms of mankind, and amongst the first emigrants from the

site of their creation, as they are probably the latest, though

almost completly separated, Algonkin emigration from the old-

est settlements of their tribe, with whom they afterwards main-

tained a desultory acquaintance. With the restless spirit of

their earliest wanderings they were in search of a better count-

ry, or they may have been driven off by war or intestine coui-

motions. They undoubtedly came to Nova Scotia by way of

the river and Gulf of St. Lawrence, and reached first Prince

Edward Island, and settled themselves. They then spread to

Cape Breton, where they still continue a wandering race, and

must have crossed early to Newfoundland, where they came into

contact with the Boethicks, with whom they were continually at

war. They thus at length found the better country they were

in quest of, and the peaceable land they sought, to which they

gave the name of Acadia, which means in their language, " the

land of abundace." They may have inhabited and prospered in

it and multiplied, at least one thousand years before the arrival

of the Europeans in America.

I have never been able to discover whence the tribal name of
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Micmacs was derived, and have reason to believe it is not a proper

designation. If there are Irishmen and Scotchmen in this assem-

blage, they may by putting their heads together be able to guess

at a solution of the problem. I once asked an intelligent Squaw
the question. She did not know. " They were becoming so mixed

that no one knew." A more ancient and euphonious name for

them is that of Souroquois, which has a French sound, and

certainly divides the honours with that of Micmac. I believe

that neither is correct. Neither can it be " Mignog, which some

suppose it to be." I have never been able to discover it from the

Indians themselves, who inherit little or no tra'litions except

some legendary ones. In conversation once with an intelligent

Micmac I asked him how they came to be called by that name
The question seemed rather to puzzle him for a moment, and he

replied by asking another, " How you come to be called Blue

Nose ? Micmacs, I suppose, come in same way." Then, said I,

you are not Micmacs ? " Not very much." said he. The Rev.

Mr. Rand, of Nova Scotia, a Baptist Minister, than whom no one

alive is better acquainted with our Indians, who has lived

amongst them, preached to them, and done all he could to improve

their morality, and make them adopt more civilized habits, replied

as follows to a question I submitted to him on the subject :*

Perhaps one cause of his failure to influence them may be that

they are staunch Romanists and will not be otherwise persuaded.

There is no direct evidence from which to prove the extreme

antiquity of the Algonkin race ; but the man himself and his

works are before us from which to deduce the fact. His natural

colour is that of the Adam, and remains unchanged, except

through intermixture with other races. He lived in a rude camp

or wigwam made expressly for removal from place to place, and

never intended for permanent settlement. He is a hunter and

fisher, and a wanderer from the beginning, and may have com-

NoTE.— 1 regret that the letter of Rev. Mr. Raad, replying to my question, has
gone astray since the cipy of this paper was prepared and furnished for the
press. So fnr as I can recollect, it implied that the tribe were very strong men—head crushers —could bent nil crention. and gave the true tribal name as Buc-
towec/e —which has much the same signification, and may be translated as " strong
driak," the strength of which, uufortunately, the Micmacs are too foud of prov-
ing. —W. G.
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menced his journey northward for aught we shall ever know, in

the second generation of the human family. He made his

utensils and his weapons out of wood and stone after the most

simple process when he had attained to it. The hammer, the

knife and the tomahawk must have been to him masterpieces of

adaptation and human ingenuity. The spear, the sling, and

bow and arrow followed, and were his weapons of offence and

defence, upon which he mainly rehed to procure sustenance. In

these he gained some mechanical proficiency, but never was much

of an inventive animal. The stars guided him to his destination

and the chase supplied his wants. He learned to fashion a canoe,

rude enough it must have been in those early days, by which,

however, he crossed lakes and rivers, and frail as it was, and is,

became an adept in its management, and at last adventured on a

sea voyage, but he never understood the principle of the keel or

the rudder. With the canoe however, he was equal to any fate

that might befall him, and it were doubtful if he could have

reached this continent without it. I believe that he was the first

human being that arrived on the northern part of this western

land, and having no enemies to contend with, and plentiful sus-

tenance, he increased and multiplied, and became at length what

the Algonkins are at the present day, the most numerous of its

aboriginal families. He, that is his ancestry, left the site of man's

creation evidently before cattle were used by man, or beasts were

subdued to his training.

One of the best evidences of the vast antiquity of the Algonkin

race is the comparative purity of their religious belief, which

must have been also that of the Adam, of Enoch, of Noah. They

worshipped the Great Spirit, the Author and Controller of all

things, and added to their creed the doctrine of the immortality

of man's nature. True, in the course of the many thousand years

of his development, his simple nature has been imposed upon by

crafty and designing contrivances of his fellows, who have per-

verted his imagination by attributing to themselves supernatural

powers, and complicated his belief, by grotesque and hideous

ceremonies ; but he has never lost sight of the pure theism, which

had impressed the minds of his remotest ancestry, and his depen-
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dence upon cne God, the Supreme Being, the great Father, is still

paramount, the foundation of his reliance in life, his chief

consolation in death.

Such is our Algonkin, and with this very im perfect sketch I

leave him with the ethnologists of the Royal Society as an

interesting study, which, if carefully followed out, may throw

some light on the conformation of the western continent ; and

the history of the aborigines wdiich inhabit its northern portion

Nova Scotia cannot produce exclusively, original types in any

department of Natural Science. It is only within a comparatively

recent period that gold has been added to its mineral resources,

but this is found in similiar strata and under the same conditions

as in other lands. Fortunately for us, its workings are of vast

area and fairly remunerative. The coal and gyspum of the

country, which are so well known and appreciated, are of carboni-

ferous age and practically inexhaustible. Indications of other

metals are frequent, but they do not appear in such quantities, as

yet, that we would like to pin our faith on their extent and value.

The iron ore of Nova Scotia, which is no recent discovery, but

not unlimited, is of great extent and of the most valuable

description. After all it is upon our iron and coal that the chief

reliance can be placed for our mineral contributions to commerce.

Much depends upon a careful geological and mineralogical exam-

ination of the country, and the one ought to accompany or

immediately follow the other, and cannot be too exact. It might

have been expected that long ere this the question would have

been settled. I would recommend the writings of your President,

Dr. Dawson, and those of our Provincial Geologist, Rev. Dr.

Honeyman, as the best authorities upon the subject.

Nova Scotia is a country of no vast extent, but sufficiently

large to afford the best examples of the geology and mineralogy,

the zoology and botany of the Dominion, and is replete with the

rare but as yet inert resouices that contribute to the study of

natural science and art. It is fairly entitled both to the considera-

tion of the government and people of the Dominion, with a view

to encourage and call them into useful activity. We ought

therefore, to expect great things from an alliance with a Royal
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Society which is .so patronized and upheld, that it may ahnost be

deemed a Government Institution, at the saine time while it is so

distinct, as to prove that its chief support must depend upon an

appreciation of its merits by the people. Hitherto whatever has

been done in this respect has been with little or no extraneous

aid and assistance. Take our Institute as an example. After

veiy creditable progress, and increasing popularity for several

years, the pressure upon its funds for necessary maintenance had

become so severe, that an application had to be made to the local

legislature, which granted a small annual sum, then, and still,

very acceptable, which enables us to look the Province in the

face with a creditable annual Book of Transactions, and in this

way to repay the obligation by making the country better

known both at home and abroad. But we aie still indebted to

the generosity of individuals for a place wherein to hold our

meetings, and a place to keep our library, which is becoming

valuable in many original publications. We are not able to

build a hall of science as was sanguinely contemplated, nor are

we able to procure out of the funds at our disposal, such publi-

cations connected with our object, as we would like to call our

own. I do not affirm that the interest has abated which was

inspired at the biith of our Institute, certainly it has not

beyond the confines of Nova Scotia, but wilh the strain upon

the knowledge and the active intellect of our members, it is

rather wondeiful that their energies have proved equal to the

demand upon them, or that its meetings are regularly held. It

may be within the bounds of probability that the Royal Society,

as a head or centi'al Institution, with a position so well secui'ed

and acknowledged, may be able to supply by its influence just

the momentum that is so much required to remedy some of those

defects. Most likely our case is that of all Provincial or

Canadian societies affiliated with it. They will without doubt

desiie to preserve their independence in their separate Provinces,

and all alike deserve consideiation. It may not be right there-

fore that the aid of the Government should be bestowed on one

Institution exclusively, but a discriminating assistance to all

miffht be afforded througch one well recognized channel, to be
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claimed as required, by proper application and well proved

necessity. I throw out the suggestion for what it is worth.

Something of the kind is required to secure the proper control

and efficient working of the Royal Society, and I hope for it a

fair degree of attention.

I might enlarge upon other matters favorable to ourselves and

to similar efforts elsewhere, but neither time nor opportunity

serve at present for more extended observations. I will remark,

however, in conclusion, that the Dominion, with regard to every

element of national progress, occupies a proud and enviable posi-

tion amongst the nations of the earth. We reckon up our

ancestry from the Norman conquest, without much thought of

the wonderful Providence which has consolidated the nation, and

guided it through the chaotic and brutal ignorance of that early

period, to the contrast of its present proud rank and develop-

ment, at the acme of civilization and refinement and progress in

art and science of the nineteenth century. How unmeasurably

superior is our position. To us the offspring of all the nation-

alities of our remote ancestry, whose blood is commingled with

that of the Saxon, the Norman, and the Gael, the habitants of

an hemisphere of which no knowledge then existed, is the fusion

bequeathel which has made us all Englishmen and Britons, and

developed the greatest nation the world ever saw. We are the

heirs of all their progress, to mould the future of this vast

Dominion,—not to rest here,—but to carry it onward to a far

greater expansion. " No i^ent up Utica contracts our poivers."

The vast extent of our country and its surprising fertility.

Its settled constitutional government and perfect freedom.

Its healthiness of climate everywhere. Its frontage on two

oceans so favorable to commerce. Its mineral and finny wealth,

—

are all bases of advantage which point to a glorious destiny. It

needs no spirit of prophesy to foretell the result if true to our-

selves. We have already an earnest of progress towards that

€nd, in the spread of our manufactures fostered by an enlighten-

ed government—in the liberal institutions which are conferring

their blessings on the land and helping the consummation—in

our Hoyal Society and cognate institutions, under the highest
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auspices and brightest prospects. As we cherish these and apply

to them our powers of body and mind, so shall we aid the

accomplishment of our destiny and become at length what God
and nature have manifestly designed us to be—the chief nation

of the western hemisphere, perhaps the leading nation of the

world.

Art. II.— Geological Notes of Excuesions with Members
OF the British Association, and others. By
Rev. D. Honeyman, D.C.L., F.R. S.C, F.S.A., &c.

Curator of the Provincial Museum.

{Read December 8, 1884.)

When accompanying our visitors of the British Association, I

made several observations which seem worthy of record.

JOGGINS Section.

We first examined the South Joggins Section—the middle

carboniferous division. This section is always interesting, as

every season makes a renovation. We were, however, too late.

Any fossil trees which had been exposed in the ear ly part of the

season, had been removed by Mr. Barnhill and others. A part

that is always striking had thus disappeared. Interesting speci-

mens of stigmariae, with rootlets, lepidodendra, sigillaria and

calamites, were observed among the debris of the cliffs and in

the ledges. Seams of coal and shales With anthracosia and

entomostraca were also examined and specimens collected.

Want of time prevented us from visiting aud examining the

grindstone grits of Lower Cove.

Interesting sections of trees, sigillaria and lepidodendra, were

also examined at the Superintendent's residence, with small col-

lections of fossils, containing large scales of ihizodus and other

ganoids, with ferns and other flora. These had been secured by

Prof. Richards, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

SPRING HILL AND PARRSBORO' RAILWAY.

Beginning at the Springhill Mines Station, we were in the
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"middle carboniferous" formation and of the synclinal to the

Joggins section. Proceeding, we passed into the red sandstones

of the lower carboniferous. At a distance of about 11 miles, we
seemed to come to the end of this. I expected as much, from

the proximity of the line to a road and river section that I

made from Spring Hill to Five Islands. (Vide Paper, year 187~.)

From this onward, to a distance of about four miles, all is

obscured by drift. From the analogy of the section just referred

to, as well as for reasons which I shall adduce in the sequel, I

consider that the underlying rocks ai-e Archaean. In the other

section, lower carboniferous conglomerates come in contact with

the granites without the intervention of other pre-carboniferous

formations. The I. C. R. section has the Wentworth series,

which I consider to be of lower silurian age, intervening between

the lower carboniferous and archasan. ^^ide Paper 1870.^

Proceeding I observed outcrops of rocks to the east of the

railway, and masses of rock even on the line, which are evi-

dently metamorphic. On the other section, near Five Islands^

we have 2^ miles of metamorphic rocks, which I regard as

silurian, and as probably the extension of the Londonderry ferri-

ferous series. Underlying Parrsboro', we have probably the

extension of the Harrington river rocks (Five Islands), which

produced carboniferous fora and fauna.

PAEESBORO' AND PARTRI'DGE ISLA>?D.

In a walk along the road I had an opportunity of examining

a carboniferous series, which is considered to be synclinal to the

preceding. The upper beds of these, which are thin sandstones,

and grey and black shales, have a northerly dip in 7-5° and an

cast and ^west strike—^they are seen crossing the road below

Parrsboro'. They are, therefore, synclinal to the Parrsboro'

series. The outcrops on the road farther on seem to have the

same high dip. The shore sections east and west of the pier, are

evidently of the same character. In some of these—-a red sand-

stone—Mr. Gilpin found carboniferous fossils,

—

shells. I was

surprised to find them where I expected to find Triassic Sand-

stones. On the shore section east of Parrsboro', these were seen
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and distinguished by their bright red colour. These were also-

observed to the west of Cape Sharp. The intervening part of

the formation has been evidently obscured by glacial and post

glacial marine denudation.

PAE,TRII>GE ISLAM>.

This island, or rather peninsula, is very interesting. Walk-
ing over the rocks, we found tlie tide conveniently low, so as-

to enable us to compass it. The east side is basaltic and bold

,

—some of it having a "causeway" aspect. Numerous veins are

seen permeating the basalt. These are generally jaspideous or

ehalcedonic ; some appear to be magnetite,—a specimen was
found among the basalts. At the point the rocks are split, so

as to form an easy passage to the western side, when the tides

are rising. On this side the rocks are more interesting to the

collector. They are afnygdaloids, &c., and other traps, replete

with minerals in veins, gledes and amygdules. Here we col-

lected beautiful specimens of minerals and amygdaloids—the

latter for the purpose of comparison—with boulders, in the drift

of Halifax and other places. Coming to the north side, we saw
a tine section of triassic sandstones-. They were seen to dip

towards the eruptive rocks, and at the junction to be overlaid by
them. They were thus dipping in a direction contrary to the

carboniferous of the shore. This may be considered a continua-

tion and a termination of our section.

PASSAGE FHOM PARRSBORO' TO WINDSOR.

On board of the steamer "Hiawatha," we made further obser-

vations. Clearing Partridge Island, we observed Cape Sharp,

with its triassic and eruptive rocks. Easterly in the distance

was seen Cape d'Or, having an insular appearance in conse-

quence of a mirage. Succeeding was Cape Split, with its fan-

tastic peaks, and the grand ridge of eruptive rocks ending in

Cape Blomidon. The day was exceptionally clear, so that dis-

tant objects could be seen with great distinctness. Blomidon

was beautiful, with its great stretch of underlying bright red

triassic sandstones, overlaid and crowned with dark basaltic

and other trappean rocks. Rounding the cape, we admired its-
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•ndhle profile
;
proceeding, we viewed its triassic sections onward

to Grand Pre, without difficulty. These sections represent the

triassic formation of Cornwal lis and Annapolis Valley. Fi'om

the occurrence of the same formation on either side of the Basin,

and to the eastward, as well as from the sections just referred

to, we can safely infer that this formation extended, or yet ex-

tends, from Parrsboro' to Grand Pre,—a distance of 15 miles.

The sections on the shore may therefore be added to our section.

Approaching the estuary of the Avon, attention was directed to

the interesting section of lower carboniferous strata called Hor-

"ton Bluif, Great outcrops of gypsum were observed on the right,

and Cheverie triassic and lower carboniferous on the left.

"VVrXDSOR.

Reaching Windsor we examined the interesting lower carbo-

niferous section above the old Avon Bridge. Attention was first

dii-ected to the fossiliferous limestones, and the outcropping

gypsum. Here very fine masses of selenite were found. Dr.

Blanford observed the abundance of trappean boulders, and

supposed that there must be a dyke in the neighborhood. Being

assured that these amygdaloidal and otherwise were transported,

he regarded Partridge Island as the source of supply. The

abundance of associated boulders of crystalline rocks confirms

the supposition. I will give the reason why.

I had not examined these since I commenced my investigations

in glacial transportation. I did not remember of the occurrence

of any other than amygdaloid boulders. I had observed amyg-
daloid at Blomidon, and had referred the araygdaloids in the

-drift of Halifax, &c., to Blomidon.

The boulders of other crystalline rocks, such as syenites, dior-

ites, &c., now observed at the Avon section, associated with the

amygdaloids, basalts, and other trappean rocks, shew transporta-

tion from the Cobequid Mountains, beyond Parrsboro'. Partridge

Island, being in their course, could not escape a levy any more
than Blomidon, so that we ma}' consider both as sources of sup-

ply of amygdaloid and other trappean boulders. The glacier

may thus be credited with facilitating the construction of the
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Spiinghill and Parrsboro' Railroad by excavating in part the

passage through the Archaean and other formations, and also with

furnishing ballast by the deposit of the obscuring drift. In this

connection, I would observe that it may have had something ta

do with the formation of the great Boar's Back of Hebert River.

This deposit is 7 miles in length.

GYPSUM QUARKIES.

We were conveyed to the extensive Gypsum Quarries, east of

Windsor. The exposure of gypsum is truly magnificent. How
or by what process these and similar deposits came into existence

has certainly yet to be discovered. There is a large amount of

Anhydrite, as well as hydrous gypsum. The first is bluish in

color—a .use for it is yet to be ascertained. The useful gypsum
is white, and is principally used as Plaster of Paris.

The borates (mineral) is a discovery of the late Professor How
in these quarries. Specimens were collected. His representa-

tive collection is in the Provincial Museum.

On our way boulders of amygdaloids, crystalline rocks of the

Cobequids, were observed on the road side.

We left Windsor by the Railway Train at night and travelleij

to Halifax. As the rock sections of the Railway could n«t

then be observed, I will describe them in inverse order from my
Paper " On the Geology of the Gold Fields of Nova Scotia."

—

QmiHerly Jommcd of Geological Society, IS63.

We have (1) the Newport Gypsum (of the quarries visited) n

(2) half a mile of Lower Carboniferous Sandstone (underlying

the Gypsum). This is unconformable to (3), quartzite (Cambrian

of our Gold Fields), which extend 2| miles. Then come (5)

Argillites (of the same formation). These extend 2| miles^

Following (6) are cuttings of Quartzite to about a distance of 2|
miles. We next have (7) Granites of Mount Uniacke ; these

extend to a distance of about 4 miles. In this there is a quart-

zite parting. A farther distance of 1| miles are quartzite cut-

tings. We have now reached 12 miles from the Junction. At
Beaver Bank, the station next the Junction, are Slate Quarries-

At the Windsor Junction the Quartzites appear in great pio.nai'.
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nenee. Here we have the extreme of the Waverly GoM Field.

From this to Halifax Station we have Quartzites with Argillites

The latter connect with the Quartzites at Richmond. These

Argillites extend beyond the Station through Halifax City to

Point Pleasant.

MONTAGU GOLD MINES.

At Plalifax our Party received large additions by the arrival

of several other members. We next visited the Montagu Gold

Mines, near Halifax. On our way a subject of conversation with

Dr. Blanford and Mr. Topley. was the age of the gold bearing

rocks. When the Gold was first discovered the geology of Nova

Scotia and New Brunswick had not attained to its present state

of development. The only fossiliferous rocks with which they

eould be compared were the Middle and Upper Silurian rocks of

the "Arisaig Series." The high metamorphism of the gold bearing

rocks when compared with that of the others, and the fact of the

existence of gold in quantity seemed conclusive of their Lower

Silurian age. Vide my Paper " On the Geology of the Nova

Scotia Gold Fields."

—

Journal of the Geological Society, 1863.

Since then the Archwan and Hudson River of Arisaig have

come to licrht, as well as the Arehcean and Cincinnati or Hudson

River, of Wentworth, of the Cobequid Mountains, the Areh-

cean and Upper Ling ida Flags of Cape Breton, and the Arehcean

and Lower Lingula Flags or Primordial of Saint John, New
Brunswick, and yet no obvious equivalent of the gold bearing

rocks have appeared. We have consequently been led from this

and other considerations to look to Wales for their equivalent,

and consider that we have found at least an approximate equiva-

lent in the gold bearing rocks of the Dolgelly district, i. e., the

Cambrian or Pre-Lower Lingula Flags. In this, as at Arisaig,

we would adopt the late Mr. Salter's advice, in consequence of

distance, to use the qualifying term approximate. Vide Paper

" On the Geology of Halifax and Colchester Counties, Part I."

—

Trans. Institute, 18S3-83.

One of the Mines, the Bluenose, or New Albion, was par-

ticularly examined, the position of the auriferous vein^ its char-
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acter, its gold and mode of occurrence, as well as the process at

the mill by which the gold is extracted. Gold was seen occur-

ring in a striking manner in a collection of pieces of quartz

taken from the mine. Of these the visitors received a liberal

share,, as Tnementoes of Nova Scotia Gold Fields.

POINT PLEASANT.

Dr. Blanford, Messrs. Bauei-man, Topley and Merrit, the geolo"

gists of the party, and Mr. Morrow, the President of the Nova
Scotia Institute of Natural Science, went to Point Pleasant to

examine interesting glacial phenomena. As the weather was
unfavorable, we could only examine a few of the more striking

of these.

1. We first examined a ledge of the Cambrian rocks on the east

side, near the Point. This projects into the harbour. The strata have

a northerly dip of 20°. The rocks are hard and crumpled. They
have been scooped, grooved and rounded. The course of stria-

tion produced passes through the harbour, touching Thrum Cap»

a remarkable glacial deposit which was examined in company
with Col. Akers, R. E. I have characterized this as "The ultima

thule of Glacial Transportation in Eastern Canada."—

(

Vide Paper

"On the Geology of Halifax Harbour," read at the meeting of the

British Association at Montreal.) It was suggested that the

glaciating agency might have come from the south. Another

glaciated surface to be yet examined was referred to as shewing

the direction.

2. The section of a deposit of glacial drift at the west side at

the entrance to the N. W. Arm was next examined. Numerous
boulders were observed. These were syenites, diorites and

porphyrites, from the Cobequid Mountain, Archsean series of

rocks, and of the Springhill and Parrsboro' Railway. Attention

was then directed to an enormous boulder of quartzite of Bedford

Basin or beyond. This is furrowed, rounded and striated in a

remarkable manner—two sets of furrows forming a series of vari-

ous angles. This was at once recognized as part of the plowing

machine which had furrowed, striated and polished the rock sur-

faces of Point Pleasant. The boulders of our section is still par-

tially imbedded in the drift.
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3. I next directed attention to a sizeable boulder which Prof.

Richardson had taken out of the drift with his pick-hammer.

Dr. Blanford at once recognised it as a- Partridge Island

Amygdaloid. The boulder is replete with beautiful Amygdules

of the Zeolites, Heulandite, Stilbite, &c. The remains of it will

be found in our Museum Collections, where it is treasured as a

memento of pleasant intercourse with British and American

Geologists.

PRINCE OF wales' TOWER.

Our next and last object was the very remarkable, unique, and

instructive, I may say classical, glaciated rock area at the Prince

of Wales' Tower. This has called forth the admiration of every

Geologist who has examined it. Here we have a rock surface

generally smoothed, polished, striated and rutted in the Glacia^

Period after having been tilted "wonderfully crumpled and

faulted," in the very remote Lower Silurian past.

The most striking and instructive part of it are its ruts.

These convincingly reply to the question asked on the Harbour

ledge (1). A series of these are seen beginning at the northern

side of the area. After rutting the edges of the striata, in the man-
ner of a nail drawn across the lines of growth of a pine board,

they come to a close set line of crumples. Here the ruts termi-

nate, only a few short scratches pass beyond the crumples,

diverging from the regular course S. 20 E. mag., at various angles.

This convincingly shows that points of the graving machine

making the ruts had been fractured in their southerly course.

This testimony corresponds with that of the transported Amyg-
daloids. The rut course produced in a northerly direci-ion passes

the line of Blomidon, and crosses to Cape Sharp. A parallel

glaciation, course S. 20°, E. mag., from Gore and Shubenacadie,

on the east, includes Partridge Island and Two Islands. The
two still farther produced pass through the Cobequid Moun-

tains, including the depression through which the Spring Hill

and Parrsboro Railway passes, and terminate in Nova Scotia at

the South Joggins Section, the latter two miles west of the

Joggins Mines' Coal Seams, the former 12 miles farther west

at Sand River. Produced farther they pass into New Bruns-

wick, including the "Pre-cambrian" mountain, Shepody.
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Previous to the meeting of the British Association I had the

pleasure of examining the phenomena of Pleasant Park with the

other members of the Association. Mr. Blair, of Oakshaw,

Paisley, and the Rev. Father Kavanagh, S. J., now of Quebec,

As the weather at this time was more favourable a more exten-

sive and minute examination of the locality was effected. The
" Geology of the Harbour" was pretty fully discussed with

these Geologists in anticipation of the reading of my Paper

on this subject, forwarded to the Secretary of the Associa-

tion, Prof, Bonney. Specimens of rocks and glacially transport-

ed boulders were collected. One boulder was of a beautiful

Dioiite-Porphyry, from the Cobequid Mountain Archaean series

of rocks. Of this Father Kavanagh has made an exquisite

section and forwarded it to ine for examination with the Polaris

scope and Microscope,

DESCRIPTION,

The ground mass consists of Hornblende with microscopic

Plagioclase, The latter is amorphous with minute crystals,

which are often in twins. Some parts of this mixture is beauti-

fully pleochroic with the dichroism of the hornblende and the

trichroism of the feldspar. Other parts are darkened with opa-

cite which the microscope with direct light shews to be chiefly

magnetite. The Plagioclases separated from the ground mass so

as to make the rock porphyritie is strikingly pleochroic. There

are only two rocks which I have previously examined, one from

Sundy Point, Yarmouth, another from St Peter's Canal, Cape

Breton, tli^t exhibit an equal variety of colours, bands and striae.

Some of these crystals include magnetite. The Feldspar in this

and the other sections has a different spectrum from that of the

Labradorite of the Blomidon Basalts and the albite of the Arisaig

Archsean Diorites and the Nictaux and Wentworth igneous

diorites. I have supposed this form of Plagioclase to be oli-

goclase.

I have derived much pleasure and profit from this intercourse

with " Brother Hammerfirs,"
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Art. III^Feather-Alum (Halotrichite) from Glace Bay,

Cape Breton. By E. Gilpin, F. G. S., F. K S. C,

Chief Inspector of Mines.

(Read March 9th, 1885.;

During a visit to the Glace Bay Coal Mines, in Cape Breton

County, I had specimens of Melanterite, or Green Vitriol, and a

few pieces of a white fibrous mineral brought to me from some

heaps of shale and slack coal, which were being removed from

the pit. The former mineral is not unfrequently met with, the

latter being new to me I made two analyses of it, and thought

that the results might interest some of the members of the

Institute.

The mineral is of a white colour, turning brown on exposure,

and of a delicate fibrous structure. It is soluble in water and

The analyses gave

:

Protoxide of Iron 1G.570

Alumina 9.131

Sulphuric Acid 39.715

Water 35.097

Silica Traces

Magnesia do

Lime , , do

100.513

This analysis, while not agreeing exactly with any given in

Dana's mineralogy, would apparently place the mineral in the

Halotrichite group.

The following table shews the composition of a number of

specimens of Halotrichite compared with that of the mineral

under consideration,
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Locality. Sulphuric Alumina. Ferrous, Water.

Acid. Oxide.

Moorfield.... 36.03 10.91 9.37 42.03

Hurlet 35.60 7.12 13.56 43.71

30.90 5.20 20,70 43.20

.28.63 2.85 19.35 48.58

Freyenwalde 43.90 15.25 7.50 33.10

Glace Bay... 39.71 9.13 16.57 35.09

It would be interesting to know how much time was occu-

pied in the formation of this mineral at the Glace Bay Mines,

some of the fibres beinof one-third of an inch in length. It can,

however, only be remarked that the gallery in which it occurred

had been excavated about twelve years ago.

Another hydrous sulphate, found as a product of decomposition

in Coal Mines, is known as Alunogen.

The following analysis of a specimen occurring as an efflor-

escence at the Scotia Mine in Cumberland County, is taken from

the report of the Canadian Geological Survey for the year

1878-79.

Sulphuric Acid 36935

Alumina 13.479

Ferric Oxide 2.888

Ferrous Oxide .1 57

Water 45.109

Lime 140

Magnesia 138

Potash 087

Sulphur 131

Insoluble 235

99.299

Some years ago a hydrous sulphate of Alumina and Magnesia

of similar origin was found on Silurian Slates at Newport, and

was shown by the late Professor How to be identical with

Piekeringite, a mineral up to that time known only in Peru.
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Melanterite, the first of the minerals mentioned in this paper

belongs to the Copperas group, which contains among its more
noteworthy species, the hydrous sulphates of Iron, Zinc, and
Copper. The first named occurs in nature as a product of the

decomposition of iron pyrites, and is largely made from the

waste oil of vitriol from wire and galvanising works, with scrap

iron, and from alum shale. The production of Copperas in the

United States in the year 1882 was estimated at 15,000,000

pounds, valued at three quarters of a cent per pound. It is

largely used by tanners and dyers on account of its forming a

black colour with tannic acid. It is also used in paper mills,

bleacheries, paint and ink manufactories, and as a disinfectant.

White Vitriol is a similar compound, formed naturally fiom

the oxidation of Zinc Sulphide, and commercially by the action

of Sulphuric acid on Zinc. As met in the Arts, White Vitriol is

a form made by melting the Crystallised Sulphate and agitating

it until it cools in a granular state.

Blue or Copper Vitriol is used in many dyeing and other

chemical operations. When it occurs in nature in solution, as in

the water flowing from copper lodes, large quantities of the

metal are obtained by exposing it to the action of iron, when it

is precipitated as a red mud, easily smelted and refined.

The minerals Feather-Aluin and Pickeringite mark further

steps in this chemical action of air and moisture on Sulphur.

They may, broadly speaking, be considered as belonging to the

native Alum group, the members of which contain water and
sulphate of Alumina and some other sulphate. In Potash Alum,
the common Alum of the shops, this other sulphate is a sulphate

of potash. The corresponding sulphate in the other Alums is

that of Soda, Magnesia, Ammonium, Iron or Manganese, and
finally we have Alunogen, already referred to, a simple hydrous
sulphate of Alumina.

We have alread}^ remarked on the formation of Sulphate of

Iron by the oxidation of iron pyrites. When this action takes

place in the presence of clays, largely composed of Silicate of

Alumina, part of the Sulphuric Acid unites with the Alumina,
and the commonest resulting form is that of a hydrous sulphate
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of Iron and Alumina, such as the mineral forming the subject of

this paper. As the alkalies are frequently present in appreciable

quantities in clays^ true Potash or Soda Alums are often formed*

When clay slates are impregnated with these sulphates they

are termed Aluminous^ and are sometimes rich enough to yield

Alum on the commercial scale. The following outline of the

process is from Dana's Mineralogy, p. 128. The rock is first

slowly heated, after piling it in heaps, in order to decompose

fully the pyrites, and transfer the Sulphuric Acid of any Sul-

phate of Iron to the Alumina, and thus produce the largest

amount possible of Sulphate of Alumina. It is next lixiviated in

stone cisterns. The lye containing this sulphate is afterwarda

concentrated by evaporation, and then the requisite proportion

of Potash (sulphate or chloride, alum containing potash as

well as alumina) is added to the liquid. A precipitate of Alum
falls which is afterwards washed and crystalised. In France

Ammoniacal Salts are used instead of Potash, and an Ammoniacal

Alum is formed.

At Whitby, in Yorkshire, the business of Alum making is a

very old one, having been commenced by Sir Thomas Challoner

in 1460, who brought workmen from France where the process

had long been kept secret as a privilege of the ecclesiastical

powers. The Alum shale occurs in strata of Liassic age, and is

overlaid by a hard compact stone, known locally as " dogger."

The Shale bed is about 200 feet thick, and is a hard bluish gray

shaly clay which rapidly crumbles on exposure. The whole

deposit abounds in iron pyritesj but only the richer portions are

excavated for treatment. About 65 tons of the Shale yield a

ton of Alum. It would unduly extend the limits of this paper"

to give the full details of the manufacture, which is based on

that already outlined.

In the United States there are no deposits of Alum Shale of

any commercial value, but the salt is manufactured to the extent

of 20,000 tons annually, valued at about $800,000. It is nearly

all made from alum clays imported from France and Englandj

The process of manufacture is very simple and consists in mixing

the Alum Shale with Sulphuric Acid, dissolving out the resulting
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Sulphate of Alumina, adding an Alkali Sulphate and crystallis-

ino; the resulting salt.

Domestic records show that through long ages the natural

supplies of Copperas and Alum equalled the demands of the dyer

and manufacturer. When this source w^as no longer adequate

the chemist showed how the slow operations of nature could be

hastened, and now these useful chemicals are produced with

readiness, and at a price formerly deemed unattainable.

These minerals, however, are highly interesting from a differ-

ent stand-point. Hitherto we have regarded them as the source

of agents which have become indispensable to our comfort, and

literally the foundation of many of the varied hues that man

affects in his dress. But the study of their origin and natural

transmutations give an instructive insight into some of the

changes that a;re continually going on in the earth. We see

them marking several of the alterations which have led to the

disintegration of rocks, the' formation of soils^ of economic

ores, etc.

In conclusion I may mention that the manufacture of these

commercial Salts has not been undertaken in Canada. The

total value of textile fabrics, which may call for various pro-*

cesses of dyeing, manufactured in the Dominion, was according to

the last census nearly $20,000,000.

There would therefore appear to be a field for the manufacture

of these Copperas and Alum Salts, in this country, and some of

the shales of our coal fields may be found well adapted for the

purpose.
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Art. IV.

—

On the Canadian Species of the Genus Meli-

LOTUS.

—

By Prof. George Lawson, Ph. D., LL. D.,

F. R S. C., F. C. L, &c

{Read March 9, 1885.)

The object of the following notes is to invite the attention of

observers to the distribution of the species and varieties of

Melilotiis throughout Canada, so as to clear up some confusion

that has arisen from imperfect observation, or mistake in

nomenclature.

The Meliloti are old world plants, belonging originally to

Europe, North Africa, and Asia ; but we have in Canada at least

two well-established species, and one of them, there is reason to

believe, has been strengthening its hold ever since the days of

the old French settlements at Quebec and in Acadia. In Europe,

where these plants are more numerous in species and more

abundant in quantity than with us, they are usually found

growing on loose sandy soils; on railway embankments ; rubbish-

heaps ; river and sea-shore banks; where, from land-slides or

gradual denudation, a close turf is prevented from forming,

and, generally, where the surface soil has been denuded of its

original vegetation and left loose enough for the growth of

annual or biennial plants. They are especially prone to appear

on ballast heaps. From the great centres of old world civilization

they have spread as colonists over North and South America, to

Bermuda, and to other parts of the world far distant from their

original homes.

The plants described by Tournefort under the generic name

Melilotus were included by Linnseus in his genus Trifolium,

which he divided into five sections. The first section consisted

of the Meliloti, and, in the Species Plantarum, the capital letter

M. for Melilotus is repeated on the margin before the trivial

name of each species, thus :
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TRIFOLIUM.
M. officinalis,

M. Indica.

Etc.

1 do not know that any reason has been assigned for, or explan-

ation attempted, of this apparent departure by Linnseus from his

binominal rule. He may have intended merely to emphasize the

section as a particularly well-marked one, or, perhaps, was
unwilling to discard a long established and appropriate term.

'Whether the mime- Melilotus was intended to be used as a part

of the trivial name, as indicated by Smith's mode of citing it

—

(given below)^or as a sub-generic term, which we may fancy is

intended to be indicated by those who write " T. officinale, Linn,"

does not clearly appear. It is possible that Linnaeus regarded

this section of TrifoUumi as really entitled to generic distinction,

and, anticipating its future elevation to the status of a genus,

took this means of presenting to his followers the eminently

appropriate name ready for use so soon as the distinctions and
limits of the group should be fully ascertained. However it may
be explained, this exceptional style of nomenclature created after

confusion in the citations made by botanists from the Species

Plantarum, as may be seen by the following instances, in some
of which the generic name Melilotiis is entirely ignored, and
in others that of Trifolium :

—
" Trifolium Ifelilotus-offcinalis, Linn." — Smith's English'

Flora.

" T. mel. officinalis, Sp. PI."—Lightfoot's Flora Scotica.

" T. Melilotus offcinalis, L."—Koch's S3'nopsis Florae Ger-

manicse. Loudon's Hortus Britannicus.

" T. Melilotus, L."—Hooker's British Flora, oth edition.

" T. officinale, Linn."—Alton's Hortus Kewensis, 2nd ed.

"Wight & Arnott's Prodromus. Hooker's Brit. Flora, 5th ed.

Watson's Bibliographical Index of N. American Plants.
'•' M. offcinalis, Linn."—Torrey & Gray's Flora of North

America. Hooker & Walker-Arnott's British Flora, 6th edition-

Hooker's Student's Flora, 1st edition.
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The Tvifoliuin Melilotus offi^cinalis of Linn?eus's Species^

Plantarum included three well defined forms that are now re-

garded by botanists as well-established species, viz •,

1. The type, or normal form, which appears to have been long

known in France and other parts of Southern Europe, although

a comparatively recent addition to the British Flora, having

been found in England for the first time about the year 1849 or

1850, and shortly afterwards in Scotland. It has been known
to English botanists hitherto, mostly, as M. arvensiSjWallroth, but-

now appears in Sir Joseph Hooker's Student's Flora (edition of

1884) as M. officinalis Desrousseaux, although 7iot the offLcin-

alls of Willdenow, so commonly quoted by authors.

2. Linnseus's variety b, variously named by authors Ti^ifo'

lutm Germanicum, Smith ; M. vtdgaris, Willdenow ; M. leucan"

tha, Koch ; M. alba, Desrousseaux.

3. The variety
ff,

which has been recorded as a native and

not rare British plant ever since the time of Ray, and which

was known during the latter part of last and early part of the

present century as TTifolium,. officinale, Hull, subsequently as

Melilotus officinalis, Willdenow, and is now recognized as M.

ALTissiMA, Thuillier,

Of the above mentioned three species, two have hitherto been

credited to Canada, viz : M. alba, Desr., and M. altissima, Thuil-

lier. Respecting M. alba there is no question. It is a well known
plant. It appears to be doubtful, however, whether M. altis-

sima is established as a Canadian species, although it is so very

common in Britain. All the Canadian yellow-flowered specimens

oi Melilotus that have reached me, so far, belong to M. officinalis

,

Desr., not M. officinalis Vv^iWd. Whether the United States plant is

M. aUisaiina or i¥. o^ci?iaZis, I have not ascertained. Possibly

we may have both species on this continent, but the only cer-

tainty in the matter is that we do not as yet know the distribu-

tion of either.

1, Melilotus officinalis, Desrousseaux.

This species, although, like the others, variable in size, habit

and duration, being sometimes an annual, but usually a.
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biennial, may be readily distinguished fiom its congener, M.

altissima, by its cylindrical, plump, shining, bright-colored, trans-

versely wrinkled, glabrous pod ; in the flower, the wings and

standard are about equal in length, longer than the keel. We
still need more careful observation as to how far these differences

in the comparative lengths of the vexillum, alee and carina are

constant in the several species of Melilotus ; these differences

were first specially noted in Dr. Hayne's communication, dated

Schnobeck, 9th October, 1807, to Schrader's Neues Journal fur

die Botanik. Although the flowers of M. offi^cinalis, Desr., are con-

stantly yellow in Britain and America, there is a white-flowered

European form, named T. Petitpierreanum, for " Herr Petit-

pierre. General de la Grande Armee ;" T. Kochianu7n, for " Herr

Chirurgus Koch, in Gnadau."

—

(See Hayne's letter.)

This plant grows abundantly on the banks of the Avon
River, near Windsor, Nova Scotia, where it has been long

established, and presents every prospect of permanence ; it is

also general on the citadel, and in several other localities around

the City, of Quebec, appearing as much at home as any of tha

original native plants. During the visit of the British Associ-

ation to Montreal in 1884, I found it growing wild in the streets

of that City, and Mr. P. Jack obtained it on the Montreal;

Mountain.

It is not improbable that the Canadian localities hitherto-

assigned to M. altissima, Thuillier, or some of them, may prove,,

on examination, to belong to this species. Indeed, I think it very

probable that the localities given by Sir William Hooker in the

Flora Boreali-Americana, viz: "About Montreal and Quebec.

Lady Dalhousie, Mrs. Percival," belong to this species.

In Prof. Macoun's Catalogue, I, p. 107, M. altissima, (M.

officinalis, Willd.), is said to be " naturalized at Pictou and

Halifax, N. S." So far as I know, we have no established

Melilotus in the Halifax district; but M. officinalis, Desr. (not

altissima) appeared spontaneously one season in a sowing of M.
alba, in the garden of Mr. P. Jack, Bellahill. As regards Pictou,'

Mr. A. H. MacKay, M. A., Principal of the Pictou Academy, has

kindly taken the trouble to collect specimens for me on the
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ballast hills there, where he says the Melilotus is of corapafa-

tively recent introduction, and they all prove to belong to M,

officinalis, Desr. That species may thus be regarded as an

established plant at Windsor, Nova Scotia, Quebec and Mon-

treal, and as "casual" or imperfectly naturalized at Pictou,

At all of the stations where it is now permanently natural-

ized, it probably owed its origin to the early French set-

tlers. It is the species described in Yaillant's Flora Parisi-

ensis, and other French Floras of last century, and seems to

have followed the movements of the French people. As regards

the plants reported from New Brunswick, Ottawa, Belleville^

Toronto, and London, Ont., they may or may not be referable

here.

Melilotus officinalis. Desrousseaux, in Lamarck's Diet. IV.,

p. 63 (Koch), (1796,) Desfontaines, Flora Atlantica, IL, p. 191,

(Koch). Lois, Floia Gallica, ed. 2, II, p. 128, excl. syn. Willd.,

(Koch). Koch, Synopsis Flora© Germanicse ed. 2, 1, p, 183 (1843).

Hook, m., Stud. Fl. Brit. Isl., ed. 3, p. 96 (1884).

Melilotus offcinaru7)i Germuniw. C. Bauhin Pinax, p. 33L

Vaillant, Flora Parisiensis, p. 124.

Trifolium Melilotus officinalis (a). Linn. Species Plan-

tarum, p. 1078.

T. vulgare. Hayne, in Schrader's Neues Journal fur de Bo-

tanik, II., p. 336 (1807).

Melilotus diffusa. Koch, in DeCand. Flore Francaise, V., p.

664, excl. syn. a DeCand. (Koch).

M. arvensis. Wallroth, Sched., 892 (Koch), Babington^

Manual Brit. Bot., ed. 3, p. 72 (1851). Hooker & Walker-

Arnott, Brit. Flora, ed, 6, p. 99 (1850). Hook, iil., Student's

Flora Brit. Isl., ed. 1, p. 90 (1870).

Melilotus off-cinalis var. ff^orihus alhis. Koch, Synops. Fl

Ger., ed. 2, I., p. 183.

Trifolium Petitpierreanum. Hayne, in Schrader's Neue."*

Journ. fur de Botanik, IL, p. 337 (1807).

• Melilotus Petitpierreana. Willdenow, Enumer., p. 790.

Reichenbach, I'l. Exc, p. 498 (Koch). Koch, Synop. Fl, Ger.,,

«d. 1, p. 167.
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2. Melilotus alba, Besrousseaux.

This is a well known plant, often cultivated for bees, and it

Ihas attracted attention at different times as a source of fibre and

paper pulp. In rich favourable soils it grows to a great size,

rising to a height of from 6 to 10 feet, or even more. It is

much branched, has clean and g-labrous stems and foliage, and

long dense raxiemes of numerous small white flowers. The wing

and keel petals are shorter than the standard. .

This species grows in great luxuriance about the Grand Trunk

Railway yards at Toronto, and probably in other parts of Ontario;

also about Montreal. It is specially a Railway Plant, but its

range in Canada has not been traced. Being frequently culti-

vated, it is apt to occur as a "casual," and, in giving localities for

it, observers should state explicitly whether the plant has taken

permanent hold. In Halifax County it has been cultivated in

gardens for many years, but does not spread.

Melilotus alba. Desrousseaux, in Lamarck's Encyclopedie

Methodique, Botanique, IV., p. 63, (DC.) (1796). Reichenbach,

Fl., Exc, p. 499. Koch, Synops. Fl. Germanic?e, ed. 2, I., p.

183. Eat. & Wr. 317. Gray, Manual, Bot. Northern N. S., p.

128. Brewer & Watson, Bot. California, I, p. 132. Hook, fil.,

Students' Flora, Br. IsL, ed. 1, p. 90. Watson, Bibliographical In-

dex N. Am. Plants. I. p. 243. Macoun, Cat. Canad. Plants, L.

p. 106 (1883).

Melilotus ojfficinarum Germanke, flore alba. C. Bauhin

Pinax, p. 331. Tournefort, Inst. Rei Herbariss, p. 407.

Trifoliwm Melilotus offi^cinalis, (b.) Linnaeus, Species Plan-

tariura, p. 1078.

Trifolium album. Lois. Flora Gallica, p. 479.

T. Germanicum, Smith, in Rees's Cyclopaedia, xxxvi. (1819).

Melilotus officinalis (b.) alba. Persoon, Synopsis, I., p. 348

(1807). Nuttall, Genera, IL, p. 104.

M. officinalis (b). Alton fil, Hort. Kewensis, ed. 2, IV., p.

380 (1812).

M. vulgaris. Willdenow, Enumeratio Plantarum Horti

B^rolinensis, p. 790 (Koch), (1809). Spreng. Syst., III., p. 206,
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(Koch). Koch. Synops. Fl. Germ., ed. 1, p. 166. Babington,

Manual Brit. Bot., ed. S, p. 72 (1851). Hook. & Walker-Arnott,

Brit., FL, ed. 6, p. 98 (1850).

M. leucantha. Koch, in DeCandolle's Flore Francaise, V., p»

564 (1815). Seringe, in DeCand. Prodromus, II., p. 187 (1825.)

Wight, Cat. Ind. Plants, No. 867. Wight & Walker-Arnott,

Prod. Florae Penins. Indise Orient., p. 196 (excl. syn. altissivia,

Thuill). (1834.) Beck, Bot., p. 78. Torrey & Gray, Fl., N. Am.,

I., p. 321. Torrey, Fl., New York, I., p. 171. Gray, Man. Bot.,

N. U. States, ed. 1, p. 108. Hook, Brit. Flora, ed. 5, p. 78

(1842). English Botany Supplement, t. 2689.

3. Melilotus altissima, Thuillier.

This species is readily distinguished by its dull colored, some-

what flattened, pods, which are distinctly pubescent or scabrous;

the standard, wings, and keel of the flower are equal in length.

Many of the numerous localities given for this species in Can-

ada and the United States probably belong to M. offi^cinalis,

Desr. I have not, so far, seen a Canadian specimen of M.

altissima.

Melilotus altissima.— Thuillier, Flore des environs de Paris,

ed 2, p. 378 and 83. (1799.) Loiseleur-Deslongchamps, Flora

Gallica, II, p. 4. (1807.) (Seringe.) Seringe, in De Candolle's

Prodromus, II., p. 187. Hook, fil.. Student's Flora of Brit. Isl.,

3 ed., p. 96, (1884).

Trifolium, odoratum sive Melilotus vulgaris fiore luteo. J.

Bauhin. Raii Synopsis Methodica Stirpium Britannicarum, ed.

2, p. 195, (1696).

Trifolium Melilotus officinalis (g.) Linnaeus, Species Planta-

rium, II., p. 1078. WiJldenow, Sp. Plant, II., p, 1355. Sturm,

Deutsch. Fl., fasc. 1, p. 15. (Seringe.) Hudson, Flora Anglica,

ed, 2, p. 322 (1798). Withering, Arrangement of Brit. Plants,

III., p. 645 (1796). Linn, Syst. Veget., ed. Litchfield, p. 561

(1783).

Trifolium officinale.—RnW, British Flora, p. 162 (1799) ; ed.

2, L, p. 216 (1808). Smith, Flora Britannica, p. 781 (1800.)

Willdenow, Species Plantarum, HI., p. 1355 (1801.) Hooker,
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Tlora Scotiea, p. 269. Smith, English Flora, III, p. 297. Aiton

fil., Hortus Kewensis, ed. 2, IV., p. 380 (1812.) The following

is doubtful :—Bigelow, Fl. Boston, p. 169.

Trifolium Melilotus aUisshnuni.— Gmelin, II., p. 219 (Koch.)

TrifoliiiTn altissimwm,— Lois, Flora Gallica, II., p, 4 (DC,
Xoch.)

Melilotus officinalis. Willdenow, Enuraeratio Hort. Berol,

II., pp. 789-90 (Seringe, Koch). (Eder, Flora Danica, t. 934

(Seringe). Seringe in DeCandolle's Prodroraus, II., p. 186

(1825). Koch, Synopsis Floras Germanicse et Helveticas, ed. 1

p. 166. Hooker, British Flora, ed. 5, p 78 (1842). Hooker &
Walker-Arnott, Brit. Fl., p. 98 (18-50). Babington, Manual of

British Botany, ed. 3, p. 72 (1851). Hook, fil., Student's Flora

British Islands, ed. 1, p. 90 (1870). The following are moie or

less doubtful : Elliott, II., p. 199. Torrpy, Flora of New York,

I, p. 170. Torrey & Gray, Flora N. America, I., p. 320

(1838-40). Chapman, Fl. Southern N. S., p. 90. Gray, Manual,

p. 128. Brewer & Watson, Bot. California. I, p. 132. Macoun,

Catalogue, 1878, p. 11, No. 409. Jones, Transactions Nova
Scotia Inst. Nat. Sc. Watson, Bibl. Index. Hemsley, Bot.

Bermudas, Challenger Report, Botany, vol. 1. p. 28.

M. macrorhiza. Persoon, Synopsis, II. p. 348. Seringe in

DeCandolle's Prodromus, II., p, 187 (Koch).

3. MELiLOTtTS Indica, Allioni.

This is a small, procumbent or ascending, rarely erect, plant,

with branches spreading from the base. The racemes are short,

of very small, almost sessile, crowded flowers, and elongate in

fruit
;
pods globose-ovate, wrinkled.

This species occurs chiefly in the warmer parts of tlie south of

Europe and in India. There are specimens from Brazil in the

"Edinburgh University Herbarium. In North America it had
iDeen found, when Torrey and Gray's Flora was published, only

at New Orleans, as a recent introduction. It has since appeared

in California. It was collected by myself on Wandsworth Com-
mon, near London, in 1851, and, subsequently, elsewhere in

England by other botanistSj but it does not appear to have
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become permanently naturalized as an English plant. Neither

does it seem to have spread in the Atlantic States, nor to have

reached Canada.

Indica appears to have been the first specific name, coupled

with the generic term Melilotus, applied to this plant, for the

publications of Allioni, who gave it, extended (so far as can be

ascertained,) only from 1755 to 1789 ; but I have at present no

means of reference to Allioni's works, published at Turin and

Paris. Desfontaines' name, parvijiora, under which this plant

has more generally passed, was not published till the year 1799.

The Trifolium varviflorwrn of Ehrhart is a totally different

plant, a true Trifolium, the T. strictum, of Lihnseus.— See

Schrader's N. Journal, II., p. 112 (1808.)

Melilotus. Indica. Allioni. Bentham in Mart. Fl. Bras. Smith

in Rees' Cyclopaedia.

Irifolium Melilotus Indica d. Linn. Species Plantarum, p.

1077. Roxburgh, Fl. Indica, III., p. 388 ; in E. I. C. Museum,,

tab. 411.

M. 'parvifioro.. Desfontaine, Fl. Atl., IL, p. 192. Seringe in

DeCandolle's Prodromus, II., p. 187. Hook., Comp., Bot. Mag.

I., p. 22. Lawson, Proc. Bot. Soc. Edin., 1851. Torr & Gray,

Fl. N. Am., I., p. 321. Gray, PI., Fendl., p. 33, PI. Wright, IL,

p. 41. Brewer & Watson, Bst., Calif., I., p. 132. Wallich, List

of E. Ind. Plants, No. 5943. Wight & Arnott, Prod. Fl., Pen.

Ind. Orient., p. 196. Hemsley, in Botany of Bermuda, Chal-

lenger Report, Bot., I. p. 29 (1885).

M. occidentalis. Nuttall in Torr. & Gr. Fl. N. Am., I. p. 321.

M. 'minima. Roth, Novaa Species pifesertim Indies Orient-

alis, p. 361. De Candolle, Prod., IL, p. 189. Sprengel, Syst.

Yeg.,ni.,p. 208.

The following is a List of the Species and Varieties of Melilotus^,

as described in 1825 by Seringe, the monographer of this

genus in De Candolle's Prodromus, Part II.,pp. 186-189. It will

show the distribution of the several species as known at that

time, before railroads and ocean steanxships had influenced their.
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spread over the world. A few additional species have been

subsequently described in the Annales des Sciences Naturelles>

and other works, and modifications and corrections have been

made in the nomenclature, in several instances ; but I have

limited the list, and retained the names strictly as given in the

Prodromus :

Section 1. Ca^lorutis

:

1. ilf. Kochiana. Willd. Enumeratio Plantarum. Hort.

Bot. Berolinensis, p. 790. (1809.) Germany and France.

2. M. dentata. Ibid. Hungary.

Var. b. angustfolia. Wallroth, Schedules Criticse FI.

Halens., I, p. 394. (1822).

3. M. linearis. Cavanilles (ex Persoon, Syrpops., II. p. 348,

1S07). Spain.

4. M. Ruthenica. Bieberstein, Flora Taurica-Caucasica, p.

506, in note. (1808.) Sarepta, Syria.

5. M. melanosperina. Besser MS. (1824) in De Cand.

Prod. (1825). Crimea.

0. M. officinalis. Willd. Enum., p. 790. (1809.) Europe.

Var. h. ungvAculata. Seringe in DC. Prod. II., p. 187

(1825). Berne and Geneva.

7. M. palustris. Kitabel MS. (1815) in DC. Prod., II., p.

187 (1825), Hungary.

8. ? M. arborea. Castagne MS. in DC. Prod., II., p. 187

(1825). Cultivated ai"ound Constantinople.

9. M. altissima. Thuillier, Flore des environs de Paris, ed.

2, pp. 378 and 83. (1799). Paris.

10. M. leucantha. Koch, in DeCandolle's Flore Francaise,

ed. 3, v., p. 564. (1815.) Europe.

b. unginculata. Seringe in DC. Prod., Pars II., p. 187.

(1825.) Around Berne.

11. M. macrorhiza. Pei^soon, Synopsis, II., p. 348. (1807).

Hungary.

12. M. parviflora.. Desfontaines, Flora Atlantica, II., p.

192. (1799.) Barbary, Italy, France.

13. ? M. segetalis. Seringe, in DeCandolle's Prodronius-,.

Para II., p. 187. (1825.) Estremadura, Spain^
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14. M. Polonica. Persoon, Synopsis, II., p. 348. (1807.)

p. 188. Poland.

15. M. Taurica. Seringe in DeCand. Prod., II., p. 188.

<1825.) Crimea.

IG. M. Italica. Lamarck, Encyclopedie Methodique, Botan-

ique, IV., p. 65. (1796.) Italy.

17. M. gracilis. DeCandolle, Fl. Fran^aise, V., p. 565.

(1815.) Southern parts of France.

18. M. pallida.—Bq^sqy MS. (1824,) in DeCand. Prod., IL^

p. 188. (1825.) Volhynia, West Russia.

19. ? M. suaveolens. Ledebour, Enumeratio Plantarura Hort.

Bot. Dorpatensis, Supplement, 1824, p. 5. Near Nertschinsk,

Dahuria.

Section 2, Plagioruth.

20. M. arvensis. VVallroth. Sched. Grit., p. 391. (1822.)

Germany.

Var. b. alhifiora. Wallroth, 1. c, p. 392.

21. M. elegans. Salzmann MS. in DeCand. Prod., II., p.

188. (1825.) Corsica.

22. M. Besseriana. Seringe MS. in DeCand. Prod., II., p.

188. (1825.) Crimea?

Section 3. Campylorutis.

23. M. Messanensis. Desfontaines, Fl., Atl., II., p. 193.

(1799.) Barbary, Sicily, Piedmont, Straits of Messina. Said

to be the Lotos of the Greeks ; Lotus of the Romans, Virgil

Georgics, B. I., 84 B. III., 394.

24. M. sulcata. Desfontaines, 1. c. (1799.) Algiers. Alex-

andria.

Var. h. Lihanotica. Seringe, in DC Prod., II., p. 189. (1825.)

Mount Lebanon.

SPECIES IMPERFECTLY KNOWN.

25. M. Baumetti. Hornemann, Hortus Reg. Bot. Hafniensis

Supp., p. 84. (1819.) Native country unknown.

26. M. minima. Roth, Novae Species Plantarum, p. 361.

India.

27. M. Neapolitana. Tenore, Prod. Supp., I., p. QQ. Cata-

logue, 1819, p. 57. Near Naples.
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Art. v.—LouiSBURG—Past and Present. A Historico-Geo-

LOGicAL Sketch.—Rev. D. Honeyman, D. C. L.,

F. R. S. C, &c.

{Read April I3th, 1S85.)

LouiSBURG is situate on the south-east side of the Island of

Cape Breton, in lat. 45° 55", and in long. 59° to 60.o It lies thus

in the meridian of Standard time of Nova Scotia and the 16

hour meridian of Cosmic time. It is S'^ 40° east of Halifax, and

is the only place of notice in this meridian. It is first known in

History as Havre a I'Anglois or English Harbour. It was so

called as it was a place of resort for English Fishermen. This

was its name previous to the year 1713. By the treaty of

Utrecht, Cape Breton was ceded to France ; it then received the

name L'isle Royal. On its cession the French proceeded to fortify

it, chiefly, by the erection of one Stronghold. The Port St. Anne,

called also Port Dauphin and Havre a I'Anglois became rivals

for this enviable distinction. La Ronde Denys says " Port Sainte

Anne is without contradiction the finest Harbor in the world.

It would cost only half the expense to make the fortifications

there that it would at Port I'Anglois, as the materials are at hand.

My deceased grandfather, Denys, had a fort there, the vestiges

of which are yet to be seen."

Charbeois, says, " The sole inconvenience of the Port St. Anne,

which every one admits to be one of the finest Harbours in the

New World, is that it is not easy to make it. Havre a I'Anglois

is considered to be of easy access and reputed to be generally

free from ice. Another recommendation is, it opens direct into

the Atlantic Ocean and consequently cannot be blocaded by an

enemy." These considerations led to its selection as the future

stronghold. Louis the Fourteenth was then King of France.

After the " Grand Monarque " it was named Louisburg.

In 1714 Queen Anne died, and George the 1st, Elector of

Hanover, succeeded to the Throne of Great Britain. In the

following year Louis the Fourteenth died. His successor was

his grandson, Louis the Fifteenth. As the latter was under age.
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Philip the Duke of Orleans became Regent. It was during his

regency" that the French were engaged in laying the foundation

of the Cit}^ and Fortress Louisburg, in the year 1718.

The first Governor of Cape Breton and Louisburg was M'de

Costabelle, who was transferred from Placentia Bay, Newfound-
land, when it was given up to Great Britain by the Treaty of

Utrecht, With him were transferred the French inhabitants of

Placentia Bay. These, with others from France, Cana:da and

Acadia, formed the first population of Louisburg.

In the year 1723 the regent died, and Louis XV. assumed the

reins of power, while only fourteen years of age.

In 1727 George I. died, and George II. succeeded him. At
this time the Governor of Louisburg was M. de St. Ovide, who
had been lieutenant du Hoi under M. de Costelello.

In 1732, Louisburg was considered to be almost impregnable
;

about 30,000,000 livres, or 7,500,000 dollars, had been expended

on its works. It had a strong citadel, and several other forts

and batteries, well mounted with cannon.

In 1744, the garrison consisted of 600 regulars and 800 militia.

At this time wars arose in Europe ; thus, Maria Theresa, of

Austria, had succeeded her father, the Emperor Charles VII., in

1740, but the Elector of Bavaria was made Emperor Charles

VII., at Frankfort, in 1742, and claimed the Austrian possessions.

The King of France took the part of the Elector, while George

II. aided Maria Theresa. France and Great Britain were thus

ranged on opposite sides. War was consequently declared by
France against England, and England against France, in 1744.

Duquesnel, who was then Governor of Louisburg, received inti-

mation of the declaration of war two months before it was

received in Boston, and immediately commenced hostilities. He
sent M. de Vivier, with armed ships and 900 men, to Canseau,

which was captured without opposition, and the inhabitants,

who capitulated on certain conditions, were taken prisoners to

Louisburg.

CITY AND FORTIFICATIONS OF LOUISBURG, IN 1745.

Looking at the chart before me, we are reminded somewhat of

the Oity of Paris^ inclosed within its fortifications. Our plan is
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from a survey made by Richard Gridley, lieutenant-colonel of

the train of artillery at the siege in 1745. We could not well

have better authority for our subsequent description. The scale

is 300 feet to the inch.

The city and its fortifications occupied a tongue of land which

formed the south-west side of the harbour. The suburbs seem to

have been sparsely settled. The only settlements indicated in

the map which accompanies the plan, are along the north-east

side of the harbour. The city is divided into squares. Its streets

run east and west and north and south. Of the former there

are six in number, of the latter there are seven. The main

street is No. 3 from the north. It extends from the Maurepas

Gate on the east, to the Grand Parade, on the west. On this

street is situate the hospital and the nunnery. The hospital on

its north side is otherwise bounded by the second street on the

north, and by the second and fourth cross streets, counting from

the east the third cross street is intercepted by the hospital, and

terminates on the main street. The nunnery on the south side

of the main street is otherwise bounded by street No. 4 and No.

5. There is a square between this establishment and the grand

parade. Other buildings named are the ordnance store and the

general store. Attached to the former are the arsenal and bake

house. Adjacent is the fortification stores. These occupy a

grand square in the north-west cf^rner of the city. There are

three gates having names, viz., Maurepas Gate, already referred

to, at the east end of Main Street. Queen's Gate at the south

end of the second cross street, and Frederick's Gate on the

north, opposite the seventh cross street leading to the harbour

near the general store, and which is called the Key Curtain and

the West Gate. The length of Main Street from the Maurepas

Gate to the Grand Paiade is 1500 feet. This is the greatest

length of the city The street north of it is 1300 feet in length.

This is shortened by the great pond which is on the north-east

side of the city. It extends, however, farther west than the

main street, as the latter is shortened by the Place of Arms of

the citadel, which is on the west of the Grand Parade. The 4th

eross street has a lenoth of 1300 feet, The fifth street is 1200
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feet long. These two represent the greatest breadth of the city.

Length of the city 1300 to 1500. Breadth 1200 to 1300.

FORTIFICATIONS.

On the east side of the City, we have on either side of the

Maurepas Gate, guard houses, then the Talus or slope of the

Rampart and Rampart, then a broad ditch crossed by a bridge

150 feet in length. On the left (N) of this is the Maurepas
Bastion, and on the right (S.) the Brouillan Bastion. In front of

the Ditch and Bastions is the intermediate angular place of arms
with Traverse on either side, Ramparts and Glacis with entrance.

The south-west side has its fortifications. The chief is the

Citadel or King's Bastion. I have already said that this isi

situate on the west end of Main Street and the west side of the

Grand Parade. This is an exceedingly strong fortification. It

has a spacious Place of Arms and Glacis towards the Grand
Parade. There is a Guard House near the entrance to the City.

There are then two Covert-ways with two Traverses, between

these is the entrance to the Citadel. The entrance crosses a

ditch which is about 50 feet wide. In the inside we have (1st)

the Chapel next the entrance. In a line with this, occupying

the south-east corner, are (2nd) the Governor's Apartments.

In a similar position on the north-west corner are (3rd) the

Barracks, The sides adjoining 3rd and 2nd have Casements.

Beside the Barracks is the Parade. The four sides are bounded
by the broad ditch which extends along the whole series of,

fortifications, and hence in our description may be called the

Great Ditch. Its length is about 3000 feet, and its breadth

from 100 to 200 feet. On the other side of the Ditch is the

Covert-way, and then the Glacis. Opposite (west) north corner

is a Place of Arms with Glacis. Here there are neither Traverses

nor outward passages. The distance from the foot of the

Glacis of the Place of Arms on the east to that of Glacis of the

Place of Arms on the west is 2900 feet. This running along the

length of the City represents the extreme length of the City and

fortifications.
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queen's BASTION

Is about 450 feet S. E. from the Citadel, Between the two

extend a Rampart, a Parapet, the Ditch with a bridge, a Place of

Arms with Covert-ways, two Traverses and a Glacis with paasage.

princess' bastion

Is about 450 feet from Queen's Bastion. Between this and

the preceding is a Rampart, a Parapet, the Ditch with bridge?

Place of Arms with covert-ways, and two Traverses, a Glacis and

passage. At the north end of the bridge is the Queen's Gate

and entrance to the City. In this Bastion is a fortified Cazemet.

(I give the old spelling of words like the last.) This Bastion

has its east sic'e on the shore, north of Black Cape. At the

back of the Bastion is a small pond. Between this Bastion and

the Brouillan Bastion is a Small Arms Curtain which extends

along the shore about 525 yards. Between this and the City is

a Picquet Line raised during the siege in 1745.

DAUPHIN BASTION.

This is situate on the north-west of the Citadel at a distance

of about 550 feet. Between, the ditch is about 200 feet wide.

Between the two and at the Dauphin is a Pond. This is crossed

by a bridge near the Bastion. Outside are Covert-way and

Glacis. Inside of the Fort, beyond the Rampart, are a Powder
Magazine and a Guard House, This Bastion is near the Harbour.

In the inside and in the City is another Pond.

PROFILE OF THE FORTIFICATION,

West,—a. Glacis, b. Banquet, c. Covert Way, d. Counterscarp,

e. Ditch, f. Parapet, g. Banquet, h. Rampart, i. Talus. East,—
Back of the Dauphin Bastion is " The Spur." Attached

to this is the west end of the chain boom, which extends

to the east and opposite side. This boom was to protect

the French ships in 1748.

THE KEY CURTAIN,

This extends from the 82yur and runs sub-parallel with the

shore as far as the Battery la Grave {Greve) to a length of about
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ISOO feet. In it there are 5 openings. The second from tll6

Dauphin Bastion is Frederick's Gate, ah-eady referred to as a

gate of the city.

BATTERY LA GRAVE.

This is the last of the city fortifications. It faces the N. E.

The great pond already referred to is in the rear, and part of it

forms a ditch on the east side of the battery. A bridge about

500 feet in length passing through the pond connects the battery

with the Maurepas Bastion. The distance from the Battery la

Grave (N. side) to the foot of the glacis, between the Queen's

and Princess' Bastions (S. side), is 2350 feet. (lesS than half a

mile). This is the greatest breadth of the fortification. The

circuit of the fortification is about 10,250 feet, (less than 2 miles.)

BURYING GROUND.

This lies to the east of the city, between it and Rocheford
Point.

ISLAND BATTERY

Is an Island opposite Eockford Point, in the north of the

harbour, atid next its entrance. This was formed of rocks about

600 feet long and 60 broad. This was an important part of the

defences of Louisburg, as it was mounted, 30 guns, 28 pounders.

ROYAL BATTERY.

This stood on the north side of the harbour and opposite its

Bntrance.

CAREENING PLACE

Is another point of interest indicated on our map. This lies

on the east side of the harbour at a distance of about half a mile

north-west from the light-house.

In Autumn 1744, the project of taking Louisburg originated

in New England. The soldiers and inhabitants of Canso, who
had beeti taken prisoners by Duvivier were at this time sent to

Boston, according to the terms of capitulation. From what they

nad seen of the fortifications of Louisburg they considered that

it could be taken, and advised accordingl3^ 't'his and other

considerations led to the carrying out the projected sieg-e. Nine
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'?>5giments were raised and equipped in 50 daySj^xinder the com-

mand of Sir Wm. Pepperill. A British Fleet under the command
x>i Commodore Warren assisted. From Boston the Expedition

proceeded to Canso.

On Sunday, Apiil 29th (0. S.) they sailed from Canseau. On
the 30th the British Fleet and transports anchored off" " Flat

Point," in Gabarus Bay, which lies to the S. W. of Louisbourg,

"but the foi^ces were prevented from landing by a detachment

from the city." At Kennington Cave, in the same bay which

was subsequently so named, the New England Forces landed

before the detachment from Louisburg could come round to

-oppose them. The distance between this and Low Point is a

mile and a half.

On May 2nd the settlements on the N. E. side of the harbour

Were destroyed by the besiegers ; on which, the garrison in the

"Royal Battery" immediately dcvserted it.

" On May 26th the English attempted to take the ' Island

Battery' when 60 men were drowned and 116 taken prisoners."

"The English Battery, erected at the Light House on the N.

E. side of the entrance to the harbour, on June 11, demolished

the Island Battery." •

" This important fortress was taken on the l7th of June, 1745,

after a siege of 49 days and the loss of 100 men killed and 30

that died by sickness." These quotations are from notes on our

-plan and map.
CONTEMPORARY EVENT.

The battle of Fontenoy, Belgium, was fought the same year,

{1745).

CELEBRATION OF VICTORY.

The ne\\^ of the fall of Louisburg reached London on July

-23. The event was celebrated with the customary demonstra-

tions of joy. The firing of guns in the Tower and Park, the

illumination of London, blazing bonfires, and the ringing of bells.

"Sir Wm. Pepperill was created a Baronet, and Commodore War-
ren was promoted Rear Admiral of the Blue. '

*

A glorious reception was accorded to Sir Wm. Pepperill, Bar^

•onet, and the Hon. Admiral Warren when thev reached Boston
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on the 25tli June, 174G. The speaker and representatives also'

tendered their cong-ratulations. In 1746 Louisburg had become'

the head military quarters of the British. The New Englanders,

numbering about 1500, occupied the place from the time of its

surrender. These were succeeded, in Autumn 1745, by two-

regiments of foot and three companies of another regiment.

In the same year a fleet was sent from France for the purpose

of recapturing Louisburg, and also Nova Scotia. This was

under the command of the Due d' Anville. Contrary winds,

storms and other casualties proved fatal to the fleet and its

commander, and Louisburg remained undisturbed. We find,

however, that the new proprietors were much discontented with

the state of matters existing in these new acquisitions, and gave

full scope to their complaints. Knowles, the Governor, sent such-

doleful representations to the Duke of Newcastle that the British

authorities seem to have considered Cape Breton and Louisburg

not desiiable possessions, so that it is not surprising to find that

" This place was afterward,s restored to the French by the treaty

of Aix la Chapelle." In 1748 the war between England and

France, which began in the spring of 1744, came to an end, and

(lape Breten again became a French possession by the treaty.

The British Parliament voted indemnity to the colonists for

expenses connected wnth the conquest of Louisburg. The sum

voted amounted to £235,749, 2s. 10|d. sterling. As the same

treaty secured Nova Scotia for Great Britain, it was considered

advisable to fortify Chebucto as a naval and military station.

Cornwallis, who had been appointed Governor, strongly recom-

mends this step in his despatch to the Duke of Bedford, the

Secretary of State. Cornwallis sends one of the transports to

Louisburg on the first of July and four others on the fourth, ta

transfer the English Troops from Louisburg to Chebucto. Col.

Hopson, who had been the English Governor, delivers up the

place to M. des Heblier, the French Commandant, embarks on

the 12th with the two regiments under his command, and shortly

after arrives at Chebucto.

Of the Governor Desheblier, Cornwallis bears the following,

testimony, '" I am extremely sorry to hear that M. Desheblier
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Sfoes back to France this summer. He has behaved with o-reat

honour and sinceiity." (July 1750).

Desheblier's successor was the Count de Raymond, a man of

a different spirit. We find him complaining to Cornwallis that

the New England fishermen dried their codfish on the islands of

Canceaux. lie claims these islands as French territory. Corn-

wallis in reply complains of Frenchmen fishing at the isles of

Canceaux, and even at Whitehead, both undoubtedly in the

territory of the king of England. These letters were very

courteous, still they express a difference of opinion which might

cause antagonism of a different kind. In July 1750, Col. Pen-

grine Thomas Hopson, the Governor of Louisburg at the time of

its cession to France, was appointed Governor of Nova Scotia,

successor to Cornwallis, 1753. On the 1st of November, Hopson,

the Governor of Nova Scotia, sailed for England, and Hon.

Charles Laurence became administrator of the government. In

l7o5 Drucourt was commandant at Louisburg. In the month
of March the schooiier La Marguerite, Capt. Lesonne, was sent

from Louisburg laden with provisions for the French port at

the river St. John. Besides provisions she had cannon and ball.

She was captured by H. M. Sloop of War, the Vulture, Capt.

Kenzie, commander. Being brought into Halifax she was tried

and condemned by the Vice-Admiralty Court. Governor Dru-

court wrote to Governor Laurence asking explanations. In

reply he was informed that the Captains of the English Navy
have their instructions from the English Government, and are

not under the orders of the Governor. That the vessel was con-

demned for contraband trading. The Assembly of Massachusetts

now passed a law prohibiting all correspondence with the French

at Louisburg.

These and similar proceedings were occurring while England

and France were under treaty of peace, we are therefore in some

measure prepared fur the following. On the 18th of May, 1756

war was declared by England against France, and on the 9th of

June, France declared war against England. (This was the

beginning of the seven years war in Europe.) In the English

declaration charges were made against the French of usurpations
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and encroachments upon the territory and settlements of Britisli

subjects in the West Indies and North America, and particularly

in the province of Nova Scotia. Louisburg henceforth became

the scene of conflict between the English and French. On the

9th of August war was publicly declared against France afc

Halifax. In April, Admiral Holborn who had sailed for America

with a squadron consisting of 11 ships of the line, 50 transports

with GlOO soldiers commanded by General Hopson, and Lord

Loudon, with transports from New York, arrived at Halifax.

At Louisburg there was then 18 French Men of War undef

command of M. Dubois de la Monte. In the month of July

information was received that there were in Louisburg 6000

regular troops, 8000 inhabitants and 1300 Indians with 15 men
of war, three 84, six 74, eight 64, one 50, and 3 frigates. The

English Fleet had 15 sail of the line, and one ship with 80 guns,

and 3 frigates. The expedition resolved upon was abandoned.

Twice Admiral Holborne proceeded to Louisburg and was de-

tained from making an attack in consequence of the French

superiority of force.

In 1758, M. Beaussier sailed from Brest for Louisburg with

5 men of war and 16 transports with 1270 soldiers and great

quantities of provisions and ammtinition. On Monday, 8th May,

a fleet under the command of Hon. Edward Boscawen, Admiral

of the Blue, arrived at Halifax from England, second in com-

mand was Sir Charles Hardy, Vice-Admiral of the White. The

fleet consisted of many ships of war and transports. Amherst

was to be Military-Chief. This armament was intended to besiege

Louisburg. There were 23 ships of the line, IS frigates and

transports. The whole fleet numbered 157 vessels. The soldiers

under General Amherst, with whom were Wolfe, Laurence and

Whitraore, Brigadier Generals, were 11,936 foot, and 324 artillery.

Before the advance of this formidable armament we would in

a manner reconnoitre Louisburg in order to ascertain if there

are any works erected since, the siege of 1745, or any special

preparations made to meet the enemy.

We observe " A new battery erected since 1748," that is after'

the definitive Treaty of Peace was signed at Aix la Chapelle;
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This was probably erected when the British were engaged forti-

f}dno- Halifax harbour.

The battery is on the point of the tongue of land on which

Louisburg is built. Between it and the city is the burying

ground and a " Lime Kiln." It is semicircular, commanding the

harbour and its entrance as well as the outside, between the

tongue of land and Black Cape. The latter lies between the

latter and the former.

At Black Cape there is " A battery (c.) erected by the French

to oppose the English landing."

At White Point, S. W. of Black Cape, and east of Gabarus

Bay are " Lines B. B." erected for the same purpose.

At Flat Point, 1| miles (W.) in the bay where the "British

fleet and the transports anchored in 1745 " are also " Lines B. B."

Here is Artillery Cove, or Fresh Water Cove, into which flows

Fresh Water Brook. In the cove, farther west, (subsequently

called Kennington Cove) " whei-e the New England forces landed

in 1745," are "Lines B. B. to oppose the English landing." In

the harbour, north of the city, are anchored " French Ships,"

President, 74 ; Entreprenant, 74 ; Capricieux, 64 ; Celebre, 64
;

Bunfaisart, 64; Diana, 36; Echo, 26; Apollon, 50; Chevre, Biche

and Fidele. In the mouth of the harbour the Island battery, and

the English battery at the Light House. The land forces are 24

companies of Marines, 2 companies of Artillery, 2nd battalion

Voluntaires Ebrangers, 2nd battalion reg. de Canbere, 2nd battal-

ion de Reg. d'Artois, 2nd battalion de Reg. de Bourgogne, 3000

soldiers and 700 cavaliers. By comparison.it will be observed

that now the British odds was overwhelming. On May 28th,

Admiral Boscawen sailed for Halifax, fleet and troops. He was

joined by General Amherst and General Bragg.

On June 2nd the fleet with about a third of the troops an-

chored in Gabarus Bay. They were then arranged as follows,

off" White Point :
" The White Division, Detachments of the

Bio'ht Wing. Brio-ad ier General Whitmore ; Colonels Burton

and Foster ; Majors Prevost and Darby. In front (right) the

Squirrel, frigate; left, the ship Sutherland, 50 guns. About \
of a mile to the right, a detachment of the Right Wing."
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Off Flat Point is the Blue Division, Detachments of the Left

Wing;, Brigadier General Laurence, Colonel Wilmot, Lieut. Col.

Handfield ; Majors Hamilton and Hussey. In front (centre) the

Shannon, frig^ate ; on the right Diana, friojate ; on the left Gram-
ment, frigate.

Off Kennington Cove is the Red Division, Grenadiers, Irregu-

lars, Light Infantry, Highlanders. Brigadier General Wolfe
;

Colonels Fraser, Fletcher, Murray; Majors Murray, Scott, Far-

quhar. In front is the Kennington Frigate. On the left (front)

between the troops and the land is the Halifax, snow. On the

shore about | of a mile N. W. of the Kennington is " (A) the

place where the English landed."

About sunrise the Kennington and Halifax, snow, began to fire,

this was followed by the Gramment, Diana and Shannon in the

centre, and the Sutherland and Squirrel on the right. After a

quarter of an hour's firing the boats upon the left rowed into

shore, commanded by Geneial Wolfe. Lieuts. Brown and Hop-

kins and Ensign Grant, with about 100 light infantry, gained the

shore over almost im-practicahle 7'ocks and steeps to the right of

the cove (A). General Wolfe directed the remainder of his com-

mand to f)ush on shore. Light Infantry, Highlanders and

Grenadiers rushed on intermixed. General Whitmore with his

command made a feint of landing at White Point. General

Laurence's division did the same at Fresh Water Cove. The
enemy's attention was thus drawn to every part and prevented

from concentrating at Kennington Cove. General Wolfe having

landed at the left of- the cove, attacked the enemy and forced

them to retreat. As soon as this division was landed, the centre

and the right division followed. The pursuit ended with a can-

nonading- fiom the town. This seemed to indicate the rangre

and position for encampment. In our chart we have " The

encampment of British troops during the siege in 1758." It is

in the form of the half of an ellipse. The south-west end is at

Flat Point or Artillery Cove. The north-east is near a small

brook that enters Barasoi and the harbour. Its extremities are

distant two miles. The middle is nearly two miles distant from

the city fortifications. Then we have Greenhill half a mile west
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6i the city (X) with "The Epaulments." This was one-quarter

of a mile long, 60 feet wide and 9 feet deep, consisting of gabions,

fascines and earth (X), The plan of operation now, as suggested

hj Col. Bastide, engineer, was to make their approaches by

•Grienhill, to connect the camp with the light-house battery by a

road, i-edoubts and bloct -bouse around fhe liarbour, and to use

the light-house battery for the destruction of the ships, and in

silencing the island battery. The French destroyed their battery

(C) at Cape Noir, and all the other buildings, and left nothing

standing within two miles of the town walls but ruins. They

also destroyed the light-house battery and spiked the four guns.

Wolfe marched round with 1200 to the light-house, sent guns,

etc., by water, and took possession of the ground and outpost

which the French had abandoned. "The Epauhnent " at Green-

Ihill was made 60 feet wide, -9 feet deep, and five-eights of a mile

long. Between OreenhilJ and the City we have the "First line

•of approach " at a distance of a quarter of a mile from the city.

:Still nearer is the " Second approach," extending to the harbour

•on the north, and a distance of about 200 yards from the Dau-

phin Bastion, and 3S0 yards from the Citadel These works

extend from the e«,stern extremity of the "Epaulment" and

stietch the whole rear of the city—from the Dauphin to the

Princess Bastion. On the 20th the island and ships began to

iire at tlie batteries on shore. On the 25th the liofht-house

battery had silenced the island battery. On the 29th the Eng-

lish were at work on the road between the encampment and the

light-house battery. The French now sunk four vessels in the

mouth of the harbour, 1st the ApoUon, a two decker, whose

position and name is seen on our charts.; the Fidele, of 36 guns;

La Chevre and La Biche, ©f 16 guns each—cutting off' their

anasta. This reduced the number of their ships to 6, as the Echo

2iad been captured previously by the Tuno and Scarl>ero, on her

'leaving the harbour for Quebec. July 1st, a Fiench party were

driven in by Wolfe and Scott's light infantry. 2nd, The French

'Continued their canonade, and sent out parties to skirmish. 3rd,

Their canonade was heavy. At this time Wolfe was making an

.advanced work on iis right to bear on the Citadel Bastion ('2nd
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approach}. During the bombardment that succeeded " The bar-

racks, government house and church were burnt. Each cannon

shot from the English batteries .shook and brought down im-

mense pieces of the ruinous walls, so that on a short cannonade-

the Bastion du Roi, the Bastion Dauphin and the Courtin of

communication w^ere entirely de-molished,alt the defences ruined,,

all the cannons dismounted,, all th« parapets and banquets razed,,

and as there was one continued breach, an assault was possible

everyM'here."—Description by a FremcJi Officer. On the 2Gth

July all the French batteries were in ruins, all their cannon

disabled, all their men-of-war were captured or destroyed. The

inhabitants petitioned M. Drucourt ta surrender. Articles of

capitulation were agreed upon, and Louisburg and Cape Breton,

a second time became a British possession.,

ADMIRAL BOSCAWEN.

In the collection of medals of the Provincial Museum there is

one of rude make, which commemorates the last siege of Louis-

burg. On one side is an effigy of Admiral Boscawen, and the-

inscriptio-n "Admiral Boscawen took Cape Breton." On the

reverse is a representation of Louisburg and its bombardment-

with the fleet in the bay. Above is "Louisburg," and at the

foot "July 26, 1758." The medal w-as found in New Jersey,,

1875, and presented by Mr. Hamilton.

The plans of Louisburg, to wdiich I have referred so often,,

were published by Thomas Jeffreys, Geographer to the Prince of

Wales, at Charing Cross, Oct. Otli. l7o8. Presented to the^

jnuseum by the late Archbishap Hannan.

HISTORY CONTINUED.

In the year 1759 we find Vdmiral Saunders, with his squad l•on^,

off Louisburo- and unable to enter the harbour on account of

the ice. On May 14 he again came to Louisburg and found the

harbour open. This was in anticipation of the expedition to.

Quebec, Louisburg being a rendevous in common with Halifax.

By the 26th of June we find Admiral Saunders and General

Wolfe at the Isle of Orleans, a fev/ leagues below Quebec.v

Whitmore Avas then Governor of Cap at Louisburg,
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On Feb. 9th of the following year, 1760, (Secretary Pitt sent

the King's orders) orders came from England to demolish and

raze the fortifications of the town and harbour of Louisburg,,

and to transport garrison, artillery, stores, and useful building

material to Halifax. Nine months after the fortifications were

razed and blown up, the Key Curtain destroyed, every glacis

levelled, and everything of use transported to Halifax. This

was in the 46th year of the reign of George, second, and the 37

years of Louis XV. reign. Thus in the course of 57 years Louis-

burg rose, culminated, and set. It had a short but eventful

history.

The close of the seven year's war and the peace of Paris oc-

curred in 1^63, i. e. three years after the destruction of Louis-

burg.

In September, 1861, I visited Louisburg, shortly after it had

been visited by Prince Napoleon. The object of my visit was

more for geological than historical investigation. Finding no-

thing of geological interest between Mira Coast and its Carboni-

ferous (coal) Formation and Louisburg harbour, as all the rocks

were obscured, I made my way to the shore at North Cape

near the light-house. Here I saw stretching along the shore a

magnificent expanse of Syenitic rocks, which I did not expect to

find. They were of reddish color with Iwoad green bands. I

aecured a specimen representing this interesting feature. At
that time I regarded the rocks as of igneous origin and uncertain

age. With Dr. McLeod and others I then visited the ruins of

Louisburg, and examined them. The orders received for the

demolition and razing of the fortifications were certainly faith-

fully executed, still there are interesting remains that seem to

mark the place where the fortifications stood. Here are what is

styled remains of the " Bomb proof vaults." There are three of

them which were used as sheep pens, sheep taking shelter there

and making an organic deposit. There are evidently portions of

the casements which I have indicated from the plan as formings

part of the King's Bastion or Citadel. After lingering as long a&

our time would permit we proceeded towards Gabarus Bay. I

had aeen molybdenite taken from the rocks of Gabarus, and it.
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•was reported that gold had been found in them. Gold had just

heen discovered in Nova Scotia. All were seeking for gold. It

was according to reports turning up everywhere. On our way
we had to traverse bogs and swamps, as the besiegers of Louis-

tburg had to do. Reaching the shore I found rocks similar to

those of Light-house Point. I presume that now we were

south-west of Rock Point. These too were reddish syenitic rocks

with broad green bands. Going along the shore to some dis-

tance we found these rocks extending onward. A beautiful

view of Louisburg was painted by Forshaw Day, and exhibited

£bt Exposition Universelle de Paiis, 18G7.

The admiralty charts give names to prominent Points

—

different from those of our old charts. «i:

North Cape is Light House Point

Black Cape " Black Rock Point

White Point " unchanged.

Careening Place " Careening Point. (The Railway terminus).

Kennington Cove is unchanged.

The end of the tongue of land on which the city stood is

called Roekford Point in charts dating 1780.

RELICS.

If Louisburg in its zenith somewhat resembled the City of

Paris in aspect, its existing state forcibly realizes our conceptions

of the modern aspect of certain renowned cities of antiquity,

against which, as against the City of Tyre, the edict went forth,

raze it, raze it, even " To the foundations thereof." The remains

are now regarded as relics to be treasured up in museums. Of
these we have a fair share, presented by various donors.

1. A large hinge with arms 3 feet in length, having wood at-

tached with bolts. Presented by Hon^ Robert Robertson, former

'Commissioner of Mines.

2. A Chain Plate off one of the ships sunk in the harbour.

Presented by D. Cronan, Esq.

3. Piece of a Cannon, brought up from the harbour bottom.

4. A Bunch of Brass Keys. Presented by Bateman^ Lock-

smith.
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0. A Cannon Ball. Presented by Mr. fMcAlpin, Louisburg.

6. A Hand Grenade. Presented by Lieutenant-Governor

Archibald.

7. A Gnn Barrel.

8. A Bayonet.

9. Pieces of a Shell.

During the 24 years that have elapsed since my visit to Louis-

burg our viev^^s on the geology of Cape Breton as well as of

Nova Scotia have undergone considerable change. The rocks on

Louisburg shore, which I regarded as of igneous origin, are now
regarded as metamorphic rocks, and instead of being considered

as of comparatively recent age, c. g. Devonian or Upper Silurian,

they are now regarded as having been formed in Pre-

cambrian or Archean time. I have compared them with

the "Middle Arisaig Series " of the Cobequid Mountain, I. C. R.

section.

—

Trans. Institute of Nat. Science, Vol. IV, page 475.

The formation of Mira Ridge which is associated with the

Louisburg Cr3^stalline rocks and lies between them and the

Carboniferous, already referred to in a preceding page, are of

Lower Silurian age, being approximately equivalent to the Upper

Lingula Flags of Wales. In the upper part, next to

the Carboniferous, Mr. Fletcher of the Geological Survey,

found abundance of fragments of Trilobitez, of Genera Olenus,

and Agnostus. In a position apparently lower, and next to

the Crystalline rocks of Gabarus, the Rev. Donald Sutherland

found Sandstones with numerous Lingulellce and Oholelloi. (?)

Mr. Bowser, of Halifax, collected at Scatarie specimens of beauti-

ful Jaspideous Conglomerate and Breccias, which I have regarded

as a part of the Louisburg series.

—

Trans., vol. iv, pages 252 and

258. These are in our museum collection. The geological

formations are therefore Archajan, Lower Silurian, and Carboni-

ferous.

RAILWAYS.

Louisburg Harbour has again come into prominence in con-

nection with the Railwa}'' development of the Dominion of

Canada. This time it appears as a rival to Halifax
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Harbour, not as a stronghold but as the terminus of the

Intercolonial. Already it is the terminus of a Short Line,

which has done good service in exposing geological for-

mations, which were obscure at the time of my visit. This

railway terminates in the harbour at " Careening Point." Here

coal can be shipped while Sydney Harbour is ice-locked. This

is one advantage gained. If its grand claims should come to be

conceded and its expectations realized, Louisbur-g may again

become a place of note, not as a fortified, but as a commercial

city, and its latter glory may yet exceed its former,
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Art. VL—List of Plants Collected in the Neighbourhood
OF Truro, Nova ScoTia, during the Summers
OF 1883 and 1884. By George G. Campbell,

B. Sc. Communicated by Dr. Lawson.

(Head April 15, 1885.)

The following List was prepared from collections made during

the summers of 1883 and 1884.

With regard to the localities mentioned around Truro, it may
be well to state, for the benefit of those who are not acquainted

With the locality, that the places called respectively, " Smith's

Island," and " McClure's Island," are not really islands in the

proper acceptation of the term, but small tracts of land slightly

elevated above the general level and surrounded by marsh or

swamps; Probably the "islands" so called, at one time were
really surrounded by water at high tide, and the marsh around
them constituted " mud-flats " so called, at low water, but, as thd

land has been dyked, the marshes are now nearly dry, except in

the springj when they are covered with fresh water brought down
the rivers and brooks by the freshets.

The particular dates given for plants collected durincf the
months of Api'il, May, and June, indicate not only the time of

collecting specimens, but also the date at which the first open
flowers were observed. For instance, the date given for Viola

blanda, is May 5th, when I noticed a few flowers open on a

sheltered spot facing the south, tliough fhe species could not be
said to be fully in bloom before the middle of the month.

In the order CompositEe the Asters and Solidagoes are not
included, the species not being yet determined. The Polyo-ona^

cea3 Salicace?e, and Cyperaceas are very imperfect and will

be included in a future list. The nomenclature is that of

Gray's Manual, fifth edition, eighth issue,

RANUNCULACEiE.

Clematis Virginianct, Linn. Banks of streams, among alders,

fete, common.

Thalictrum Cornuti, Linn. Marshes, common, June 30th, 1884/
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Ranunculus multiiidus, Pursh. In water, in ditches, marshes,

common, June 1883.

R. aquatilis, Linn., var trichophyllus, Chaix. Ditches^in little

marsh near Smith's Island, June 11th, 1884.

R. ahortivus, Linn. Cultivated fields, common. May 26th, 1884.

R. repens, Linn. In fields, low grounds, etc, common, June oth,

1884.

R. acris, Linn. Very abundant in grass, roadsides, etc, intro-

duced June 9th, 1884.

Coptis trifolia, Salisb. In spruce woods, etc., common. May
25th, 1884.

Adcea spicata, Linn., var rubra, Michx. In hardwood at the

Falls ; also banks of ravine back of Terrace Hill Cemetery, June

9th, 1884.

NYMPH/EACEiE.

Xymplicea odorata, Ait. In Lily pond, near Truro Cemetery.

Nuphar advena, Ait. Brooks and gullies in the marsh,

common.

FUMARIACE^A.

Corydalis ylauca. Pursh. Newly cleared land near Terrace

Cemetery, 1883.

CrucifeRuE,

Nasturtium officinale, R. Br. Brooks and ditches, common,

June 8th, 1884.

Dentaria diphylla, Linn. In ravine back of Terrace Hill

Cemetery, June 8th, 1884.

Brassica Sinapistrum, Boissier. Very abundant in grain fields.

Introduced.

Cap)sella Bursa-pastoris, Moench. Waste places around dwell-

ings. Introduced. June 1st, 1884.

ViOLACEtE.

Viola hlanda, Willd. Damp fields and swamps. Very common.

May 5th, 1884.

F. cucullata, Ait. In grass fields, common, May 18th, 1884.

V. canina, Linn, var sylvestris, Kegel. In woods at Smith's

Island, May 28th, 1884.
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Hypericace^.

Hi/periciLm ellipiticwm, Hook. On the borders of ditches irb

Truro marsh. August, 1884.

H. perforatum, Linn. In damp fields-. Aug. 11th, 1884.

Introduced.

H. niidiluin, Linn. In wet woods back of Terrace Hill

Cemetery. August 20th, 1884.

H. CanadeTise, Linn. Sandy spots in the marsh, common,

August, ] 884.

Elodes Virginica, Nutt, Common in swamps. Smith's island,.

etc. August, 1884.

Caryophyllace^.

Arenaria lateriflora, Linn. Borders of woods, common.

Smith's Island, the Falls, etc. June 18th, 1884.

Stellaria media. Smith. Common weed in gardens and damp

places around dwellings. June 9th, 18S4. Introduced.

S. Congifolia., Muhl. In grass. Marsh, common, June

18th, 1884.

Gerastinm viscosum, Linn. In grass fields and pastures,,

common. June, 1884.

G. arvense, Linn. In grass fields and roadsides, Wimburn Hilly

June 4th, 1884.

Speryuhi arvensis, Linn, In grain fields. Common. August,.

1884.

Geraniace.^.

Impatiens fidva, Mitt. In swamps around Smith's Island.

Oxalis Acetosella, Linn. Damp woods at the Falls, also ravine

back of Terrace Hill Cemetery, June 26th, 1884.

0. sti'iGta,Jjinn, In cultivated grounds. Common. June, 1884,

Sapindace^.

Acer Pennsylvanicvmi, Linn. Ravine back of Terrace Hill

Cemetery, the Falls, etc. Common. June 11th, 1884, in flower,

A, spicatum, Lam. Wooded banks at Bible Hill. June

26th, 1884.

A ridjrum, Linn. On borders of swamps and in wet woodS;,

eommon. In flower, May 22nd, 1884.
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Leguminos^.

frifoUum pratense, Linn. Cultivated fields. Introduced.

T. repens, Linn. Fields and roadsides, common. July 1st)

1884.

T. hybridum, Linn. In grass field at Layton's Intervale, July

2nd, 1884. introduced.

Vicia sativa, Linn. Common in gardens and waste places

around dwellings. August, 1884. Introduced.

V. Cracca, Linn. In grass fields, common. July 2nd, 1884.

Lathyrus iJalustTis, Linn. In grass on the marsh, commoni
-July 2nd, 1884.

HOSACE^.

Prunus Pennsylvanicd, Linil. Wooded banks. Smith's

Island, Bible Hill, etc., common. June Gth, 1884.

P. Vifginiana, Linn. Borders of swamp around Smith's

Island, June 28rd, 1884.

8pirwa salicifolia, Linn. Swamps and low grounds, com-

Inon.

AgrimonicL Eupatoria, Linn. Borders of woods at Smith's

Island, common. Aug. 1884.

Oum, Virginianum, Linn. Borders of woods at Lower
Village, etc., common.

Potentilla Novegica, Linn. Dry pastures at Bible Hill.

Smith's Island, &c., common. June 28th, 1884.

P. Canadensis, Linn. In grass fields and pastures, common.

Junfe 23rd, 1884.

P. tridentata, Ait. In pastures at Lower Village. June

iOth, 1884.

P. palu-stris, Scop. In swamps near Smith's Island. July, 1884.

Fragaria ViTginianam, Ehrhart. In grass fields, also on

border of woods, and in newly cleared land, common. May
28th, 1884.

Ruhus triflorus^ Richardson. In woods. Smith's Island, the

Tails, etc., common. May 28th, 1884.

R. strlgosiis, Michx. Thickets, common. June 20th, 1884.

R. villosus, Ait. Wooded banks at borders of the marshy

common, June 30th, 1884.
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Rosa Carolina, Linn. Borders of the swamp near Smith's

Island, etc., common. July, 1883.

Crataegus tomentosa, Linn. Borders of swamp near Smith's

Island. June 18th, 1884.

Pyrusarhutifolia, Linn. Edges of woods at Smith's Island,

June 13th, 1884.

Amelanchier Canadensis. T. & G., var. BotryapiuTii. Wood-
ed banks and along the borders of swamps, common. May
28th, 1884.

A. C. var. ohlongifolia, Gray. Wooded banks near Smith's

Island. June 3rd, 1884.

Saxifragace^.

Ribes rotundifolium, Michx. Roadside of the old Pictou

Road, Bible Hill. June 3rd, 1884.

R. lacustre, Poir. Swamps and wet woods at Bible Hill,

Smith's Island, etc., common, June 3rd, 1884.

R. prostratuin, L'Her. In swamps around Smith's Island,

common. May 28th, 1884.

R. Jioridum, Linn. Low ground around McClure's Island in

the little marsh. June 5th, 1884.

R. rubruTTi, Linn. Low grounds at McClure's Island. Majr

22nd, 1884.

Mitella nuda, Linn. In woods among moss, Smith's Island,,

the Falls, etc. June 9th, 1884.

Tiarella cordifolia, Linn. Hardwood banks, Bible Hill.

June 11th, 1884.

Chrysosplenium Americanum, Schwein. In water, in swamps-

around Smith's Island. May l7th, 1884.

Onagrace^.

Circcea alpina, Linn. In woods back of Terrace Hill Cemetery.

Epilobium angustifoliuin, Linn. In newly cleared or burnt

land, common. August 29th. 1884.

E. palustre, Linn, var., Uneare, Gray. Borders of swamps at

Smith's Island. August, 1884.

E. coloratmn, Muhl. Wet fields near Terraee: Hill Cemetery,

August, 1884.
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(Enothera biennis, Linn. Borders of cultivated fields, com-

mon. August, 1884.

(E chrysantha, Michx. Dry pasture near Smith's Island,

July 2nd, 1884. First in flower, June 29th, 1884.

(E pumila, Linn, var. with larger and paler flowers. In dry

pasture near Smith's Island. August. 1884.

Umbellifer^e.

Sanicula MarUandica, Linn. In hardwoods at Bible Hill,

June 28th, 1884.

Heradeum lanatum, Michx. Borders of roads and fields.

Marsh.

Cieuta maculata, Linn. In swamp round Smith's Island, 1883,

Slum lineare, Michx. Ditches throughout the marsh, also in

woods back of Terrace Hill Cemetery, common. August 27th,

1884.

Guruin Carui, Linn. In grass fields and around dwellings,

common. Introduced.

ARALIACEiE.

Aralia hispida, Michx. Dry hills, near Terrace Hill Cemetery,

common. August, 1883.

A. nudicaulis, Linn. Border of swamp near Smith's Island,

June 11th, 1884.

A. trifolia, Gray. In woods on the road to Harmony, June

7th, 1884.

CORNACEiE.

Cornus Canadensis, Linn. In woods, very common. June,

l-15th, 1884.

G. stolonifera, Michx. Borders of woods and of cultivated

fields at Smith's Island. 1883.

C. paniculata, L'Her. Border of Swamp at Smith's Island.

1883.

Caprifoliace^.

Linncea horealis, Gronov. In spruce woods, common. June

21st, 1884.

Lonicera ciliata, Muhl. In woods. Smith's Island^ the Falls,

etc., common. May 22nd, 1884.
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ij. mfulea, Linn. Thicket at McGlure's Island, May 31st, 1884.

Diervilla trijldd, Moench. Borders of woods and in thickets,

•common^ 1883.

SdT^bilctls Canadensis, Linn. In thickets on roadside. Lower

Village. 1883.

8. puhens, Michx. Wooded banks at Smith's Island, the Falls^

•etc., common. June 5th> 1884*.

Vihiirniwi Lentago, Linn» Borders of swamp around Smith's

'Island, etc., common, July, 1884.

V. ldntanoid[es, Michx. Banks of ravine, back of Terrace

Hill cemetery. June 9th, 1884.

JlUBIACE^.

Gdluim dspfellijiin, Michx. Low thickets at Smith's Island,

-etc. July, 1884.

G. tripdv.m, Linn. Wet places and borders of streams.

Marsh. July, 1883.

Mitckellarepens, Linn. Bry woods, common; Smith's Island,

the Falls, etc. July 1883.

Eupatorimn purpnrenm, Linn. Wet places around the edge

'of the marsh, common. September, 1884.

Aster C(yf\iifolius, Linn. Woodlands, back of Terrace Hill

"Cemetery.

Erigeron Canadense, Linn. Waste places and roadsides,

'common. Sept., 1884.

E. stfigosv.m, Muhl. Borders of woods and in fields, common.

August, 1884.

Diplopapyus umbelleJiis, Torr and Gray. Thickets, McClure's

'Island, and back of Tei'race Hill Cem^etery. Sept., 1884.

Rudbeckia hittd, Linn. In grass fields, rather scarce. Jul}^ 1884.

Bide/ns frondosa, Linn. Wet fields back of Terrace Hill Ceme-

tery, August, 1884.

Bidefis cevntid, Linn. In swamp near Smith's Island. Sept.

1884.

B. chTysanthenioides, Michx. On borders of ditches throughout

^ifke marsh. September, 1884.

-J-Ghillcpa MiUefolii/A'ih, Linn. Fields and roadsides, common.
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Leucanthemurti vulgare, Linn. In grass fields, very coin rao^nv

June 21st, 1884. Introduced.

Matricaria inodora, Linn. Common in waste places around

dwellings. 1888. Introduced.

Tanacetuvi vulgare, Linn, Borders of cultivated fields. August

30th, 1884. Introduced.

Antennaria r)%argaritacea, E.. Brown. Dry pasture, east o£

Terrace Hill Cemetery. August, 1884.

A. planfaginifolia, Hook. Dry and barren fields at Smith's

Island, the Falls, etc., common. June 9th, 1884.

Centaarea Cyanus, Linn. Waste places around dwellings;,

1883. Introduced.

Circiiun la/aceolatiom, Scop. In pastures-, comman. Smith's-

Island Aug. 1884. Introduced.

G. arvense, Scop. In cultivated fields, pastures, roadsides, etc.,,

everywhere common. Aug. 1884. Introduced.

Lappa offi^cinalis, Allioni. Roadsides, and around dwellings

common, August, 1884. Introduced.

Cichorium Intybics, Linn. Sparingly found in grass fields.

1883. Introduced.

Leontodon autumnale, Linn. Roadsides and pastures, com-

mon, August, 1884. Introduced,

Hieracium Canadense, Michx. In woods at Smith's Island,

Aug., 1884.

H. scabrum, Michx. Dry fields and open places at Smith's'

Island. August, 1884.

Nahaliis albus, Hook. Open woods at Smith's Island, Oct,

11th,, 1884.

N. altissitnus, Hook. Borders of woods, back of Terrace Hill

Cemetery, also at Smith's Island. Aug. 27th, 1884.

Taraxacum Dens-leonis, Desf. Pastures and fields, every-

where. May 15th, 1884.

Sonchas asper, Vill, Waste places around dwellings. 1883.

Introduced.

LOBELIACEvE,

Lobelia injiata, Linn. Roadsides and dry fields, common
June, 1884.
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Campanulace^.
Caonpanula rotundifoUa, Linn. In grass fields near the

Salmon River bridge at Bible Hill, July 1st., 1884.

Ericaceae.

Vaeci7ii'iim Vitis-Idwa, Linn, Dry pasture at Lower Village,

June 18th, 1884.

V. Oanachnse, Kaltn. Dry woods at Smith's Island, Lower

Village, etc., common. June 3i'd, 1884.

v. vaeillans, Solander. Dry woods and open places at

McClure's Island, Smith's Island, etc., common. June 5th, 1884,

Chiogenes hispidula, Torr. and Graj^. In mossy swamps,

Lower Village, Smith's? Island, etc., common. May 14th. 1884.

Epigcva repens, Linn. lu woods, common. Lower Village,

the Falls, Smith's Island, etc. April 29th, 1884,

Oaultheria prccuvihens, Linn. In spruce woods, common.

July, 1884.

Cassandra calyctdata, Don. In swamp at Smith's Island,

May 17th, 1884.

Kalmia' angnstifolia, Linn. In newly cleared land near

Terrace Hill Cemetery, July, 1884.

Rh.odora Canadensis, Linn. Common in newly cleared lands.

Ledu/m latifolium, Ait. In swamp at Smith's Island. June

19th, 1884,

Pyrola rotwiid
i
folia, Linn. Open woods at Smith's Island,

June 29th, 1884,

Var. idiginosa, (with large flowers.) Banks of a ravine at

Bible Hill. June 28th, 1884.

P. elliptiea, Nutt. Woods at the Falls. 1883.

Monesis uniflora. Gray. In damp woods. The Falls, Smith's

Island, etc., common. June 23rd, 1884.

Monotropa unifiora, Linn. In mossy woods, back of Terrace

Hill, also at Smith's Island. Aug. 27th, 1884.

Aquipoliace^.

Ilex verticillata, Gray. McClure's Island, growing in wet

ground bordering on the marsli, 1883.
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Plantaginace^e.

Plantago viajor, Linn. Fields^ roadsides^ etc., common^

July, 1883.

Primulace^.

Trientalis Americana, Pursli, In woods, co^nmoo, Smith's:,

Island, the Falls, etc. June 9th, 1884.

Lysimachia ihyrsijiora, Linn. In swamp around Smith'ii

Island, July 1st, 1884.

L. stricta, Ait. Low grounds romnd the marsh. Aug., 1883:

L. ciliata, Linn. Edges of gullies in the marsh, July, 1884.

SCROPHULARIACE.E.

Verbascum Thapsus, Linn. Barren pastures and on the

railroad bed, common. August, 1883, Introduced.

Linana vulgaris, Mill. Hoadside at Willow Street. 1883:

Introduced.

Chelone glabra, Linn. Swamps round Smith's Island, com-

mon. August, 1884.

MiiTtulus ringens, Linn. Edges of gullies in the marsh..

July, 1883.

Vero7iica Americana, Schweinitz. In a brook back of Terrace-

Hill Cemetery, also, ditches in the marsh. June 23ih], 1884. .

V. scidellata, Linn. Swamps around Suiith's Island, June

23rd, 1884.

V. serpyllifolia, Linn. In grass fields and ix>adsides,, com-

mon. June 4th, 188-4.

V. arvensis, Linn. Cultivated grounds around dwellings.

Sept., 1884. Introduced.

Rhinanthus Grista-gaUi, Linn. In grass fields, common.

July 1st, 1884.

Melampyi'um AiniericavAi^m^, Michx. In woods at Smith's.

Island. July, 1883.

LABIATiE.

Mentha aquatioa, Linn. Gravelly bed of the Mill Brook, in the-

marsh. August, 1884. Introduced.

M. Canadensis, Linn. Swamps,^ common. Smith's. Islandj,

etc. Aug. 1884.
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Lycopus Virginic'us,ljinn. Banks of the Mill Brook. Aug. 1884.

Calaminfha Glinopodiwm, Benth. In the marsh around

McClure's Island. Auff. 1884.

Nepeta Glechoma. Benth. Roadsides at Truro and Lower

Village. May 31st, 1884.

Brvbnella vulgaris, Linn. Damp woods near Terrace Hill

Cemeter}^, also in tields, common. Aug. 1884.

Scutellaria galericidata, Linn. Ravine back o£ Terrace Hill

Cemetery. Aug., 1883.

S. lateriflora, Linn. Swamp at Smith's Island, common.

Aug., 1884.

Galeopsis Tetrahit, Linn. Waste places and cultivated grounds,

common. Aug., 1884. Introduced.

Leonurus Cardiaca, Linn. Waste places around dwellings.

Aug., 1884. Introduced.

BORRAGINACEiE.

Myosotis palustris. Withering, var., laxa. Gray. Swamps
around Smith's Island ; and borders of ditches in the marsh,

common. June 28rd, 1884.

CONVOLVULACE^.

Calystegia Sepium, R. Br. Banks of the Mill Brook flowing

through the marsh. Common. July, 1883.

Gentianace^.

Menyanthes trifoliata, Linn. Wet paces in the Little Marsh.

June 7th, 1884.

Apocynace^.

Apocynurti androscemifolium; Linn. McClure's Island, 1883.

Chenopodiace^.

Chenopodium album, Linn. Cultivated grounds, common.

Introduced.

Polygonace^.

Polygonum Persicaria, Linn. Low grounds near Smith's

Island. August, 1883. Introduced.

P. arifolium, Linn. Marsh at Smith's Island. July, 1883.

Rumex verticillatus, Linn. Borders of gullies in the marsh.

Sept., 1884.
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R. Acetosella, Linn. In poor grass fields, common. June

23rcl, 1884. Introduced.

Urticace^,

Ulmus Americana, Linn. Along the banks of the Salmon

River. 1884.

CUPULIFER^.

Fagusferruginea, Ait. Woods on the old Halifax road, Smith's

Mills.

Gorylus rostrata, Ait. Smith's Island, McClure's Island, etc.

common.

MYEICACEiE.

Myrica Gale, Linn. Border of pond near Smith's Island,

May 8rd, 1884.

Comptonia asplenifolia, Ait. Smith's Island, common.

May 28th., 1884.

Betulace^.

Betula alba, var., populifolia, Spach. Common in hardwoods

near Truro. 1883.

B. papyracea, Ait. Hardwoods around Truro.

Alnus incana, Willd. Swamps and along the banks of streams,

common.

CONIFERiE.

Pinus Strohus, Linn. Smith's Island.

Abies nigra, Poir. Smith's Island, the Falls, etc., common

all around Truro.

A. Canadensis, Michx. Common all around Truro.

A. balsamea, Marshall. Woods at Smith's Island, the Falls,

etc., common.

Larix Americana, Michx. Swamps, common.

ARACEiE.

Ariscema triphyllum, Torr. Swamps around Smith's Island.

June 3rd, 1884.

Calla palustris, Linn. Pond near Smith's Island. June 11th,

1884.

Acorns Calumus, Linn. Wet places in the marsh. June, 1884,
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Alismace^.

Triglochin maritimum, Linn. Mai.sh. August, 1884.

Alisma Plantaqo, Linn., var. Americaniivi, Gray. In ditches

in the marsh. Sept, 1884.

Sagittaria variahilis, Engehn. In ditches and gullies in

the marsh. July, 1883.

Okchidace.e.

Habenaria hyperborea, R. Br. Boiders of marsh around

McClure's Island. June 23rd, 1884.

H. dilatata, Gray. Borders of marsh around McClure's

Island, June 23, 1884.

H. lacera, R. Br. Ravine back of Terrace Hill Cemetery.

July, 1883.

H. 'psycodes, Gray. Intervale near Smith's Island, July, 1883.

Spivanthes cernua, Richard. Border of woods back of Terrace

Hill Cemetery ; also Smith's Island, etc., common. August,

18S4.

S. gracilis, Bigelow. In wet pastures on Halifax Road,

common. Aug., 1883.

Corallorhiza innata, R. Brown. Open woods at Smith's

Island. June 13th, 1884.

Iridace.e.

Iris versicolor, Linn. Common in wet places in the marsh.

June, 1884.

Sisyrinchiuin Bermudiana, Linn. In grass fields, common.

June 16th, 1884.

LlLIACEiE.

Trillium cernuum, Linn. McClure's Island. June 5th, 1884,

T. erythrocarpiirii, Michx. Banks of the swamp around

Smith's Island, rare, but common on the Pictou road, about

four miles from Truro. May 20th, 1884.

Uvularia sessilifolia, Linn. Borders of gullies in the marsh,

June 5th, 1884.

Streptopus roseus, Michx. In woods, common, the Falls,

Bible Hill, etc.
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Clintonia b'urealis, Raf. Common in woods everywhere

around Truro, June 13th, 1884.

Smllacina trifoUa, Desf. Swamps on the right hand side of

the road leading to Terrace Hill Cemetery. June 14th, 1884.

S. hifolia, Ker. Woods at Smith's Island, the Falls, common.

June 11th, 1884.

Polygonatuvi hlflorum, Ell. Banks ol" Ravine back of Terrace

Hill Cemetery, also at Bible Hill, June 11th, 1884.

Liliuin Canadense, Linn. Along the bank'^ of the Salmon

River near Bible Hill ; also in marsh near McClure's Island.

July, 1883.

Erythronium Americanum, Smith. In woods at the Falls,

scarce. May, 1883.

JUNCACE^.

Luzula pilosa, Willd. In woods at Smith's Island. May
14th, 1884.

L. campesti-is, DC. In grass fields and on borders of woods.

May 26th, 1884.

Junciis effiisus, Linn. Swampy ground near Smith's Island,

also in wet places everywhere, common. Sept., 1884.

J.Jiliformis, Linn. In the marsh. June, 1884.

J. tenuis, Willd. Low wet fields and in the marsh, common.

Cyperace^.

Didiohium spathrtcewm, Pers. Border of pond near Smith's

Island. Sept. 8th, 1884.

BleocJiarls paliidris,H. Bv. Borders of gullies in the marsh.

E. tenuis, Schultes. Wet places in the marsh. June, 1884.

Sci'i'pus validus, Vahl. Swamps, and in gullies in the mai^sh.

Sept., 1884.

S. atrovirens, Muhl. Wet places in the marsh, July, 1884.

Eriophorurii polystachyon, Linn. In swamps and bogs, com-

mon, June 14th, 1884.

Garex vulgaris. Fries. Swamps and roadsides, Smith's Island,

Bible Hill, etc., common. June 3rd, 1884.

G. oligosperma, Michx. In the marsh, coro.mon. June 11th,

1884.
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FQUISETACEvE.

Equlsetwm arvense, Tjinn, Gravelly bed of the railroad,,

common. May 14th, 1884.

J^. sylviiticum, Linn. In wet woods around Truro, common.

May, 1884.

E hyemale, Linn. Wet banks at Bible Hill. June, 1884.

E. SGirpaides, Michx. Wooded banks at Bible ilill. June, 1884.

FiLICES.

PolypodmTni mdgare, Linn. On rocks at the Falls,, common.

August.

Ptfiris aqtiillna, Linn. In pastures and newly cleared land..

August, 1884.

AspJenditVii Filx-fwrn/ma, Bernh. In wet woods, the Falls,

Smith's Island, etc., common. August, 1884.

P. Dryofieris, Fee, In woods, Smith's Island, the Falls, etc.,.

connnon. July, 1884.

Aspidium Thelypteris, S-wartz. S'warnps around Smith's

Island, and in marsh, common. July, 188.3.

A. Noveboracense, Swartz. In woods about a mile back of"

Terrace Hill Cemetery^ not common. July, 1884.

A. spiniulosuni,, Swartz. Wooded banks at the Falls, com-

jnon. Sept.., 1884.

Var., dilatatum,. Common everywhere in woods around Truro.

A. cristatum, Swartz. In swamps, common. Smith's

Island, et2. August, 1884.

A. 'ma(final&, SwaHz. On rocky banks at the Falls,, common,

also in ravine back o£ Tenace Hdl. July, 1884.

A. aG'}\)stichahdeH, Swartz, In woods, common. Smith's

Island, the Falls, etc. July 3rd, 1884.

Gystopferls frtigilis, Bernh. Side of the njcky bank just abova

the Falls, Rare. July, 1884.

StruthiofAeiHti Geryivmica, Willd. Wet places at the foot of"

the bank, Bible Hill ; also in the woods about one mile back of

Terrace Hill Cemetery.

Onodea sensihills, Linn. Along the borders of gullies, ^aicl

in wet places in the marsh. Slept., 188.4.
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Dicksonia 'punctilohula, Kunze. In woods at the Falls ; on

roadsides, and in bunches in fields at Bible Hill, common.

August, 1884.

Osmunda regcdis, Linn. In swamps around Smith's Island,

June, 1884.

0. Glaijtoniana, Linn. Wooded banks. Terrace Hill Cemetery,

the Falls, etc., common. June 16th, 1884.

0. cinnamomea, Linn. In swamps and wet pastures. Smith's

Island, Bible Hill, etc., common. June, 1884.

Botrychium lunanoides, Swartz. In old pastures and on dry-

hills, common ; Smith's Island, Halifax Road, Terrace Hill, etc,

August, 1884.

Var. ohliqituTii, Gray. With the preceding but not so abundant.

Var. dissectum, Gray. With the preceding but not so abundant.

Ophioglossum, vulgatum, Linn. In wet pastures on the east

side of the Halifax Road, about half a mile from the Court

House. Sept., 1884.

Lycopodiace^.

Lycopodium annotinum, Linn. In wvjods, Lower Village,

also on the Harmony road. August, 1884.

L. dendroideuvi. Michx. In spruce woods, common. Sept.,

1884.

L. clavatum, Linn. Woods and pastures, common. Sept.,

1884 ; also variety bearing but a single spike, in a pasture on

the Halifax Road.

L. CO laplanatitm, Linn. Borders of woods near Terrace Hill

Cemetery, Sept., 1884.

As an addendum to the preceding List, the following plants

may be noticed as having been collected during the last two

seasons in other parts of the Province :

—

Anemone neviorosa, Linn. River bank at Middle Stewiacke,

May 27th, 1884.

Sarracenia purpurea, Linn. Peat bogs at Cow Bay, C. B,

July, 1884.

Dicentra OiiciLllaria, DC, Debert Mills, Col Co., May 24th,
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Drosera rotundlfolia, Linn. Bog at Cotv Bay, C. B.. July, 1884.

Claytonia Caroliniana, Micbx. Debert Mills, Colchester Co.

May 24th, 1884.

Spircea tomentosa, Linn. Tataraagouche, Sept., 1884.

Geum rivale, Linn. Banks of the Mill Brook, Brookfiekl,

Col. Co., June 7th, 1884.

Rubus Canadensis, Linn. Sydney Mines, C. B., July, 1884.

Rosa lucida, Ehrhsirt. Sydney Mines, C. B., July, 1884.

R. ruhiginosa, Linn. Banks of the French River, Tatania-

gouche, July, 1883. Introduced.

Gaylussacia resinosa, Torr. & Gray. Tatamagouche, July„

1883.

Vacciniiini Tnacrocarpon, Ait. Sydney Mines, C. B. Common.
July, 1884.

Plantago Tnaintinia, Linn. Old Battery at Sydney Mines, C.

B., July, 1884.

Euphrasia ojfficinalis, Linn. Tatamagouche and Sydney
Mines, 1884.

Polygonnrn dunietorum, Linn. French Rivei', Tatamagouche

Aug., 1883.

Empetrum nigrwn, Linn. Sj^dney Mines, C. B., July, 1884.

Myrica cerifera, Linn. Sydney Mines, C. B., July, 1884.

Hahenaria tridentata, Hook. Cow Bay, C. B., July, 1884.

H. hlephariglottis, Hook. Cow Bay, C. B., July, 1884,

Calopogon pulchellus, R. Br. Peat lx>g at Cow Bay, C. B.^

July, 1884.

Microstylis monophyllos, Lindl. Bank of the French River^

Tatamagouche, 1884.

Gypripedium acaule, Ait. New Annan Mountain, on the

road between Truro and Tatamagouche, June 20th, 1884.

Medeola Virginica, Linn. New Annan Mountain, June, 1884.,

Pontederia cordata, Ait. Sydney Mines, C. B., July, 1884.

Aspidiwm acrostichoides, Swartz. var. iiicisiim. Bank of th©

French River, Tatamagouche, Sept. 11th, 1884?.
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A-Rt. "Vll—NotE 0^ Temperatures of MaxiMiJm Dej^sit^.

By Prof. J. Q. MacGregor.

(Jiead Mai;.)

KoHLRAUSCH* has investigated the expansion of Vulcanite

(Hartgummi, Karammasse,) and foUnd that between 16" and

^5° C the true linear coefficient of expansion (e) at the tempera^

ture t in given by the formula;

--G —8
c==- 61x10 i 76 k 10 t

If the formula hold beyond the experimental limits, it follo\v^'?

that e must have the value o, when

For higher values of t, e will be positive; for lower values

it will be negative. At this temperature, therefore, Vulcanite

must have minimum volume or maximum density, if the above

formula holds. The probability that the formula de<luced from

experiments between +16'' and +35° should be true for —80 "

is not great, but it may, nevertheless, be Worthy of notice that it

indicates vulcanite as being perhaps one of those peculiar sub-

!stances having temperatures of maximum or minimum, density.

The following substances have also laws of expansion within

the limits of experiment, which indicate temperatures of maxi-

mum or minimum density beyond these limits:

Tenipernture of t'einpferature of

llaxiirtum Densit.v. MiniiDuiw Density-.

t)iamondt —4P .90
Copper Oxide-|- --4.3
Emeraldt —- 4 . ^ ........

?[odide of Silver+ (crystal) —137 C
Do. (cast) . . — 59.3

Do. (compressed precipitate) ........ -^ 45.4

* Pogg. Ann. Phys. Chem.—cxHx (1873), pi 577.

^Fizeau, Comp. Rend. Ixviii., p. 1125 (Pogg. Ann. Phys. Chem., cxxxviii. (1869), p. 26.

1 Fizf^aH, Comp. Rend., Ixiv. (1867>, pp>. 314 and 771—(Pogg. Ann. Phys. Chem., cxxxti (1867) $
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I may add a table of the substances which have temperatures

of maximum or minimum density within the limits of experi-

ment :

Temperature of Temperature of
Maximum Density. Minimum Density.

Darcet's Metal* 50° C 35° C
(Bi Sn Pb)

13 10 8

Iodide of Silverf 145.5

Iodides of Silver & Lead (alloy)+ 141 121

Lipowitz's Metal* 40 25
(Bi Pb CJd Sn)

11 6 4 6

Rose's Metal rSpring)* bo 40
(Bi Sn Pb)

Wood's Metal* 85
(Bi Pb Cd Sn)

4 2 '2

* Spring, Ann Chun. Phys; (5) vii. (18f6) p. 178

tRodwell, Prac. Roy. Soc, Lond., xxv. p. 272.

JRodwell, ProG. Roy. Soc, Lond,, xxxii (1881) p< 640i
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Art. VIII.

—

Nova Scotian Ichthyology.—Addition to Jones'

Catalogue of 1879 Trans. By Rev. D.

honeyman, d. c. l.

(Read May 11, 1885.;

Since the above catalogue was published, some fishes of inter-

esting character, not to be found in that list, have been added to

the collection of the Provincial Museum. To these 1 now pro-

pose to direct attention.

I.

Black Pilot,

—

Palinurus perciformis. Fam. Scombridae.

DeRoy.

Black Rudder-fish,

—

Palinurichthys perciformis. Fam. Strom'

ateidae. Gill.

Rudder-fish or Perch Coryphene,—Coryphaena perciformis.

Mitchell, Trachynotus argenteus. Storer.

Two specimens were brought to the Museum some years ago

by a fisherman of Devil's Island. I identified them by consulting

DeKay. They were in a state of decay. Last autumn the same

brought me two other specimens. These are of larger size than

two preceding, and are now in pretty fair condition pre-

served in alcohol. The first were of the same size as that

described by DeKay,—9 inches. The last are of larger size, one

being 11 inches, the other 13. They are, probably, male and

female.

I give from DeKay's description, the leading characteristics

applicable to our specimens. " Colour black, body oblong, elliptical

compressed. Height nearly equal to one-third of length. Lat-

eral line commences at the upper angle of the branchial aper-

ture, is arched, and nearly concurrent with the back, from which

it is little distant. Head declivous somewhat rounded. Opercle

with a pointed membrane. Pre-opercle, with sub-equal short

spines, gives the bone on its outer surface a plaited appearance.
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Jaws sub-equal, the lower shutting within the upper. A series

of small sub-conical, slightly recurved teeth. The dorsal

fin is compound ; the anterior portion consists of seven short

acute spinous rays, connected with each other by a low mem-
brane, and the whole lodged in a deep grove," &c. " Maine to

Hatteras,"—Gill. Halifax Banks.

II.

Banded Seriole. Sp. Seriolo Zonata. Gen. 8e7'iola (Cuvier

and Valencienne), and Fam Scomhridae.—DeKay.

The prominent characteristic of our specimen is its six broad

vertical bands. The body is fusiform compressed. The first

dorsal fin is spinous. It has no finlets. Its length is eight

inches. In other respects also it agrees with DeKay 's

description.

The same fisherman brought this specimen to the Museum.

It also was caught on the banks, south of Devil's Island.

III.

INCERT^ SEDIS.

In this category I place the strange fish that was found at

Cole Harbor. A description of it is to be found in the Appendix

to Transactions 1882-3. It is in our Museum. I had it photo-

graphed and submitted, with said description, to the Biological

section of the British Association, at its meeting in Montreal,

1884. I expected in so doing to get some light in reference to

its name and zoological relations. It appears from the reports

that no opinion was expressed in reference to its character.

There was some discussion regarding the title of my note—"A
supposed Deep-sea Fish." I meant by this that it was supposed

to belong to what Gunther calls " Deep-sea Fishes"—introduc-

tion pages 296 to 311. I unintentionally omitted (?) I have

sent copies of the photo to Washington and London. As no

opinion has since been given, I conclude that our specimen is a

"strange fish," and consequently incertae sedis.
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IV.

Bluish sea lamprey. Petroniyson nigricans Family Petro-

myzontidae. Black lamprey. Avimo ecetus nigricans (Les-

neur). Fam Peti'omyzontidae, class Marsipobranchiae. 1st

family Petromyzontidae III sub-class.

Of this we have three specimens, one is bluish and two are

black. The first is eight inches in length, the other two are

between six and seven.

"Body eel-shaped, naked—subject to metamorphosis; in the

perfect stage with a suctorial mouth armed with teeth, horny

sitting on a soft papilla; lingual and suctorial teeth may be

distinguished. Eyes present (in mature animals). External

nasal aperture in the middle of" the upper side of the head.

The nasal duct terminates without perforating the palate. Seven

branchial sacs and apertures on each side, behind the head.

The inner branchial ducts terminate in a separate common tube.

They feed on fishes to which they suck themselves fast, scraping

off the flesh with their teeth. Whilst thus engaged they are

carried about with their victim."—Gunther,

They are found attached to mackerel, haddock and cod.—

"Cape Cod to Cape Hatteras."—Gill, Halifax.

These are altogether diftei-ent from the Petromyzon marinus
of our Catalogue.—Trans. 1S79

V.

Hag-fish. Myxime Glutinosa. Family Myxinidae III sub-

class. Cyclostomata.—Gunther.

Hags. Family Myxinidae. Ord. Marsipobranchii. Class

P isces.—Huxley.

Hag-fish. Sucker. Slime-fish. Myxine glutinosa (Linn),

Family Myxinidae. Ord. 12 Hyperotreta. Class C. Marsipo-

branchii.— Gill.

"Botly eel-shaped, naked. The single nasal aperture is above

the mouth, quite at the extremity of the head, which is provided

with four pairs of barbels. Mouth without lips. Nasal duct
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without cartilaginous rings penetrating the palate. One medium

tooth on the palate, and two comb-like series of teeth on the

tongue. Branchial apertures at a great distance from the head.

The inner branchial ducts lead into the sesophagus. A series of

mucous sacs along- each side of the abdomen. Intestines without

special value."

—

Oiinther.

In the naturalist's library it is called GaMerobranchus cwcus.

it is so named as its gills are on the belly, and as it is blind.

Huxley places in the order Marsi'pobranchii—Marsipos a pouch

hranchia gills, as its "gills are sac-like, not ciliated."

—

(Intro-

duction to the Classification of Animals—London, 18G9. Gun-

ther says—"Its eyes are rudimentary, and are covered wath the

muscles and skin." Linnseus at first classed it amongliis order

Vermes. Worms

—

Nat. Lib.

One specimen was brought to the Museum by another Devil's

Island fisherman. He caught it at a distance of 70 miles from

the island, and in depth of 54 fathoms. It was twisted round a

trawl hook. When brought it was living, and very active. It

had secreted a large quantity of ^lime in the tin can. Its lam-

prey affinities were readily recognized from its eel-shape and

the form of its mouth. I put it into a large glass jar, and filled

it with fresh sea-water, that I might keep it alive and study its

movements. It lay quiet at the bottom for nearly an hour,

during this time it secreted a large quantity of slime. Lifting

it up in the vessel, it became quite active, wriggling and moving-

its barbels. On referring to Gillis' Catalogue of Fishes, I readily

identified it as Myxine Gltitinosa slime-fish. Referring also to

vol. 37 of the Naturalist's Library, I found a picture of myxine,

which, in its main featui-es, depicts our specimen. Consulting

Ounther, the identification was complete.

Next morning I found it dead and suspended in the water.

It is 18 inches in length. Its girth near the two branchial

apertures is two inches. The nostril at the extremity of the

head has two pairs of barbels ; two pairs are at the mouth. The

distance of the branchial apertures from the nostril is oh inches.

Its colour is light brown,—lighter on the abdomen. On either
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side there is a line of mucous sacs. The vent is two inches from

the caudal extremity. It is blind. "The eight barbels, or cirri,

are, there is no doubt, delicate organs of touch, by which the

myxine obtains cognizance of the nature and quality of the

substances with which they are in contact, and the single-hooked

tooth on the palate enables it to retain its hold until the double

row of lingual teeth are brought into action to aid the desire to

obtain a good meal. Distribution. "Polar Regions to Cape

Cod."—GilL

"They are marine fishes, with a similar distribution as the

Oadidae, being most plentiful in the higher latitudes of the

temperate zones of the northern and southern hemispheres.

They are frequently found buried in the abdominal cavity of

other fishes, especially gadoids, into which they penetrate to

feed on their flesh. They secrete a thick gelatinous slime in

incredible quantities, and are therefore considered by fishermen

a great nuisance, seriously dauiaging the fisheries, and interfering

with the fishing in localities where they abound.

Myxine descends to a depth of 345 fathoms, and is generally

met with in the Norwegian Fjords at 70 fathoms, sometimes in

great abundance,"

—

Qunther.

PAL^ONTOLOGICAL,

Some zoologists and palaeontologists consider that myxine, on

account of its low organization and habits, must have been

among the first fishes that appeared in our world, and that its

lingual teeth, as the only parts that could survive, may yet be

found in Silurian or Devonian strata.
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Art. IX.

—

Notes on the Fresh Water Sponges of Nova
Scotia. By A. H. MacKay, B. A., B. Sc.

When examining the diatomaceous deposits of our lakes, we
always found present in greater or less abundance the silicious

spicules of fresh water sponges. In some of the material exam-

ined there appeared to be even a greater amount of silica deposit-

ed as sponge spicules than as diatom cells. A search for the

origin of this spicular deposit, has revealed, up to date, the exist-

ence of four genera containing nine species of fresh water

sponges, which form a part of the living fauna of Nova Scotia.

In the summer of 1884, in company with Hector Mclnnes, Esq.,

of the Pictou Academy, and John H. MacKay, Esq., Principal of

the River John High School, we made a most enjoyable explora-

tion of the physical and natural history characters of the lakes

in the basin of the East River of Pictou and beyond the water-

shed of the Province on the upper sources of the St. Mary's on

the Atlantic slope. We constructed rafts when necessary, so as

to be able to take soundings of their depths, and dredgings from

various parts of their bottoms. This paper is simply an outline

and classification of the species of spongillina found on this

expedition.

Fresh water sponges are generally rather inconspicuous

-objects. The first reference to them in a piinted work appears

to have been made in 1696. Linnaeus described two species in

1745, under the names Spongia laciistris and S. fluviatilis. In

1816 the name spongilla was given the genus by Lamarck. In

1839, Meyen pointed out the peculiar spiculation surrounding

^he " seed-like" bodies of one of these two species (our

Meyenia fiuviatilis, see slides 26 and 27). In 1840 Hogg
demonstrated that these " seed -like bodies" germinated and re-

produced the spongilla. In 1867 Carter established the
"' animality" of these sponges. Lieberkuhn and Bowerbank, by
aneans of the spiculation of what the latter called " ovaries,"
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cTefitiitely distinguished between the two known forms at that

time, naming them respectively Spongilla lacustris and fiuvi(t~

tills (now, Meynia jiivviatilis). The macroscopic characters of

fresh water sponges are often so varialile or ill-defined that a

microscopic examination of the general structure of the repro-

ductive gemmule which Carter denominates a " statoblast," is

necessary to make sure of its identity. Accordingly, Carter, in

1881, divided the fresh water sponges then known to science

into five genera, each of which is distinctly characterized by the-

spiculation.

In Canada, Sir William Dawson, of McGill, in 1863, sent a

specimen of freshwater sponge to Bowerbank, who described it

under the name of ;S'. Dawsoni. In 1875, George M. Dawson,

son of Sir William, described four addition?! sponges as new to

Canada and science. Although these ai'e not likely to rank as.

species in the future system of classification, they mark a good

step in the advance of our knowledge of these organisms by one-

whose energy and encyclopasdic knowledge of <'anadian Natural

History have done much, and promise to do still more, in bring-

inef our Dominion under the notice of the scientific world.

Our freshwater sponges are, so far as observed, generally

greenish, poriferous or variously channelled masses, of a rather

soft,but not fluid sarcode, supported by a .skeleton of silicious spi-

cules, or needles, approximating the one hundredth of an inch in

length, variously combined to form a mesh-work structure, which,

may assume the contour of thin or thick encrusting layers, even

or lobed, in some species branching erect, or creeping in slender

filaments. The statoblasts which appear to mature before win-

ter, commonly in the basal portion of the sponge, are more or less

spherical, siL.aller than the head of a pin, variable as to size and

mode of aggregation, and contain a mass of free cellidar germinal

matter, which is enclosed b}^ a strong chitinous membrane, with

a. small variously formed and directed aperture. The chitinous

coat is surrounded by an outer structure, generally densely

charged with a regularly arranged investing layer of character-

istic spicules, in most species bearing no resemblance either ini

form or size to the skeletal spicules..
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It is upon the distinct and invariable characters of this stato-

blast spiculation that the modern g-enera are based. Some

sponges have a third class of spicules on the suiface and in the

interstitial spaces or flesh. They are ahvays slender, and very

much smaller than the skeletal spicules. Nearly all the sponges

taken in Nova Scotia have been of some shade of green when
living and exposed to the influence of light. When attached to

the unut;!' siue of stones so as to be excluded from the light, they

become whitish. When dried rapidly, most of the sponges

shrink considerably, yet preserve their approximate form and

colour without decomposition. Exposure to light, however,

soon destroys the green of the dried sponge. The great bulk of

the specimens secured have been taken from water varying from

a fe.v incbc? to seven or eight feet. Specimens have been taken

from between thiity and forty feet of water by the dredge.

They grow attached to submerged pieces of wood, bark, weeds,

stones, gravel, and even on ferruginous concretions. Water liable

to become turbid is unfavourable to their development. The

largest specimen was one of Meyenia Jiuviatilis, taken from a

depth of seven or eight feet, in the Garden of Eden Lake, Pictou

County, on the 1st of August. It was encrusting a small branch

of about one inch in thickness, which was projecting from a

submerged tree. It was fusiform in contour,—the greatest

diameter being four inches, and its length twenty-seven inches.

During winter these sponges generally die, and the most of their

spicules are scattered in the neighboring deposits. The stato-

blasts are also often drifted about, and germinate the following

spring when a congenial environment is found.

We give the following systematic outline descriptions of the

species collected :

Genus I. Spongilla.

Statoblasts, more or less spherical, single or aggregated in

larger masses about the size of a head of a pin, invested with

linear spicules, straight or curved, cylindrical or acerate, more or

less spined and arranged tangenti^lly to the chitinous coat of the

statoblast.
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I, S. fragilis. Leidy.

Sessile, encrusting. Statoblasts in extensive basal layers,

with apertures extended into generally curved tubules, directed

outwards, or aggregated into compound spherules of three or

four or more single statoblasts in a common cellular investment

with spicules, cylindrical, roundish truncate, spined and generally

slightly curved.

Described first by Leidy, 1851 ; by Bowerbank as 8. Lordii

from British Columbia in 1863 ; by Dybowski as 8. Siberica

in Russia. The varying forms with aggregated or compound

statoblasts, were described as Var. Segregata, by Potts ; but he

says a wider experience has induced him to give it up. It is

this form which has been described from the Ottawa, by Dr. G.

M. Dawson, in 1875, as S. Ottaiuaensis. His " large irregular

ovaria" are the compound statoblasts to the structure of which

he does not allude. These forms are frequently found encrust-

ing submerged twigs, stones, &c., in the lakes of Nova Scotia.

(See slides 20 and 21.)

2. S. lacustris Var. Daiusoni, Bk.

Generally branching. Besides the skeletal spicules there are

present minute, spined, fusiform dermal arcuates. Statoblast

spicules, cylindrical, spined and more or less curved.

This is a variety of the European S. laciistris. The first

Canadian species was described by Bowerbank in 1863

as 8. Dawsoni. Next we find 8. lacustroides. Then as its

specific identity with the European form become apparent, we
find 8. lacustris var. lacustroides Potts, and 8. lacustris var.

Ame7'ica7ia Carter. We suggest the propriety of retaining

Bowerbank's specific as the varietal name. We have a specimen

from Sir William Dawson, collected by H. M. Ami in the Ottawa,

which is nearly identical with the European 8. lacustris.

One of the most common of Nova Saotian fresh water sponges.

(See slides 22 and 23.)
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8. *S^. Mackayi, Carter.

Sessile, encrusting, with many large compound statoblasts

prominent through the thin layer of fiesh. Large geramules

12 inch in diameter consisting of about IG statoblasts, apei'tures

turned inward, supported by a mass of heavily spined acerate

spicules of various sizes, interci'ossing. Spines sometimes as

long as the spicule is broad, very irregular in size and situation,

skeletal spicules longer and all parts more slender. Described

by Carter, in the " Annals and Magazine of Natural History."

London, January, 1885. The species is not uncommon in Nova
Scotia lakes. Its spicules appear to exist in the diatomaceous

deposits of the lakes which supply the water system of Halifax

;

specimens of which we have received from Professor Lawson of

Dalhousie College. Carter has described similar spicules as

abundant in the diluvial deposits of the Altmidil Valley in

Bavaria. (See slides 24 and 25.) It is very near S. igloiforinis

of Potts.

Genus II.

—

Meyenia.

Statoblasts suirounded by minute birotulate spicules.

4. M. jiuviaiilis, Carter.

Massive encrusting, sometimes extensively' lobular. Birotulates

small and star-like, the shaft connecting the layed discs about

equal to diameter of rays.

Varieties of this species (with some adventitious spicules)

have been desci'ibed by Di*. G. M. Dawson in the Canadian

Naturalist of Sept., 187'', as »S'. stagnalis and S. asper-

rima. This species, like its old European comrade, S. lacustris,

is one of our most common sponges. (See slides 26 and 27).

5. M. Everetti, Mills.

Sessile, encrusting. Statoblast birotules 3 to 4 times longer

axially than those of M. fluviatilis, with the more numerous

rays incui-ved. Flesh spicules present as minute slender biro-

tules with incurved barb-like rays. Discovered for the second

time in the lakes of Pictou County. The only habitat previous-
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ly known is a lake on Mount Everett, Berkeshire Co., Mass.,

U. S. A., 1800 or 2000 feet above the sea. The flesh spicules of

this species have been observed in the diatomaceons deposits of

the lakes which supply the city of Halifax with water. (See

slides 28, 29 and 30).

Genus III.

—

Heteromeyenia.

Statoblast birotules of two orders, one lonu', the other short.

0. H. Rytleri, Potts.

Rather massive with lobular protuberances. Long birotules,

with scattered spines on shaft and few incurved, nearly barb-

like, rays. Sh(jrt birotules, with small shaft enlarging towards
the lai'ge lineiy-toothed discs. (For structure and spiculation

see slides 31, 32 and 33). Very abundant in MacKay's Lake,
Pictou Co.

7. H. argyrosper'ma, Potts.

Sessile, encrusting. Large birotules more than twice the size

of those of //. Ryderi, rays more hook-like. Small birotules

about half the length
; few rays irregularly hooked ; shaft with

stout scattered spines. Li Garden of Eden Lake, Pictou Co.,

and adjacent lakes.

8. H. Pidovensis, Potts.

Sponge light green, massive, encrusting; texture ver}^ com-

pact; spicules non-fasciculated, persistent; surface mostly smooth

and firm to the touch. Statoblasts very scarce, spherical; crust

thick.

Skeleton spicules cylindrical, short, robust, rounded or abi'uptly

terminated; entirely spined,—spines conical at the centre of the

spicule, elsewhere generally curving towards each extremity;

rounded terminations of spicules covered with short spines,

though frequently a single large spine or acute termination is

seen at one or both extremities.

Birotulates of the longer class surrounding the statoblasts,

rather numerous, one-half longer than the others; shafts con-
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spicuously fusiform or largest at the centre, where are found one-

or moi-e long spines. Their rotules consist of three to six irregu-

larly placed rays, recurved at the extremities.

Birotules of the shorter class abundant, and compactly placed

around the statoblasts; shafts mostly smooth, though sometimes

bearing a single spine; inegularl}" cyndrieal, but rapidly widen-

ing to support the rotules, which are large, umbonate, nearly tlat^

and finely lacinulate at their margins; occasionally^ bearing

spines.

MeasureTiients—Skeleton spicules 0.0075 inch long, hy 0.00075

i^nch thick; length of long birotulates 0.0021 inch; of short bi-

rotulates 0.0012 inch ; diameter of disc of latter, 0.0009 inch.

The above description is substantially that of Mr. Potts, who
described the species before the Philadelphia Academy of N-^tural

Sciences, at its meeting of Febiuary 24th, 1885.

This most beautiful of all our sponges was originally found in

the lakes of the watershed of the Province, between Pictou„

Guysboro' and Antigonish, August, 1884. It has since beerx

observed in the lakes and streams of Halifax County.

Heteromeynia PiCTOVENSis, Potta»

A.—Skeleton spicules.

B.—Long birotulate.

C.— Short birotuJate.
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Genus IV.

—

Tubella,

Statoblast spicules with a rotule on one end only of the shaft,

or inequirotulate.

9. T. Pennsylvannica, Potts.

Thin encrusting; rotule a very sniall circular entire disc, with

the short central shaft attached on one side. Rare. Found in

two lakes in the East River basin.

Note.—Durina; the Summer 1885, the author extended the knuwn range of the most of these

species to the Jakes of Halifax County, Nova Scotia, and to the lakes of the Island of Newfound-

laiid.
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APPENDIX I.

Report of M. Murphy, C. E., Delegate to the R. Society

OF Canada, May, 1883.

I HAD the honor, as delegate, to represent the Nova Sco-

tia Institute of Natural Science, at the last annual meeting of

the Royal Society of Canada.

At this first annual meeting of the N. S. I. of Natural Science

for the session, 1884-5, it is, I presume, expected that I should

submit to you, Mr. President and gentlemen, a few cursory re-

marks on my visit.

I will say, in a few words, my visit to Ottawa was both

pleasant and instructive. It was made pleasant by the members

of the Royal Society, and instructive by the papers read and

the remarks elicited in 'the discussions thereon.

A delegate from your Institute is treated with all the privi-

leges of a member during the session, he is allowed and invited

to enter into the discussion of subjects, so varied that a party

wishing to discuss any one subject will be afforded ample oppor-

tunity to do so.

I submitted a short paper giving a brief sketch of the life of

the I. N. S., Nova Scotia—its operations and exchanges, together

with the last printed number of the Transactions.

I have, on behalf of this Institute, as well as on my own behalf^

to thank Dr. Lawson and Dr. MacGregor for the manner in which

they so kindly treated me throughout my visit. These gentle-

men seemed to pay special attention, and in all instances saw

that your delegate was neither forgotten nor neglected.
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"Our Glacial Phoblem." By Rev. D. Honeymajt,

D. C. L., F. R. S. C, Hon. F. S. Sc.

(Paper read before the American Institiite of Mining Engineers, Halifax, Sept. 15, 1885.)

Abstract.

A con.sideiable part of the Introduction contained matter pub-

lished in the Transactions of the In.stitute of Natural Science

from 187G to 1884.

When observations were made at Rimouski, in 1883, it was

considered that we had reached the "Ne plus ultra" in that

direction. On tny woi'king chart I had extended my " Halifax

hypothetical line," which passed to the east of Rimouski, to the

northern extremity,—lat. 52 deg., 50 min.; long. 75 deg., 45 min.

The reports of the Hudson Bay expedition of 1884, by Lieut.

Gordon, R. N., commander, and Dr. Bell, geologist, with illustra-

tive charts, blue books, and reports of progress of Geological

Survey of Canada, have furnished us with important observa-

tions by which we are enabled to extend our investigations, to

existing glacial regions. Seven stations are repoi'ted as having

glaciation with a south easterly course. Two of these,— viz.

Marble Island, in the N. W. of Hudson Bay, and Nottingham

Island, at the mouth of Fox's Channel—having, respectively,

S. 20 E., and S. 30 E., (magnetic) courses attracted attention

from their resemblance to leading Nova Scotia course.s. This led

me to extend my working chart so as to include these and the

other five stations in Hudson Strait and '.he Atlantic coast. My
chart, which was used in the illustration of this paper was thus

six times the size of Lieut. Gordon's chart, being 9x6 feet.

Extending my Halifax and Rimouski, Hijpotli.etical line, which

was S. 20 E., N. 20 W., magnetic, it runs through Hud-

!5on's Bay, east of Marble Island, and west of Nottingham Island.

I also extended my Antigonish and George's Bay hypothetical

line.— (Fi(?e Trans. 1883, page 35.) This also runs S. 20 E., N.
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20 W., mag., at a distance of three degrees from the Halifax line.

It, too, passes into Hudson Bay, east of Marble Island, and west

of Nottingham Island. It was remarked that these two parallels

included similar and different, even opposite courses, the agencies

not proceeding to any great distance in straight lines, and often

having their courses changed by obstructing causes, e. g. On
the east side of Halifax harbor we have S. 5 E. lines, and between

the Hyijothetical lines to the east of Rimouski a line S. E.

(Logan's Tables—Geology of Canada, 18':'3.) The harbours or

fjords were seen to run approximately with the parallels, or the

changed courses. {Vide Admiralty Charts.)

Lines of Equal Variation (Evans.)

I would observe that the line of equal variation, 20°
, (Vide

Sir Frederick Evans, Manual of the Variation of the Compass in

Iron Ships, Plate VI., 1870, and Encyclopedia Britannica, Art.

Meteorology, Fig. 30, Ninth Ed., Vol. 16, 1883) runs hetiueen

these parallels from Nova Scotia to Hudson Bay.

Examining Sir F. Evans' Chart, Fig. 30, Etic, Brit., the line of

equal variation, 20° in its southerly course, is seen to intei'sect

the corresponding line, 20°
, which runs through Great Britain at

about lat. 17° N., and long. 23° W. In my Paper " On Glacial Ac-

tion at Rimouski, Canada, and Loch Eck, Argyleshire, Scotland,"

Trans. 1883-4, I incidentally connected glacially what Evans

connects magnetically.

I would remark, however, that "Marble Island" seems to be

in lines of equal variation, 15°. This is west line 20°. Not-

tingham Island seems to be between lines 5.5° and 50°
, the equal

variation lines that run along Hudson's Strait from the

Atlantic. This is the course of Dr. Bell's " Hudson's Strait

Glacier. {Vide Report.)

Line of 7io Variaticn. (Evans.)

Having defined this on our chart, we find that it lies to the

west of all the Hudson Bay Stations, having S. E. giaciation.

It also lies to the west of all the leading S. E. lines of Sir W. E.

Logan's Tables. In fact it passes between the S. E, and S. W.
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lines as found at Lake Superior. We have thus the principal

S. E. lines to the east of the line of no variation, and the S. W.
to the west of it. On our chart the S. E. lines of Lake Temis-

camang and Ottawa, and the S. W. lines of Lake Superior, have

something of the aspect of an anticlinal, while the intermediate

S. E. and S. W. lines are very much intermixed or confused. In

my Paper, Trans. 1882, page 38, I remarked that the region of

" glacial divergence seems to be also that of water." We have

thus the apparently singular conjunction of magnetic, glacial and

water divergence. Dana refers to the two last in Text Book

of Geology. Third Ed.

The significance^of this phenomenon we do not understand. It

surely cannot be accidental. " Our Problem" must rest here.
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Provincial Museum, Oct ,21, 1885,

AnniVersaby Meeting,

John Somers, M. D., Vice-President, in the chair.

Since last Anniversary the Institute has had to mourn over the loss of their

much esteemed President, Robert Morrow, Esq , F. R M. S., &c.

The Chairman read an address which was regarded as very interesting. A

vote of thanks passed unanimously.

The Treasurer's Accouut Book and Vouchers were presented, audited and

found correct.

A. H, McKay, Principal of the Pictou Academy, Associate Member, was ad-

mitted an Ordinary Member, in accordance with Law 14,

The following were elected Office-Bearers and Members of Council for the

current year:

President—Job's Somers, M, D.

Vice-Presidents—VJii.i.1Ail Gossip, J. G. Macgregor, D. Sc.

Secretaries —Rv.v. D. Honeyman, D. C. L., and Simon D. Macdonald.
Treasurer— W. C. Silver.

Librarian—A. J. Denton.
C'o?{j?ci7—Augustus Allison, Maynard Bowman, George Lawson, Ph. D„

Ll. D., Edwin Gilpin, A. M., Martin Murphy, C. E., A. II. McKay, B. A., B.

Sc, John J. Fox.
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Ordinary Mektino, Provincial Museum, Nov. 9, iSS3.

Dr. Somers, President in the Chair.

Inter alia.

Rev. Roeert Laing was proposed a member.

A Paper was read by Dr. Honeyman, " Additional notes on Glacial Action at

Bedford Basin, Halifax Harbour and North West Arm."

Dr. Somers read a paper^ " On New and Rare Plants."

Ordinary Meeting^ Provincial Museum, Jan'J^, 11, 1886.

Dr. Somers, President^ in the Chair.

Inter alia.

Reported that Rev. Robert Laino had been duly elected by the Council.

Dr. Macgrkgor read a paper^ "On the relative bulk of certain aqueus solu-

tion:) and their constituent water."

Simon D. Macdonald, F. G. S.^ read a paper '' On Sable Island, its probable

origin and submerj^ence."

Ordinary Meeting, Provincial Museum, .March 8, 1886.

J. J. Fox, Esq., ti)as called to the (Jhair.

Inter alia.

I'roF. Lawson read and commented on a Collection of Plants, collected in

the vicinity of Truro last summer, by G. G. Campbell, B. Sc.

Dr. Somers read a paper " On Nova IScotian Fungi."

An interesting collection of specimens from a battle-field in British Columbia,

contributed to the Museum by H. R. Reynolds, was exhibited and examined.

The collection consisted of portions of human skulls and teeth, with stone arrow

heads and stone chisel. A vote of thanks was passed to the donor for his inter-

esting communication which the specimens illustrated.

Ordinary Meeting, Provincial Museum, .\pril 12, 1886.

Dr. Somers, President, in the Chair.

Inter alia.

A letter from the Hon. Secretary of the Royal Society of Canada, in reference

to the appointment of a delegate, was submitted and. referred to the Council.

At the same time it was agreed to take up the matter at next ordinary meeting.

E. Gilpin then read a paper " On the Carboniferous Formation of Cape

Breton."

Dr. Honeyman also read a paper, " Notes of a Polariscopic Examination of

Crystalline Rocks of Antigonish County."
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Ordinary Mkkting, rrovincial Museum, May 10, 1886.

Dr. Somees, President, in the Chair.

Inter alia.

A. n. McKay was elected delegate to the Roj-al Society of Canada, and

Maynard Bowman, alternate

J. J. Fox, Esq., read a paper, " Observations on the Currents of the Gulf of St.

Lawrence "

Dr, Somers also i-ead a paper, " Xotes on Delphinus delphis."

Dr. Honicyman read a " Revision of the Geology of Antigonish Cjunty
''

Andrew Down.s, M. Z. S., read a paper, " Oraithological Notes,"

Dr. Honeyman read " Notes on New and Rare Fishes."
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Bayne, Herbert E., Ph. D., F.R.S.C, Prof, of Chemistry, Rorjal

Militan/ CoUer/e, Kingston, Ontario.

Bowman, Ma.vnard, Public Analyst, Halifax.

Brown, C. E., Halifa.K.

Campbell, G. M., B. A., Tutor in Mathematics, Dalhousie

College.

De Wolfe, James R., M.D., L.R.C.S.E., Halifax.

Denton, A. J., High School, Halifax.

Fox, .John J., Halifax.

Gilpin, Edwin, F.R S.C., F.G.S., Govt. Inspector of Mines.

Gilpin, J. Bernard, VI.D., M.R.CS., Lond., F.R.S.C.

Gossip, William, Vice-President, Halifax.

Downs. Andrew, M. Z. S., Lind., Ta.vidermist, Halifax.

Forbes, John, Starr Manufacturing Co'y, Dartmiuth.

Foster, James G., Barrister, Dartmouth.

Hare, Alfred, Bedford.

Harrington, D., M.D., Halifax.

Honeyman, Rev. D., D.C.L., F.R.S.C, F.S.Sc, Lond., Secretary,

Gurntor of Provincial Mw^eum, Halifax.

Jack, Peter, Cashier of People's Bank, Halifax.

Jones, J. M., F.R.S.C, F.L.S., Halifax.

Keating, C.E., City Engineer, Halifax.

L'^ing, Rev. Robert, Halifax.

Law,-<ou, George, Pii. D. L.L.D., Prof, of Ohemistry and

Mineralogy, Dalhonsie College, Halifax.

Macdonald, Simon 1)., F.G.S., Secretary.

Macgregjr, J. G., D. Sc, F.R.S.E, F.R.S.C, Vice-President,

Prof, of Phifsics, Dalhousie College, Halifax.

McKay, Alex., Supervisor of Halifax Public Schools.

McKay, A. H., B.A., B.Sc, F.S.Sc, Lind., Principal of Pictou

Academy.

McLeod, John, Demerara, West Indies.

Murphy, Martin, C.E, Provincial Engineer, Halifax.

1873.
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§0va <ffotiaw Institute of §[atwviil .^ci^nc^o

Art. I.

—

Additional Notes on Glacial Action in Halifax

Harbour, North-West Arm, and Bedford Basin.

— By Rev. Dr. Honeyman, D. C. L., F. K. S. C,

F. S. Sc, &c.

(Read November 9, 1883.)

Examination in detail reveals many interesting and important

points that have not been noticed in preceding papers. To some

of these I now propose to diiect attention.

Bedford Basin.

Having now resided a year and a half about half way up

Bedford Basin, I have had favourable opportunities for studying

the geology of this beautiful and picturesque region. Again and

again I have referred to Navy Island, on the east side of the

Basin, as having a glacial deposit of the "Cow Baj^ Type," re-

plete with triassic and archaean boulders. To the north and

south of this, from Bedford to the Narrows, expanses of drift

have been examined of similar constitution.

The greatest breadth as well as depth of the Basin is between

the Navy Island side and Birch Cove. The bi'eadth here is two
miles, and one of the Admiralty soundings, about* midway, is

84 fathoms

—

(Vide Chart). As might be expected, its marine

zoology is very interesting. This year its mackerel fishery has

been very productive, and manj' singular fishes, especially &coWj-^

heresox so urns, have been found in its waters.
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The mollusca of Halifax harbor are decidedly Arctic and

Boreal.

—

(Vide below.)

The Intercolonial Railway traverses its western side and

south as far as the Nairows and Richmond. On its south side

a branch line from Richmond extends to the cotton factory.

This passes below Rockhead—the city prison. The cotton fac-

tory siding runs up a hollow to the west of Rockhead. Through

this passes the short roads from Bedford to Halifax. Still

further west is a deeper hollow. Through this passes the road

to Dutch Village. It connects also the Bedford Basin with the

North- West Arm. South of Rockhead, lies Foit Needham. I

indicate these as they are connected with our investigations.

Along the west and south sides of the Basin are large accu-

mulations of drift. On the west these are well exposed in roads

and railway sections. They consist of rock masses, large and

small stones in great abundance. There are quartzites imbedded

generally in quartzite debris which is used for road material. I

have searched diligently in this drift for triassic and archaean

boulders, such as those found on Navy Island, without success.

I have been equally unsuccessful in finding such boulders in the

drift in the road cuttings towards Halifax and Dutch Village.

On the south side of the Basin I examined the sections on the

shore, and also on the railway and cotton factory branch, with-

out success.

Great caution had to be exercised in this investigation from

the circumstance, that we have hero railway rerstis glacial

transportation. A great propoi'tion of the railway ballast was

brought from Truro, from the banks of glacial drift, through

which the Intercolonial railway passes. This drift is largely

derived fram Archeean rocks of the Cobequid Mountains. Out

of this ballast stray boulders of syenites, gneisses, diorites, etc.,

are found on the shoi-e and at the bottom of the drift cuttings.

We have therefore to observe well, and reject all boulders that

are not in the undisturbed drift.

We consider that all the drift under examination is either of

local origin or at the farthest can only have come from a dis-

tance of 20 miles, the north side of the Cambrian quartzite band
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of rocks, while that on the opposite side of the Basin was derived

from the geological foimation of the Cobequids and all the inter-

vening formations.— (Vide Geological Map and Papers read

before the Institute.)

Lumber Yard.

I would add to the accumulations of the "Cow Bay type" an

elevation in the Lumber Yard. On this are the remains of one

of the "old forts."

Connecting Lines.

A passes from Navy Lsland along the east si<le of the Basin to

the Narrows, near Dartmouth Railway Bridge. It then crosses

over to Richmond to Foit Needham. Proceeding it reaches the

Queen's Dock Yai-d, at the late Observatory Hill. It then ex-

tends to the east side of the Citadel Hill. Thence it goes to the

Lumber Yard, and then it passes to the Fort at the east side of

entrance to the N. W. Arm.

B begins at the west side of George's Island, which lies in the

harbour opposite the Lumber Yard. Thence it goes southerly to

the west side of Cornwallis Island (McNab's). Proceeding along

this Island it connects Thrum Cap and Shoal.

G may commence at the drift at the corner of Preston and

Lawrencetown roads. Thence it passes to the accumulation at

the top of Dartmouth Cove It then extends along the shore to

the neighbourhood of Fort Clarence at the Eastern Passage.

D may be called the Terminal Line. This may begin at the

accumulation at the old foi't (of A line), and pass across the

mouth of harbour to Thrum Cap. Thence it proceeds N. E. to

the eastern side of the Passage. It then extends along the shore,

to Cow Bay and Osborne Point. From this it extends to Law-

rencetown Head; from this to Half Island, and then to Three

Fathom Harbour.

The Triassic Amygdaloids from Blomidon and Partridge Island

which I regard as the prime characteristic of the drift of the

accumulation, etc., which I have thus connected, have their ex-

treme easterly points of occurrence at

—
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1. Three Fathom Harbour, on the Atlantic Coast.

2. Preston.

3. Goft"s, on Old Guysboro' Road, or rather | mile beyond.,

4. Enfield, on the Intercolonial Railway. Trans. I. N. S.

E. Connecting these points we have a line which may be

regarded as the eastern boundary of Amygdaloidal drift distri-

bution, while A line may be legarded as the western boundary.

We may thus have the appioxiniate form and width of the

moraine of which the accumulations formed a part. The width

from N. W. Arm to Three Fathom Harbour is about 10 miles,

from Navy Island to Preston it is 9- miles. Enfield is 23 miles,

nearer Blomidun and Partridge Island than Three Fathom Har-

bour.

Col. Akers directed my attention to a scooped out ledge on

the site of the Old Chain Battery at the North-West Arm. I have

pointed out the roche inoutonnee, containing what is supposed

to be a relic of the Chain Battery, with a scooping of argillites,

on the entrance to the road that leads to the Prince of Wales

Tower.

These indicate the scooping power of the agency which seems at.

least to have aided in the formation of the North-West Arm. At

the top of the Arm, on its western side, I also shewed another

scooping, when I was engaged making observations on the glacia-

tion of the Halifax Peninsula.

Bi'eccia.

It is upwards of 20 years since my attention was directed ta

a formation of this kind overlying the tilted argillites. This

conglomerate was observed at the east side of the North-West

Arm, at its top, and also on the west side of the Harbour between

Richmond and H. M. Dockyard. Considering this to be like

other conglomerates, formed by the action of sea agency, I was

disposed to regard our conglomerate as the remains of an ancient

formation, e. g., Carboniferous. Good examples of this may be

seen at the west side of the North Street I. C. R. Station and

opposite the late Observatory Hill, and at the north-end of Dutch

Village. I am persuaded that the rock is a glacial debria
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cemented together by the oxide of iron derived from the pyrite

of the argillites which chiefly constitute the Breccia. Sections

indicated the Breccia filling the hollows of the underlying argil-

lites.

Purcell's Cove.

Here we have an island at its entrance which has a very ferru-

ginous aspect. To all appearances it is composed of debris.

Its position near the entrance to the N. West Arm, suggests its

origin. It seems to have been formed from the scooped material

of the N. West Arm. Masses detached show that it is largely

conglomerate cemented with oxide of Iron.

These show that glacial agency may also form conglomerates,

and Breccias as well as marine agencies which have been chiefly

employed in this work.

In ray Paper, Session 1886-7, I gave a list of characteristic

boulders of the " Amygdaloidal Drift " exhibited at the Centen-

nial Exhibition, Philadelphia. I would now give the same with

subsequent additions,

Archaean.
1. Granites.

— hornblendic.

Syenites.

Diorites.

— magnetitic.

Gneisses.

— magnetitic.

Porphy rites.

Silurian.

2. Quartzite, olive-coloured with crinoids.

Carboniferous.

3. Limestones.

Bituminous.

Fossiliferous (fauna) Brachiopoda, &c.

Sandstones (yellow.)
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Flora.

Stigmaria.

Lepidodendron.

Ca]amites.

Triassic.

Basalts. Blomidon or Parrsboro.

" with olivine,
" "

Amygdaloids, with Heulandite, Stilbites, Chalcedony, &c.

Agates.

Jaspers.

Glacial Highway.

We propose now to go northward in the direction of our main

glacial line, N. 40" W,, to notice its Geology and to indicate the

formations that have produced the drift material already referred

to. From Halifax Harbour Mouth, a distance of 83 miles,

(Mackinlays' Map) we have the Lower Cambrian Formation

with its Quartzites and Argillites and associated Granites, west

side of the Harbour and Mount Uniacke. On our way we have

passed through the County of Halifax and entered the County

of Hants. We now enter the Carboniferous Formation with its

Sandstones, Limestones and Gypsums. The Limestones are

sometimes fossiliferous (Fauna) the Sandstones, &c., having Flora,

Passing through these 21 miles we reach the "Mines Basin,"

Reaching the other side we have gone 18 miles. The Formation

lying under the water is the Triassic. (New Red Sandstone.)

At 12 miles distance we passed Blomidon with its Basalts and

Amygdaloids and Sandstones. On the north side of the Basin

we have Partridge Island similarly constituted. We are now in

Cumberland County at the junction of the Triassic with the

Carboniferous Formation. Proceeding through Parrsboro' we
traverse its Carboniferous to a distance of 4 miles. We have

reached the Cobequid Mountains with (a) its Upper Silurian

Formation (metamorphic.) This is the band that contains the

Londonderry Iron Mines, about 40 miles to the eastward. After

going ten miles and a half we reach Crystalline, Metamor-
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phic, rocks of Archtfan or PreCambrian age, with Granites,

Syenites, Gneisses, &c. About 5 miles of these bring us to the

Carboniferous, without any other Formation intervening. We
are now in the Cumberland Coal Field, with Springhill Mines

and the South Joggins, celebrated in geology on account of its

marvellous shore section. Vide Dawson's Acadian Geology,

Lyell's Elements, Dana's Manual, &c.

We have thus crossed Nova Scotia from Halifax Harbour to

the Chiegnecto Channel, which separates it from New Brunswick.

Sequence of Formations.

Lower Cambrian with Granites, Carboniferous, Triassic, with

igneous rocks, Carboniferous, Silurian, Archaean, Carbonifei'ous.

I have referred to the Mollusca of Halifax Harbour and Bed-

ford Basin.

From Catalogue of J. M. Jones, F. L. S. Trans. 1877.

CLASS CONCHIFERA.

Fam. SoLENiD^.

1. Solenomya borealis, Tott. Halifax harbour. (Verrill.)

2. Panopoea arctica, Gould. Halifax harbour.

Fam. Myad.e.

3. Mya truncata, L. Halifax harbour.

Fam. Anatinid.e.

4. Lyonsia arenosa, Morch. Halifax harbour.

5. Thracia myopsis. Beck. Halifax harbour. (Smith and

Harger.)

Fam. Gastroch^nid^.

• 6. Saxicava arctica, Desh. Museum. Halifax harbour.

Fam. Tellinid^.

7. Macoma fusca, Gould. Halifax harbour.

8. M. sabulosa, Morch. Halifax harbour. (Smith and

Harger.)
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Fam. Cyprinid^.

9. Astarte castanea, Say. Halifax harbour. (Willis.)

10. A. crebricostata, Forbes and Hanley. Halifax harbour.

11. A. sulcata, Flem. Halifax harbour.

12. A. semisulcata, Gray. Halifax harbour,

18. Oyprina Islandica. Halifax harbour.

Fam. Venerid^.

14. Callista convexa. Halifax harbour. (Willis.)

Fam. CARDIADiE.

15. Cardiura Islandicum. Halifax harbour.

16. Serripes Gronlandicus, Beck. Halifax harbour. (Willis.)

Fam. Arcade.

17. Yoldia obesa. Halifax harbour.

18. Y. thraciseformis. Halifax harbour.

19. Y. sapotilla. Halifax harbour.

20. Leda tenuisulcata. Halifax harbour.

21. L. minuta, Mol. Halifax harbour.

22. L. caudata, Loven.

Fam. MYTiLiDiE.

23. Modiolaria nigra, Loven. Halifax harbour.

24. M. discors, Beck. Halifax harbour.

25. M. corrugata, Morch. Halifax harbour.

26. Crenella glandula. Halifax harbour.

Fam. OsTRiEiD^.

27. Anomia glabra, Verrill. Halifax harbour,

CLASS BRACHIOPODA.

Fam, Terebratultd^e.

28. Terebratulina septentrionalis, Couth. Halifax harbour.

Fam. Rhynconellid^.

29. Rhynconella psittacea, Owen. Halifax harbour.
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CLASS GASTEROPODA.

Fam. Triiv)nid,«.

30. Dendronotu.s arbores^cens, Aid. and Han. Halifax

harbour.

31. Eolis nana ? Aid. and Hau. Halifax harbour. (Verrill.)

Fam. Trochid^.

32. Margarita helicina, St. Halifax harbour.

Fam, SCALARID^E.

33. Scalaria graosnlandica, iSow. Halifax harbour.

Fan). TURRITELLIl!)^.

34. Turritella reticulata. Halifax haibour.

35. T. acicula, St. Halifax harbour.

Fam. Cerithid^.

8G. Appoihais occidentalis. Halifax harbour.

Fam. VELUTlNIDiE.

u7. Velutina zonata, Gd. Halifax harbour.

Fam. Naticid^.

37*. Lunatia groenlandica.

38. Natica clausa. Halifax harbour.

Fam. Purpurid^.

39. Buccinum undatum.

40. Neptunea decemcostafus. Halifax harbour.

Fam. Cancellarid.e.

41. Trichotropis borealis, Sow. Halifax harbour.

In this list of 42 we have 12 arctic and 30 boreal. In Wood-
"worth s Distribution Chart, vide Manned of Mollusca, Nova Scotia

is included in the " Boreal Region."

These zoolooical observations are sufjo-estive of certain geolo-

gical and palsentological investigations which I reported to the

Institute in my Paper read Nov. 9, 1874, "A Month among the

Geological Formations of New Brunswick." Trans, Vol. IV,

Page 19 Extract
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Post Pliocene.

" I have already in pas^^ing referred to a deep cutting"

on the north side of the new bridge of the Nepisiguit. This

is in the deep drift overlvino; the o^ranite. That this is olacial

drift is evident from the great coarseness of the material, the

massiveness of the enclosed boulders, the want of stratification

and the absence of marine relics (fossils.)

I also noticed the fiist cuttins: across the Teteagauche.

This is of a different character from the preceding. The

material here is stratified. It is of marine origin. The abund-

ance of shells to be found in the beds unmistakably indicate the

origin of the deposits. The Rev. C. H. Paisley, of Bathurst, has

described the various beds as they appeared when the cutting

was fresh, giving the measurements and characteristic of each,"

At Jacquet River were found cuttings in the Intercolonial

Railway, having the same fossils as at Teteagauche. Here was

found embedded a skeleton of a Beluga. The greatfer part of

this is in the Provincial Museum. It was described by Dr.

Gilpin in a paper communicated to the Institute. Trans, vol.

iii. page 400.

At the Fisheries Exhibition of London, 1883, I exhibited char-

acteristic portions of this skeleton with associated shells. This

was considered as interesting in connection with the exhibition

of the white whale (Beluga) from River St. Lawrence. The two

exhibits showed that the Beluga frequented this river from the

Champlain period to the present tinie.

Our observations on the Mollusca of Halifax Harboui- seem to

show that the mollusca of the present period of Halifax are

essentially the same as the Postpliocene Mollusca of the north-

ern part of New Brunswick, and also of eastern Canada.

The glacial drift of the I.C.R. and the Teteagauche and Jac(iuet

river beds at Nepisiguit River, lies between our two glacial

parallels—Chart of Glacial Problem—or in an intermediate paral-

lel drawn from Beaver Harbour, which lies 58 miles east of

Halifax Harbour.
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4Rt. II.— On the Kelative Bulk op Certain Aqueous

Solutions and their Constituent Water.—
Bt Prof. J. G. MacGre«or, D. Sc.

(Bead Jamiart/ 11, 1886 )

The following experiments were made with the object of

determining whether or not weak solutions of Sodium Phos-

phate and Carbonate have volumes which are less than the

Volumes at the same temperature of the water which they con-

tain.

Professor Ewing' and 1 had found that sufficiently weak solu-

tions of sulphate of copper contain amounts of water whose

Volumes if free would be greater than those of the solutions

themselves ; and that anhydrous copper sulphate, added in small

quantities to water, produces solutions of smaller bulk than the

original water. It seemed desirable therefore to extend the

investigation to other hydrated salts.

The apparatus employed consisted of dilatometers, which were

large glass bottles (commonly called Winchester quarts), with

glass tubes fitted in their neck.s. The bottles had capacities of

about 2,GOO c.c. The glass tubes were about 25 cm. in length

and 0"4 sq. cm. in section, and were chosen so as to be as uniform

in bore as possible. They were fitted to the bottles by means of

India-rubber stoppers, and fitted so tightly that there could be

no danger of any relative displacement of tube and bottle. The
rubber stoppers were held fast to the bottle by wires. Their

inner ends were hollowed conically, and the glass tubes started

from the summits of the conical hollows, so that air bubbles

could easily be made to pass up the tubes. At their upper ends

the tubes widened into funnels. Fine scratches on the tubes

served as zero marks. The bottles stood in a large zinc bath up

to their necks in water. The dilatometers were calibrated by

1 Tmns. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. xxvii. (1873) p. 61 ; Reports Brit. Asso. (1877)

;

Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, vol. ii. (1884) sec. iii., p. 69.
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being filled with distilled water of known temperature, frotii'

measuring vessels whose volumes were known. The one used

in calibrating the tubes was so divided that changes in the

volume of the water it contained could be read to 005 c.c. The

water, with which the bottles were thus filled, had been freed

from air under the receiver of an air-pump.

To test the tightness of the stoppers, the dilatometers were-

filled, until the upper surfaces of the water were near the tops

of the tubes. The stoppers were thus subjected to as great

pressures as they would be during the experiments. After the-

bottles had taken the temperature of the bath, I observed the

variation of the height of the water in the tubes from time to

time, until I had satisfied myself that there was no leak,—

a

return to a formerly observed height in one bottle being accom-

panied in all cases by a similar return in the others.

I next satisfied myself that difierences of temperature between-

the bottles, greater than any which could arise during the

experiments through the dissolving of salt in some bottles and

not in others, would vanish in less than the time that was to

intervene between successive measurements.

As the dilatometers could not be kept at constant temperature,

and as any change of volume of their contents must therefore be

partially due to change of temperature, it was necessary to know

the relative apparent thermal expansion of their contents. For

this purpose, both at the outset when ail the bottles contained

water, and at intervals during the series of experiments when

some of them contained solutions, the temperature of the bath

was varied, and the heights of the water or solutions in the dif-

ferent tubes were observed when the bottles had assumed the

temperature of the bath. These results were tabulated for pur-

poses of correction.

The solutions, whose volumes were measured, were formed by

the addition of known masses of anhydrous salt to the water in

the bottles. The salt was simply dropped little by little down

the tubes of the dilatometers. Occasionally the salt was found

to cake at the surface of the liquid. In that case various

expedients were adopted to hasten the solution ; but the greatest
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care was taken to prevent the loss, either of any of the salt

which had been weighed out for solution, or of any of the liquid

in the bottles. When the desired amount of salt had been

added to a bottle, tiie upper end of the tube was closed with a

small cork to prevent evaporation, and the bottle was put in the

bath. After an interval of about twenty-two hours the bottle

was taken out, and, if the salt was found to be dissolved, was

first well corked, and then rolled, until its contents had been

thoroughly mixed. It was then replaced in the bath and left

for another hour, when the height of the free surface of the

liquid was observed. Not possessing a cathetometer, I required,

for measuring differences of level, to trust to a steel scale placed

in contact with the tube. Care was of course taken to avoid

parallactic errors as much as possible.

To one of the bottles no salt was added ; and it was kept caj-e-

fully corked up, so that the quantity of water it contained might

be constant. The variation of the height of the water in the

tube of this bottle was due, of course, to change of temperature

alone. This variation being observed, and the relative apparent

thermal expansions of the liquids in the four bottles being

known from the subsidiary experi'uents referred to above, the

variations due to changes of temperature, of the heights of the

solutions in the tubes of their re-pective bottles could be deter-

mined and eliminated. The variations of temperature were in

all cases slight, the bath being large and its daily thermal history

being very constant.

The salts used, the acid phosphate of Sodium (Ho NaPOj +
12 He 0) and the basic carbonate of Sodium (Na,. CO3 + 10 Ho O)

were bought as pure, repuritied by crystallization, and dehy-

drated by careful heating to the necessary temperature.

In all cases, after the solutions had stood awhile, a slight

fluffy appearance presented itself in the bottles. The mass of

the precipitated solid was, however, very small—so small that it

was hardly possible to weigh it. Hence I considered that its

effect on the result might be neglected. It was probably due to

the presence of some impurity in the water.

In both cases I found weak solutions of these salts to have
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smaller volumes than their constituent water would in the free

state possess. In the case of the phosphate, this is true of all

solutions containing less than about 0.016 per cent- of the

anhydrous salt, the difference of volume being greatest in solu-

tions containing about 0.011 per cent. A solution of this

strength, containing 1000 cubic inches of water, has a volume of

999.87 cubic inches. In the case of the carbonate I found the

greatest difference of volume to occur with a solution containing

about 0.026 per cent, of anhydrous salt, a solution of this strength

which contained 1000 cubic inches of water having a volume of

.27 cubic inches.
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Art. III.

—

Sable Island, No. 3.— Its Probable Origin and

Submergence.—By Simon D. Macdonald, F. G. S.

{Read January 11, 1886.)

Mv. President and Gentlemen,—
I MAKE no apology for occupying your attention in discussing

for the third time Sable Island, and its attendant phenomena.

Independent of the call this Island makes to a rich and varied

field for scientific research, there comes a deeper voice across the

mad tumult of its breakers, and amid the storms that appear to

vent their fury in its vicinity, asking in the interests of humanity

for a wider knowledge of the causes which have associated such

horrors with its very name.

In addition to this, the pioximit}' of this fatal Island to our

shore,—the unfavorable reputation it has already given to our

coast and its approaches, and the certainty of its complete sub-

mergence at no distant day, with the probability of its becoming

a still greater dread to the mariner,—makes this Island a proper

subject of investigation for this Society,

It comes within its province to observe and record for the

benefit of not only the present but for the many future investi-

gators, who will doubtless value everything of information left by

us, and scan with eager glance in coming days the varied resume

of facts we have collected, or left for them to theorize and

debate upon.

In my first paper I brought to your notice the Island gener-

ally, its history, natural features, wrecks, etc.; and also showed

that from its geographical position situated at the interlacing of

three of the most remarkable currents which encircle it with those

swift eddies so fraught with destruction, whilst the atmospheric

influences borne to it on the bosom of those dissimilar and oppos-

ing currents, surround it with conditions not found elsewhere,

and afford for meteorological purposes a point unsurpassed in

the North Atlantic,
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In rny second paper I called your attention to the vicissitudes

this island had undergone from storm and current which, accord-

ing to Admiralty surveys, had within 80 years reduced its area

from 40 miles in length and 2^ miles in breadth to 22 miles in

length and less than 1 mile in breadth, and its height from 200

feet to 80 feet, materially altering its outline and position.

I will now endeavor to trace its origin, its relation to that

vast sand accumulation known as offshore banks, and also the

causes now at work hastening its destruction or submergence.

Of course any attempt at an explanation of its origin must be

based upon the assumption that it is the result of natural

agencies, in other words that it is not a mere huge sand bank

thrown up by some freak of nature, as it might appear to a

casual observer, but that the forces that rolled each grain of

sand against its fellow until this immense accumulation arose as

an island from its ocean bed, are governed by a law as fixed and

unalterable as that which holds the planets in their orbits.

In seeking for its origin among others two theories are prom-

inent. 1st, that it is the result of causes now visible and subject

to investigation, as in the case of material being transported by

icebergs. 2nd, that it is the remains of a former age, now under-

going geological changes yet unfinished.

Before us we have a chart showing off shore banks, and

another showing their relative submergence, which I have com-

piled from latest surveys.

Beginning at the eastern extremity of this remarkable forma-

tion we have what is known as the great bank, 240 miles E. and

W., and 294 miles N. and S., an area equal to the whole island

of Newfoundland. West from this we have the Quero bank, 120

miles in length ; north of this again is the Canso bank, 60 miles

in length ; west from Quero, 12 miles distant, we have the Sable

Island bank, 200 miles in length and 90 miles in breadth. On
this bank we have a narrow thread-like elevation above the sur-

face which is Sable Island proper. North of this, separated by

a narrow channel, is what is known as the middle ground, 35

miles in length. West from this is Sambro, 12 miles in length
;

then LaHave bank 32 miles E. and W. ; then the Roseway bank.
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56 miles long; westward again wc have the Gr^at George's bank,

with shoals reaching the surface ; a little further westward we
reach the shoals of Nantucket ; the whole forming an immense

deposit, following the curvation of the coast.

We will now turn from ffeolosjical formation to the course of

those great currents which divide and control ocean forces.

By glancing at Maury's physical chart it will be seen that the

Gulf Stream, after discharging its heated water through the chan-

nel formed by the coast of Florida on the one side and Cuba and

the Bahamas on the other, follows the trend of the American

coast northward until approaching the shoals of Nantucket where

it swerves to the N. E., passing south of Sable Island to the tail

of the great bank of Newfoundland, and then stretching over to

Europe in a due east direction.

In opposition to this we have the cold ice-laden current of the

north, one portion of which after leaving the Arctic ocean, passes

southward along the eastern coast of Greenland where, being

joined by another branch coining from Baffin's Bay and Davis

Strait, it passes along the coasts of Labrador and Newfoundland

to the great banks, where it is met by the northern edge of the

Gulf Stream.

At this point a division of the polar current takes place. On«

portion, from its greater density, sinks below the warm current of

the Gulf Stream, and continues its coui'se southward as a sub-

marine current.

The other portion of the polar current, where it impinges on

the Gulf Stream at the Great bank, becomes deflected to the

westward partially by contact with the Great bank, and in its

-course its northern edge sweeps around Cape Race into St.

Mary's and the other bays north until losing its momentum it

falls back and joins the main body of the current. This portion,

sweeping around and into those bays, is commonly called the

indraught by mariners, and to it being accelerated by certain

storms may be attributed the loss of the Cedar Grove at Canso

^nd the Cromwell boats and the Hanoverian at Cape Race.

The southern edge interlaces the Gulf Stream and carries west-

•era bound vessels at such a rate as frequently leads mariners to
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miscalculate their position with reference to this Island, to whiclii

fact is attributable many of the wrecks.

Capt. Darby, a former Supeinntendent of the Island, in a

letter to Blunt's coast pilot, with regard to the strength of this,

polar current, says

:

" The most of the wrecks occurring here arise from error in

longitude. I have known vessels from Europe that had not

made an error of half a degree in their longitude until they came

to the banks of Newfoundland, and from there in moderate

weather and light winds have made errors from 60 to 100^

miles."

It is difficult to understand how that the commanders of

vessels making voyages to and from this country for so many
years, should be apparently so ignorant of the strength of these

currents, unless as it would seem they have periods of compara-

tive quiescence and activity.

Then again we have a third current, a portion of the polar

current, which, becoming: detached at the southern end of Labra-.

dor and sweeping through the Strait of Belle Isle, is joined by

the vast flow of the St. Lawrence, and forms what is known as

the Gulf of St. Lawrence current. This combined current skiits

the east side of Cape Breton, passes south and strikes obliquely

in the vicinity of Sable Island, that portion of the polar current

Avhich is deflected westward by contact with the Banks of New-
foundland.

We will refer to this oblique current again.

—

From ocean currents we will consider another of nature's great

forces shown in the transporting power of ice.

This great polar current skirting the coast of Greenland and

Labrador is constantly bringing its great ice rafts laden with

rock, sand and gravel from the north to the margin of the Great

Bank, where meeting the warm waters of the Gulf Stream thej'-

deposit their burdens, the finer portion of which being carried

forward by the current is distributed along the line of the

impinging stream.

To learn something of this transporting power we will refer

to the evidence of those Arctic navigators who haye minutely

chronicled theii: observations.
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Oapt. Scoresby, who reconnoitered the foot of the great glacier

of Spitzbergen, counted at one time upwards of 500 icebergs

starting out on their course southward, many of which were

laden with thousands of tons of sand, mud and gravel.

Capt. Wilkes, of t]^e United States explaring expedition^

landed upon an upturned iceberg, supposing it to be an island.

Upon it he found huge boulders of basalt and sandstone embed-,

ded in mud, sand and gravel, the whole forming an ice conglom-

erate.

Sir John Ross mentions an incident of an iceberg capsizing in

lat. 74'', bringing up a portion of the bottom 100 feet above th&

surface, so that it was for the moment supposed to be an island

not previously seen.

In addition to the masses of rock, sand, etc., accumulated on

the sui'face of the glacier from the adjoining cliff, and the mud
and sedimentary matter scooped from the sea bottom by upturned

icebero-s, is to be added the effect of land ice, as. observed by Kane
and others, where the shores of the Arctic in a similar manner to.

ground ice foi'ins in more than a hundred feet of water, raising

from the bottom an enormous amount of material. On the

breaking up of the ice those floes are carried off by the current

southward to be discharged at the great dumping grounds of"

Newfoundland.

Commander White, of the U. S. Navy, in his Arctic voyages

also relates seeing the birth of an iceberg which cracked from

the glacier with a loud report, and after a summersault in 180

fathoms of water appeared with an enormous cliff of granite

embedded in its surface, which it had carried from the adjoining

bluff.

It is obvious that with this transporting process, carried for-

ward for a long period of time, we may look here for deposits on

a colossal scale, and account for not only the great Bank of New-
foundland, but the whole series of Banks, of which Sable Island

is the apex.

It may be thought by some that while this process may be

deemed sufficient to account for the formation of the great Bank,

we must look to some other source for the presence of the west=.

ern Bariks^
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Assuming this to be the force that created the great Bank,

there must have been a time when this Bank had not reached its

present dimensions, and indeed was only in the first stages of

formation, consequently the unimpeded Gulf Stream would press

the shore niore closely, crowding the western bound currents and

thus by narrowing its channel increase its velocity. Add
to this the fact that the polar cun-ent, not being divided as now
by the great Bank, would have a more decided flow, and would

carry its ice raft further westward. Thus the dumping of

material would take place at the western extremity as well as

along the whole line of interlacing currents.

This opinion is strengthened by the fact of the walrus having

once resorted to this Island in great numbers, their tusks being

frequently found imbedded in the sand.

That icebergs once followed the line of the polar currents past

our shores there can be no doubt, even in this period.

By referring to Blunt's coast pilot, where pointing out the ice

dangers of the coast, we find the following

:

" In July, 1836, H. M. brig packet Express fell in with two

islands of ice on Sable Island bank, lat. 43.03, long. 25.17, in 45

fathoms of water, estimated height 150 and 180 feet."

I would next call your attention to the wonderful similarity

of those Banks and their limited amount of submergence, which

suggests that many of them, if not all, have been elevated above

the surface at no distant period in the past. We will consider

the most interesting ones.

By glancing at this chart of relative submergence of otf shore

Banks, at the eastern extremity, we have the great Bank of New-
foundland, at the summit of which is a very dangerous shoal

known as the Jessie Ryder, having only S|- fathoms or 19i feet.

At Quero bank, in lat. 44, long. 57, is a long narrow sub-

merged ridge 40 miles in length, which in form and direction is

an exact counterpart of Sable Island.

Next is the Sable Island Bank, 200 miles by 90, with a thin

line of elevation, already alluded to, of 80 feet above the sur-

face.

The next is one of great interest, viz., George's shoals, situated

at George's bank, off the New England coast
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Capt. Hale, of the U. S. Navy, who surveyed this Bank,

reported " That the breakers were such that unless the weather

was perfectly calm it was impossible to go among the shoals with

boats on account of the heavy seas. Nor was it considered safe

to attempt it with the vessel, for besides the danger of striking

on a sand bar the vessel would be liable to be filled with the

breakers. And had not the sea been perfectly smooth and at

high water, he would not have been able to get where he found

but 3 feet at low water. And further he had no doubt but that

this patch would be bare with a continuance of offshore winds."

This spit has an area of about one-third of Sable Island.

The breakers on those shoals are very heavy and can be heard

and seen for a considerable distance.

It may be argued that this theory may account for the forma-

tion of this island, but not for its elevation above the surface.

In my last paper I referred to one of the most remarkable

features in connection with this place, viz., the swirl-like cur-

rent that surrounds it. A good illustration of this was given

when, in February, 1803, the first superintendent having had

thi-ee months of anxiety from the rapidity with which the island

had been washed away in the vicinity of his house, and having

lost much of his provisions by the depredations of rats, and fear-

ing that want would stare him in the face before relief would

reach him in the spring vessel, built a dispatch boat and sent her

out crowded with sail before a S. E. gale in hopes she would reach

the main land or be picked up by some in bound vessel that

would carry the dispatches to the government, and acquaint them

of the condition of affairs on the Island.

To his surprise, in 13 days after she returned to the beach, 6

miles above where she set out from.

Experiments are often made to test the strength of this cur-

rent by throwing over a cask or barrel which will make circuit

after circuit of the Island.

Bodies from wrecks also make the same circuit. It is quite

customary for the surfmen to search on the opposite side for

things which, in consequence of off shore winds, have been car-

ried thither by the current and deposited upon the beach.
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This swirl is no doubt caused by this third current, viz., the

Gulf of St. Lawrence, augmented by that portion of the polar

that sweeps through the Straits of Belle Isle, striking obliquely

the other portion of the current in the vicinity of the island.

It is a well established fact that oblique currents have a ten-

dency to form eddy or circular currents, and also that eddy cur-

rents of water pile up material carried along with it, as eddies of

wind carrying snow build up all manner of fantastic drift.

In like manner this eddy or swirl current passing over a shoal

so near the surface heavily charged with sand, on meeting with

an obstacle, or even in its own vortex, would deposit the material

held in suspension, thus forming a nucleus of the island. This

shoal once reaching the surface and coming within sub-aeriel

influences would hasten land makinp'.

A beach once formed, the surface exposed at low water, would
be dried and carried by the wind to a greater height, little by little

hillocks or sand dunes would form. The waves would push for^

ward the material on a long reach of bank near the surface,

gradually the current would be crowded offshore, but still assist-

ing to increase the area by depositing its material, which in turn

would be dried and carried upwards by the wind. At last vege-

tation appearing the roots would anchor the summit.

Thus the process of laud making would go forward so long as

currents were favorable.

We have a remarkable instance of this in the formation of

what has been called the new island oft' the east-end light.

An old wreck formed the nucleus around which the current

piled its material, until a shoal formed, which gradually reached

the surface and formed a small island.

At length grass seeds borne from the main island took root,

anchored its summit and hastened its up-building.

This little island forming was watched with great interest by

the surfmen, who entertained the hopes of its attaining such

dimensions as would afford slight shelter, if only for a moment,

when passing in the life-boat to a wreck on the N. E. bar. But

the current that eddied around it became changed or weakened;

it being left to the attacks of wind and wave and perhaps an
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adverse current, melted away. A channel now marks the place

it once occupied.

As in the case of this small island land building reached its

culmination and dedined. So in the case of the main island.

Brought into existence by the current its maintenance would

depend upon the favorable condition of the current.

But when the great Bank of Newfoundland reached such

dimensions that it interrupted and divided the polar current;

sending one portion southward, the other on its western way, as a

reduced and sluggish stream, the effect becomes at once visible. All

the western eddies or currents would be altered, the swirl that so

aided in the formation of the island so weakened that during

storms it would be converted into a confused erratic current,

which, gnawing at the foot of the embankment, would topple

o-reat masses of its sand cliffs into the waves, as recorded from

time to time by eye-witnesses. In this manner the forces that

called this island into existence may now, under changed condi-

tions, be hastening its destruction.

The first theory then is one supported by actual observation,

and may be a prominent one in future investigations.

I now turn to the second theor}^, which has for its subject the

result of those great forces exhibited during the ice age or glacial

period.

That such a period did exist is beyond all controversy,'

although the condition of that period is still a matter of dispute

among geologists.

I will epitomize two of the most popular theories : 1st, that

of Lyell, Dawson and others, who suppose a general subsidence

took place bringing down each part of the land successively to

the level of the water.

Large islands and berofs of floatinfj ice came from the north

which, as they grounded on the coast or on shoals, pushed along

all loose material of sand and gravel and broke off all angular

and projecting points of rocks and where fragments of hard stone

were frozen into the lower surface scooped out grooves into the

sub-adjacent solid strata.

After the surface of the rocks had been smoothed and grated
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upon by the passage of innumerable icebergs, the clay, sand and

gravel of the drift were deposited and occasionally the frag-

ments of rock, both lai-ge and small, that had been frozen into

the glacier or taken up by current ice, were strewn at random over

the bottom of the ocean wherever they happened to be detached

from the frozen ice.

Finally a period of re-elevation, or that intermittent upward

movement in which the old coast lines were excavated and the

ancient sand bars laid down.

This process continued for an unlimited period, which has

been considered to be quite sufficient to account for all the pheno-

mena observed.

The second theory is one advanced by Agassiz and adopted by

a large majority of geologists who have interpreted the glacial

period as being one in which those forces acted on a much
grander scale, which has been so graphically described by Dana,

Belt and others. As a time when from the then elevated frozen

regions of the Arctic an enormous ice-cap or glacier estimated to

be from 4,000 to 6,000 feet in depth was forging its way south-

ward across the northern portion of this continent with terrible

abrading power, scooping out valleys, wearing the softer rocks

into clay, tearing asunder the harder crags, grinding and polish-

ing and grooving the sub-adjacent rocks, pushing before it and

incorporating with itself great masses of rock, sand and gravel

taken from the mountains over which it passed. At length it

reached its culmination. The summit of Mount Washington

stood out as a lonely island in a frozen sea, while to the north

the whole continent was covered, not a single peak rising above

the universal pall.

Another period was ushered in by a milder climate known

as the Champlain period. The glacier melted at first with

extreme slowness, but when thawed down to about 500 or 1,000

feet to where the gravel and stone were, it went forward rapidly

and then took place a pell-mell dumping of this material over

hill and valley, forming what is known as the glacial drift, of

which the islands of our harbor are formed.

At last, owing to the rapidity of the final melting, an immense
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flood took place, which swept away the finer portion of th&

material and sand to a lower level or seaward, leaving those

perched rocks so frequently met with on hillsides and in valleys.

Everywhere heneath our feet on this peninsula of Halifax

where the bed rock is exposed are the deep groovings which

attest to the powerful pressure it has been subjected to.

From the labors of Dr. Honeyman, to whom this Institute is

so much indebted for the geological problems wrought out by

him in illustrating from time to time this drift period, tracing its

boulders to their parent source, and by a train of evidence so

strongly marked as to leave no doubt as to the distance and

direction of their transportation, we learn something of the

erosion aur province has undergone while participating in this

great ice period.

The retreat or melting of the glaciej- was followed by a re-

elevation of the land en masse, bringing above the surface an

immense deposit of material known as the Champlain sands.

As far as ascertained in the geology of our province the

Champlain sands are wanting. Where shall we seek for the

immense amount of finer material which must have been pro-

duced in this erosion ? The conclusion is obvious. The stria-

tion on our rock surfaces all point to those offshore banks lying

at right angles to the glacier.

Is this deposit too great ? Listen to the evidence of Sir Roger

Murchieson, one of England's greatest geologists, who, in speaking

of the abrading effects of the ice period in which the British

islands also participated, says :

" In the Silurian formation of those islands alone there is a

mass of rock worn from the land which would form a mountain

chain of 1800 miles in length, with a breadth of 33 miles, and an

average height of 16,000 feet."

This implies a vast amount of finer deposit, and also gives u.s

an idea of the changes that must have occurred in the topo-

graphy of our province.

In this Dominion, according to Sir Wm. Logan, there is in the

triangle formed by Montreal, Champlain and Quebec, an area of

9,000 square miles of the Champlain sands and clays, containing

few boulders, and carrying grains of magnetic iron and garnets.
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Before us this evening we have a fair sample of sand lakfeii

from Sable Island. The cor-relation of this material with that of

iSir Wm. Logan's is v6ry striking. There are few or no boulders

found on the Island. The sands are siliceous and carry magne-

tite and garnets, in ev6ry way equivalent to the Champlain

^ands.

This deposit at Montreal has an elevation of 500 feet, and may
be traced in a continuous line 400 miles to Nantucket, where it

merges into the off shore deposit.

It is evident we cannot hesitate in referring those sands to the

Same origin.

It would be idle to speculate on the probability of this whole

'off .shore deposit which the currents have moulded and detached,

being once above the surface.

Yet, I think this re-elevation that took place at the close of the

Champlain period that uplifted those sands 500 feet at Montreal

and gave Sable Island such an elevation that at this later period

after its being for ages exposed to the ravages of the waves

of the broad Atlantic so much is yet visible, would be quite ade-

quate to uplift the whole embankment and form a sand continent

equal in extent to the combined area of Nova Scotia and New-
foundland.

At tke opening of this, or what is known as the modern

period, we have entered upon another downward movement, a

gradual subsidence being now in progress over the whole

northern part of this continent, of which there is ample proof.

By observations at Nantucket and other points along the

eastern seaboard, the subsidence has been 30 feet. The inun-

dations that have of late so perplexed the railway people

and farmers along the New Jersey coast attest to this change

of level. In our own province we have the evidence given

by the submerged forest at Bay Verte and other places in the

Bay of i^undy ; also the difficulties of keeping up the dykes

at Grand Pre, owing to, as the farmers say, the tides rising higher

than formerly, and the fact of hundreds of acres of grass lands

iDeing given up to the sea from the same cause, no later than last

winter at Horton.
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A few months ago, in company with Mr. John Woodworth, of

Grand Pre, I traversed the shelving beach off Long Island,

which is bared at low water for | of a mile. From the channel

to the shore we traced stumps and roots of forest trees, some of

which would be covered at high water to a depth of 45 feet-

Now, startling as this may appear to many, it is strictly in

accordance with the geological changes that have taken place in

all past ages.

This risinrr and falling of the bosom of mother earth tells of

life within.

Sometimes she heaves a sigh and we record an earthquake.

And when those movements cease and she assumes the condition

of a dead planet, as the moon is thought to be, we, her children,

will also cease to live. But I digress.

This offshore accumulation, having partaken of the upward

movement at the close of the Champlain period, would also in

sympathy w.ith the coast partake of the subsidence now in pro-

gress.

This, aided by the leveling effect of waves and currents, would

.soon reduce it to the condition we now find it, with its summit

alone above the water.

The rapidity with which it has reached its present condition

can be judged by the changes that have occurred in the outline

and area of this island since its discovery, to some of which I

will turn your attention.

It is evident from the familiar manner in which those early

navigators resorted to this place, it had a much greater area and

importance without the dangerous surroundings it has to-day.

In 1560 Baron de Leroy arrived on the coast and finding it

too late to get his colony under cover before winter would over-

take him decides on returning, but first placing his cattle on

Sable Island and sails thither. In 1598 Marquis De la Roche

reached Cape Breton with his convict colonists, and fearing they

would escape if left on the mainland prefers trying Sable Island,

and heads his vessel accordingly.

Five years after the King of France sends for De la Roche's

pilot and orders him to proceed to Sable Island and bring back

the convicts.
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In subsequent yeai's companies were formed in Boston and

'elsewhere for the purpose of hunting wild cattle on this island

for their hides.

One of the party reports having seen over 800 head of cattle

and many foxes, some of which were black. Unfortunately we

have no dates flom which to arrive at its former size, except that

furnished by loss of area since the establishment of the govern-

ment life-saving station, during which time (8.5 years) it has

been reduced to one-half its extent.

This is independent of charts and surveys, which some have

thought may not have been reliable, but such changes as neces-

sitated the removal of buildings, light-house, etc.

t am not at liberty to assert that the present rate of deunda-

tion has been in force ever since those early voyagers visited the

island. Nevertheless, after caieful considerati<;n and allowing

for periods of comparative repose it may have enjoyed,! think I

am warranted in placing the dimensions of tjiis island at

the time of its occupancy by the French convicts at least equal

to an area of 80 miles in length, 10 miles in breadth, and a

height not less than 300 feet, with an extensive harbor, having a

northern entrance and a safe approach.

I do not believe anislandof smaller extent so situated and sur-

rounded by the same influence would at the end of 280 years be

above the breakers.

As late as 50 years ago it had a commodious harl^or, to which

fishing vessels on the banks would run for on approach of a

storm.

During a gale in 1836 its entrance was closed, shuting in two

American vessels, whose ribs are now buried in the sands.

Early English charts show an entrance on the noith side

which, in consequence of the depth of water on this side, would

render approach thereto quite safe.

At that time also the survey gave the elevation of the sand

cliffs as 200 feet, which enabled vessels to make the harbor more

readily. A shallow lagoon now exists in its stead, separated from

the ocean by a narrow ridge of sand.

In order to show the ravages committed by storms and cur*

rents on this island I will enumerate a few instances.
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In 1813, durino- a single gale, an area equal to 3 miles long and

40 feet wide was carried a\va3^ Within four years ])revious 4

miles of the west end disappeared. This necessitated the

removal of the main station, which was then located at a distance

of 3 miles below.

In 1820 this station was again moved 4 miles further eist, the

sea having encroached upon it. In 1833, there being but h a

mile between it and the sea, it was again moved 4 miles fur-

ther eastward. Once more the sea advanced, obliging them to

abandon this station and erect new buildings at about the centre

of the island. ,

At this time the late Hon. Joseph Howe visited this place as

a commissioner,

On his return he made the starring report that by actual

measurement in 30 years 11 miles of the west end disappeared.

In this excessive removal of sand cliffs, a bar was formed over

which the seas broke before reaching the cliffs and thus lost their

abiading force and gave the west end a short respite. But

giaduall}^ the currents removed this bar or shoal and the seas

began again to manifest their force.

In addition to this gradual work of ei'osion srreat areas were

removed bodily.

During one gale in 1881 70 feet by ^ a mile departed. A
month later 33 feet of the whole breadth of the island disap-

peared in a few hours; and the following gale 48 feet by -^ of a

mile was carried away bodily, causing a hasty removal of the

light-house apparatus. The place where the light-hodse once

stood has passed seaward.

I need not dwell further on this evidence of demolition,

enouo-h has been given to show the destructive character of the

forces still in operation.

Therefore, in seeking for the origin of this interesting island^

I think I am justified in referring it to the Champlain period,

that period which lifted from the deep that vast agglomeration

of detritus as if to testify to the destruction wrought in the for-

mer age by the glacier, that ponderous engine of nature that

has so scoured and remodeled the face of this continent,
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As to its probable submergence, if then this island and its sub-

marine surroundings belong to the Champlain period, and those

are Champlain sands, we are enabled to comprehend aright the

many changes that have come to this sand island or sand

embankment.

It is apparent that an island so constituted, having no solid

strata whereon to rest, even if not participating in the general

subsidence this coast is now undergoing, exposed to the full

force of the unbroken waves of the Atlantic, before whose power

its sand cliffs melt away in a manner that must be seen to be

understood, must and will soon disappear beneath the waters.
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Art. IV.

—

New and Eare Plants.—By Dr. Somers.

{Read Noveinber 0, 1885.)

I WISH to make a record in the Transactions of some few

plants sent to me during the past year.

L J. M. Jones, Esq., forwarded a specimen of Swamp Thistle,

Circium Muticum Mich, presenting all typical characters of the

species. Though common in U. S. I find no previous record of

it in our list.

2. Miss S. Gossip, of the Brunswick Street School, found a

plant of the Low Ladies Slipper, having- a purely white flower,

tli^t is, the Labium or showy part of the flower of this plant,

instead of being of pink color streaked with darker lines of pink,

"was pure white. Miss. S. Gossip tells me she had found a similar

plant some year or two ago in the same situation. The locality

of this plant of Miss Gossip's is one much favored by the colored

plant, viz., on Ironstone or Gneissoid soil, overgrown with white

pine and tolerably clear of underbi'ush. The recurrence of the

white flowered plant might induce us to look for a form of varia-

tion which may become permanent. It is an}^ way an example

of that Dimorphism or variation so common in some forms of

plant life which fills our books with descriptions of species that

are nothing more than varieties, and of varieties that deserve no

permanent record of their existence. Witness the compositae,

wherein very many genera and species might with harmony and

greater scientific accuracy be reduced to fewei' typical forms.

We find however in the species of plants now presented, at least

speaking of the indigenous, but little tendency to vary from

their type. In Gray's Manual, 5th edit., 72, Cypriped acaule

is described just as we find it about Halifax (with rarely white).

In Wood's Class Book, ed., 73, no mention is made of its being

ever white-lipped ; however, I find in Amos Bartar's Manual,

6th edition, 1833, W. & B. are placed before its description,

but I am inclined to think he refers to mixed white and purple

colours in the lip of the ordinary plant, and not to a purely white
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specimen. Miss Gossip has kindly engaged to seek for the

plant in the same locality during next season, and I think it a

commendable object for others to seek for the same in other

localities. I may say for myself that in my botanical excursions,

extending over several years, I never found a white specimen of

C. acaule.

I here present you an unusually large specimen of ground-nut.

kindly sent me by Mrs. W. Stairs ; it was dug up in her garden,

weighed 8oz. when fresh, measures six and one half inches

around its smallest diameter and 8 inches in its larger. The

plant producing this tuber grows abundantly in the Southern

and Middle States, is a favorite food of hogs and burrowing

rodents. I think it is not indigenous with us. The remarkable

thing about our specimen is its size. As it is edible, it has been

sometimes proposed to cultiv^ate it like the sweet potato. It

belongs to the Leguminacese. Linnaeus named it Glycin Apios, but

American botanists have named it Apios tuberosa, erecting it

into a new genus.

It is cheering to us in our work to find ladies coming

forward to aid in any department of it, and the least we can

do is to encourage their good will, and endeavour to attach any

who may feel inclined to the work of the Institute.

I found, during last September, Solidago sempervirens L. grow-

ing very abundantly and well developed on the borders of the salt

marsh a little back from Navy Island Cove, Bedford Basin,

leaves dark green, smooth stems, fleshy, broadly lanciolate

slightly clasping heads, dense flows, beautiful golden yellow. I

don't remember of its being mentioned in our list, 1 have not had

time to look. I will here record also the finding of Polygala

Sanguinea L. growino; in moderate abundance in the dry soil

covering a ledge of clay slate extei'ioi', running from the swamp
back of Block-House Pond through George Deal's farm to the

old Marg. Bay Road ; the only locality, so far as I know, where

it is found hereabouts. It has not been reported from other places

in the province ; whether this is its original site, or that it has

been brought here in an extraneous manner, I am not piepared

to say.

J. S,
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Art. v.—Supplementary List of Plants Collected in and

AROUND Truro, during the Summer of 1885.—

•

By G. G. Campbell, B. So.

(Read Mar. 8,1886.)

Ranunculace^.

Avemone Virginicma, Linn. Salmon River Bank, July 24,

1885.

Adcea rubra, Bigel. East Mountain, Onslow, and Salmon

Biver Bank. In last locality with white berries and slender

pedicels.

I'UMARIACE.^.

Dicentra Cucullaria, DC. The Falls, May 25, 1885.

Droseracej:.

Drosera 7'otundifolia, Linn. Truro, common.

Caryophy'llace.'E.

Silene inflata, Smith. Lately introduced with lawn grass

seed.

Sagina procuiiihens, Linn. Common all around Truro.

LEGUMINOSiE.

Trifolium agixirium, Linn. (Mr. Longworth.) Lornedale

Farm.

T. j^'i'ocuvihens, Linn. Weed in cultivated grounds, not

common.

Desvfiodiwm Canadense, DC. East Mountain, Onslow.

Apios tuherosa, Moench. Salmon River Bank, Bible Hill.

RoSACEiE.

Geum Virgmianum, Linn. Salmon River Bank, Bible Hill,

July 22.

Potentilla argentea, Linn. Valley of Leper's Brook, Truro,

July 20.

P. anserina, Linn. Salt marsh at Lower Village.

Fragaria vesca, Linn. Onslow, East Mountain Fruit, July 10.

Rubus Canadensis, Linn. Smith's Mills, about 2 miles from

Truro,
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K hispidus, Linn. Smith's Mills, about 2 miles from Truro.

Rosa Garoliniana, Linn. Common.

Pyrus Amiericana, Linn. Common on wooded banks.

Amelandiier Canadensis, T. & G., var. oligocarpa, Gray.

New Annan Mountain, May 26, 1885.

CUASSULACE^.

Sedum acre, Linn. Gravelly roadside, Truro.

Umbellifer^.

Hydrocotyle Americana, Linn. July 20, 1885.

Osmorrhiza hrevistylis, D. C. Onslow, East Mountain, and

Salmon River Bank, June 14, 1885.

Araliace^.

Aralia racemosa, Linn. The Falls, Truro, July 21, 1885.

Viburnum nudimn, Linn. Common, June 25, 1885.

V. Opulus, Linn. Smith's Island, June 25, 1885.

Ericaceae,

Vaccinium Pennsylvanicum, Linn. Common, giowing with

vacillans and Canadense, June 3, 1885.

Pyrola secunda, Linn. July 8, 1885.

Cidinaphila umbellata, Pursh. The Falls, Truro.

Primulace^.

Anagallis arvensis, Linn. Introduced lately.

SCROPHULARIACEiE.

Euphrasia officinalis, Linn. Not common at Truro.

Lentibulace^.

Utricularia vulgaris, Linn. Ponds on the Salmon River.

POLYGONACE^.

Polygonum avicidare, var. erectum. Cultivated grounds.

P. arifolium, Linn. Salmon River Bank, Bible Hill.

P. sagittatum, Linn. Truro, August, 1885.

P. Convolvulus, Linn. Common.
P. dumetorum, Linn. Salmon River Bank, Bible Hill,

Typhace^.

Typha latifolia, Linn. Common.

Conifers.

Taxus baccata, Linn, var. Canadensis. Common.
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Thyphace^.

Sparganium simplex, Hudson Smith's Mills, near Truro.

Orchidacele.

Hahenaria ohtiisata, Richardson.

H. tridentata, Hook. Common.
H.jmibriata, R. Br. Growing with psycodes in wet places,

Corallorhiza multijiora, Nutt. Onslow, East Mountain,

Liliace.e.

Sniilacina racemosa, Desf. Salmon River Bank,

Oramine^.

Phleurn pratense, Linn.

Agrostis vulgaris, Withering.

BrachyelytruTn aristatum, Beau v. Woods, common.

Spartina cynosuroides, Willd. Banks of ponds.

Poa annua, Linn. Common.
Triticum repens, Linn. Too common.

Hordeiim jubatum, Linn. Salt marshes.

Equlsetace^.

Equisehtm limosum, Linn. Ponds on Salmon River.

Filices.

Botrychiuvi Virginicuin, Swartz. Deep woods, Salmon River

Bank, Bible Hill ; not common.
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Art. VI. — Additions to the list of Nova Scotian Fungi.,

By J. SoMERS, M.D.

{Read Feb. 8th, 18S6).

The following plants enumerated in the subjoined list have-

been collected during the past. season, viz. :

—

Agaracini.

1. Agaricus (Armillaria) melleus, VaJlL, growing on decaying^

stumps of trees, Dutch Village. Peculiar for its silky

veil, concrete with the stem.

2. A. (Lepiota)gliodennus, i^7'?es, vescid, Lepiota, under spruce

in many places.

3. A. (Clitocybe) giganteus, Fr., pileus, umbillicate, over 15

inches across. Oct., growing by roadside near Four-

Mile House.

4. A (Pleurotus) salignus, Fries, on poplar, not uncommon, Sept..

5. A. (Pleurotus) chioneus, Ft._ snowy pleuiotus, growing on

twigs, D. Village, pileus thin villous, resupinate, small,,

or minute.

G. A (Pleurotus) lignatilis, Pers., growing mostly on beech

trees; near 3-Mile House. Very fragile, pileus varying

in size, and densely crowded on the branches in an

imbricated manner of growth, Oct.

7. A. (pleurotus) applicatus. Bull, on small stumps cut close ta

the ground, Geo. Deal's, Dutch Village, Sept., 1885.

8. Agaricus (tricholoma) equestris, Linn., under fir trees,^

Deal's, Dutch Village, Sept.

9. A. (tricholoma) murinaceous. Bull, xnow^e colored tricholoma

pileus umbonate silky, three inches, stem solid, slightly

fistulous, Sept., in same locality as above.

10. A. (mycena) luteo vel flavo albus, Fr., October, Four-Mile

House wooes.

11. A. (hebeloma) rimosus. Bull, same locality.

12. A. (pholiota) capistratus, Cooke, near the side of a voad^

McNah's Island.
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13. Lactarius piperatus Fries.

14. L. vellerus Fries.

15. L. 8p. ? All growing in open spaces in the woods.

16. Gompbidius (glutinosus) var. roseus, Fr., in woods. Not

common.

17. Cantharellus (cibarius) Fries., McNab's Island, Sept., 1885.

Polyporei.

18. Polyporus dryadeus F7\, dripping polyporus, on dead trees,

Dutch Village, distils a gelatinous fluid which soon

hardens.

19. P. nigricans Fr., growing on biich trees, McNab's Island.

20. P. Ignarius Fr., rusty hoof polyporus, on poplar. Deal's

woods, Dutch Village.

Clavarinei.

21. Clavaria botrytis Pers., common in spruce groves, Sept.

SphnBronemei.

22. Sphseropsis maloium Berk. Apple sphseropis, on windfalls.

Dematiei.

23. Cladosporium dendriticum Wcdlr., on leaves and fruit of

apples, pears and other species of the Rosacese. This

cladosporium attracts attention to it because of its

ravages in our apple orchards, raany of our apples pro-

duced during the past season being rendered by it

almost unfit for merchantable purposes, more especially

the variety known as Bishop Pippin, of which very

few, if any, of this fruit offered in our mar-ket could be

said to be free from it. As the life history of this

fungus may be of inteiest to fruit growers, I subjoin

in an abridged form a paper taken from the Gardener 8

Chronicle of November 28th, 1886, by G. W. Smith, of

Dunstable, England, in which he says :
*' The worst

form of cracking in Apples and Pears is caused by a

fungus named Claudosporiura dendriticum, Wcdl. It

not only attacks the fruit and causes serious cracking,

but in spring it grows upon the leaves and forms black

dentritic spots (arborescent^ a quarter of an inch or

more across. The fungus also attacks all parts of the
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flowers, and often causes abortion of the fruit. The

spots are round depressed black, with a white mem-

braneous margin, formed from the cuticle of the fruit.

The black portion is a compact mass of spores of the

fungus growing underneath the cuticle. These grow

continuously, and as they grow they tear open the

cuticular membrane, and the mycelium, which lives and

feeds upon the juices of the fruit, burrows into the

flesh and causes cracks. The cracks, at first slight,

become at length confluent, finally produce deep fissures,

which, exposing the substance of the fruit, causes it to

rot."
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Art. VII—The Carboniferous of Cape Breton.—By Edwin
Gilpin, Jr., A. M., F.GS., F. R. S. C, Inspector of

Mines.

(Part I.)

This formation is conspicuously developed in Cape Bretonv

and, apart from the fisheries, to its presence is due what measure-

of prosperity the Island enjoys. Its soils in the limestone dis-

tricts are very fertile, and the poverty of the clays overlying

the coal measures and the Millstone Grit is counterbalanced by

the stoi-es of coal which have been extensively worked. Sur-

rounding great part of the Western and Southern shores, and

fringing the Bras D'Or Lake, it is accessible to the farmer and

the miner, and ready outlets are afforded for its productions.

Sir William Dawson, in his Acadian Geology, divides the for-

mation, as met in the Lower Provinces, into five subdivisions :

I. Upper Coal Formation.

II. Productive Coal Measures.

Ill Millstone Grit.

IV. Marine Limestone Series.

V. Lower Coal Measures.

Some districts do not present all these sub-divisions, the lowest

one being frequently wanting or sparingly represented ; and in

many cases no division line can be drawn between the Millstone

Grit in its passage upward into the Productive Measures or down-
ward into the Marine Limestones. The most instructive sections

is that presented in Cumberland County, where all the subdi-

visions can be recognised in passing fi'oni Hillsboro, in New
Brunswick, to the Joggins, in Cumberland Co. In Cape Breton

this gradual passage of the subdivisions is strongly marked in

several cases.

Here the Carboniferous measures may be said, roughly speak-

ing, to occupy three principal districts. The Western District,

with the exposures of Bay St. George and Port a Port, in New-
foundland, forms the Eastern rim of the great Carboniferous
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basin of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Its former immense extent

is marked by the Bonaventure series of Gaspe and the Carbon-

iferous Limestone, etc., (^f the Magdalen Islands, north of Prince

Edward Island, and of Pictou and Antigonish Counties. Begin-

nino- at Cheticamp, this division extends along the North-Western

shore of the Island, gradually widening, until at Lake Ainslie it

is about fifteen miles wide ; it then narrows, until at the Northern

entrance to the Strait of Canso it appears connected with the

Carboniferous of Nova Scotia proper.

Another district, beginning at the southern end of the Strait

of Canso, spreads out in two arms, one running between Lennox

Passage and the Sporting Mountains, pas.-es to the North of St.

Peter's and terminates at Cape George ; the other, continuing

up the River Inhabitants, crosses into the water-shed of the

River Dennys, and passing along both sides of St. Patrick's

Channel, finally terminates at St. Anne's Harbour. Along its

noithern edge, from Whyhogomah to St. Anne's, it projects in

long narrow tongues among the crystalline rocks.

This district connects through Boularderie Island with the

third or eastern district, which extends from Cape Dauphin

through Sydney to the Mira River. Connecting with this district

is a long irregular band of the same measures, extending along

the Salmon and Grand River.s.

In addition to these principal divisions there are numerous

small isolated patches of carboniferous measures along the south-

eastern shore of the Island, which, taken in connection with the

exposures ol Guysboro, St. Margaret's Bay and Chester, in Nova

Scotia proper, would show that once the Atlantic front of the

Province was covered by the lower measures at least of the

Carboniferous system. The pre-cambrian rocks of the Bras d'Or

Lake are generally flanked by narrow fringes of the Marine

Limestone and Lower Coal Measures.

At St. Lawrence Bay, in the extreme North of the Island, is

a considerable area of Lower Carboniferous Measures, as is also

the case at Aspy and Ingonish B&js. Between these points the

pre-cambrian feLsites and syenites either come boldly to the sea or

have a narrow fringe of these measures.

The general arrangement of the Carboniferous of the Island
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is that of valleys between the ridges of the older rocks, and

their softer strata have been vrorn into broad river valleys and

rolling hills of inconsiderable altitude. When they rest on the

flanks of the pre-carboniferous hills they present charming and

picturesque gorges worn by the brooks which are long nourished

by the accumulated winter snows.

The Eastern or Sydney district presents unusually fine natural

^sections, and has received much attention owing to the extensive

mining operations which have been carried on during the past

'Century. Its stiuctuie has been carefully worked out, and as it

is a typically well developed carboniferous district a brief des-

cription of the various subdivisions will serve in great measure

as a guide to these in other parts of the island.

In the Sydney or Eastern district the following subdivisions

are recognised:

—

Productive Coal Measures.

Millstone Grit.

Marine Limestone Formation.

Lower or Basal Coal Measures.

The upper subdivision, that of the upper Coal Measures, being

€ibsent, unless represented by the beds at Low Point, overlying

the Carr Seam.

The shore from Cape Dauphin to Mira Bay is occupied by the

productive measures, which are folded in three undulations hav-

ing a general East and West course. As the measures are inter-

rupted at the anticlinals the exact identification of the seams

has not been made out.

The followino- section, taken in the Lingan district, will serve

to show the thickness and relative positions of the best known
seams :

—

strata and Coal.

Seaiw. ft. in.

Seam A 3

306

Carr 6 5

" 190

Barra.sois, Hub or Block House 12 1

379 3
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Strata and Coar.
Seam. ft. in.

Harbor, Victoria or Sydney 8

234

Seam D 3

. 78

North Head 4

75

McAuley, Phelan, or Lingan 8

95

Ross, or Emery 4 6

340

Gardener . 4 9

A somewhat different arrangement is suggested by Mr. F.

Neville, Deputy Inspector of Mines, who has had much experi-

ence in tracing the seams of this district, and he carrelates those

of the districts South of Lingan as follows :—

•

Cow Bay.

Block House Seam,
i)St.

Gowrle Seam,
5 ft.

Big Seam,
8 ft.

Seam,
5 ft.

Long Beach Seam,
3.2 ft.

Schooner Pond. Big Glace B.\y

MePhail Ross Seam,
5 ft. 6 in.

Seam,
3 ft. 4 in.

Ontario Seam,
8 ft. 6 in.

Seam,
5 ft. 10 ini

Seam,
3 ft.

Little G. Bay.

Hub Seam,
9 ft. 10 in.

Harbor Seam,
5 ft. 6 in.

Caledonia Seam,
9 ft. 6 in.

Seam,
5 ft. 8 in.

International Seam,-
5 ft. 6 in.

Keserve Seam,
9 ft. 6 in.

Emery Seam,
5 ft.

Lorway or Gardner
Seam, 4 ft.

The coal field is remarkably free from disturbances, etc., and

Professor Lesley, in a report, dwells strongly on this point.

Nearly all the seams lie at easy angles, yield little water, and

owing to the generally firm character of the roof, they can be

mined with unusual cheapness and safety. So strongly marked

is the impermeable nature of the strata, that at a moderate depth

the submarine workings are perfectly dry.

Shales, arenaceous and argillaceous, with red and green marls,

make up about one-half the total thickness of this section. The

shales pass into sandstones and frequently carry ironstone
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nodules, and the more argillaceous beds are crowded with fossils,

chiefly ferns. Many trunks of erect and prostrate sigillariae,

with roots attached and grown into the coal, are seen in these

shales ; they have been observed nearly five feet in thickness,

but those which have come under my notice have not usually

exceeded two feet in diaineter. The term marl is applied here

to beds not necessarily calcareous, but to red and green shales

which crumble readily on exposure. Sandstone beds, gray and

white in coloui-, and often fifty feet in thickness, are met at fre-

quent intervals, and neaily always occur a few feet above a coal

bed. Many of the sandstone beds are calcareous, and are then

flaggy micaceous, and sometimes ripple-marked.

Almost invariably underclays highly charged with stigmarise

roots and rootlets, and from a fev,' inches to eight feet in thick-

ness, fcrm the floor of the Coal seams. In a few instances Coal

seams rest directly on thin beds of fossiliferous limestone, and

in one instance the floor is sandstone. Beds of black bituminous

limestone, from a few inches to three feet in thickness, have

been observed about the middle of the section. The physical

characters of the coal beds will be refeired to in connection with

the analyses to be given in the appendix, and it may be remarked

here that they resemble in many points those of the Durham
district in England.

The division line between the Millstone Grit and the Productive

Measures is an arbitrary one, and, as marked on the Geological

Survey maps, is considered by many as encroaching on measures

which may fairly, so far as their coal contents are concerned, be

considered productive. This opinion is strengthened by the fact

that a large collection of plants from the Cossit pits, a short dis-

tance east of Sydney town, at a horizon considered low down in

the Millstone Grit, were reported on by Sir William Dawson as

distinctly marking the productive horizon. Further investiga-

tions may show that the distinctions at present laid down as

separating the upper part of the Millstone Grit from the Coal

Measures are due more to local conditions of deposition, which

have modified the Coal Seams and their encasing strata, than to

any change of the distinctive features of the preceding horizon.
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As compared with the productive measures, these strata show

a much larger percentage of sandstones, frequently coarse and

sometimes conglomeritic. There are fewer argillaceous layers

and much false bedding. Near the old syenitic and felsitic rocks

the prevailing color is red ; further away, where the material has

been derived from the preceding Carboniferous horizons, gray

shades are met. The formation is also distinguished from the

Productive and the Marine Limestone series by the absence of

calcareous matter. Numerous coal seams are met, some of which

are persistent over long distances and of workable dimensions.

Others are not at present considered of value in the presence of

the large seams now worked, but will prove in the future an

important source of coal. This series stietches from the Mira

Biver to the Eastern shore of Sydney harbour, and then widens

until it occupies nearly all Boularderie Island. The maximum
thickness in this district is 5,700 feet, but it rapidly diminishes

to the Northward, until at Cape Dauphin only 500 feet is

'exposed.

A long arm of millstone grit extends up the Salmon and Mira

Rivers and overlaps unconfonnably the marine limestone and

basal conglomerates, and rests against the Mira and East Bay

felsites. The underlying divisions of the carboniferous crop at

various points throughout the district, and extend irregularly

through Loch Lomond and Grand River to St. Peter's,

This outliei- presents the outcrops of several small seams of coal

apparently underlying a large extent of ground. There has not

been any attempt made to find other seams, or even to test the

value and extent of these outcrops. The measures including the

coal seams possibly represent the upper part of the millstone grit

as exposed to the eastward of the Productive Measures of the

Sydney Coal Field, and are on a horizon corresponding to that/

of part of the millstone grit lying south of Sydney town, where

similar outcrops of coal are found.

The Marine Limestone formation occupies a triangular tract

of ground between the arms of Sydney harbor, and attains a

thickness of about 2,000 feet. It is composed principally of red

and gray shales, sometimes approaching marls in aggregation,-
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•argillaceous and calcai'eous, and frequently cariying nodules o£

limestone .and iron ore. Numerous beds of limestone are met,

compact, laminated, or concretionar}', usually gray and blue,

Viometimes black and bituminous. These are frequently asso-

'ciated witb. beds of gypsum and anhydrite, sometimes over KiO

feet in thickness. Beds of red and gray Sandstone, usually

laminated, often micaceous and ripple-marked, are fiequently

•met. The limestones geneially carry the fossils characterising

the formation, and are frequently charged witli galena and copper

pyrites, eel es tine, manganese ores, etc.

The following section, taken from the report of H. Fletcher,

•Esq., of the Geological Survey, for the years 1875-70, gives a

good idea of the conditions under which the limestones and

S^ypsum ar'C usually presented :—

-

ft. in.

Bluish gray columnar limestone 136

Measures concealed iO

Green marl 9

Black bituminous nodular, gray and mottled

compact limestone 55

•Gray compact and variegated limestone, with

fossils and layers of marl 40

White crumbling gypsum 15

Green gypseous marl 7

Greenish gypseous marl, with streaks of pink

gypsum 1 6

Red micaceous marl, with green blotches and

thin w^avey layers of gypsum 7

White gypsum in nodules witn marl 1 G

<jrypsum and marl, with veins of white and

pink gypsum 1 6

Nodular gypsum, with emerald green blotches

and a pink layer. 1

Nodular gypsum, and red arenaceous marl,

and blue thick-bedded limestone — —
The gypsum varies greatly in appearance and quality, and the

following description of an immense cliff of it on the Bras d'Or

Lake will serve to show its characteristic features :

—
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It is essentially white, but tinted and spotted with many

colours. It occurs in beds, often massive but frequently jointetl

in every direction. It is compact, or granular, minutely crystal-

line, or fibrous and radiating-. Crystals of selenite of a brownish

or white colour frequently occur in it ; they are isolated, or arran-

ged in radiating groups, and sonietinies give the rock a porphy-

ritic appearance. The rock is frequently traversed by veins-

filled with fibrous gypsum of various colours, or by large plates

of transparent selenite. Layers and nodules of anhydrite and

of limestone frequently occur in the beds or divide them. Long-

continued weathering roughens the surface of the gypsum, owing

to the presence of silica as sand.

These beds of gypsum are sometimes presented as immense

lenticular masses, but they often extend for miles as an irregular

cliff, reminding the tourist of a luined marble wall. The vicinity

of their outcrops is marked by the luxuriance of the grass, and

by the vigorous growth of the evergreens which mask the conical

holes formed by the removal of the gypsum through the action

of the water drainage of the district. It may be remarked here

that possibly some of the irregularities characterizing the out-

crop of this rock may be due to the washing away of masses of

salt. It is true that at present there is no evidence to show that

.such deposits existed, but the numerous brine springs issuing

from this formation, and the common association of gypsum and

salt, afford reasonable ground for anticipating valuable discoveries

of rock salt in Nova Scotia in the vicinity of the gypsum beds.

Lower Coal Measures.

This term, as used by Sir William Daw.son in describing

measures such as those of Horton and Hillsboro, is applied, in

sp'jaking of this district, to strata of a quite difierent character.

This, the lowest member of the carboniferous group, corresponds

with the Bonaventure formation of Gaspe, and the basal conglo-

merate of New Brunswick and Newfoundland is in this district

of variable volume, and cannot be separated by any strict line

from the overlying limestone formation, and it is Mr. Fletcher's

opinion tlmt in the districts surrounding the Bras d'Or Lake
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liiuch of it must be considered contemporaneous with the lime-

-stone formation. In the Sydney district, near the Coxheath Hills^

it has a thickness of 2,525 feet, which rapidly diminishes as its

•strike is followed to the North and the South.

This formation in the Sydney or Eastern district presents

itself genei-ally as a friable reddi-h conglomerate, the pebbles

varying in size up to a dia'meter of three feet. The masses are

frequently of little coherence, in some cases the niatiix is calc-

spar, hematite, or quartz. The conglomerates, the distinguishing

feature of the formation, alternate with masses and beds of red-

dish, coarse and fine ofrained, friable sandstones, and with beds of

red and green marl and an occasional bed of limestone. Usually

"the upper beds are finer than those near the base of the formation^

and the line between it and the succeeding horizon may be said

to be drawn at the first plainly marked calcareous deposit, which

is not untrequently a coarse arenaceous limestone obscurely

fossiliferous.

Passing to the westward we meet the Carboniferous of St.

Peter's Bay and the Rivi-r Inhabitants- The marine limestones

and some beds of the lower horizons border St. Peter's Inlet and

Bay and the northern shores (jf Isle Madame, and passing to the

north under the higher measures skirt the Sporting Mountains,

and passing lo^und the head of West Bay fill the valley of the

Kiver Inhabitants and are exposed on the shore of the Strait of

Canso at Plaster Cove. These stiata show at several points sec-

tions more closely resembling the typical lower coal measures of

Nova Scotia than any met in the Eastern district. The colour-

ing of the geological maps of ;tlie Canadian Survey does not

separate these two subdivisions. They extend northward until

they reach the River Denny's Basin, and stietch to the Grand
Narrows and the Little Bras d'Oi-.

The officers of the Geological Survey have grouped the Car-

boniferous measures overlying these strata, in the district we
are now considering, under the term "Middle Carboniferous,"

including millstone grit, pi'oductive measures, and some beds

.referred with doubt to the upper coal foimation, as the dividing

line« are obscui-e, and the structure not yet fully worked out
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The problem presented by the Carboniferous of the River Inhabi-.

tants is a difficult one, and complicated by the apparent anomaly

of part of the coal horizon being connected with gypsum and

limestone. Mr. Fletcher estimates the total thickness of the

Carboniferous rocks at 21,960 feet, which probably embraces

all the divisions already described in the Eastern district, and

the 1,350 feet of strata referred to by him as o.verlying the Little

River Coal Series (8,926 feet thick) may represent part of the

Upper Coal Division (No. 1) of Sir J. W. Dawson.

The measures of the district do not present features calling for

special notice, and the description of the various subdivisions of

the Eastern district may be applied here. Some of the sandstones

and shales of the River Inliabitants are little more than compact

saml and mud, while at other points they present the normal

hardness of the carboniferous strata.

Cut little is yet known about the extent and value of the-

Rivei' Inhabitants coal fields. A very considerable area of coal-

bearing strata is indicated by the widely-separated coal crops at

the mouth of the Rivei' and around the Basin. The paucity of

outcrops, coupled with the presence of several large faults ranging

through the district, have discouraged prospecting in the face of

a dull coal trade. In the future the advantage of an all-winter

shipping port, like that of Carribacon Cove, will no doubt stimu-

late the development of coal mines here, when the export of coal

to the United States begins again.

In order not to unduly extend this paper, I will on another

occasion give a brief description of the carboniferous districts of

the Western shore of the Island, and of their coal fields, with

analyses of the coal and other economic minerals found in then)..
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Art. VIII.—PoLARiscopic Examination of Crystalline Rocks

OF Antigonish County.—By Rev, D. Honeyman,

D. C. L., F. B. S. C, F. S. Sc.

(Read April 12, 1886J

The rocks which I have submitted to this method of examina-

iion, by sections, prepared by Dr. A. Julian, are the following:

1st. Two from the "Typical Archaean Series," on Northumber-

land Strait. Vide Papers in Transactions of the

Institute, "Geology of Antigonish County," Vol. IV,

1875.

2nd. A section of the summit rock of Antigonish " Sugar

Loaf."

Srd. Three sections of the axial rocks of the mountains north

of the "Sugar Loaf."

4th. Three sections of the Crystalline rocks in the " Arisaig

Mountains."

5th. A section of one of the Arisaig Pier rocks, and another of

a rock at Doctor's Brook, on the shore.

No 1 is an Archaean diorite, having the feldspar in large

patches in hornblemle. I have characterized it as " porphyritic."

Our section has both minerals. The hornblende is dichroic.

With crossed nicols the other part of the section is (a) sepia

coloured with parallel spaces of dark shade, twining lines,

indicating a triclinic feldspar; (b) there is also in the white a

pleochroism. The corresponding part of the rock treated with

an acid effervesces, showing calcite.

Interposing a section of albite, which also shows a sepia colour,

without parallels. The effect is very striking. The pale sepia

of our rock section becomes light pui-ple and the dark shade

parallels indigo.

By the same piocess we have corresponding effect in the sec-

tions of the Nictaux and Wentworth I. C. R. diorites. Trans,

1884, page 121, Nos. 6, 7.
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Macroscopically examined this diorite is inagnetitic. The

magnet shows also the presence of magnetite.

The constituents of this rock are therefore Hornblende, Albite,

Calcite and Magnetite.

No. 2 is a section of granitoid diorite.

The Polariscope indicates Hornblende and Albite.

A macroscopic examination of the rock and the use of the

magnet show the existence of magnetite.

We have here metamorphic diorites corresponding in mineral

constitution with the igneous diorites of Nictaux and Wentworth.

Pyrite only is wanting in the former.

No. 3 is a section of the central and summit rock of Antigonish

Sugar Loaf. It indicates Hornblende, Orthoclase and Magnetite.

The rock is therefore Syenitic. It is dichroic. The opaque

portions are seen to be magnetite with diiect light. The

magnet confirms the observation.

This rock corresponds with that of the elevated grounds on

the south side of the harbour, which is in connection with the

Lower carboniferous and fossiliferous limestone. The connection

is often so intimate, especially on the summit, as to form a

breccia. The Sugar Loaf rock is in conjunction with meta-

morphic slates which we have regarded as Cambrian (?;.

The elevation of the syenite with fossiliferous limestone is 800

feet above the sea level (Bayfield) ; that of the Sugar Loaf is 760

(Bayfield.) The difference, 460, may therefore be regarded as

the approximate height of the Sugar Loaf above the sea level, at

the beginning of the Lower Carboniferous Period, when the

conglomerate and limestone of the Doctor's Quarry at the foot of

the mountain were in process of formation.

Devonian (?).

In the mountains, about one mile north of the Sugar Loaf, we
find out-cropping other Crystalline rocks. A bluff* of the series

is a prominent feature of the east side of Right's River. (Vide

Paper IV., page 71, 1875.) Of these I have 3 sections. In all

the rock appears nnindividualized.

No. 4. The section of the bluff" rock is very striking. The

rock is full of kernels of calcite (amygdales ?)
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These in the section with polarised li^jht are beautifully pleo-

chroie with radiating structure. The i-ock seems to be a mix-

ture of hornblende and feldspar.

No. 5 is dichroic with opaque portions. Magnetite ?

Other three sections are (1) of Arisaig Pier rock
; (2) of a Saw

Mill rock, in the mountains, and of Doctor's Brook, south of

Arisaig Pier; (3) of mountains west of the Saw Mill.

No 6. (1) section, of Arisaig Pier rock, an igneous rock of

Lower Carboniferous age, shows rock unindividualized with

kei-nels of calcite and magnetite.

No. 7. (3) unindividualized with magnetite grains. This is

apparently of Devonian age.

The examination of the Nos. 4, o, G, 7, is not so satisfactory as

of 1, 2 and 3.
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Art. IX. — Observations on the Currents in the Gulf of

St. Lawrence, and their danger to Naviga-

tion.— By John J. Fox.

{Bead May 10, 1886.)

The remarks in this short paper are deduced from personal

experience and observation, after a residence of thirty years at

the Magdalen Islands, in the capacity of Chief Officer of Cus-

toms.

Seldom a year passes but we have to record the loss of some

valuable .ship and cargo, with human life, by .stranding on the

Islands and coasts of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, which, on

official enquiry, is attributed to imperceptible currents unknown

to the shipmaster, not laid down in the charts and sailing direc-

tions now in use.

A general ignorance appears to exist among navigators

respecting the force and direction of the tides and currents in

this locality, which may in some measure be accounted for by

the fact that fifty years have now elapsed since the last survey

of the Gulf was made by officers of the British Navy. And it

would appear that their observations were confined more to the

shore tides than to the currents in mid-channel ; some additions

have since been made, but the basis is the old sui-vey.

The local currents of the Gulf are created and influenced by

various agencies, such as winds, specific gravity, changes of

atmosphere and equilibrium. Their existence, force and direction

are difficult to ascertain ; are very deceptive, and being very

irregular are consequently the more dangerous to navigation.

They appear to have periods of comparative quiescence and

activity. Those born of the winds change with it.

The ice that accumulates in the Gulf during the winter

months, combined with the immense volume of fresh water dis-

charged into it in the spring from the St. Lawience and other

rivers by thp melting of the snow, decreases its saJtness £|,nd
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specific gravity. It also increases its altitude and bulk, and

being lighter than the water below floats on its surface anc^

forms a current, which to find its equilibrium sets down in a

southerly direction towards Capes Ray and North into the

Atlantic ocean.

The ice generally disappears about the middle of May and

forms again in such quantity by the end of December as to,

obstruct navigation.

There are three channels or entrances into the Gulf from the

Ocean : one is to the north of Newfoundland through the Straits

of Belle Isle, another to the south of Newfoundland, and the third

is through the Strait of Canso.

The channel generally used by ships bound to the Ports of Que-.*

bee and Montreal, is that to the south of Newfoundland, between

Capes Ray and North, and to which these observations, are chiefly

intended to apply.

This channel is about fifty miles wide. Twelve miles east from

Cape North lies the Island of St. Paul, and forty-five miles in a

northwesterly direction are the Magdalen Islands, the distance

from thence to the Island of Anticosti is about eighty miles.

These Islands lie directly in the track of vessels, bound to

Ports in the Gulf.

From Anticosti to the northern end of the Straits of Belle Isle

the distance is about three hundred and forty miles. This Strait is

twelve miles wide at its northern entrance, and about one hundred

miles at its southern, between Cape George, Newfoundland, and

Cape Whittle, Labrador, through which is the route taken by the

Ocean Steamships from Europe to Quebec during the summer
months.

A branch of the Polar current sets in a southwesterly direction

through the Sti-aits of Belle Isle, and is strongrer on the north, or

Labrador coast, than on the south or Newfoundland, the water

being deeper there, its velocity' is influenced by the winds, and

greater in spring and autumn than in summer, when southwest

winds prevail with increased temperature. This occasionally creates

a surface current setting to the north-east ; the colder eurrenti,

below setting through south-west, or in the opposite direction.
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Various opinions are held with regard to Icebergs drifting

through this strait into the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the correct one

appears to be that bergs are occasionally found about its northern

entrance. A few years ago one was found aground off Forteau

Bay in twenty-five fathoms oi' water with an elevation of seventy

feet above the sea, but Icebergs are rarely, if ever, seen in the

Gulf, to the southwest of Anticosti.

A dangerous current sets into the Gulf from the Atlantic Ocean

between the Newfuundland and Nova Scotia coasts, and often

proves fatal to Ships about Gape Kace. It is formed by the

Polar Current setting down from the north on one side, and an

offset from the Gulf Stream setting in from the southwest on the

other.

This current, after passing Cape Race, and along the south

coast of Newfoundland, enters the Gulf in a northerly direction,

between Cape Ray and Cape North, flowing towards the Island of

Anticosti. Its velocity is increased with winds from a south to

east direction, it frequently precedes the wind, causing very high

tides, and givino- warninsf to the observer on shore of an

approaching gale, before any indications are given of it by the

Barometer. After passing Cape Ray it is traversed obliquely by

the Polar Current, setting down through the Straits of Belle Isle,

and deflected to the southwest, then coming in contact with the

shoal grounds around the Magdalen Islands, it divides; one por-

tion runuins: to the southwest alonfj the south side of those Islands,

and the other continuing its northerly course up towards the

Island of Anticosti until coming in proximity to the south shore

of that Island, it curves to the westward and falls into the River

St. Lawrence cuirent setting oat to the southeast.

The southwest stream, after passing the southeast end of the

Magdalens, again divides, one poition swerving jound to the north

and west, up the Gulftowards the Bay de Chaleur, thence round

the North Cape of Prince Edward Island, and enters the Straits

of Northumberland, through which it flows towards the Strait of

Oanso. The other portion continuing its southwest course to-

wards the East Cape of Prince Edward Island, and setting round

that dangerous promontory, it runs westerly, and meeting the
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stream through the Straits of Northumberland, turns south-

easterly, and along the Nova Scotia coast towards the Strait of

Canso, then past the Cape Breton coast, and out of the Gulf

between Capes North and B^aj, to the Ocean.

The Island of Anticosti divides the entrance to the River St.

Lawrence into two channels, called north and south ; through

these the current fiom the river sets with great rapidity, in the

spring with the melting snow, from two to three miles an hour.

The polar current through the Straits of Belle Isle meeting this

stream in the north channel, and striking it obliquely, causes those

eddies, and counter currents, which are so oft^n fatal to shipping

on this much dreaded Island.

The south channel stream sets down from the river in a south

and southeasterly direction, contracting and expanding in breadth,

by the action of the winds, either to the east or west, and its influ-

ence is sometimes felt down the Gulf below the Magdalen Islands.

On the twentieth of November, 18§0, the steamship " Ottawa "

of the Dominion Line, giounded in the " Cap de la Roche " Chan-

nel, between Montreal and Quebec, and a portion of her cargo was
thrown overboard to lighten her. About four weeks afterwards

some of this cargo was found upon the North Beach of the

Magdalen Islands, proving, beyond doubt, the force and direction

of this dangerous current.

During the summer solstice, when the water of the Gulf attains

a high temperature, most of the currents met with there are sur-

face currents and controlled by the winds. The cold Polar cur-

rent, which sets to and fro from the Ocean, from its greater

weight and density sinks below and becomes a submarine current,

and a resort for the schools of codfish, mackerel, and herring, which

abound in those waters.

To illustrate the influence these dangerous currents have upon

ships navigating the Gulf of St. Lawrence, we will suppose a

ship passing Cape Race and bound for Quebec with a southerly

wind and clear weather. The master, after verifying her position,

takes his departure and shapes his course up in z northerly direc-

tion, suddenly the weather becomes obscured by fog or snow-storm,

which often occurs here, and not being aware of this northerly set
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or current, he is carried by it ahead of his reckoning, and after

passing Cape Ray encounters the Belle Isle current, setting down

to the southwest, or obliquely across his track, and before he is

aware of the danger, his ship is stranded upon the southeast end

of the Magdalen Islands, to the westward of her course, when, by

his reckoning, he supposes himself to be many miles frou; them.

Or should he be so fortunate as to steer far enough north to clear

the Magdalens (by the same causes), he may find his ship on the

south shoie of Anticosti, where wrecks so frequently occur.

To ships bound down the Gulf they are equally fatal. After

leaving the River St. Lawrence through the south channel, and

passing the southwest end of Anticosti, the ship's course down the

Gulf is southeast by east ; the southwest current from the Straits

of Belle Isle, crosses this course and combining with the River

St. Lawience current, setting southerly, carries the ship ahead of

her reckoning, ami again to the tvestivard of her supposed posi-

tion, upon the northeast end of the Magdalens. Between the

years 1868 and 1880, six ships were wrecked in this region, and

fifty-five seamen perished, through the influence of these currents.

The ocean current which sets into the Gulf past Cape Race

after passing the southeast end of the Magdalen Islands (as I

have before observed) takes a northerly direction, and in thick

weather is very dangerous to ships bound down the Gulf from

New Brunswick Ports, these usually sail with a southwesterly

wind, and after rounding the North Cape of Prince Edward Island

shape a southeast by east course, so as to clear the south end of

the Magdalens which (to use a nautical phrase) brings them sharp

upon the wind on the starboard tack, consequently this northerly

current runs obliquely to theii' course, and in light winds, not

only retards their headway but sets them to leeward and on shore

about the west end of the Magdalens, when the shipmaster by

his reckoning judges himself to be at a safe distance to the west-

ward of them. Between the years 1876, and 1881, four ships

were stranded on the west end of those islands by the force of

this current.

The meteorology of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, has somewhat

changed during the past fifty years. Fogs and changes in atmos-
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piieric temperature have become more frequent. The cold is less

severe in winter, and the winds more variable and of shorter

duration in summer, which no doubt has some influence upon the

currents there. Many of the prominent land marks, laid down
in the charts and sailing directions now in use^ have also been

washed away by the action of the sea, or submerged, which is mis-

leading: to the navio^ator.

This great commercial highway is traversed annually by a large

fleet of magnitieent steam and sailing ships, laden with costly

merchandize and thousands of valuable lives, and the heavy

losses annually incurred through the ignorance of navigators, of

the force and diiection of the currents crossing their track (which

they assert are not laid down in their charts or sailing diiections),

shews the importance and necessity of a scientific survey being

made without delay, to obtain by observation the information

absolutely necessary for the safe navigation of the Gulf of St.

Lawrence. This should be undertaken by the government, as

the loss of every ship is a national loss, and falls upon the com-

munity.
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Art. XI. — A Revision of the Geology of Antigonish

County, in Nova Scotia.—By Rev. D. Honey-

man, D. C. L., F.R S. C F.S.Sc, Hon. Member

of the Geologist's Association, London, dx.

(Read May 10, 1886.)

The construction of a line of railway, which passes through

this County, has exposed interesting series of r'ocks which were

largely obscure. Geological investigations of cognate series in

other parts of the Province have, in turn, cleared up certain

doubts in reference to series in the County which are regarded

as "Typical." The examination of coirelated series elsewhere

have contributed somewhat in this direction. The application

of the microscope and polariscope to the study of the crystalline

rocks, besides i-evealing the character and constitution of the

rocks themselves, seem also to indicate relationship and age,

and thereby serve, in a maimer, to determine the relationship

of associated non-crystalline rocks. In some cases, too, compara-

tive palaeontology, without lithology, lends its aid in confirma-

tion of certain conclusions. These considerations have induced

me to make a revision of the Geology of Antigonish County.

In no other County has the geology been so fully investigated.

Parts, however, yet remains to be examined. I have wrought

in this field as an amateur or Provincial geologist, more or less,

durino- a quarter of a century, and yet corners remain un-

touched.

Table of Formations.

1. Pleistocene,—Champlain and Glacial.

2. Carboniferous,—Middle and Lower.

3. Silurian,-

Upper. I "Upper Arisaig," "Typical."

Middle.
j
Hall.

Lotuer. J Hudson River.
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4-. Cambrian?—"Middle Arisaig."

5. Archiuan,—"Lower Arisaig," "Typical."

6. Igneous Rocks.—

Carboniferous.

Pre-C 'aiboniferous.

I shall, 'by means of sections and offsets, indicate the seveial

'formations and their relative positions. At the same time, I will

take occasion to make illustrative notes.

Section I., on the line of railway from Pictou County line to

Antigonish harbour.—The range of mountains on this line com-

mences at a distance of about two miles N. W. of the town of

Antigonish, and extends westwards to Barney's River Settle-

ment in the County of Pictou. At this extremity the railway

has exposed an interesting junction of caiboniferous conglo-

merate, and igneous rocks. Equivalents of A and B members
(Hudson River, Lower Silurian) of the "Fossiliferous Aiisaig

Series," and the metamorphic Cambrian rocks of the mountains.

In addition to this it has given easy access to the mountains, in

parts where they have been cleai^ed of forest, and can be exam-

ined to greater advantage than in Antigonish County. This is

the case nearly up to the County line. (Vide "Notes on a New
'Geological Progress Map of Pictou County."—Transactions of the

Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Science, 1880, Vol. V.)

Before reaching the County line, the railway has entered an

interesting band of rocks, corresponding with A. Arisaig, as

above, both in lithology and pala3ontology. The strata are hard

metamorphic slates. The fossils are scattered through the rock,

and are all in the state of casts, with the exception of the

Lingvlce, wdiich survive, while the others have only left their

impressions, external or internal. Otlier fossils are Petraia,

Cornulites and Orthoceras
;
the Petraia aie persistent, beino-

found everywhere, and in pretty much the same condition,

wherever corresponding strata are found. Occasionally I have

found the corals siliciiied. In two localities only has the coral sur-

vived in A, in a state of distortion. I would further remark that

these strata succeed the metamorphic Cambrian (?) formation of

the mountains, as their relatives do at the western end, without any
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intervention. I shall again refer to this fact. Anothe)- fact, may
be stated. A large piece of rock was pointed out to me^ by my
eompanion, on the mountain side/immediately behind our fossi-

lifeious strata, as something peculiar. It was a conglomerate

corresponding with rocks found at Wentworth, in the Cobequid

Mountains, belonging to the series of rocks with which I have

elsewhere correlated part of these mountain rocks. Proceeding on

line of railway, we pass the last outcrop of the fossiliferous

rocks at the old stage-coach stablea At Glen-Bard ure seen

outcrops of the Cambrian (?) rocks. Emerging from Marshy

Hope, at the Big Clearing Station, we observe Lower Carbon-

iferous conglomerates, succeeded by limestones.

We are now on the north-west corner of the southern Car--

boniferous area of the County. Advancing we have limestones,

or pits, as far aS' James's River. Following this- river into the

mountains, about three miles, we come to a fine waterfall, with

rocks rising in peaks, on its sides, to a considerable elevation

—

estimated about 300 feet. The whole is picturesque and beau-

tiful. Further up, at a distance of two miles, we reach the "Old

Mountain Road," with its old clearings. This was formerly a

highway between Antigonish and Merigomish.

Returning to the railway and proceeding onward, we enter

upon a great belt of gypsum, with occasional limestones. This

extends, with occasional interruptions, as far east as St. George's

Bay, a distance of fifteen miles. It also passes over to the south,

appearing at Addington Forks, and beyond at West River.

Reaching Braley Brook, we observe the gypsums rising in a

lofty wall, with the brook running along its foot.

Following the brook towards the mountain, we find limestone

strata, having brown ochre with calchopyrite coated with green

carbonate of copper. This has conglomerate underlying it, which

has also green copper carbonate. None of these are of any

value. Still advancing, we have the gypsum wall on the right,

and come to a small brook, which also issues from the mountain.

Going up this brook, we couie to a quarry having limestone of

considerable quantity and solidity. This quarry furnished the

chief building stone of St. Ninian's Cathedral, Antigonish. This-
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also overlies conglomerate^. We have already parted vs'ith the

mountain metamorphic rocks, and come to a break between the

two mountain ranges. This break is occupied by rocks of the

two carboniferous areas of the Countv,—conglomerates, grits.

A quarry of the latter in the so called "Yankee grant," furnished

the other building stone of the cathedral. Still proceeding, we
have the gypsums on the right and another brook, Braley Brook,

having turned away from our course. On the left side of this

brook we have another limestone quarry, with brown ochre.

Still fuither, we pass into conglomerates, and cross Right's River

above the facfcoiy. Below it is a bluff' of conglomerates, with

the gypsum? outcropping on the side of the river. Crossing the

intervale, we come to the railway station at Antigonish. This is

also the site of the "Old Salt Works." In my paper "On the

Geology of Antigonish County"

—

Vide transactions of the Insti-

tute of Natural Science, 186(5—I made mention of the salt pond

in the Town and salt spiings in the County. Ln my recent

paper "On the Geology of Antigonish County," Trans. I. N. S.,

1875, is a "History of the Salt Works." Extract : "Mr. Deacon

next operated on the intervale below the town, not far from the

confluence of Right's River, Braley Brook and West River.

Here, after passing through a considerable thickness of clay,

impregnated with salt, he came to gypsum. In this the boring

was so dry that it was difficult to work ; suddenly the bore-hole

was found to be filled to some distance from the top. Mr. Deacon

was in transports when he found that the fluid was brine.

Notwithstanding vigorous pumping, the brine kept up to the

mark, with a great discharge of sulphuretted hydrogen. Being

now very sanguine in his expectations, he had a steam engine

erected for pumping, and furnaces, tanks and evapoi'ating pans

of large dimensions constructed for the production of salt. After

the manufacture of a considerable quantity of salt, the strength

of the brine became very much reduced. He accordingly com-

menced another boring at a point near to the evaporating build-

ing; after boring through clays, impregnated with salt to a depth

of 65C feet, without finding any indications of brine, that of

the other boring becoming too weak for use, and the working

capital exhausted, the work was abandoned,"
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About one mile north of the salt works, we have the mountain

called the "Suofar-loaf." The hei^-hb of this is 760 feet. Its

rocks are highly metamorphic slates, argillites. A section of

them is seen on the "Old Gulf Road." They are destitute of

fossils. The summit roek is syenite.

—

-(Vide " Polaviscopic

Notes." A Paper preceding.) On the side not far from the sum-

mit, the argillites outcrop. They are also seen outcropping in a

brook at Doctor's Qua^r3^ I have correlated these with rocks

in McLellan's Mountain, which 1 regard as "Lower Silurian

metamorphic" (?) ; overlying these are Lower Carboniferous con-

glomerates. The upper parts of these have a little green copper

carbonate. The ochreous limestones of the quarry overlie them.

South of this mountain is another mountain of less elevation

—

480 feet. The argillites of this are overlaid by conglomerates

and limestones of another quarry. Returning to the line of

railway: In its farther progress, it passes over to the south side

of Antigonish harbour. Here gypsums are seen outcropping on

its course as far as South River. Before reaching Williams

Point, it comes to heights which rise 300 feet above the sea

level. In these are syenites with fossiliferous limestones in

closest connection, forming a breccia. The limestones are wholly

unaltered. Leyerditia, conidaina, &c., are found near the

syenite, and crystals of Galenite. Here We have a sea bottom,

while on the "Sugar-loaf," and other mountains, we have sea

beaches of the Lower Carboniferous period. The former have

been raised niore than 300 feet since they Were formed, as the

fossiliferous limestones occur on the summit as well as the

syenites. It is probable that the latter, and the mountain range

itself, have been elevated to the same extent.

Section II., from North River, Antigonish harbour, to Cape

St. George.— Crossing from Williams point to the mouth of

North River, Vv^e find the gypsums re-appearing on the north

side of the harbour. Up the river, on both sides of the Harbour

Road, they are very largelj^ developed, and they continue still

farther towards the mountains. Beyond this conglomerates

occur as far as the mountain rocks. At Town Point, on the

itarbour, "Mr. Deacon made a six-inch boring, and lined it with
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iron tubing. At a certain depth in the soil and clay, he entered

gypsum. He came to sandstone without finding any indication

of brine, and concluded that further operation in this locality

was useless." This was his first boring. Back from this, nearer

the mountain, gypsum is seen rising to a height of fifty feet. I

would here remark that all these altitudes are taken from the

Admiralty Chart of Antigonish harbour. After another inter-

ruption, they re-appeai', having tlie same height, advance to

the road, where they are cut off" by it; disappear again, pits

only showing their existence underneath, and re-appear on St

George's Bay. The mountains come forward at the same time

and end near the road. The termination of the gypsums is

shown as it was 25 years ago in "Acadian Geology." By the

'Constant undermining process going on, the once picturesque pro-

minence has been sadly reduced, and almost destroyed. This is

the other corner of the "north side of the southern carboniferous,

area of the County. The rocks "consist of conglomerate, breccia,

sandstone and limestone, partly covered by a great bed of drift,

containing and discharging large boulders on the shore of

strikingly characteristic rocks of the Lowei; Arisaig (Archaean)

series of Northumberland Strait." In the limestones there

is a cave, where ice can be had at any time. Every variety

of gypsum, selenite, fibrous, soft, anhydious and red, occur in

this section. At Mclsaac's Brook theie is a low lying outcrop

of slates and igneous rocks. This is the extension of the moun-
tain series north of the "Suorar-loaf." Continuing the section,

we come to Cribbean's Head. Here is a large exposure of Lower
Carboniferous strata containing casts of trees and calamites.

This is on the south .corner of the noithein carboniferous area.

Beyond this are Morristown Lakes, obscurity, or rocks without

anything of sp cial interest, until we reach Sinclair's Brook.

Here are sandstones with yifoya, casts of lepidodendra. Farther

on are sandstones, grits and conglomerates. In the sandstones I

found scales of Paloeonisciis and casts of sun-cracks. The con-

glomerates constitute Cape St. Geoige and its ledges. These

rocks belong to the north side of the carbonifeious area.

Section III., on Northumberland Strait, from Cape St,
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George to Pictou County line.—At the Cape and westward, as

far as "Aiisaig Township" line, we have conglomerates, with a

projecting trap-rock here and thei'o, especially at the point of

the cape. Beginning at the line, we find exposed on the shore,

and up a brook, metamorphic slates of dark colour, with a thin

bed of calcite. They seem to be identical with the rocks of the

"Suo-ar-loaf." We shall have occasion to I'et'er to them again.

These bring us to what I have, in former Papers, called the

"Lower Arisaig" and "Archaean Typical Series." The first rocks

of this series are (quartz) syenites, dark red, cream-coloured and

white ; they are finely granulai', sparingly hornblendic, and sus-

ceptible of a fine polish. Green feldspar occurs in these syenites.

They are also traversed by veins of calcite, several inches thick.

Succeeding these are strata of petrosilex. These are traversed

by quartzite veins having mica. After these come steep cliffs

of granited diorites, which project into the sea. We have then

a bed of ophite and ophicalcite. They extend to the road south

of the shore, where it outcrops. To a distance of nearly 2J

miles, there occur diorites, ophites, crystalline limestones and

ophicalcites (marbles), hornblende rock, hornblende and albite

rock. (Vide Polari.scopic Notes, No. 1. Paper preceding.) The

last is the rock which produced the "boulders in the drift" and

on the shore. (Vide Section II.) A line connecting this rock

wuth the drift runs S. 20 to 30 E. This is the course of trans-

portation of amygdaloids, &c., from Blomidon. (Vide Paper

"Glacial Transportation in Nova Scotia and Beyond."— Trans.

Institute Natural Science, 1872-73.) Diorites of this series aie

also traversed by veins of snow-white calcite and quartz.

When I discovered these in ISGS, I considered thein to be of

"Laurentian" age. Sir W. E. Logan thought they weie of

"Quebec" age. Dr. Hunt's opinion coincided with my own. In

order to harmonize the two opinions, I have adopted the term

"Archaean," which has been applied to the series under considera-

tion in Dana's Manual, last edition, and I thereby designate

corresponding rocks. Boulders of these rocks, which first direct-

ed my attention to the rocks themselves, succeed. After these

are sections of "drift." I regard these as something different
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,lrom the drift of Section 11. While I regard the latter as the

result of glacial (ice) transportation, I consider water as the

agency employed in the production of the former. We shall

notice this again. At the Cove solid locks appear. Here we

have an isolated patch of Lower Carboniferous conglomerates.

Originally this was doubtless connected with the other isolated

patch of th« same formation v/liich occurs farthci* west, on the

middle and eastern branches of Doctor's Brook. The associated

and intei vening igneous rocks evidently effected a separation.

We find similar rocks dividing into parts and branches a band

of an dder formation, which we shall yet have occasion to

.notice.

By the igneous rocks the conglonierates have been much har-

dened and permeated. We therefore infer that the one is of

more recent formation than the othei'. The igneous rocks also

appeal- in a brook a little to the west. Drift then occurs until

we reach McNeil's Brook. Hei'e the first strata of the Fossilifer-

ous Silurian series occur. Their second occurrence in the section

is at the cove west of Doctor's Brook, f'rom Arisaig Pier to

McAra's Brook they then occupy the section. The other rocks

;in the section, flom McNeil's Brook to Arisaig Pier, are a band of

;metamorphic rocks of Lower Silurian age associated with a great

dyke of igneous rocks which extends into the sea, making the

shore i-ocky and dangerous.

At McAra's Brook and beyond are Lower Carboniferous con-

glomerates, grits and sandstones, with trappean ledges and seem-

ingly intercalary beds, which have been much worn by the sea,

.frosts and ice. One great projecting mass of amygdaloid to the

east of the bi-ook, which was a bold and picturesque feature of

sthe section twenty years ago, now has scarcely a vestige left.

The seemingly intercalary beds of trap standing out from the

excavated sandstones are very striking. Near the county line,

after an alternation of grits, sandstones and slates, there is a

considerable bed of Lower Carboniferous limestones resting on

slates, marls and a thin bed of limestone having oolitic structure,

and characteristic Lower Carboniferous fossils. Still farther

.there are sandstones in which I found, in 18G8, two thin beds. of
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lignite, with copper and iron sulphide. This was operated for-

copper. After these are sandstones with concretions. We have

reached the end of our coast section.

Ari«aig Fossiliferous Series;

Owing ta the difficulties connected with correlation, I have

subdivided this series alphabetically, at the same time giving

their supposed British or American equivalents. (Vide "Geology

of Arisaig, Nova Scotia,"'Quarterly Journal of Geological Society,

1864, and Papers in the Transactions of the Nova Scotian Insti-

tute of Natural Science.)

A, Mayhill sandstone, Eng. ; B, and B', Clinton, Am.; C, and

C, Aymestry limestone, Eng.; Niagara limest(jne, Am.; D, Upper

Ludlow, Eng.; E, Ludlow tilestone, Eng.

The fossiliferous strata have the greatest width, to south of

Arisaig Pier, where the west branch of Doctor's Brook enters the

"Arisaig Mountains." The width is about a mile.

In Geology of Antigonish. County, Trans. I. N. S., 1875, I have

sh.ew:n the relation af the fossiliferous series to the two non-fos-

siliferous of the Arisaig Mountains, thus, by a collatioji of four

sections at right ajigles (south) of the coast section, I will give^

the results, beginning with McNeil's and McDougall's Mountains.

The elevation of one is 1010 feet; of the other 1000.—^Bayfield..

g Arch^an. 1 Syenitic. McNeil's Mountain.

Cambrian. (?) 2 Felsite. McDougalFs "

3 Jaspideous conglomerate

^ <( 4 Felsitic. Summit B.ock.

5 Slates.

Lower Silurian 6 Argillites, red and grey

Igneous. 7 Diorites and Porphyrite. .,.,

o
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f Carboniferous.

IgneoiAS. Trap.. Middle & East Branches of

Conglomerate. Doctor's Brook.

Li'>nestone.

Silurian.

,,^ .,.p „ T f A
I

wanting ,

'i<ossihterons, L.ower-j ^- g 1 Jq

"o ^ Middle B'vo
TJpper C

Synclinal axis.

Lower Silurian. B
A^^

L. Silurian, Metamotyhic. a

Carboniferous, Igneous. Trap

remarks on the above.

1. Archaean of McNeil's Mountain does not appear to the west

of the Mountain. It stretches out northerly towards the shore

section so as to approach the Archaean of the section. A singular

syenitic porphyrite which occurs in the mountain is also seen ia

sections about | of a mile to the north ; occupying the space that

2, 3, 4, 5 Cambrian ? of McDougall's Mountain would occupy is

extended eastward. The latter (Cambrian ?) extends westward

beyond the county line.

6. Lower Silurian extends eastward and is parted into two

by the associate igneous diorites. One part passes to the north

of the 1 Syenitic, terminating, apparently, on the back of the

Malignant Cove and Brook, Sugar Loaf (mountain), constituting,,

with the igneous diorites, the rocks of the mountain. The other

part comes to the front in a prominence not far from the road

to McNeil's Mountain. After being much shattered, it terminates

like a red vein. With diorites the same red argillites extend

westward, suffering displacement or being faulted and conse-

quently thrown out of line and seems to terminate in a mountain

south of Arisaig Pier, unless certain red slates that occur to the

south of MsAra's Brook on the side of a branch of Bailey's

5.rook be the termination. This may be the western tern^ination.
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of this much disturbed band, while an outcrop at Malignant

Brook to the south of the "Igneous" rocks of the coast section

may be its eastern termination. Veins of iron ore occur in this

-series.

Carboniferous series. I have already refei-red to this isolated

rseries when describing the other isolated cono^lomerates at

Malignant Cove^ in the Section III.

We have two fossiliferous silurian sei-ies, both of which are

very defective. Next the Mountain we have B' and C\ A. B.,

are wanting as well as C. D. and E. Next the shore (N) we
have A. B ; B.' C. C D. E., are wanting. Farther up Doctor's

Brook on the risin^r oTound south of Arisaio- Pier, We have D.

and E., (?) w^ith C possibly underlying as well as B."

The arrangement of the two series is synclinal.

A. occurs at Doctoi's Brook and in .Section III. Cove to the

Westward. In the latter it is very complete and characteristic,

lithologically and palfeontologically. The lowest part next sea

is ar'gillaceous, the next is aienaeeous, the third is aigill-aren-

aceous, and respectively— have fauna, characteristic, 1st

—

orthis

and athyris; 2nd — trilohites, cyclonema crehristriata, stro-

phomena corriigatet, petraia; 8rd

—

Ivngiila, 'petraia.

B. at Doctor's Brook is characteristic in its Graptolites. ' At

the Cove in its lingnla at the Cove at Arisaig Pier, in its

trilohites, corals, &c.

B' C. C D., lequire no revision. I would refer to "Geology of

Arisaig," Quart. Jour. Geol. &c., 1864<. E. at its junction with D.

in section is characteristic in its fauna, there as well as in

McAra's Brook and McAdam's Brook, its litholology is distinctive^

The only part of this Typical Series that calls for special Re-

vision is A. and B., with associate rocks (a.) When my collections

were examined by Mr. Salter and Sir R. I. Murchison in 1862,

I had not discovered the bed of graptolites in the lower part of

B. at Doctor's Bi-ook, consequently these w^ere not taken into

-consideration when A was correlated with the " May Hill Sand-

stone." I have no doubt that Sir R. I. Murchison would have

-considered the Diprionidean graptolites as of Lower Silurian

age and have regarded B as of that age and consequently A as
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at least Lower Silurian. In my Paper " On the Geology of

Antigonish County," Trans. I. N. S., 1866, we thus read, " Hall's

noble work on the 'Canadian Graptolites,' has led me to consider

that thei'e is yet something to be done in the correct deter-

mination of tho equivalency of the ' Arisaig Group,' as the

grapt'ilites of B appear to have the fades of the graptolites of

the ' Hudson River Group,' so that A. B., may be the Arisaig

equivalent of this cfroup." Instead, therefore, of beginning with

the Upper Silurian age, it may begin with part of the Lower
Silurian. Duiing the course of my investigations, I have found

it impossible satisfactorily to correlate series of rocks which are

evidently identical in their palasontology with A and B, on the

supposition that these are of any other than Lower Silurian age.

My examination of the Utica ("ormation of Ottawa convinced me
that they are equivalent to this. In the beautiful collection of

the graptolites from the Isle of Orleans, presented to me by
Dr. Hill, of Ottawa, as well as in the fine collection of graptolites

from Moffat, Scotland, presented by John Dairon, Esq., Glasgow,

I recognize the fades of the Doctor's Brook graptolites. I am
therefore forced to conclude that B is of Lower Silurian age.

The palaeontology of A is also of the Utica formation.*

Underlying A is a highly metamoiphic and non-fossiliferous

band of rocks (a) in contact with trap. These extend (with

breaks) from Arisaig Pier to the neighbourhood of McNeil's

Brook. They occupy the same relative positions as band No. 6,

already described, and have in like manner been much affected

by the igneous rocks with which they are associated.

The difference in the lithological character of the two may be

accidental. Here we have sandy shale porcellainized and con-

verted into jaspideous rocks, as at Arisaig Pier, Frenchman's Barn

(rock) and near McNeil's Brook. These rocks of quartz hardness

are associated with others which have a serpentine aspect, and

a hardness coriesponding. The latter have attracted some

*Professsor Hall, who lias examined my collections in the Museum, confirms
these views. He considers them to be of Hudson River age. He also consi-
ders my Wentworth, I. C. R., series. Gobequid Mts., as of the same age.—Sept.
7. Trans., 1873, p. 354, and Annual Report of Geol. and Nat. History Sur-
vey of Canada, 1885. Ells, page 53, Note and Map.
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attention on account of their beauty, and supposed adaptability

to ornamental puiposes. Drs. Hunt and How, and Mr. Louis,

Assoc. Royal School of Mines, have examined them, and agreed

that they are hydrous silicates of alumina, and allied to a,gal-

matoUte, or Chinese Figure Stone. Constituents of this rock

are segregated in veins in the same way as quartz in the jaspi-

deous rock of Arisaig Pier. This band precedes A and B of

Hudson River age. How much, we cannot say. The same may
be affirmed of Band No. 6. The associated igneous rocks are an

extension of those that are found at Malignant Cove, hardening

and permeating the conglomerates Section III. They have

sometimes been characterised as augitic, and at other times as

hornhlendic. Microscopic sections of these are described in a

preceding paper.

Section IV., from Northumberland Strait to Gaysboro' County

line along Meridian Long. 60'^.—We begin in the metamorphic

Lower Silurian (?) of Section III, one mile west of Livingstone's

Cove, and the same distance east of the "Archfean Series." Cros^

sing a 'mile and tivo-tentJis we reach the carboniferous of Section

II, i. e., the north side of the Basin. The rocks upon Avhich we
have entered extend eastward to St. George's Bay. Proceeding

westward they skirt and overlie the Archaean series and come up

against the Arisaig Mountains. S(mie of them lise to the side of

the Sugar Loaf (mountain). Proceeding seven miles farther we
reach the so-called " Morristown Coal Mines." My attention was

first directed to this interesting locality in the summer of 1859.

A specimen of black shiney bituminous shale, which the discov-

erer supposed to be Alhertite, was brought to me in Antigonish

for examination. Its highly bituminous character excited inter-

est. I visited the locality and saw a large outcrop of this shale

associated with a chocolate- colon I'ed shale, which was equally

bituminous. In the latter I found abundance of scales of

PalceonisGiis and various forms of Lepidodendra, &c., vide

Dawson's Fossil Plants of Canada, Geological Survey of Canada.

On a subsequent visit I found a section of a cast of a Sigillaria-

This is from six to ten inches thick and teri inches inches irt

diameter,
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Considerable work 'ias been clone in the search for coal under

the direction of John Campbell, Esq., of Dartmouth, N. S., who
has reported the discovery of coal beds having an aggiogate

thickness of 28 to 30 feet. Work has been discontinued for

many years. Not far from this locality there is a bed of lirae-^

stone. Advancing further, four miles, we reach the conglomer--

ates of the south side of the basin, at the back of the Antigonish

Sugar Loaf. We have noticed the eastern extension of these at

Mclsaac's Point and Cribbeau's Head, in Section II. The west^

ern boundary of the basin are the Aiisaig Mountains, as already'

noticed, and the Antigonish Mountains of Section I. At the

back of the former and the beginning of the latter, as the road

from Arisaig Pier and Brook descends into Pleasant Valley^

Lower Carboniferous limestones are seen outcropping. Fine

exposures of conglomerates and coarse grits are seen in Right's

Kiver. Black shales outcrop in the "Big Marsh," on the "Old

Gulf Road." Sandstones outcrop in all directions, and in Ma-

lignant Brook before we reach the cove, and Section IIL To

the west of this brook hills are seen in the rear of McNeil's

Mountain. These are formed of conglomerates belonging to the

west side of the basin.

Crossing the mountains of the section, at a distance of half a

railej we find an axial series of igneous rocks. We have already

met these at St. George's Bay, Section II. They also outcrop to

the west in a bluff on Right's River. The central rock of the

"Sugar Loaf" is Archaean (vide "Polariscopic Notes "J. The

rocks of these mountains, with the exception of the igneous

rocks, are of Lower Silurian age (?). With the igneous rocksj

they are analogous to McLellan's Mountain, Pictou County. Two
miles farther we come to their south side, and to the north side

of the southern Carboniferous area. A little farther w^e reach

Section I, Line of Railway. Proceeding further (18 miles) we
pass through this ai'ea with its conglomerate sandstones, gyp-
sums and saltsprings, limestones, ochreous and non-fossiliferous.

To the west there are great beds of gypsum. On a small tribu-^

tary of the Ohio River there is an interesting limestone replete

with Lower Carboniferous Brachiopoda. It is one of the two
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limestones in Nova Scotia's Carboniferous having tvilobites^

Phillipsiaan of interesting Palaeozoic race, that aljounded at

Arisaig in Silurian time. To the west of these is the Archaean

formation of the Ohio Mountains, which are common to the

counties of Antigonish and Pictou. To the east are the lime-

stones, sandstones, «Sz;c., of Upper South River and St. Andrew's,

and at Poinquet small seams of coal and sandstones, with copper

sulphide.

0-ur section terminates in a Silurian legion of moi'e than com-

mon interest, having lakes in aljundance. The chief of these are

Lochaber Lake, Poison's Lake and South River Lake. This is a

water shed. The first sends its water to the Atlantic; the two

last to Antigonish harbour.

There are two series of ro^ks about those lakes : 1st—a fossi-

liferous ; 2nd—a metalliferous. The Jii'st is on the west side of

Lochaber Lake. It begins near the head of the lake and

extends nearly a mile. The lower part is on the side of the

mountain, the upper is on the side of the lake and enters it.

The second forms an island in the lake, and passes over to the

west side. It forms the high lands on the east side, and extends

into the County of Guysboro' southward. It extends eastward

beyond South River Lake, including Poison's Lake. It bounds

and underlies the Carboniferous of the Section from above

Lochaber Lake to Upper South River and beyond. The "fossi-

liferous series" consists of equivalents of A, C, and D, '•'Arisaig

Series." It is defective by the absence of equivalents of B, B',

C and E. This was the locality where I first found A, Subse-

quently it was found at Doctor's Brook, Arisaig. A beautiful

internal cast of the characteristic coraX Petrciia,(forrestari Salter, j

McCoy led to the discovery. The rocks are dark brown in colour,

and almost of flinty hardness. All the fossils in it that I have

collected are casts, with the exception of Athyris. In some cases

the calcareous part of Petrala has b:en replaced by quartz.

Fossils are by no means numerous, but those that do occur are

characteristic. There is not the variety in lithology that we find

at Arisaig, neither are the fossils regular in their general mode of

occurrence. Orthis, athyris and Petraia intermingle. The
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peculiar cornulite was by Salter characterized as "trumpet-

shaped." The chief rock of the mountain, which rises to a con-

siderable height, is crystalline dioi'ite and intrusice ? There

is nothing intervening between this and A. The D member oF

the series is seen outcropping on the road and side of the lake.

Between this and the outcrops of A are cultivated fields. That
C underlies, I know from the rocks of cairns which have pro-

duced two large orthoceratites, the trilobite JwmaloTnatus of C
horizon, as it appears at Arisaig and elsewhere. D. strata have
produced the characteristic fossils—Brachiopoda, Ghonetes Nova
Scotia, Hall. Crania, Acadiensis, Hall. Trilobite, Dalmania
Logani, Hall. Here, then, we have A of Hudson River Lovjer

Sihirian, and C of Aynestry Limestone, or Niagara Limestone,

age, and D of Upper Ludlow or Lower Helderberg age

—

Upijer

Silurian.

We now e:xamine the "Metalliferous Series.'' I quote the

description of this from my Paper—"Geology of Antigonish

County." Trans. 1866, page 110: "A very broad band of red-

dish brown and grey argillaceous slates, which form an island

in the lake, extend to Poison's Lake and beyond it. In their

strike they extend to the west of Lochaber Lake in the one

direction and through South River Lake and the river itself in

the other direction ; at right angles to the strike they pass into

Guysboro' County. On the western side of Lochaber there are

magnificent exposures of the brownish red strata in the course

of a small brook that runs into the lake. To the south of the

brook there is a thick bed of limestones, altered and contorted,

which contains blue /•M-or'ife This seems to be a carboniferous

limestone. Between Lochaber Lake and Poison's Lake the slates

contain veins of quartz of considerable thickness, which contain

plates of specular iron ore, and at one of the streams that ilow

into South River, grey and bro%unish red sloAe is associated with

quartzite, which contains veins of quartz having colourless

crystals (rock crystal) of considerable size and beauty. I also

found garnets and crystals of pyrite of the beautiful foim.

—

YW,
4, Dana's Manual, 1878. But these were not found in situ. The
slates at Poison's Lake are of darker colour than the others."
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In these are veins of calchopprite, which &re considered to be oi

economic importance, "Poison's Lake copper mines." There is

also a vein of micaceous oxide of iron, out of which I had masses

at the London Exhibition of 1862. I would observe that these

si-j-afa have been complicated by trap dykes. The position occu-

pied by this series, placed between Fossiliferous D Upper Silu^

rian of Lochaber Lake and the Lower Caiboniferous of South

River led me to regard it as of Devonian age (in 186C), and to

correlate the red strata with E of the Section III., and Mc-

Adam's and McAra's Brook. At that time I was not aware of

the great band of red and grey strata, No. 6, of the Arisaig

mountains, with its disturbing "igneous locks," with which I

now believe it to corresponib I thus place the " Metalliferous

Series" under, Lovjer Silurian A of the "Fossiliferous Series,"

and assign it to an age prior to the Hudson River. I am somewhat

disposedjon consideration of its lithological and metalliferous char-

acter in connection with its "igneous" association, to correlate it

with metalliferous rocks of Nictaux and Moose Riverj in the

County of Annapolis.

Pleistocene.

" Drift accumulations abound throughout the county. The

transportation of the boulders at Ogden's, Section III, from the

Lower Arisaig (Archtiean) series of Section III is in the direction

S. 30 E. There can be no doubt that this transportation has

been effected by glacial action, although no glaciation has been

observed in the county. Large masses have been transported

from Frenchman's Barn (rock) and Arisaig Pier of the same sec-

tion to elevated portions of the south."—("Geology of Antigonish

County," Trans., 1875.)

In my Paper "On Glacial Transportation in Nova Scotia and

Beyond," (Trans., I. N. S., 1883,) I have referred to this trans-

portation, and especially to the "Archaean" from Section III to

Section II, and its course. It corresponds in character with that

from the Cobequid Mountains, and in direction with the glacia-

tion which points to Bloraidon or Partridge Island as the source

of the amygdaloids that are to be found in Halifax and vicinity.
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I have also referred to this as a proof that the great glacial

movement originated beyond Nova Scotia, and that the coast of

Section II was one of its termini.

My study of glacial accumulations during the past decade has

led me to recognize distinctions in the drift accumulations of this

county which I failed to recognize in 1875.

When describing Section III above, I indicated a distinc-

tion between the drift of the shore at Malignant Cove and the

glacial drift. I connect with this other accumulations to which I

referred at the time referred to (1875): "The great drift deposits,

which occur in every direction, obscuring the adjacent rocks and

rendering the work of exploration often difficult and perplexing.

The more prominent are the accumulations on the hills that

occur in the break that separates the 'Archaean' from the Mc-

Neil's Mountain Archaean. About one mile fjom the shore there

are gravelly and sandy mounds; gradually they increase in size

and numbers until, at a farther distance of two miles, the last of

the series forms the elevated site of St. Mary's Chapel, which is

seen at a distance of several miles. In and around the town of

Antigonish are similar elevations. My attention was speciallj*-

directed to these about 20 years ago by the sinking of a well on

the side of one on which the 'Old Court House' then stood.

After passing through several feet of gravel a bed of clay was

struck, which was particularly dry. It was first dark and then

light in colour, containing fossil wood, in the centre of which was
phosphate of iron of a beautiful blue colour, which might be

used as a paint. This is noticed in 'How's Mineralogy of Nova
Scotia.' In a section of clays on the side of a small brook, not

far from the railway station, I found the same fossil without the

phosphate of iron. The fossil was abundant."

These are supposed to be aqueous deposits of Pleistocene age.

(Champlain.) Illustrated by a Geological Map of the County.—^

Scale, one mile one inch.—Museum Collections,
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Art. XII.

—

Pied, or Labrador, Duck.—By A^^drew Downs,
M. Z. S.

{Read May 10, 1886.)

Dalhousie College Museum contains a very rare pair of birds,^

which have now become extinct, the Pied, or Labradoi-, Duck.
They were presented by the Rev. Dr. MacCuiloch, of Truro, with
his late brother's collection. Attached to them was this label—'

Family, Anatina
; Brisson, Genus ; Fulizula ; Fulizula Labradora.

Lath. Pied Duck. Male and Female. Very rare.

Audubon's description of this bird is given in Vol. 7, page 40,

as follows: " Although ^no birds of this species occurred to me"

when I was in Labrador, my son, John Woodhouse, and the

young friends who accompanied him on the 2Sth of July, 1833,

to Blanc Sablon, found, placed on the top of the low tangled fir

bushes, several deserted nests, which, from the report, of the

English clerk of the fishing establishment there, we learned to

belong to the Pied Duck. They had much the appearance of

those of the Eider Duck, b'eino- very laroe, formed externally of

Jir twigs, internally of dried grass, and lined with down. It

would thus seem that the Pied Duck breeds earlier than most of

its tribe. It is surprising that this species is not mentioned by
Dr. Richardson in the Fauna Boreali Americana, as it is a very

hardy bird, and is met with along the coasts of Nova Scotia,

Maine, and Massachusetts, durinsf the most severe cold of winter.

My friend Professor MacCuiloch, of Pictou, has procured several

in his immediate neighboui-hood ; and the Honorable Daniel

Webster, of Boston, sent me a fine pair killed by himself, on the

Vineyard Islands, on the coast of Massachusetts, from which I

made the drawing for the plate before you. The female has not,

I believe, been hitherto figured
;
yet the represented was not an

old bird.

'

Wilson's description of this bird, written about 60 years ago.
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says they were not uncommon then. Of their particular

manners, place, or nioue oi' breeding, nothing is known. Latham

observes, that a pair in the possession of Sir Joseph Banks were

brought from Labrador in 1840. William Winton, of Halifax,

and Capt. Waderburn, of the 42nd, Highland Regt., (stationed at

Halifax,) each obtained a male in the market. Winton gave his

specimen to me; I gave it to George A. Boardman, of St. Stephen?

N. B., who had one already among his collection. Mr. Corrg, of '^

Boston, gave him S200 for them. I saw a male at the Brown '

Museum at Liverpool, England ; it belonged to the late Earl of

Derby's collection. This bird now, like the Dodo and Gi'eat

Auk, has become extinct. I think the Dalhousie Museum very

fortunate in possessing a male and feinale of this rare duck. I

do not know of another female in existence. I hope the Mac-

Culloch collection will be a foundation for a museum in the new
college. I have been a close observer of the birds of this pro-

vince for 63 years, and I have never seen this bird, other than

in the specimen given rae by Winton, in the flesh. Professor

Baird, and other American natui-alists, are now trying to

obtain all the information they can about this bird.
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Art. XIIL— Nova Scotian Ichthyology. — By Rev. D,

honeyman, d, c. l., &c., curator of pro-

VINCIAL Museum,

(Read May 10, 1886".)

I PROPOSE to make a few observations upon certain fishes that

have been added to our Museum Collection during- las-t summer
(1885.)

Among- thes-e are specimens of the black rudder fish,

Palinurus perciformis, or Lirus perciformis. Last session I

directed attention to the specimens that I had previously added.

At the san>e time I mentioned that I had only seen two others.

I therefore concluded that they were rare fishes. I find that

this is not the case. During^ last summer they were very plenti-

ful in our harbour. Four were brought to me alive. I put them
into an aquarium and kept them alive for a few hours. I had

no difficulty in identifying them as the black rudder fish,

although they were certainly not black when living. On the

following morning they were dead. Then they were black as

they now appear, preserved in alcohol. Other specimens were

secured, so that they now do not appear as rare fish. I find from

the new work issued by the U. S. Fishery Commission that they

were found in abundance—in schools—ofi" our harbour, by G.

Brown Gfoode and his associates when they were at Halifax with

the Speedwell in 1877. It attains to the si2:e of 10 to 12 inches

" and is excellent eating." Fisheries of the U. S., Vol. I, page 334^

1884.

Silver moon fish.

Selene argentea.

A fish having this name is mentioned and figured in the

work just referred to. The young of it is said, in one or two

instances .to have been found as far north as Halifax, Nova
Scotia. The specimen now presented is allied to those referred

to. It was found in our harbour. Another was previously
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received from Mr. Bazeley and was included in my Alcoholic

Collection at the Fisheries Exhibition, London, 1883. Still

another was brought to me for identification last summer.

The specimen now before us has only a general resemblance

to that figured,

1st. The dorsal and ventral fins are very unlike in form.

2nd. Our specimen has a light black spot on either side.

This is on the mesial line formed by the vertebrae, and about

half an inch from the tail. The dimensions of our fish :—From
snout to point of tail two inches and two-tenths. The body is

sub-circular, from snout to tail the length one inch and three-

tenths. • Its width is the same. These might be called diameters.

It is as " thin as a sixpence." Brown Goode observes :
" Their

bodies are so thin that they can be dried in the sun without the

use of preservatives, without the loss of form or colour." This

was the case with our specimen, although it is now in alcohol for

better preservation. " They are consequently of no importance

for food."

Skipjack. Scomheresox saurus, or stoveri.

We are well supplied with specimens of this brilliant and

singular fish. Almost all of them have a like history. They were

swimming in our harbor. Boats came in their way and they

leaped into the boats and thus were caught. One of which we
read an account in a newspaper, alighted in a lady's lap causing

considerable excitement. They are classed with flying fishes-

" It is sometimes seen to rise to the surface in large schools and

fly over a considerable space. When closely puisued by the

tunny, bonito or porpoise they spring to the height of several

feet, leap over each other in singular confusion and again sink

beneath." Its power of springing must be chiefly ascribed to its

tail and finlets.

Pilot fish.

Navxrates dudor.

Our specimen was brought to the Museum for identifica-

tion. It must have been caught near our harbour. It is a

pelagic fish. It receives its name from its habit of keeping
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company with ships and large fish, especially sharks. It is rare

irj ^he Western Atlantic and our Museums have very i'ew

spucimens.

Our specimen is full size, 10 to 11 inches in length. It is

elegantly formed and has the usual bands across its body.

They are said to act as pilots for the .sharks which they

accom.pany. As one is reported to have led a .shark to a

hook baited with j)ork, they may be considered as not.filways safe

pilots.

Mackerel, variety (?)

Three othei* specimens to which I direct your attention have

the usual shape and appearance of mackerel so as to be regarded

as such. The fisherman who caught these observed a differ-

ence and therefore brought them to me for identification.

There are 10 to 13 bands on the sides which run sub-parallel.

Their length is from 9 to 10 inches. Their bands seem to be

chaiacteristic. I thought at first that they were striped honito.

—Dt'Kay.



APPENDIX.

Report by Wm. Gossip, Esq., Delegate to the Royal Society

AT Ottawa, May, 1883.

(Read Nov. 12, 1883.)

At the Quarterly Ordinary Meeting in April, 1883, of the Nova

Scotian Institute of Natural Science, I was chosen a delegate to

represent the Institute at the meeting of the Royal Society of

Canada, with which we had become affiliated, and which was

appointed to be held at OttaWa in the following May. It was a

pleasure to me to be the recipient of, and to accept the honor

and responsibility ; and as a natural sequence it appears that

I am expected to furnish some account thereof, so far as my
observation extended. I should very much have wished, that

what I had to say were of far greater interest ; and the only

credit I take in the matter is, that it may help to wile away the

time in the absence of important papers on subjects of a more

scientific nature.

It is certainly a long journey between Halifax, the capital of

Nova Scotia, and Ottawa, the Capital of the Dominion, our

Institute being the most remote eastwardly of the affiliated

Societies. I had never visited the Metropolis, and this was no

doubt a chief inducement to undertake it, as it afforded a favor-

able oppoi'tunity of doing the nine hundred and odd miles that

intervened. To encourage hesitating travellers, I may state that

the journey proved very pleasant at this season, the weather

generally delightful, and growing gradually into comfortable

summer warmth ; and I may also mention, that so far as railway

mishaps are concerned, we met with none, and that nothing
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occurred to mar the pleasure of the excursion, or is likely tc

occur on any similar occasion, so far at least as careful manage-

ment of the Intercolonial is implicated.

Professor Allison, Superintendent of Education, and delegate

of the Nova Scotia Historical Society, and Professor MacGregor,

of Dalhousie College, a member of the Royal Societj^ and gf our

Institute, were fellow travellers with mj'self from Halifax, and

a delegate from New Brunswick, on the same errand, met us at

Moncton. There was very little lailway detention at any of the

stations, and we realized a decided improvement since former

visits in this direction, at the stations where provision and

attendance are furnished,* the quantity and quality of which

minister so largely to the comfort and convenience of locomotion.

There is a marked difference in the length and severity of the

winter between the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia and those

parts of New Brunswick and Quebec through which we had now
to pass. We left no snow behind us, either at Halifax or Truro,

and cultivation was fairly progressive, onward and past Amherst

to Moncton. But although this was well toward the end of Mav,

the snow had not entirely disappeared further along the route,

and very few signs of progressive vegetation were to be seen.

On the hills around, here and there, and often in secluded places

on the railway level, were large patches of snow, first seen at

Coal Branch, N. B., most frequent from Campbellton on the

Restigouche, and onward on the Metapedia, an affluent of the

Restigouche, which, spreading into a large lake-like expanse, still

retained its winter covering of ice, although evidently on the

point of breaking up. The ice was all gone on our return, eight

days later.

We get no more than a passing glimpse of the small townshipsi

or villages, which follow each other in rapid succession on the

railway route by the lower St. Lawrence, on to Chaudiere Junc-

tion, near to Point Levi. Rimouski, a summer port of the Allan

steamship line, is apparently the largest and most important.

What can be seen by the railway traveller does not exhibit

signs of any modern improvement except the railway itself. The

* Except at Chaudiere Junction.
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approaches to some o£ the stations are picturesque and of much
natural beauty. On the sea side is the Gulf, at this season a sombre,

sailless, vast expanse of open water. On the land side the ground

presents a bare, uncultivated appearance, with a few sheep and

cattle p-razine,', where a human beine' at this season is a rai'e.

lappearance. At the stations the scene changes. There the

arrival of a train is still an important event, and excites curiosity

and talkativeness. The language is French patois. The

people around the stations are all seeming idlers and French

labourers and artizans. The village dwellings look comfortable,

but without any pretensions to architectural neatness or design.

A further acquaintance might, however, develope something-

better worth looking at than tavern and other signs and insignia.

Almost every station bears the name of a saint, who, from

appearances around, does not seein to care much for the growth

or prosperity of the place after which he or she is named. To

use an expressive and homely Scotch phrase, these holy patrons

appear to " have ta'en a scunner " at the w'hole region. There is,

however, a large bid ail along the Lower St. Lawa*ence, in spite

of apparent, neglect, for saintly protection and intercession in

mundane concerns.

On arriving at Chaudiei-e Junction, near Quebec, the Interco-

lonial ends, and the Grand Trunk monopolizes passengei^ and

freight onwards, to the serious detriment of our railway line.

We airive at Montreal early Sunday morning, and express some

astonishment that so far the attendance of members and delegates

from the Lower Provinces is so scant. The day was remarkably

hot, and the morning was spent in leisurely visiting Notre Dame,

the Quays, and other remarkable localities. In the afternoon

Prof. MacGregor, our New Brunswick friend and myself strolled

up the mountain to McGill University, or College—the latter being

its more popular and familiar appellation. It occupies a conspicu-

ous site, and is a cluster of detached buildings, about which

exteriorly there is nothing remarkable, either in architectural

•design or beauty. The Pi'incipal was away at Ottawa. After

satisfying, so far as was possible, our curiosity, we climbed the

steep stairs back of the house and grounds which formed the
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handsome residence of the late Sir Hugh Allan, who gave to

Canada the noble line of steamships that bear his name, passed

on above the reservoirs that regulate the water supply of the

city, ascending in this way to the summit of the mountain, from

which spreads in every dii-ection the most enchanting and exten-

sive view of the country around. At our feet in Sunday
quietude and silence lay the City of Montreal, every tower and

spire (Notre Dame conspicuou'*) easily distinguishable. Next the

noble river with its wealth of shipping at the quays, the Victoria

Bridge, its chief feature,—and then the country beyond and

around on all sides, studded with villages and farms—the whole

embracing a circumference of fifty miles or more. There were

not many on this hot day who had achieved so elevated a posi-

tion—but the scene well repaid the exertion. The mountain

with its palatial I'esidences, religious houses, and sylvan scenery,

presents of itself a richly picturesque appeaiance. At this height

and so early in the season, indicatory of the r^apidity with which

spring or summer succeeds the intensity of winter's cold around

Montreal, the ground was covered with quite a luxuriant growth

of herbaceous plants and wild flowers in firll bloom and rare

beauty, not having, so far as we are aware, their counterpart in

Nova Scotia (of which our New Brunswick botanical friend took

particular notice), completing the beauty of the glorious prospect.

We could have remained for hours in admiration of the lovely

panorama, and its natural and artificial beauties, but a gathering

rain obliged a reluctant retreat, and highly delighted as we had

been, we descended the nrountain, but at a much more rapid

pace than we had taken to gain the summit, somewhat tired

withal, and glad to arrive as quickly as possible at the shelter of

our hotel.

The tr^ain left for Ottawa, 120 miles, on Monday mor^ning,

which was reached by 12 noon. The country everywhere had

thrown off its winter garb. There were no lingering patches of

ice or snow. Wild flowers, skirting the ti'ack, met us at inter-

\"als, this time of a bright yellow colour, clustering like primr-oses.

Our friend, the sole New Brunswick botanical delegate, spoke

of them as not beino- indigenous either in that Province or Nova
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Scotia. Certainly the season here is at least a full fortnight in

advance of all the country between Montreal and the Lower

Provinces. The villages from St. Polycarp onward, were quite a

contrast in beneficence of their saints, to those on the Gulf shore

below Quebec, more picturesque and prosperous, especially in the

vicinity of streanis, the characteristics of each decidedly Cana-

dian, but becoming more and more of a British t3'pe, the nigher

we approached the metropolis—the land low and the soil rich.

Lumber was apparentl}^ the prevailing mercantile commodity,

and numerous piles attested its value. An hour improved

appearances in every respect. We came in view of the noble

Ottawa, much pleased with the morning's ride, and prepared for

a closer acquaintance with the Metropolis.

Ottawa is a city of magnificent distances, a fact easily realized

in passing from the railway terminus to the hotel. Many of the

streets seemed to be more than a mile in length, crossing at right

angles, wide and spacious. It is to be hoped they are all suffi-

ciently high above the river to prevent danger from floods. The

Parliament Buildings, erected on a gentle elevation, imposing in

the style of their architecture, are conspicuous objects, in every

way creditable to the youthful energy and ambition of the

Dominion, and crown the city with an air of regal splendor.

Ottawa is a Capital of large pretensions, the site and plan being-

chosen and approved by Her Majesty Queen Victoria, as a

central ])osition in a beautiful country, removed from the

American frontier, and easily defended in the event of war.

Rideau Hall, at the distance of a mile from the Parliament Build-

ings, the palace of the Governor-General, is quite insignificant in

its contrast with the Parliament Buildings, and ought ere long

to give place to a structure more in keeping with the Viceroyalty

of a Dominion which spans the British American Continent, and

east and west is bounded by the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.

No one can be mistaken who visits Ottawa and its environs,

as to its principal industrial staple. The immense piles of sawn

timber, here, there and everywhere, strike the beholder with

amazement. It was remarked by several, as by the writer, that

they never saw anything like it. Yet this was not the busy
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season, and of what that may be, both on the river and the shore,

we could form only a vague conception. Withal an opinion is

broached by some residents, not however general, that Ottawa is

unlikely ever to become a flourishing Capital. They probably

expected a large and sudden development on its assuming that

character, or it may be based upon correct and continued obser-

vation. As a stranger, however, we could see no reason for it,

and in all respects it is unfounded by any comparison with

maritime progress. The immensity of the staple, the bustle of

business, the din of steam machinery incessantly at work, the

cabs and busses continually running to and fro full of passengers,

several first-class hotels, the customei's frequenting various

handsome retail stores contiguous to the parliament houses, large

churches of various denominations, the activity everywhere

displayed, all tended to disprove the grumbling element.

Ottawa is delightfully situated, but a large area remains to be

built upon. Its geological foundation is sure, being the Trenton

limestone formation, which, comparatively in the ascending series,

is not much above the lowest non-fossiliferous rocks that hrst

solidified into the crust of the globe. The displacements and

contortions of thousands of ages, the disruptions and denudations

of overlying strata, as numerous periods have passed over them,

have made the country what it is, an invaluable legacy, be-

queathed to the energies of the most energetic branch of the

human family, to perfect the beneficent designs of an Omnipotent

Creator. The natural scenery, in a limited circumference, is all

that can be desired either for walks or drives. It is more varied

than that of our own Halifax, but can hardly be surpassed,

which is saying a good deal for its beauty ; the sky, at all

events, at this season is of a paler blue than with us.

Hull, a township or district on the opposite side of the river,

which we did not visit, is crossed to by a ferry, looked pretty in

the distance, and is an attractive outskivt of the Capital. At a

short walk in another direction are the Falls of the Rideau and

the timber slides, inviting to passive courage. Canals, having

numerous locks, pierce the city and communicate with the

rivers. The extensive- machinery which regulates the water
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supply, is well worthy a visit. There are also the Parliament

Buildings, with the Senate and Couunons Chambers, the really

splendid Legislative Library, the Museum and the Patent Office,

Avhich represents in great and astonishing variety—rather

crowded, however,—the inventive genius of the Dominion. In

a building in the vicinity, used as a temple of art, some pictures

of high meiit were recognized, some of which had graced the

late exhibition at Halifax, held under the auspices of the

Governor-General. Strangers should see all these and every-

thing. In fact there is nothing to disappoint, but enough to

gratify curiosity and taste in all the surroundings of Ottawa,

which alone of themselves are amply sufficient to make a visit to

the Capital of the Dominion highly agreeable.

Ottawa is not gone over in a day ; but the remainder of

Monda\' was spent in the gallery of the Commons Chamber of

the Parliament, a large, handsome and commodious hall, where

the Liberal-Conservative and Grit elements sat facing each other.

Sir John and Sir Charles on one side, and confronting them Mr-

Blake and his following. Apparently they were seeking expla-

nations one of the other, preparatory to winding up the business

of the session, which occupied l:)oth parties far into the night.

We left long before the adjournment.

On Tuesday the Royal Society met in the Parliament Building

to be organized, Dr. Dawson, the President, in the chair. Mr.

Bourinot, the Secretary, read the minutes. The President ad-

dressed the meeting. The roll was called, and a large number

from various parts of the Dominion, members and delegates,

answered to their names. The Society was divided into sepai'ate

sections, which weie referred to their several places of meeting-

I was consigned to the Natural Science section, which was also

where the efeneral business was transacted. Several interesting

papers were read, having reference to the Zoology of the North-

West. As I was anxious to find anything that would tend to

settle the question, whether any two species were common alike

to the eastern and western hemispheres, I ventured to ask of the

gentlemen Avho had contributed the papers in which badgers and

earthworms were mentioned, if they were of similar species to
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the baclpers of England and the earthworms of our fields and

gardens, a;:d was very kindly informed that the badgers were

precisely similar to those of England, with the same habits, only

much larger ; also that the earthworms were similar to those of

our fields and o-ardens. I remain still in doubt about this latter

conclusion. It is certain, 1 believe, that our anglers never find

earthworms in the virgin soil of the woods, but are obliged to

take such bait with them. The question may still be one of

some zoological importance. A member from New Brunswick

laid before the Section a number of well-preserved Indian relics,

-—axes, chisels, pipes, spear and arrow heads, &c., all stone

implements, which had been found in that Province. They were

of the Algonkin type of ancient aboriginal relics, and it was

presumed were Micmac weapons and utensils. From the absence

of pottery in this and other instances noted, it was supposed that

the more eastern tribes did not possess the art of making it.

Being called upon, I was enabled to contradict this, as in one of

the field excursions of the Halifax Institute, with the express

object of opening an ancient refuse heap at St. Margaret's Bay

and examining its contents, several pieces of broken pottery

were found, the remains of dish or bowl, the edges or rims

Ornamented with small bead-like cubes of iron pyrites, inserted

when the clay was soft and compressible. In gener-al the ex-

hibits were very clean, as though carefully washed, and there

were present implements of black stone, the like of which I had

never before seen, although there are a great variety of Micmac

implements in the Halifax museum. They could scarcely be

classed entirely as Micmac. Some thought they might be

Milicete or Penobscot, or partly of a type more southern still.

It was an interesting collection, very appropriate as a memento

of the very recent age of stone in Au)erica, when man on this

portion of the continent had made no pi'ogress beyond the

rudest appliances to provide for his immediate wants.

It was intimated by direction of the President, that the dele-

gates would meet next day at the Section of Natural Science, to

present reports from the various affiliated Societies. Also, that

the Governor-General and Princess Louise would hold a reception
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of the Society in the Senate Chamber, at 1 p. m., and tlien the

meeting adjourned.

Wednesday the Society again assembled, and reports were

read by the delegates. These consisted for the most part of

short papers, giving some account of the design and work of the

several bodies, Mr. Allison, delegate from the Halifax Historical

Society, made some pertinent verbal observations of its objects

and progress, and spoke of the importance in connection with it,

of preserving a particular record of the stirring events which

had taken place in the early period of our provincial history^

When called upon I was obliged to state that, owing to some

misapprehension, for which I could not then satisfactorily

account, I had no report. I had telegraphed to Halifax for the

information I sought, in order to be ready for the occasion, but

had not obtained it. I had previously prepared a Paper on the

work of our Institute, which might be read as a report, which I

then submitted for- approval and handed to the Secretary.

Shortly thereafter the Society adjourned to the Senate Chamber,

and in about half an hour the Princess Louise arrived with the

Governor-General and suite, who took their places around the

throne. A French Canadian member of the Literary Section,

with powerful voice and strong emphasis, delivered an original

poem in the French language, " the poet's eye in a fine frenzy

rolling." A number of presentations were then made, but a

scarcely mannerly assemblage pressing before the Society and

usurping its place, the Princess soon retired.

The sitting was resumed in the afternoon, when I was in-

formed, through the Secretary of the Section, that the remaining

time at their disposal was precious, and that it would be advis-

able to reduce the length of my paper, which he thought a very

good one. This I immediately set about, and accomplished to

his satisfaction. In the meantime a rather exciting geological

discussion had taken place on a Paper read by Dr. Sterry Hunt,

That gentleman contended that in the Thunder Bay section, or

district, he had recognized a new geological formation, uncon-

formable and of considerable thickness and extent, between the

Huron and Laurentian strata—a statement stoutly opposed by
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Dr. Selwyn, a gentleman intimately acquainted with the region,

who said that it could not be—that there was not sufficient

evidence for it, and that Dr. Hunt must be wrong. Both gentle-

men were very positive in the views they entertained, which

were supported by others of the meeting, and the discussion may
be said to have been a drawn battle, to be decided by more

positive evidence in the future. So far as I could ascertain of

the views of members around, there appeared to be a rather

general disinclination to the admission, under present data, of a

new membei- of the geological series ; and an opinion that Dr.

Hunt and others may have mistaken for it an uppei- member of

the Laurentian. On this afternoon the Governor-General paid a

visit to the Section, and listened to an excellent Paper from

Professor McCoun, on the plants of the North-West, with which

His Excellency expressed his gratification, and soon'after retired.

The President then gave notice that such papers as had not

received attention might be read as reports on the following

morning, which certainly included mine, and the Section ad-

journed.

Thursday was the Queen's Birthday. The weathei-, which for

the three previous days had been an incessant i-ain, and very

disagreeable, suddenly changed to clear and lovely sunshine,

befitting the occasion. Bands of music paraded the streets at an

early hour in the morning, and the day was celebrated as a public

holiday. The Society, however, met as usual, eager to finish its

business. Several reports from distant Societies had come to

hand since the last* adjournment, and it was decided that they

should be read although out of time. This was hardly fair to

my report, which was in no way objectionable, and should have

had precedence. There could be no reasonable excuse, I thought,

for the omission, although the report was that of a delegate. I

therefore asked for its reading on the ground of the notice of the

President at the adjournment last evening. But time was

pressing. The prorogation of Parliament, the presentation to the

Princess, and the Governor-General's Lunch at Rideau Hall, to

which all were invited, were considerations far too important to

be affected by minor details. Mr. Sandford Fleming and Prof.
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MacGreo-or, both members of our Halifax Institute, recommended

me not to press the leading. I acquiesced, and the meeting

adjourned. I brought away my Paper, which, as I thought it fit

to be read before the Royal Society, may not be an inappropriate

Paper for the afiiliated Nova Scotian Institute. I leave it with

you. The Society met again in the afternoon when the celebra-

tions had terminated. They elected Mr. Chaveau, a talented

French Canadian gentleman. President for the ensuing year, and

Dr. Sterry Hunt, an eminent geologist, Vice-President, and then

the session of the Royal Society concluded its labours with the

usual formalities.

It only remains to notice the gracious reception accoi'ded to

the members and delegates of the Royal Society by His Excel-

lency the Governor-General and Her Royal Highness the Princess

Louise, at Rideau Hall. The Society had been specially invited

to a Lunch and Garden Party, on the anniversary of the birth-

day of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, mother of the Princess, and

we need hardly say that the gracious invitation was generally

accepted. The Presentation took place in the Hall set apart for

the occasion. There were present Sir Charles Tapper and several

members of the Government and of Parliament, and other dis-

tinguished persons. That funny fellow Mark Twain was there

as a guest of His Excellency. Each member and delegate was

introduced by Dr. Dawson, President of the Royal Society, and

shook hands with the Governor-General and Her Royal Highness,

both of whom looked in the best of health and in excellent good

humor. The party were then ushered into the dining hall, which

v/as soon filled with guests. His Excellency presided. An hour

was spent in agreeable converse, and ample discussion of the

viands and wines lavishly prepared for the occasion. Only two

toasts were proposed. His Excellency gave The health of the

Queen of England, which was quietly but enthusiastically

responded to ; then that of the President of the United States,

which would have been responded to by Mark Twain, but was

otherwise arranged. After the lunch the party visited His

Excellency's Museum of curiosities, where were exhibited Zulu

rifles, on one of which at least •' the blood still stuck to the stock"
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spears, assegais, «Sz;c. A number of unique and valuable Indian

curiosities were displayed, consisting of sumptuous Indian gala

robes and dresses, spears, bows and arrows, collected in the North
West during His Excellency s visit to that part of the Dominion.

After deliberate inspection of these, His Excel lenc}' led the way
to the Garden Party, of which the Princess did all the honor.'^

with the gracious affability she well knows how to assume. I

cricket match in an adjoining field also drew the attention of th'

party, at the conclusion of which the festivities ended.

It would be premature to hazard a decided opinion on th'

permanence or otherwise of the Royal Society. Time mus-

decide that question, which is an important one. The BritisI'

Association pays a visit to Canada next year, and a good deai

will depend on the action then taken. If the people of the

Dominion can be induced, even compai-atively, to take a sinjilar

interest in scientific pursuits to that which is manifested in

England, there can be no doubt of the result. The Dominion
Government, we dare say, will do its part upon the occasion.

We fear, however, that neither numbers, nor wealth, nor inclina-

tion, nor time, can be sufficiently engaged to secure the immediate

success of the Royal Society, although we earnestly hope it may
be otherwise. There are some defects also in its organization, in

that its numbers are unwisely limited. So far, however, the

attempt is highly laudable, and ought to inspire the earnest zeal

in its behalf of every lover of his country seeking its advance-

ment among the nations.



(Re-printed from the Proceedings of the Geological Association,

London.)

Glacial Distkibution in Canada.

By the Rev. D. Honeyman, D.C.L., F.R.S.C, Hon. Memb.

1. Triassic Amygdaloids (A) and Carboniferous Boidders.—
The author's investigations of glacial distribution in Canada began

in 1873. On the beach at Cow Bay, east of Halifax Harbour,

Nova Scotia, abundance of amygdaloid boulders were seen.

These were at once referred to Cape Blomidon, whose rocks are

Triassic basalts, amygdaloids, &c. Blomidon, or some part of its

rock extension to Five Islands, N. E., and Brier Island, is the only

series of rocks in Eastern Canada which could produce these

boulders. Red Head, on the east side of Cow Bay, was seen to be

the secondary source of the boulders. From this bluft' of drift

large and small amygdaloid boulders had just fallen. Here an

agate was found, and specimens of Blomidon zeolites. Great

masses of Cambrian quartzites had recently fallen, and were still

imbedded in drift. These were strikingly grooved and striated on

varj'ing sides. Rock surfaces had also been observed on our way
showing glaciation. Action and reaction were thus suggested.

A copy of the Admiralty Chart, on which Blomidon and Halifax

both appear, was procured. A very fine and extensive glaciated

expanse of Cambrian argillites at Pleasant Park, Halifax Harbour,

was located on this map. The direction of the glaciation and
grooves, S. 20 E., N. 20 W., was extended, and found to pass in

front of Blomidon. Deep grooves were seen having a south-east

termination, where the graver had evidently been fractured by
coming in contact with hard edges of tilted and crumpled strata,

the grooves terminating in small strioe, running in different direc-

tions and disappearing. These show that the glaciating agency
had evidently come from the N. W., the direction of Blomidon.
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An interesting problem was thus presented for solution. I found

similar boulders occurring in abundance on the Atlantic shore,

from Point Pleasant, Halifax Harbour, west of Cow Bay, to Three

Fathom Harbour, east of it. Associated with these were Lower
Carboniferous Limestone boulders with fossils (Brachiopoda, i:c.,)

and boulders with Carboniferous plants, such as Stigmaria,

Lepidodendra, and Calamites, from the beds intervening between

Blomidon and the coast. This is very interesting, as showing that

the transporting agency levied upon every formation over which

it passed. An iceberg could not do this : a glacier could. The

distance between Blomidon and Cow Bay is 62 miles. Drift

accumulations and drift sections occurring on the lines of rail-

way, especially the Windsor and Annapolis Railway, were all

examined, and the amygdaloid boulders were found to increase

in numbers as we approached their source.

2. Triassic A'tnygdaloids (B).—From a distance of 45 miles

west of Blomidon, amygdaloids have also been transported to

the Atlantic coast. In the drift cuttings of the Nictaux and

Atlantic Railway, on the side of the Nictaux River, I found

amygdaloids of the same character as those of Blomidon. I

also observed a fine outcrop of Lower Silurian argillities on

the north of Cleveland Mountain, on the south side of the

Annapolis Valley. North Mountain, a continuation of the

Blomidon range, is on the north side of the valley. The position

of the glaciated rock-surface is at a height corresponding with

the general elevation of North Mountain, 600 feet. This

is the most northerly glacier found in Nova Scotia. The

Triassic sandstones, which are undoubtedly in the valley, although

they cannot be seen, must have filled the interval between the two

mountain ranges in Pre-glacial times to account for the glaciation

indicated and the passage of the amygdaloids. In my collection

I have a large amygdaloid boulder which was picked up at Lunen-

burg the Atlantic terminus. The Nictaux and Lahave Rivers,

which nearly meet at their sources, are approximately in the line

of transport, as are also a long chain of lakes. The Nictaux River

flows northerly into the Annapolis River in the valley : the

Lahave River, southerly, into the Atlantic, The Nictaux and

Atlantic Railway runs generally in the same course.
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3. Archccan Gneisses, &c. {A.)—On the north of Blomidon,

at a distance of 13 miles, is the south side of the Archaean

rocks of the Cobequid Mountains. This range extends from

Cape Chignecto, on the Bay of Fundy, through Nova Scotia,

to a distance of ninety miles. Boulders have been transported

from it in a direction, indicated by glaciation, S. 20 E. mag.,

the same as the Blomidon amygdaloids. These are spread

broadcast in the eastern part of Colchester County and the

County of Hants, which bound Halifax County on the north.

{Vide papers in the " Transactions of the Nova Scotian Institute

of Natural Science," 1881-2 and 1882-8). In Halifax County

they are largely intercepted by a great belt of granite, which is

generally six miles wide, extending from Major's Lake, near

Waverley Gold Mines, on the west, to Ship Harbour on the east.

Some of the Cobequid boulders reach the shore along the course

of the Musquodoboit River, and other breaks in the granite

belt, i. e., a granitic transportation takes the place of the other, the

boulders of the latter having to be closely searched for among the

abounding granite boulders at Musquodoboit Harbour and Clam

Bay. At the Waverley (W.) end of the granites, or rather at the

end of another granite occurring farther north, which seems to

come into a line of it, the Cobequid boulders have found a better

passage. Their course became changed to S. W., as is seen by

the glaciation of the Cambrian argillites at the Intercolonial

Railway, near the Grand Lake. This brings them into Bedford

Basin, Halifax Harbour, and the City. The Archsean trans-

portation thus unites with the Triassic, so as to predominate

over the latter. The combined transportation then deposits the

accumulations at Laurence Town, Cow Bay, and at Eastern

Passage, Halifax Harbour, at Thrum Cap, McNab's Island, and

George's Island in the Harbour, at Point Pleasant, Fort Massey,^

Fort George, Observatory Hill, H. M. Dockyard, and Fort Need-

ham, and at Navy Island, Bedford Basin ('Trans.,' 1881-2.)

In like manner the great and extensive granites (B) on the

west side of Halifax Harbour, in their extension toward Blomi-

don, at Bedford, intercept a part of the amygdaloids, and in turn

are transported towards the Atlantic. Some of these boulders
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become huge rocltes j^erches e.g., the great " Rocking Stone " of

Spryfield.

3. Archcean Gneisses, <&;c. (B).—Eight miles from the north-east

termination of Nova Scotia, near Cape St, George, Antigonish

County, on the Northumberland Strait, is the " Typical Archaian

Series," which I first recognized in 1866. Dana, in his ' Manual
of Geology ' (1674), gave it the name " Archaean," which I have
since adopted. I found the boulders of the series, on the shore

and in the drift, at Ogden's, Gypsum Bluff, St. George's Bay.

The largest boulders on the shore are very striking in appearance.

It is more than twenty years since I first noticed them. It was
then supposed that they had been carried from the coast of

Labrador. The identical rock was easily recognized among the

series on the Northumberland Strait, associated with crystalline

limestones and serpentines. There is no apparent glaciation,

but a line drawn on the Admiralty chart from the rock in situ

to the drift-section of St. George's Bay coincides exactly with

the line of Bloraidon transportation.

Fiords.—Looking at our chart, we observe that the Strait of

Canso, which separates Nova Scotia and Cape Breton, and which

enters St. George's Bay, runs parallel with our last Archasan

transportation line. All the harbours of Nova Scotia, from the

Strait of Canso to Ship Harbour, where the great granite belt

ends, are approximately parallel. From Ship Harbour to Hali-

fax Harbour, the harbours conform with the changed direction

of transportation. Halifax Harbour, Bedford Basin, and the

Estuary of the Avon are approximately in the line of the Blomi-

don amygdaloid transportation, and are only about eight miles

apart.

Remarhs.—The Archaean of Northumberland Strait lies (14')

north of the Archaean of the Cobequids. The transportation

could not originate there ; we must, therefore, look beyond Nova

Scotia. This consideration led me to refer to Logan's ' Geology

of Canada,' (1863). Examining the Tables of Glaciation Grooves,

I found that the S. E. courses to the N. E., N., and N. W. of

Nova Scotia, prevailing over the S. W. in the proportion of two

to one. The Nova Scotia transportation is, therefore, a contin-
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uation of that of Quebec Province, and my investigations have

given it an Atlantic terminus.

Otfcma Gneisses (C.)—On a visit to Ottawa, in May, 1882, I

observed massive boulders of Archaean gneisses in a number of

places. At the Rifle Ranges I examined them more particularly.

Some of the gneisses were beautifully banded, others of them

contained abundance of magnetite. In Sir W. Logan's table^

the course of the glacial grooves at Rideau River, Stegman's

Rapids, and also at Barrack Hill, is S. 45 E., true meridian.

Defining this course on Vennor's Map, I found that a N. 45 W.

extension passed between the Hull and Laycock Magnetite Iron

Mines. According to the same table, at Hull the glacial grooves

run S. 45 E. This is certainly a satisfactory coincidence.

Kingston Gneisses (D) Archcean.—When I was at the Domin-

ion Exhibition at Kingston, in September, 1882, my attention

was directed to the large quantity of boulders which lay about

the. exhibition grounds. The greater part of them corresponded

with the Ottawa boulders, with the exception of the magnetic

ones, and were consequently Archfean. One boulder was of

Trenton Limestone, and was glaciated. Looking for glaciation in

situ, I found it on the limestones at the edge of the water near

the entrance to the Royal Militaiy College. The course of the

grooves was S. 54 W. magnetic. The direction observed by Sir

W. E. Logan was S. 45 W., true meridian, while " other grooves

run S. 85 E." Trenton Limestone is the formation on which

Kingston is built, and of which it is built. Hence it is called

" the Limestone City." In the approach to it, near the Rideau

Canal, the Archaean (^Laurentian) is seen with the Trenton Lime-

stone lying directly upon it, in the same way as on the Railway

from Montreal to Ottawa, near the latter. We have now reached

long. 76° 25' to 29', and lat. 44° 14' to 19'. In long. 80° 54', lat.

44° 28', is the last of the south-easterly grooves (S. 5 E.), accord-

ing to Logan. In long. 79° 33', lat. 46° 10', is Nipissing Lake,

Here, and beyond all grooves are, therefore, S. W. Lake Temis-

camang, long. 79° 26' to 30', lat. 47° 7' to 36', has glaciation

generally S. E. This is the region of divergence as well as of

watershed.
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Rimouski Gneisses {E) Avcliman—At the Railway Station on

both sides of the railway, I found and examined Archaean

boulders of large size. Some of these were granitic gneisses

identical with those that I found at Ottawa and Kingston. The'

only place where the rocks of this kind are to be found in situ

near Rimouski is on the opposite side of the River St. Laurence,

which is here 20 miles wide. Glaciation was found by Sir W.

E. Logan at Kempt Road, near Metapedia Lake, long. 67° 43',

lat. 48°. Its course was S. 80 E..

I would observe that the lines of glaciation of Pleasant Park,

Halifax, extended in a northerly direction on our Admiralty

chart, pass through Rimouski at a distance of 310 miles.

Our field of observation thus extends from Cape George, Nova

Scotia, long. 62°' .to Kingston, Canada, long. 76° 25" to 29', i.e.

through 14° 25' long., and from Halifax, lat. 44° 3.4', to Rimouski,

lat. 46" 26', i.e through 3" 52' lat.
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